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A NOTE ON TEXTS 

The quotations from manuscript works of Sir Isaac Newton have been 
prepared based on the original documents or the microfilm c<;lllection of Newton's 
manuscripts compiled by Chadwyck-Healy Publishers. It is my great pleasure to thank 
the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem; the Bodmer Foundation, 
Geneva; the Burndy Library at MIT (currently home to the Babson Collection); and 
King's College, Cambridge, for their kind permission to reproduce parts of the Newton 
manuscripts. 

The following conventions have been applied in citations. Crossed-out 
passages have been included only in cases where I felt them to be particularly useful in 
understanding an aspect of Newton's thought. When additions or corrections have been 
made between lines by Newton, I have usually not given any indication to differentiate 
them from the rest of the text. My goal has been to remain as close to the original form 
of the text as possible without losing clarity. 

Crossed-out passages appear between pointed brackets: < >. Newton 
occasionally uses square brackets, which appear here as such: []. Newton's marginal 
and interlineal notations appear in curved brackets: { }. My interpolations, including 
page numbers, missing letters and comments, appear in double square brackets: [[ ]]. 
Newton often underlines texts as a way of indicating that they are quotations; I have 
preserved these underlinings. 
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PREFACE 

This book is based on my doctoral dissertation from the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem (1996) of the same title. As a master's student, working on an entirely 
different project, I was well aware that many of Newton's theological manuscripts were 
located in our own Jewish National and University Library, but I was under the 
mistaken assumption that scores of highly qualified scholars must be assiduously 
scouring them and publishing their results. It never occurred to me to look at them at 
all until, having fmished my master's, I spoke to Professor David Katz at Tel-Aviv 
University about an idea I had for doctoral research. Professor Katz informed me that 
the project I had suggested was one which he himself had just fmished, but that I might 
be interested in working on the famous Newton manuscripts in the context of a project 
being organized by him, Richard Popkin, James Force, and the late Betty Jo Teeter 
Dobbs, to study and publish Newton's theological material. I asked him whether he was 
not sending me into the shark-infested waters of highly competitive scholarship, and 
learned that in fact there were only a handful of scholars in the world who actively 
studied and published on Newton's theology. At the time the group consisted mainly 
of Popkin, Force, Dobbs, Frank Manuel, Kenneth Knoespel, and David Castillejo. I 
would later discover that others were beginning to work on this material at roughly the 
same time I was: Rob Iliffe, Matti Kochavi, Jose Faur, Scott Mandelbrote, and Sarah 
Hutton. Force and Popkin have continued to lead the field, both by furthering their own 
work in this area, and by organizing conferences and publishing projects which feature 
Newton research. 

It is my great pleasure at this time to thank those people who have supported 
me and helped in the creation of the present volume. My advisors, Professors Michael 
Heyd and Yosef Kaplan of the Hebrew University, despite early misgivings they 
certainly had about my ability to carry through this project, gave selflessly of their time 
and wisdom to help me. In particular, they tried hard to impart to me the 
methodological rigor for which they are both known. Their success may have been 
limited, but it undoubtedly saved me from more and greater errors than those which 
remain in this book. The anonymous readers of my typescript for Kluwer made valuable 
suggestions, and I thank them for supporting the publication of this monograph. 
Throughout the period in which I worked on Newton, I was constantly in touch with 
Professors Richard Popkin, James Force, and David Ruderman, all of whom 
contributed invaluable ideas, criticism and moral support. 

Chadwyck-Healy Publishers could not have picked a better time to publish 
their brilliant microfilm collection of Newton manuscripts, edited by Peter Jones, which 
did a great deal to allow the speedy completion of my research. I am deeply indebted 
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to the staff of the Jewish National and University Library, particularly the manuscripts 
librarians and my colleagues at the Edelstein reading room, for their patience and help. 
I also owe much to the kindness of the Bodmer Foundation, the Jewish National and 
University Library in Jerusalem, the Provost and Fellows of King's College, 
Cambridge, and the trustees of the Babson Collection at MIT for allowing me to 
publish portions of their Newton manuscripts. Generous support from the William 
Andrews Clark Memorial Library, the National Foundation for Jewish Culture, the 
Center for Jewish Studies at the Hebrew University, and the trustees of the Warburg 
Prize, were critical to my success in finishing this project. Amy S. Ruskin has done an 
outstanding job editing this work, and Maja de Keijzer of Kluwer Academic Publishers 
has been friendly and supportive at all times. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

I could scarce avoid taking notice of the great and deplorable 
growth of irreligion, especially among those, that aspired to pass for 
wits, and several of them too for philosophers. And on the other side 
it was obvious, that divers learned men, as well as others, partly 
upon the score of their abhorrence of these infidels and libertines, 
and partly upon that of a well-meaning but ill-formed zeal, had 
brought many good men to think, that religion and philosophy were 
incompatible; both parties contributing to the vulgar error, but with 
this difference, that the libertines thought a virtuoso ought not to be 
a Christian, and the others, that he could not be a true one. J 

I. SIR ISAAC NEWTON IN THE THROES OF CHANGING TIMES 

In a pair of books which are today old but not superannuated, The Seventeenth 
Century Background (1934) and The Eighteenth Century Background (1940), Prof. 
Basil Willey laid down many of the essential issues in the intellectual history of early
modem Europe. "Whereas for the seventeenth century 'Truth' seemed to be the key
word," he says, "this time [concerning the eighteenth century] it is 'Nature'."2 
Periodization is a difficult proposition in all cases, and Willey did not intend to suggest 
a concrete break at the turn of the century. Yet there is a distinct intuition that some sort 
of "crisis" takes place in Western Europe as one moves from the later seventeenth to 
the early eighteenth century, and that the crisis has to do with shifting attitudes toward 
"Truth" and "Nature." This crisis was most eloquently and compellingly described by 
Paul Hazard in his book La Crise de fa conscience europeene (Paris, 1935; English 
translation, The European Mind, 1680-1715, London, 1953V Individual thinkers 
usually did not see themselves as going through a crisis-it was a phenomenon of the 
European intellectual world as a whole, discernable in historiographic hindsight.4 

I Robert Boyle, The Christian Virtuoso: Shewing, That by being addicted to experimental philosophy, a 
man is rather assisted than indisposed to be a good Christian (London, 1690), p. 37. ' 

2 Basil Wi1Iey, The Eighteenth Century Background (London, 1940; repro 1977), p. V. 

3 The concept of a "general crisis" in the seventeenth centul)' is discussed in Geoffrey Parker and Lesley 
M, Smith (eds.), The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century (London, 1978); and Trevor Aston (ed), Crisis 
in Europe 1560-1660 (London, 1965). Hazard seems to place the crisis in the more limited period 1680 to 
1715. 

4 Margaret Jacob, in her recent discussion of the Hazard thesis, introduces the idea that men of Newton's 
generation maintained combinations of positions, by dint of a "Calvinist rationalism," which we would 
consider paradoxical: 



2 Chapter One 

Baroque European scholars commonly believed that Truth could be 
ascertained by examining the Book of Nature and the Book of Scripture together-no 
contradiction could occur between them if the proper approach was used, and distilled 
Truth would emerge. But toward the end of the seventeenth century this conviction 
began to break down, and what may be considered an intellectual "crisis" occurred. It 
is possible to speak of three aspects to this "crisis": the crises within understandings of 
the Book of Nature and the Book of Scripture, and a crisis in understanding the 
relations between the two Books. 

Within the Book of Scripture, the crisis was precipitated by the application of 
humanistic critical techniques to Scripture and the resulting emergence of nascent 
biblical criticism. The crisis was much aggravated by a proliferation of exegetical 
traditions appearing in the wake of the Reformation, which led to even more confusion 
about what Scripture says. This development shook the foundations of Reformation 
sola Scriptura as a doctrine which could be depended upon to provide truth and 
salvation. It also left millenarians (of whom Newton was one) searching for ways to 
uphold the veracity of scriptural prophecy. Further confusion in attitudes toward 
Scripture was caused by the Renaissance interest in ancient theology and wisdom, 
which added a competing source of knowledge to biblical hegemony. Within the Book 
of Nature, the crisis was induced by the mechanical worldview of Descartes; by the new 
worlds revealed through voyages of exploration, microscopy and telescopy; and most 
important, by the rules of Nature uncovered by Newton and others. The European mind 
was forced by these discoveries to reevaluate its picture of the natural world, the 
respective places of God and man within the world, and the religious traditions which 
underlaid the intellectual status quo ante. The crisis in understanding the relationship 
between the two Books came when new perceptions of each Book led to previously 
unperceived contradictions between the Books, which could be settled only by rather 
unsatisfying mental gymnastics. In particular, how was one to regard the theological 
implications of the New Science, with its Rules of Nature, when its conclusions (in 
matters such as pre-Adamism or the plurality of worlds, for example) appeared to 
contradict the plain meaning of biblical passages? It is difficult to avoid the conclusion 
that after the early eighteenth century the Book of Nature became the greater authority 
for determining Truth, and dictated the way Scripture was to be understood. S 

Calvinist rationalism pennitted them to live in two worlds, to have their 
faith as well as their scientific enquiry, indeed to hold the tension of the crisis within 
their own minds without succumbing to intellectual madness, that is, to either atheism 
or enthusiasm. Their brand of Protestantism derived historically from Calvin, and at 
its core was an extreme monotheism, a God for whom the law of universal gravitation 
according to Newton is merely the divine will operating on the universe .... 

This thesis, while not especially enlightening in many respects, accords very well as far as it goes with 
Newton's own thought, especially his voluntarism. See M. Jacob, "The Crisis of the European Mind: Hazard 
Revisited," idem and P. Mack (eds.), Politics and Culture in Early Modem Europe: Essays in Honor o/HG. 
Koenigsberger (Cambridge, 1987), pp. 251-271; quotation from p. 260. 

5 On the doctrine of the Two Books and some examples of its crisis, see J. E. Force and R. H. Popkin 
(eds.), The Books o/Nature and Scripture: Recent Essays on Natural Philosophy. Theology. and Biblical 
Criticism in the Netherlands o/Spinoza's Time and the British Isles o/Newton's Time (Dordrecht, 1994). On 
the religious implications of these crises, see, e.g., R.H. Popkin and A. Vanderjagt (eds.), Skepticism and 
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Over the course of the Renaissance and Baroque periods, while the seeds of 
these crises were taking root, another development was occurring in European thought: 
the study of Judaism by Christian theologians. Scholars took up the Hebrew language 
in order to understand the Book of Scripture, and went on to learn about a largely 
unknown world oflaw, exegesis, mysticism and philosophy. While an obligatory mental 
sneer was generally maintained toward things Jewish, it was nevertheless discovered 
that Judaism had a great deal to say about the burning issues which would eventually 
foment the crises. Jewish literature could enlighten one about the nature of prophecy 
and the apocalypse, of cosmology and cosmography, of the pagan and Christian past, 
of metaphysics, and of every matter connected with the Bible -the Book of Scripture. 
Jewish books were translated into Latin in order that a wide European audience might 
have access to these ideas, and erudite studies were made by scholars in many fields 
which used Jewish thought as underpinning for some attitude in a current controversy. 
Occasionally living Jews created the connection between study of Jewish tradition and 
the crisis issues -Baruch Spinoza is one example, and the Portuguese authors of anti
Christian polemics are another.6 But much more commonly, it was Christian savants 
wielding their new Jewish knowledge who brought Judaic studies to bear on the crisis 
of the European mind.7 

Sir Isaac Newton has been repeatedly pointed out in studies of the European 
crisis as a central figure in the intellectual shift of the "Hazard Generation." Newton 
believed deeply in the doctrine of the Two Books, as well as in the validity of ancient 
wisdom as a key to Truth. Reflecting these beliefs, his long and active intellectual 
career was divided between science, historical theology, and alchemy. However, 

Irreligion in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Leiden, 1993), particularly the article by David Katz, 
"Isaac Vossius and the English Biblical Critics," (pp. 142-84), which illustrates many of the problems just 
mentioned; H.G. von Reventlow, The Authority of the Bible and the Rise of the Modem World (philadelphia, 
1985); David Wootton, Paolo Sarpi: Between Renaissance and Enlightenment (Cambridge, 1983); idem and 
Michael Hunter (eds.), Atheismfrom the Reformation to the Enlightenment (Oxford, 1992); Lucien Febvre, 
The Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth Century: The Religion ofRabelais (Cambridge, MA, 1982; original 
French ed., Le Probleme de I'incroyance au XV]' siecle: la religion de Rabelais [paris, 1942]); Alan Charles 
Kors, Atheism in France, 1650-1729, Vol. I: The Orthodox Sources of Disbelief, (Princeton, 1990); idem and 
Paul J. Korshin (eds.), Anticipations of the Enlightenment in England, France, and Germany (philadelphia, 
1987); David Berman, A History of Atheism in Britain: From Hobbes to Russell (London, 1988). It should be 
noted that while the numbers of deep skeptics and atheists increased dramatically over Newton's lifetime, even 
at the end of that period they constituted a minority of thinkers. On aspects of the New Science which brought 
about a crisis in the Book of Nature, see, e.g., Alexandre Koyre, From the Closed World to the Irifinite 
Universe (Baltimore, 1957); EJ. Dijksterhuis, The Mechanization of the World Picture: Pythagoras to Newton 
(Oxford, 1961), Parts IV and V; Brian Easlea, Witch-hunting, Magic & the New Philosophy: An Introduction 
to the Debates of the Scientific Revolution 1450-1750 (Sussex, 1980). It is noteworthy that Thomas S. Kuhn's 
great classic in the philosophy of science, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago, 1962; enlarged ed. 
1970), centers around the idea that paradigms of scientific explanation shift when they reach a crisis, and that 
the "Copernican Revolution," of which Newton was the capstone, represents such a paradigm shift. 

6 On the role of Portuguese Jewish polemics in internal attacks on Christianity, see R.H. Popkin, "Jewish 
Anti-Christian Arguments as a Source ofIrreligion from the Seventeenth to the Early Nineteenth Century," 
M. Hunter and D. Wootton (eds.), Atheismfrom the Reformation to the Enlightenment, pp. 159-81. 

7 See Frank Manuel, "Israel in the Christian Enlightemnent, • idem, The Changing of the Gods (Hanover, 
Mass., 1983; repro from Daedelus, Winter, 1982, pp. 33-52); idem, The Broken Staff: Judaism Through 
Christian Eyes (Cambridge, MA, 1992). 
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Newton's spectacular successes in understanding the Book of Nature have obscured his 
investigations in the Book of Scripture. They have led to an iconography which portrays 
him as the great hero of rationalist scientific thought, the man who overcame religious 
zealotry and obscurantism. But in recent years, with the availability of Newton's myriad 
manuscripts, the extent of his concern with theology has emerged. Lord John Maynard 
Keynes' re-evaluation of Newton has by now become famous. Reflecting on years of 
contemplation in Newton's unpublished manuscripts, Keynes wrote: 

In the eighteenth century and since, Newton came to be 
thought of as the first and greatest of the modern age of scientists, a 
rationalist, one who taught us to think on the lines of cold and 
untinctured reason. 

I do not see him in this light. I do not think that anyone 
who has pored over the contents of that box which he packed up 
when he [mally left Cambridge in 1696 ... can see him like that. 
Newton was not the first of the age of reason. He was the last of the 
magicians, the last of the Babylonians and Sumerians, the last great 
mind which looked out on the visible and intellectual world with the 
same eyes as those who began to build our intellectual fuheritance 
rather less than 10,000 years ago. Isaac Newton ... was the last 
wonder-child to whom the Magi could do sincere and appropriate 
homage. 

Why do I call him a magician? Because he looked on the 
whole universe and all that is in it as a riddle, as a secret which 
could be read by applying pure thought to certain evidence, certain 
mystic clues which God had laid about the world to allow a sort of 
philosopher's treasure hunt to the esoteric brotherhood .... 8 

Newton's genius, this curiosity coupled with both brilliance and mental stamina, is 
expressed in his writings on both Books.9 While his scientific pursuits changed the 
world, his theology remained mainly unseen; yet his struggles with the issues of 
Scripture and its connection with Nature would undoubtedly have become as famous 
and respected as those of any contemporary, had faithful renderings been published. For 
the scholar they are certainly as engaging as those of the major baroque thinkers. 

Keynes was perhaps the first to suggest an influence of Judaism on Newton's 
theology. Regarding Newton's Arianism he says, "It may be that Newton fell under 
Socinian influences, but I think not. He was rather a Judaic monotheist of the school of 
Maimonides."lo More recent scholars such as Frank Manuel, Richard Popkin, James 

8 John Maynard Keynes, ''Newton The Man, n Newton Tercentenary Celebrations (Cambridge, 1947), pp. 
27-9. 

9 My colleague, Douglas Weiner, has suggested that Newton's aim in investigating both Books was to 
establish simple, universal rules which would always yield true conclusions. 

10 Keynes, "Newton the Man," p. 30. See R. H. Popkin's articles based on this comment, discussed below 
in this chapter. 
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Force and Jose Faur have published further studies describing ways in which Judaic 
knowledge affected Newton's thought. It has become apparent that Judaism and its 
literature were regarded by Newton, a central figure in the history of Western thought 
in general and of the Hazardian crisis in particular, as matters of quite some historical 
and theological weight. 

This study sets out to demonstrate more specifically, and in more detail than 
has been done previously, how Newton, a person who was not an original Hebraic 
scholar, used both Jewish history and Jewish sources heavily in his studies of the Book 
of Scripture. It will be seen that these two areas--what Newton learned and said about 
the historical Jews and their beliefs, and how he used Jewish literature-are different 
but interconnected. Newton provides a fme test case of the ways in which Hebraism 
could be absorbed and reflected in the thought of a scholar who came toward the end 
of its most outstanding era. A selected and by no means exhaustive group of issues has 
been used to demonstrate the importance of Judaic studies in Newton's writing. 

After addressing the questions of how Newton became interested in Jewish 
studies and what Jewish sources he owned and read, the influence of Hebraic studies 
will be examined in connection with Newton's researches in early religion, prophecy, 
Temple studies, church history, and mystic traditions. Each of these areas is important 
in understanding the crisis of the Book of Scripture in England; in one case, that of 
mysticism, there is additional relevance for Newton's views on the Book of Nature as 
well. Therefore the analysis offered does not stop at the specific way in which Newton 
cites Jewish literature or history. Rather, an attempt is made to see how the use of 
Judaic studies fits into his overall view in each of these areas, and into the greater 
historical context. The views expressed in previous studies on this field will in some 
cases be expanded upon, and in other cases reevaluated on the basis of textual evidence. 
It is hoped that the results obtained will serve both to clarify certain issues in Newton's 
thought and to demonstrate the type of impact that the contemporary scholarly interest 
in Judaism could have on a mind like Newton's, in dealing with the intellectual crisis 
of Baroque Europe. 

II. RECENT PERSPECTIVES ON NEWTON'S THEOLOGY 

AND THE PLACE OF JEWISH STUDIES THEREIN 

The new availability of Newton's non-scientific manuscripts to scholars has 
brought a surge of awareness and investigation into his theology. These papers have a 
peculiar history of their own. Having been left by Newton to his niece, Katherine 
Conduitt, they sat in the family home all but unread until the end of the last century. 
Mathematical papers were donated to Cambridge in 1888, and mint papers went to the 
Public Records Office, but no one to whom it was offered-not Harvard or Yale, not 
Cambridge or the British Library-was interested in housing the theological, historical 
and alchemical manuscripts. These were eventually sold by the Lymington family, 
Conduitt's heirs, at public auction in 1936, whence they became spread to the four 
comers of the earth. Three major collections remained together: that of Keynes, 
donated later to King's College; that of the Babson family, now located at the Bumdy 
Library of MIT; and the collection of Professor Abraham Shalom Yahuda, now housed 
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at the Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem. Since many of these papers 
and those in other collections have been made available for scholarly use only recently, 
and the iconographical stigma concerning Newton's image has slowly been replaced by 
a wider historical approach, studies of the theological and alchemical papers began 
appearing only in recent years.l1 

It is true that traditional Newton specialists have always been aware of his 
theology, but they gave it short shrift, considering it a mere aberration in his otherwise 
rational scientific mind. 12 This attitude is the result of the same iconographic Newtonian 
scholarship mentioned above, still alive and well in our day in some quarters, which 
wishes to impose Enlightenment categories on a Baroque figure. For two centuries 
Newton has been the hero oflogical "modem" thought. He has represented the end of 
religion'S heavyhanded authority, the beginning of the modem age.\3 Any fact or 
document which might tarnish this image has been ignored or even suppressed. Now, 

II On Newton's non-scientific manuscripts, see David Castillejo, "A Report on the Yahuda Collection of 
Newton MSS. bequeathed to the Jewish National and University Library at Jerusalem," typescript in the 
Newton dossier at the Jewish National and University Library; Richard Westfall, "Newton's Theological 
Manuscripts," Zev Bechler (ed), Contemporary Newtonian Research (Dordrecht, 1986), pp. 129-43; Babson 
Institute, A Descriptive Catalogue o/the Grace K. Babson Collection o/the Works o/Sir Isaac Newton and 
the Material Relating to Him in the Babson Institute Library, Babson Park, Mass. (New York, 1950); Sotheby 
and Co., Catalogue o/the Newton Papers Sold by Order o/the Viscount Lymington. .. (London, 1936); 
catalogue issued with the Chadwyck-Healy set of Newton's MSS. on microfilm. 

12 As a rule, says Castillejo, "The few scholars who were able to study them could make little of these 
historical, theological and mystical MSS. It became fashionable to assume that Newton the young genius had 
had a nervous breakdown in his fifties and had turned into Newton the dotard." (David Castillejo, "A Report 
on the YahudaCollection," p. 1.) See also idem, The Expanding Force in Newton's Cosmos (Madrid, 1981), 
p.13. 

It was Jean-Baptiste Biot's view, apparently widespread by the early 19th century, that Newton 
suffered a nervous breakdown around 1695 which weakened his intellect, so that, "his mind fatigued by long 
and painful efforts, had need of complete and entire repose. At least we know, that thenceforward he only 
occupied his leisure with religious studies, or sought relief in literature or in business." (quoted in Louis 
Trenchard More, Isaac Newton: A Biography [New York, 1934), p. 611.) Biot, citing an unpublished note by 
Christian Huygens, reports that Newton became deranged sometime in 1692-4 when his dog tipped over a 
candle and burned up his writings from the past twenty years. Laplace thought Newton suddenly turned to the 
study of prophecy in this period, when his mental powers had allegedly ebbed, and sought evidence in England 
to support this theory. In response to Biot and others, an article entitled "Sir Isaac Newton's Alleged Insanity" 
appeared in the Christian Observer in 1844 (p. 777), based on Brewster's biography, attempting to show that 
Newton's study of theology had nothing mad about it. This entire matter is dealt with by Popkin, "Newton and 
Fundamentalism, II," idem and James E. Force, Essays on the Context, Nature, and Irifluence 0/ Isaac 
Newton's Theology (Dordrecht, 1990), pp. 169-70. More recent scholars have convincingly attempted to 
explain that Newton did suffer a temporary derangement for a time during the period mentioned, as a result 
of chemical poisoning from his alchemical investigations. See 1. W. Johnson and M. 1. Wohlbarsht, "Mercury 
Poisoning: A Probable Cause ofisaac Newton's Physical and Mental Ills," Notes and Records o/the Royal 
Society, vol. 34 (1979), pp. 1-9; P. E. Spargo and C. A. Pounds, "Newton's 'Derangement of the Intellect': 
New Light on an Old Problem," ibid, pp. 11-32. This, however, has nothing to do with his theological studies, 
which the manuscripts show to have been an occupation of Newton since his university years, and to have 
continued after his recovery. 

13 See, e.g., Andrew D. White, A History o/the Warfare o/Science with Theology in Christendom (New 
York, 1895; reprint 1955), p. 15: "For there came, one after the other, five of the greatest men our race has 
produced -Copernicus, Kepler, Gaiileo, Descartes, and Newton- and when their work was done the old 
theological conception of the universe was gone." The creation of Newton's image as the father of modem 
rationalism by eighteenth-century poets and philosophers is discussed and illustrated in Gerd Buchdahl, The 
Image 0/ Newton and Locke in the Age 0/ Reason (London, 1961). 
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over the last 30 years, pioneering researches into the true mind of Newton are being 
carried out, which reveal him to have been a very typical son of his age, a mind not 
constrained by new categories of "rational" and "irrational," "medieval" and "modem." 

A great many important studies in the "whole" Newton have appeared since 
the majority of manuscripts became available for study. These attempt to reintegrate 
"lost" areas of his scholarship-history, theology, alchemy-into the historical image 
of Newton the scientist. The role of Judaism has been observed in several contexts. 

The great figure in the study of Newton's historical theology is Frank Manuel, 
whose works have set the stage for all future study. He began with a seminal and 
detailed study of Newton's chronologies and related matters, Isaac Newton: Historian 
(Cambridge, 1963). Taking advantage of the collections of Newton manuscripts then 
available at Cambridge, Manuel brilliantly places this aspect of Newton's activity into 
the greater European intellectual setting, and into the context of Newton's own thought. 
Manuel deals, among many other topics, with the importance of the Israelites and 
Hebrew sources in Newton's chronological reckoning. 14 In A Portrait of Isaac Newton 
(1968), Manuel attempts to break away from the traditional modes of biography and 
create a psycho-historical analysis of Newton's life, with interesting but not widely 
accepted results. 

The most important of Manuel's works for the present study is his Religion of 
Isaac Newton (Oxford, 1974), the first work to take full advantage of the Yahuda MSS. 
as well as those in other major collections. This book is truly seminal in the sense that 
within its 140 pages it lays the groundwork for almost every direction of subsequent 
research in Newton's religious thought: his true conception of God; his view of the 
relationship between Scripture and Nature; the essentials of his church history and its 
purpose; and his ideas about prophecy. Each area is treated only briefly, with a few 
exemplary quotations from the manuscripts; detailed studies and fmer distinctions are 
left to future scholars. The present study greatly develops and further contextualizes 
areas of Newton's thought pointed out very succinctly by Manuel, who is keenly aware 
of the impact which Jewish studies had on Newton. These include Newton's studies of 
Maimonides' thought, Kabbalah, and early Jewish-Christianity. 

A new wave of contributions to the study of Newton's theology has been 
created by Richard H. Popkin, James E. Force and their circle, over the last several 
years. Popkin and Force bring a variety of new perspectives to the study of Newton, 
most notably in placing his theology more deeply into the seventeenth and eighteenth
century European intellectual context. Their contributions do a great deal to clarify 
aspects of Newton's religious thought which might otherwise seem very odd to the 
modem reader. Among the strands of influence to which both these scholars point is 
Judaism. In the years following the appearance of Force's study of Newton's student, 
William Whiston (William Whiston: Honest Newtonian [Cambridge, 1985]), Force and 
Popkin worked on different aspects of Newton's religious thought, and brought their 
results together as Essays on the Context, Nature, and Influence of Isaac Newton's 
Theology (Dordrecht, 1990). 

14 I have chosen not to deal with the issue of Judaism and Jewish sources in Newton's chronologies in this 
study; Manuel has dealt with the issue in much depth. 
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This volume opens with an essay by Popkin entitled "Some Further Comments 
on Newton and Maimonides," a continuation of the discussion begun in his previous 
essay, "Newton and Maimonides."ls In these papers Popkin seeks to show the 
importance of the fact that Newton owned and read works of Maimonides in Latin 
translation. He emphasizes that the translators and editors of Maimonides through 
whose lens Newton saw the works are particularly significant: Dionysius and Gerardus 
Vossius for Hilchot Ovde Kochavim (De Idolatria); and Ludovicus de Compiegne de 
Veil for Seier Avodah (De Cultu Divino) and Seier Korbanot etc. (De Sacrifiis Liber).16 
Popkin wishes to expand on the comment of Lord Keynes that Newton was a 
Maimonidean monotheist and develop awareness of various areas in which Maimonides 
and his editors seem to have influenced Newton. While my conclusions on this matter 
will vary significantly from those of Popkin, his investigation is invaluable, and 
suggests the directions in which to look. Other essays by Popkin in Essays deal with 
ways in which Newton's religious thought conformed to particular streams in the 
European intellectual milieu and will be discussed at later stages in this study.17 

Jose Faur, in his essay "Newton, Maimonides, and Esoteric Knowledge,,,IS 
also indicates various ways in which Maimonides may have influenced Newton, 
particularly his view of Scripture as containing both "accommodated" exoteric elements 
for everyone, and secrets of the universe, hidden in parables and riddles for the elite 
only. This thesis is essentially the mirror image of Keynes' statement about Newton's 
view of the world as a "riddle," which the great mind could solve by pure thought. 
While Keynes spoke mainly in terms of the Book of Nature, Faur speaks of the Book 
of Scripture as such a riddle for Newton, in the way it was for Maimonides. 

James Force's contributions to the abovementioned volume include essays 
dealing with Newton's relationship to the Latitudinarians and Deists. 19 The former paper 
deals particularly with issues raised by Margaret C. Jacob in The Newtonians and the 
English Revolution 1689-1720 (Ithaca, NY, 1976), who seeks to demonstrate that the 
"Newtonian synthesis" of science and Latitudinarian Anglicanism, especially as 
propagated through the Boyle Lectures, had a profound impact on English thought and 
politics. Force points out how Newton's private religious beliefs, as opposed to the 
famous "synthesis" based on his science, made him ineligible as a Latitudinarian. The 
latter paper deals with issues raised in Jacob's book and others, and recently given 
impetus by Richard Westfall's important essay on "Isaac Newton's Theologiae Gentilis 

IS In Ruth Link-Salinger (ed), A Straight Path: Studies in Medieval Philosophy and Culture. Essays in 
Honor of Arthur Hyman (Washington, D.C., 1988), pp. 216-29; reprinted in R. H. Popkin, The Third Force 
in Seventeenth-Century Thought (Leiden, 1992), pp. 189-202. 

16 On all these works, see below, Chapter 2. 

17 R. H. Popkin in Popkin and Force, Essays on the Context, Nature, and Influence, "The Crisis of 
Polytheism and the Answers of Voss ius, Cudworth, and Newton," pp. 9-25; "Polytheism, Deism, and 
Newton," pp. 27-42; "Newton as a Bible Scholar," pp. 103-118. 

II In Cross Currents: Religion & Intellectual Life-The Journal of the Associationfor Religion and 
Intellectual Life, vol. 40, no. 4 (Winter, 1990), pp. 526-38. 

191. E. Force in Force and Popkin, Essays on the Context, Nature. and Influence, "Sir Isaac Newton, 
'Gentleman ofWide Swallow'? Newton and the Latitudinarians," pp. 119-141; "The Newtonians and Deism," 
pp.43-73. 
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Origines Phiiosophicae,"2o concerning Newton's relationship with Deism. Force again 
shows how the private beliefs of Newton prevent him from falling in the category of 
Deists, as well as that of Latitudinarians.21 Both Deism and Latitudinarianism were 
English attempts to deal with the crisis of the "Hazard Generation." In Chapter 6 below 
the role of Jewish history and ideas in Newton's relationship with these movements will 
be discussed in light of the pioneering essays of Force, Jacob, and Westfall. 

In another essay by Force in this volume, "Newton's God of Dominion: The 
Unity of Newton's Theological, Scientific, and Political Thought,"22 Force proposes the 
thesis that has been the focus of many of his articles on Newton in recent years. He says 
that Newton's God is the God of Israel and the Jews and that this God underlies all 
Newton's ideas in both the Book of Nature and the Book of Scripture. That same 
voluntaristic God is on the one hand the author of the Book of Nature, who placed the 
secrets there which Newton is so famous for uncovering; and on the other hand is the 
God of Jewish Scripture, whose Providence in human history will ultimately express 
itself in the Millennium. In another article, which emphasizes the specifically Jewish 
(I would say "Biblical") aspect of Newton's God,23 he stresses, among other points, 
Newton's concept of "Milk for babes" and "Strong meat for men of full age" in the 
Irenicum manuscript. I have taken up Force's conception and discussed it further in 
Chapter 6 below as well. Other important articles by Force which bear on issues 
discussed herein are "The God of Abraham and Isaac (Newton),"24 in which he 
discusses Newton's Christian Mortalism; and "Newton's 'Sleeping Argument' and the 
Newtonian Synthesis of Science and Religion, ,,25 in which he attempts to show that a 
further argument for the existence of a Deity, which Newton said he would "let sleep," 
is in fact the argument from prophecy, which was propagated by Whiston. 

Another area in which Judaism has been seen as influencing Newton concerns 
his attitudes toward the millennial prophecies, in which he predicted the return of the 
Jews to their ancestral land. This matter was pointed out by Franz Kobler in 1943,26 and 
more recently by Nabil Matar.27 The manuscript sources have been used to investigate 

W R. Westfall, "Isaac Newton's Theologiae Gentilis Origines Philosophicae," W. Warren Wagar (ed), The 
Secular Mind: Transformations of Faith in Modern Europe-Essays Presented to Franklin L. Baumer, 
Randolph W Townsend Professor of History, Yale University (New York, 1982), 
pp. 15-34. 

21 The issue of Newton and Deism is discussed again by Force in a more developed manner, in J.E. Force, 
"Biblical Interpretation, Newton and English Deism," R. H. Popkin and A. Vanderjagt (eds.), SkeptiCism and 
Irreligion, pp. 282-305; and idem, "Newton and Deism," A. Bliumer and M. BUttner (eds.), Science and 
ReligionlWissenschaft und Religion-Proceedings of the Symposium of the XVIIlth International Congress 
of History of Science at Hamburg-Munich, 1-9 August 1989 (Bochum, 1989), pp. 120--32. 

22 Force and Popkin, Essays on the Context, Nature, and Influence, pp. 75-102. 

23 James E. Force, "Newton, the Lord God ofIsrael and Knowledge of Nature," R. H. Popkin and G. M. 
Weiner (eds.), Jewish Christians and Christian Jews (Dordrecht, 1994), pp. 131-58. 

24 J. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books of Nature and Scripture, pp. 179-200. 

25 Norman J. W. Thrower (ed), Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: A Longer View of Newton and Halley 
(Berkeley, 1990), pp. 109-127. 

26 Franz Kobler, "Newton and the Restoration of the Jews," Jewish Frontier, March, 1943, pp. 41-3. 

27 Nabil Matar, "The Controversy over the Restoration of the Jews in English Protestant Thought: 
1701-1753," Durham University Journal, vol. 80 (1988), pp. 242-3. 
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Newton's attitude toward Jewish restoration in Chapter 5 below, where various other 
aspects of his prophetic writings related to Judaism are also brought up. 

An interesting, if unexpected recent discussion about the influence of Jewish 
ideas on Newton, centers around his relationship with the Jewish mystical tradition 
known as Kabbalah. Newton's awareness of the Kabbalah was pointed out by Frank 
Manuel in 1974,28 but even before this was known, the More scholar Serge Hutin had 
attempted to prove a kabbalistic influence on Newton's science, and he even went so 
far as to speak of Newton as a "Christian Kabbalist."29 More recently, Brian 
Copenhave~o and George Zollschahl have attempted to show a similar sort of 
influence. I have sought to prove that Newton's attitude toward Kabbalah was extremely 
negative and that it is unlikely that he consciously adopted any ideas out of it. 32 Chapter 
7 below supplements this picture by stressing the influence of Jacques Basnage on 
Newton's attitude toward the Kabbalah; by pointing out how many of Newton's ideas, 
which have been taken as kabbalistic, can in fact be traced to Neoplatonic sources; and 
by suggesting that Newton's virulent antipathy toward the Kabbalah was connected 
with his polemic against Leibniz. 

Although it does not relate to the role of Judaism in Newton's theology strictly 
speaking, David Ruderman's study of the parallels between Samuel Clarke's Newtonian 
Boyle lectures and the theology of London's Haham David Nieto is brought up in 
Chapter 2.33 Ruderman has convincingly showed that, though a direct connection can 
not be made, Haham Nieto's conception of Divine Providence and its relationship to 
Nature are too close to Clarke's to be merely a matter of coincidence. Others in Nieto's 
circle, particularly Dr. Jacob de Castro Sarmento, were intimately connected with the 
Newtonians, and it is likely that such individuals acted as a conduit for ideas . 

. Needless to say, a great many other recent studies of Newton's theology and 
related matters, using the wealth of manuscript evidence, will be important in this study; 
especially those of David Castillejo, Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, Scott Mandelbrote, Sarah 
Hutton, and Rob Iliffe. Those works mentioned above, however, are the major 
discussions known to me which bear more or less directly on Newton's interest in 
Judaism and use of Jewish sources. 

28 The Religion of/saac Newton, pp. 68-9. 

29 Serge Hutin, Henry More: £Ssai sur les doctrines theosophiques chez les Platoniciens de Cambridge 
(Hildesheim, 1966), Ch. 9, Sec. I and idem, "Note sur la creation chez trois kabbalistes Chretiens anglais: 
Robert Fludd, Henry More et Isaac Newton," Kabbalistes Chretiens (paris, 1979), pp. 149-56. 

30 Brian P. Copenhaver, "Jewish Theologies of Space in the Scientific Revolution: Henry More, Joseph 
Raphson, Isaac Newton and their Predecessors," Annals of Science, vol. 37 (1980), pp. 489-548. 

31 George Zollschan, "God's Sensorium: Newton's Kabbalistic Slip," paper delivered at the Conference of 
the Australasian Association for the History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Science in Melbourne, 
Australia, July 1993. A typescript of this paper was kindly supplied me by the author. 

n Matt Goldish, "Newton on Kabbalah, n J. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books of Nature and 
Scripture, pp. 89-103. 

33 David B. Ruderman, "Jewish Thought in Newtonian England: The Career and Writings of David Nieto," 
Proceedings of the American Academy of Jewish Research, vol. 58 (1992), pp. 191-217. Chapter II of 
Ruderman's book Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery in Early Modem Europe (New Haven, 1995) is 
substantially identical with this article. 
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III. THE STRUCTURE OF NEWTON'S THEOLOGY: A BRIEF REEVALUATION 

In order to properly understand the areas in which his Jewish studies may have 
affected Newton, one must first have an idea of his theology in general. Newton's 
pursuit of the truths hidden in Nature is what made him famous, but his pursuit of truths 
hidden in Scripture was at least as important to him; both conceal aspects of the same 
Truth. Newton also searched for Truth in doctrines agreed to by the practitioners of 
ancient religions, but his understanding of the history of those religions indicates that 
the truths those religions preserve are in fact, for Newton, ritualized memories of 
knowledge concerning the Book ofNature.34 

Newton's pursuit of theological truth began in his student days and continued 
throughout his life. It gained a tremendous impetus in the early 1670's, when he was 
forced to decide whether to accept membership in the Anglican clergy in order to retain 
his fellowship and gain position at Trinity College, or reject it and risk his career. At 
this juncture Newton dived into an intense study of Scripture and religious history, and 
he rather quickly reached the conclusions which were always to remain central in his 
thought.35 

The key element in all Newton's theological pursuits is the action of the 
Supreme God's Providence in history, particularly that of the ancient Jews and the 
Christian church which emerged from them. This theme underlies his history of ancient 
religions, histories of the church, chronologies, and doxologies. Newton held that God 
revealed a true, simple religion to Adam, which consisted of two elements: love of God 
and love of man. These were not nebulous conceptions, but they rather involved certain 
specific commandments, such as not worshiping false gods or the Devil, not lusting 
after material achievement, and not quarreling over metaphysical points which do not 
bear on this simple creed. Along with this Ur-religion, God also revealed certain 
wisdoms of natural philosophy, which were to remain independent of the two essential 
religious commandments. The original practice of this simple religion was conducted 
in Vestal temples or domi, consisting of a circle surrounding a sacred fire, which 
preserved the divine wisdom ofheliocentrism. This type of ritual element nevertheless 
did not bear on the essential nature of the observed religion, love of God and man.36 

After Adam this original revealed Ur-religion became corrupted for the frrst 
time by the confusion of metaphysical elements in the simple creed. God destroyed the 
earth, and reinstilled His original faith in Noah and his sons. Very quickly, however, 
metaphysics again infiltrated and tainted the simple faith. Noah, his children and his 
grandchildren became deified by progeny who, believing in the continuation of the soul 

34 See Chapter 3 below and see Popkin, "The Crisis of Polytheism and the Answers of Voss ius, Cudworth, 
and Newton" and idem, "Polytheism, Deism and Newton." 

35 See Richard S. Westfall, ''Newton: Theologian," Edna U1lmann-Margalit (ed), The &ientific Enterprise: 
The Bar-Hillel Colloquium: Studies in History. Philosophy. and Sociology of Science, vol. 4 (Dordrecht, 
1992), pp. 227-233. The presentation of Newton's theology beginning at this point is based on the works of 
Manuel and Westfall, modified by my own understanding. 

36 I am describing here the cleaned-up version of Newton's thought which emerges from his System of the 
World, but which may not precisely reflect the entirety of his ideas on the relationship between revelation and 
ancient religion. It certainly appears more complicated in the rougher forms encountered in MSS. Yahuda 16 
and 41. See Chapter 3 below. 
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after death, came to worship their dead ancestors as benevolent spirits. This cult was 
the basis of all the Egyptian, Chaldean, Greek and Roman pantheons, which consisted 
of the cult of Noah and his sons transformed in name, or applied to the planets and 
essential metals. Abraham, in merit of his recognition of the true God, was vouchsafed 
another opportunity to restore the right religion, which he observed (also in a ftre circle) 
and passed along to his children. Abraham's descendants began again to corrupt the 
simple creed with metaphysics when they went down to Egypt, and there met with the 
already corrupted version carried on by the Egyptians from the Noachide phase. Moses 
was given the opportunity to restore right religion again to the descendants of Abraham, 
and though it changed nothing of the original moral creed, the Law he taught was a 
special covenant for that people, as well as a set of apocalyptic hieroglyphs to be 
understood only in the last days. The rest of the Old Testament is simply the story of 
corruptions in the simple religion, their punishment, and the continuing re-education of 
the Jews by their prophets. Further corrupted elements of the Ur-religion were picked 
up from the Babylonians. 

Finally, God sent Jesus to reestablish right religion, and for the ftrst time 
added a commandment to the original two. It was still right religion to properly observe 
the precepts involved in love of God and man, but a Christian is one who recognizes 
that Jesus is God's viceroy, empowered to rule the world with the authority of God's 
dominion, though in no way equal to Him. (This was the source of Newton's anti
Trinitarianism.) Some Jews continued in their corruption by not recognizing Jesus in 
this role, and rather followed the metaphysical errors of the Pharisees and kabbalists, 
for which God removed them from their former role as torchbearers of His religion. 
Jews were supposed to become Christians, whose only difference from gentile 
Christians was upholding the additional covenant of the physical commandments, which 
they had made with God in the time of Abraham and Moses. However, they were under 
no circumstances to fall out with gentile Christians, who were not under any ritual 
obligation. Jews and Christians continued peacefully together in the primitive church 
for a few centuries, but again metaphysics crept in and rent it asunder, this time through 
the teachings of converted Jewish kabbalists and Gnostics, who insinuated their theories 
of divine emanation and metempsychosis (Newton was a Psychopannychist) into simple 
Christianity. This was the rise of the heretical Trinitarian doctrine. Various 
unscrupulous Church leaders, especially Athanasius (4th c.) and certain Roman popes, 
redacted these errors into orthodox doctrine, and made heretical Roman popery the 
overwhelming force in the Christian world. 

These events are all hidden in the "hieroglyphs" of prophetic language, 
particularly that of Daniel and Revelation. While much of the biblical text has become 
corrupted and its narrative must be corrected according to other authorities, the 
essential prophetic message hidden in the words of these two books has remained intact 
through God's Providence. It is only in the Last Times, the times when Newton lived, 
that God granted the tools of the scientiftc method to certain men, in order that they 
might reveal the workings of Providence in history which are encoded in the prophets. 
By turning the methods of scientiftc inquiry on Scripture one could discover which 
books, chapters and passages were intended to be synchronic; and most importantly, 
one could establish the political meaning behind the word-symbols of the prophets. This 
was not sufficient to predict the future through Scripture, which was not God's 
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intention. It was rather intended to bring people to appreciate the Providence acting in 
those parts of the prophecies which were already fulfilled. Nonetheless, certain aspects 
of the apocalyptic future are clear, such as the restoration and conversion of the Jews 
and the physical Millennium (which would actually last much longer than 1000 years). 

In sum, then, the key to Newton's theology is the use of scientific method (the 
method developed mainly for the study of Nature) in the study of Scripture, in order to 
understand how God has been provident in history and to know certain aspects of the 
millennial future. 

IV. JUDAISM IN NEWTON'S THEOLOGY: THE STRUCTURE OF THIS STUDY 

This study is structured to follow roughly an internal chronological logic 
within Newton's view of history, moving from his ideas of earliest times through the 
rabbinic and Christian periods, with stops along the way to examine particularly 
important conceptions. 

Chapter 2 deals with the Jewish studies undertaken by Newton. It begins with 
a very brief overview of early-modem European Hebraism, then focuses more closely 
on the Hebraist trends of seventeenth-century England in order to highlight the 
particular background in which Newton wrote. Emphasis is given to the novel ways in 
which Judaism was being used by Hebraists in their own doctrinal and political 
discussions. With the invaluable help of Harrison's Library of Isaac Newton, an analysis 
is next made of the works of Jewish interest found in Newton's collection. These are 
grouped generally by subject, and preliminary comments are added concerning some 
of them. Finally, the interaction between Newton and the Jews themselves is examined, 
particularly in light ofNabil Matar's researches. It is discovered that while the Jews 
were aware of Newton, and his ideas had impact on their thought, Newton showed no 
interest in living Jews. 

Chapter 3 investigates the role of Judaism in Newton's history of ancient 
religion. It is noted that Maimonides' ideas, which Newton read in the Vossius' 
rendition of the Laws of Foreign Worship, had little demonstrable impact on his 
thinking. The "commentary" of Gerardus Vossius (which has only minimal relationship 
with Maimonides' treatise) did have an impact on Newton, as did his reading of John 
Marsham's sacred chronology. However, by far the greatest influence on Newton in 
these areas was Samuel Bochart's Sacred Geography, in which outstanding features are 
the euhemerization37 of ancient gods and biblical figures and Hebrew derivations of 
place names from all over Europe, Asia and Africa. Newton dabbled in his own Hebrew 
etymologies, and he euhemerized even more, deriving all the pagan gods (following 
Bochart and Vossius) from Noah and his progeny. This chapter also deals with 
Newton's attitude toward the seven Noachide commandments, a Jewish concept most 
explicitly expounded by John Selden earlier in the seventeenth century. 

Chapter 4 elaborates on the place of Judaism in Newton's studies of prophecy. 
While Newton had little interest in living Jews, he was fascinated by their ancient 

"Euhemerus of Messene (fl. ca. 300 b.c.e.) claimed that all deities are in fact derived from dead heroes 
and kings who were worshiped by later generations. 
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history and future prospects in the process of millennial revelation. The very condition 
of being a millenarian would make Newton and his students "Judaizers" and heretics 
according to many contemporaries (e.g., Lightfoot and Allix), though there were many 
others who shared their expectation of the Jews' restoration and conversion in a physical 
millennial kingdom. Newton's rejection of some Jewish apocryphal beliefs, and 
acceptance of others, is briefly noted. As was mentioned above, prophetic language was 
a major key to the meaning of prophecy, and in this area Jewish studies made an 
important contribution to Newton's thought. In his novel prophetic lexicon Newton, 
after examining scriptural precedents, cites the understanding of the rabbinic Targum, 
and/or of the Oneirocriticon of Achmet, a medieval book of dream interpretation. This 
particular combination of authorities can teach us much about how Newton viewed the 
language and cultural universe of the prophets in ancient Israel. 

Chapter 5 sets out to elucidate one of the least understood aspects of Jewish 
thought in Newton's theology: his seemingly irrational fascination with the Tabernacle 
and Holy Temple of Jerusalem. After identifying the streams of thought from which 
Newton's interest in this area sprang, his interest ceases to be an enigma, and two 
specific reasons for it are discemable. On the one hand, the Temple was a Prytanaeum 
in Newton's view, designed as a microcosm to represent the heliocentric universe. On 
the other hand, and much more importantly for Newton, the Temple was a logical key 
for understanding the Book of Revelation, the location of whose action, in his view, is 
entirely in the Temple. Other relevant background aspects of his Temple studies are 
mentioned as well. 

Chapter 6 examines Newton's church histories, the most neglected area of his 
theology, and shows where Judaism was important to this aspect of his thought. After 
presenting the essentials of Newton's Of the Church, the only one of his large 
theological works which has not yet received attention in an independent article or 
monograph, the important historical context on which it was written is examined. It is 
discovered that Newton's positions on the ancient church are intended to teach his 
contemporaries what he considered important lessons in politics and religion and that 
Judaism is used as an example for several facets of these lessons. Newton, along with 
major contemporary Hebraists, felt that the government ofthe true primitive church was 
based directly on the Jewish institutions of the Temple and synagogue. These were to 
be examples of right government for posterity. The ancient Jews in the Church serve 
as an example both of ecclesiastical peace, by keeping their covenant of commandments 
without imposing it on gentiles, and later as an example of ecclesiastical strife, when 
some of them did begin forcing a belief in the efficacy of ritual observance into the 
simple Christian creed. 

The latter role of the Jews, as metaphysicist corrupters of right religion, is 
taken up in more detail in Chapter 7. Newton conceived of these Jewish corrupters as 
students of the Kabbalah, a spurious form of Judaism which developed out of contacts 
with Egyptians or Babylonians who practiced bastardized Noachism. The chief error 
of the kabbalists, like the kindred Gnostic heretics, was a belief that God emanated 
powers (Sephiroth or Aeons) from himself. Newton learned about Kabbalah from 
Christian Knorr von Rosenroth's Kabbala denudata, and he probably learned the 
contemporary criticisms of Kabbalah from Jacques Basnage's History of the Jews, in 
which considerable space is dedicated to this issue. It is suggested that since much of 
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Leibniz's philosophical system was based on an emanational cosmogony, Newton 
undertook these studies at least partially to refute him. Recent claims that kabbalistic 
ideas were absorbed by Newton and used in his own thought, particularly on the issues 
of absolute time and space, are discussed. It is concluded that the similarities in ideas 
are more likely to be the result of reading in Neoplatonist authors, who are sometimes 
in agreement with kabbalism, than of absorption of ideas from the Kabbalah itself, even 
through the medium of Henry More. 

The conclusion of this study reviews the various topics discussed, and in 
seeking the overall attitude toward Judaism which informs Newton's studies and use of 
Judaism, reaches the judgement that it was above all pragmatic; Newton used Jewish 
history and Jewish literature strictly as tools in his struggle to understand the Books of 
Scripture and its relationship with the Book of Nature. Newton and many of his 
contemporaries found Jewish studies to supply strong historical evidence which in their 
estimation could avert the crises of the Two Books. For Newton, scientific 
millenarianism afforded a rational and satisfying view of the world. The fact that his 
successes in uncovering the secrets of the Book of Nature were lauded by all later 
generations, while his conclusions about the Book of Scripture were banished to 
obscurity, does not indicate his failure in the latter within their own framework. Rather, 
the whole Judeo-Christian philosophy which taught the importance of Scripture as a 
source of truth was rendered unnecessary in the eyes of a world which possessed 
Newton's powerful discoveries about Nature. 

Several appendices have been attached so that the reader does not have to take 
my word, or go digging through manuscripts, to verify what has been said.38 

38 Most scholars continue to learn ofNewton's theology from the few items published shortly after Newton's 
death; the poor and vel)' limited collection by McLachlan from the 1950's; the hastily and tendentiously edited 
material published in Brewster's 1855 Memoirs of the Lifo ... of Sir Isaac Newton; or the few dozen pages made 
available by Manuel, Popkin and Force. I am informed that Rob Iliffe and Justin Champion are preparing full 
original works of Newton to be published in the near future, and that an ltalianlEnglish edition of MS. Yahuda 
1 has appeared. In the meantime, I hope that these appendices will help widen the access to texts. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE BACKGROUND OF NEWTON'S JEWISH STUDIES 

I cannot paint out in little a true and lively character of 
[the Jews] better, than in these paradoxes and riddles. There are no 
Authors do more affright and vex the Reader, and yet there are 
none, who do more intice and delight him. In no Writers is greater 
or equal trifling, and yet in none is greater, or so great benefit. The 
Doctrine of the Gospel hath no more bitter enemies than they, and 
yet the Text of the Gospel hath no more plain interpreters. To scry all 
in a word, To the Jews their Countrymen they recommend nothing 
but toys, and destruction and poyson; but Christians, by their skill 
and industry, mcry render them most usefully serviceable to their 
Studies, and most eminently tending to the Interpretation of the New 
Testament. l 

In order to understand Newton's use of Jewish history and literature in his 
theology, one must begin by investigating the intellectual background and facilities 
which underlay this use. The Jewish studies of Newton and the uses to which he put 
them are in many ways exemplary of the trends which developed in Christian Hebraism 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Specifically, we may point out as 
characteristic the very fact that a man of Newton's training studied Jewish topics at all; 
that he was (as far as all known evidence shows) an autodidact in this area; that he had 
a vast range of Jewish literature available to him in Latin and English; and that he often 
used these studies in both practical and theoretical areas of his writing. After a brief 
sketch of the developments in Hebraic studies of sixteenth and seventeenth century 
England, the specific works of Jewish interest which Newton owned will be described. 
Lastly, attention will be given to Newton's relationship with his contemporary Jews. 

I. THE NATURE OF EARLy-MODERN HEBRAISM 

To introduce the appropriate background, a few lines must first be dedicated 
to the defmition of Hebraism. Scholarship might be roughly described along a spectrum 
of "minimalist" and "maximalist" approaches. Aaron Katchen's position can be used to 
defme the maximalist end. His assertion is that Hebraism did not even necessarily imply 
a knowledge of Hebrew but was more closely tied up with biblicism, interest in the 

I John Lightfoot, Hebrew and Talmudical Exercitations upon the Gospel of Saint Matthew (1658), in idem, 
Works (London, 1694), vol. 2, pp. 93--4; quoted in Frank Manuel, The Broken Stqff: Judaism Through 
Christian Eyes (Cambridge, MA, 1992), pp. 130-1. 
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Hebraica veritas, and use of Jewish exegesis.2 According to this wide defmition, few 
theologians of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were not Hebraists. Leon 
Roth's position can be used to delineate the minimalist end of the spectrum. The 
implicit assumption of his article on seventeenth century Hebraists is that only those 
reading Talmudic and rabbinic literature in their original Hebrew and Aramaic, fluently 
and in large amounts (usually translating them and supplying commentary), are "real" 
Hebraists.3 This reduces the number of seventeenth-century Hebraists to, perhaps, a 
couple of dozen. 

Without discussing the merits and disadvantages of these positions, it is 
sufficient to say that they both rest on principles which deserve serious consideration, 
and it may be advisable to think of Hebraists in several general categories. We may 
speak of first-order Hebraists as those who meet Roth's criteria. These include 
Johannes Buxtorfthe Elder and the Younger, Petrus Cunaeus, John Lightfoot, John 
Selden, Christian Knorr von Rosenroth and Gerardus and Isaac Vossius, among others. 
Second-order Hebraists would be those who could read biblical Hebrew with some 
facility and make their way through rabbinic literature with a little difficulty, but who 
had a general familiarity with large amounts of Jewish writings through their Hebrew 
reading and through translations of others. This category might include Hugo Grotius, 
Hugh Broughton, Francis Mercurius van Helmont, Peter Allix, and many others. Third
order Hebraists are those who could read some Hebrew, but who knew and used 
significant amounts of Jewish literature in Latin and vernacular translation. This 
definition is still not as broad as that of Katchen, but it nevertheless covers a large 
proportion of early-modem authors. This is the category in which Newton fits, as well 
as John Milton, Henry More, and Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz. The borders between 
these categories are by no means clear; they simply represent a rule of thumb for 
describing these early-modem types. An effort has been made below to speak of Jewish 
studies rather than Hebraism, particularly when referring to this third-order group, so 
as to avoid confusion. It is important to remember, though, that a third-order Hebraist 
might use Jewish ideas and history in a very unique or seminal way, so that the impact 
of Jewish ideas on a Hebraist's thought is not necessarily a function of his "order." 

This raises a separate question: To what degree is it possible to speak about 
the impact of Jewish studies, as opposed to the use of Jewish studies, or simply the 
discussion of them? Without defming the problem rigorously, Leon Roth has eloquently 
described one sense of the issue in terms of the limits of erudition. "Nothing at all can 
be made by erudition ... Erudition may give to what is in fact a novelty the requisite 
appearance, and authority, of the respectable.,,4 This, then, is one sense of the use of 
Jewish studies-Jewish sources were used extremely widely in the seventeenth century 
as a further layer of erudite authority, alongside Greek and Roman antiquity, to "prove" 
whatever point the author was making. Other uses of Jewish studies might be the 
elucidation of biblical passages or terms, the construction of conversionary arguments, 

2 Aaron Katchen, Christian Hebraists and Dutch Rabbis: Seventeenth Century Apologetics and the Study 
of Maimonides' Mishneh Torah (Cambridge, MA, 1984), p. 9. 

3 Leon Roth, "Hebraists and Non-Hebraists of the Seventeenth Century," Journal of Semitic Studies, vol. 
6 (1961), pp. 204-221. 

4 Roth, "Hebraists and Non-Hebraists," p. 218. 
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and the comparison of Jewish history with that of other nations. The impact of Jewish 
studies refers to ideas which were learned specifically from Jewish sources and no 
others, and had a significant, isolable affect on someone's thought. Impact is obviously 
a great deal harder to prove than use or discussion. Most of what we will see in Newton 
is use of Jewish studies, but there are certain areas (e.g., the concept of Maqom, Temple 
studies, Hebrew defmitions) in which it may be appropriate to speak of their impact on 
Newton. 

II. SOME ASPECTS OF HEBRAISM IN ENGLAND 

Hebraic studies all over Europe developed rapidly in the sixteenth century as 
a result of Renaissance humanism and the Protestant Reformation. S Humanists were 
interested in Hebrew as a third language of antiquity, in which important texts in the 
history of Christianity and human culture (including the Bible) were written and 
transmitted. Protestants were interested in Hebraism following the Reformation, 
because they felt one could only understand the Scriptures properly by reading them in 
their original languages. Reformation theologians saw the Old Testament as a holy 
document on equal footing with the New Testament, in whose study great investment 
must be made. The Reuchlin controversy and the burning of the Talmud at Rome in 
1553 are at the same time potent evidence of the attention being given to Jewish 
literature, and a reminder that many Christians, especially Catholics, remained strongly 
opposed to Jewish studies. Yet there were many great names associated with Hebrew 
study in the earlier sixteenth century, including Reuchlin, Sebastian Munster, Martin 
Bucer, Egidio de Viterbo, and Martin Luther. With the impetus of these men and others 
like them, Hebrew study gradually became a common part of university curricula at a 
large number of European institutions and settled into the pattern it would continue for 
many decades: production of grammars, biblical study (including appeal to Jewish 
exegesis), and conversionary propaganda. This was not all that Christian Hebraists 
produced, and in fact Jerome Friedman has argued for the utility of Hebraic studies in 
intra-Christian polemics of the period, particularly the literature concerning Michael 

S Among the most important studies of Hebraism in the sixteenth century are Jerome Friedman, The Most 
Ancient Testimony: Sixteenth-Century Christian-Hebraica in the Age of Renaissance Nostalgia (Athens, 
Ohio, 1983; includes a very comprehensive bibliography); G. Lloyd Jones, The Discovery of Hebrew in Tudor 
England: A Third Language (Manchester, 1983); Israel Baroway, "Toward Understanding Tudor-Jacobean 
Hebrew Studies," Jewish Social Studies, vol. 18 (1956), pp. 3-24 (useful mainly for its bibliography); Frank 
Rosenthal, "The Rise of Christian-Hebraism in the 16th-Century," Historia Judaica, vol. 7 (April, 1945), pp. 
I67.J}I. On the seventeenth century, P. T. van Rooden, Theology, Biblical Scholarship and Rabbinical Studies 
in the Seventeenth Century:Constantijn L 'Empereur (J 591-1648) Professor of Hebrew and Theology at 
Leiden (Leiden, 1989); Katchen, Christian Hebraists; Roth, "Hebraists and Non-Hebraists"; and Stephen G. 
Burnett, From Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies: Johannes BUX/orf (J 564-1629) and Hebrew Learning 
in the Seventeenth Century (Leiden, 1996). More general studies of Christian Hebraism include: Manuel, The 
Broken Staff, Raphael Loewe's entry on "Hebraists, Christian (1100-1890)," Encyclopedia Judaica, vol 8 and 
G. H. Box, "Hebrew Studies in the Refonnation Period and After: Their Place and Influence," E. R. Bevan 
and C. Singer, The Legacy of Israel (Oxford, 1927), pp. 315-75. On Christian Kabbalah, see Chaim 
Wirszubski, Pico della Mirando/a's Encounter with Jewish Mysticism (Cambridge, MA, 1990); Joseph L. 
Blau, The Christian Interpretation of the Cabala in the Renaissance (New York, 1965); and F. Secret, Les 
Kabbalistes Chretiens de la Renaissance (Paris, 1965). 
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Servetus. Nevertheless, what has been described here was the overall pattern of 
Hebraism before the advent of the Buxtorfs. 

With the efforts of Johannes Buxtorf the Elder and the Younger came new 
emphases in Hebrew studies. In particular, the Synagoga Judaica (1603) and the 
translation of Maimonides Moreh Nevuchim (1629) helped bring rabbinic Judaism into 
focus as a living and intellectually sophisticated religion. The Buxtorfs were also 
instrumental in creating accurate grammars, lexicons, and a Jewish bibliography which 
would become cornerstones of seventeenth century autodidactic Hebraism. Meanwhile, 
the school ofScaliger and his colleagues in Germany (and later in the Low Countries) 
was turning out increasingly well-executed translations of Jewish texts with notes and 
studies appended. Maimonides was the most translated and respected Jewish 
personality in the early- to mid-seventeenth century. Moving toward mid-century, the 
emphasis of Hebraism slowly shifted from conversionism and exegesis to the usefulness 
of Jewish studies for Christians, both in theology and politics. Alongside the trend 
toward studying Maimonides came the revival of Kabbalah study, which had been in 
fashion at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century under authors 
like Pico della Mirandola and Johannes Reuchlin. Johan Stephan Rittangel published 
the Seier Yezirah (1642), and Christian Knorr von Rosemoth peaked the history of 
Christian Kabbalah studies with his Kabbala denudata (Sulzbach and Frankfort, 
1677-84.) 

The spread of Jewish studies in England followed a slightly different pattern. 
While Hebrew had been taught in some schools even before the Reformation,6 it gained 
a great deal of momentum with the support of King Henry VIII, who made his own use 
of Jewish scholarship in trying to annul his marriage with Catharine of Aragon.7 The 
establishment of the permanent "Regius" chairs at Oxford and Cambridge, which 
included a chair of Hebrew, was perhaps the most important factor in making England 
a center of Hebraism and Jewish studies in the early-modem period.s Hebrew was even 
introduced in grammar school curricula.9 Nevertheless, it is fairly clear that almost no 
Englishman before the seventeenth century achieved a really thorough fluency in 
Hebraic learning. G. Lloyd Jones has reproduced lists of the Hebrew and Aramaic 
works owned by John Dee at the end of the sixteenth century, and those owned by dons 
and booksellers of sixteenth-century Oxford and Cambridge. lo These indicate clearly 
what the level and nature of Hebrew learning were like even at the highest academic 
spheres-the vast majority consisted of grammars, dictionaries, and Bibles. 

6 See Lloyd-Jones, Discovery of Hebrew, Ch. 4, "A Church Catholic but Reformed," pp. 86--114; Box, 
"Hebrew Studies," pp. 341-2. 

7 See David S. Katz, The Jews in the History of England, /485-1850 (Oxford, 1994), Ch. 1; David 
Kaufmann, "Jacob Mantino: une page de I'histoire de la Renaissance," Revue des Etudes Juives, vol. 27 
(1893), pp. 22-32; and Harry Friedenwald, The Jews and Medicine, vol. 2 (Baltimore, 1944), pp. 580, 626. 

8 See Lloyd-Jones, Discovery of Hebrew, Ch. VII, "At the Universities," pp. 180-220 and F. Donald Logan, 
"The Origins of the So-Called Regius Professorships: An Aspect of the Renaissance at Oxford and 
Cambridge," D. Baker (ed), Renaissance and Renewal in Christian History (Ecclesiastical History Society 
Supplements, #14; Oxford, 1977), pp. 271-8. 

9 Lloyd-Jones, Discovery of Hebrew, Ch. 8, "Schools and Tutors," pp. 221-47. 

10 Ibid, Appendices n and III, pp. 275-90. 
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English Hebraism in the seventeenth century presents a rather striking 
paradox. While David Katz has seen the period after the Jewish readmission to 
England, when Isaac Abendana was teaching Hebrew at Oxford and Cambridge, as a 
"Golden Age of Hebrew studies in England, "II this period seems to be rather the period 
of their decline. The "golden age" of Anglo-Christian Hebraism in fact reached its 
zenith during the Civil War period with John Selden, John Lightfoot, John Spencer, and 
Edward Pococke, whose fmest works appeared in large part before the Jewish 
readmission was achieved. Even the great Polyglot Bible of Bryan Walton and Edmund 
Castell, representing careful but less revolutionary Hebrew scholarship, was completed 
in 1657. Neither can appeal to apostate Jews explain this mid-century explosion of 
scholarship. While there were converted Jews here and there teaching Hebrew (e.g., 
Philip Ferdinand and later Paul Isaiah), there is no evidence that their presence was at 
all an impetus toward the great accomplishments of the major English Hebraists. 

Neither Jews nor university teaching, then, were driving forces in the peak of 
high-level English Hebraism. Most English Hebraists of the seventeenth century either 
learned only the rudiments of the language in grammar school or university and studied 
further on their own or were complete autodidacts. Thus, for example, John Lightfoot 
began his advanced Hebrew studies at the suggestion of his patron, Sir Rowland Cotton 
(a student of Hugh Broughton), after his university education. Spencer and Selden seem 
to have learned Hebrew and Jewish studies essentially on their own as well. Only 
Pococke learned Hebrew with Jews, and this was not in England, but in Aleppo and 
Constantinople.12 Inthe other major Baroque center of Christian Hebraism, the Dutch 
Republic, recourse to Jewish tutors was more widespread but still quite limited. IJ All 
this stands in marked contrast to the earlier sixteenth century, when there were few 
serious Hebraists who did not study with Jews, whether practicing or apostate. This was 
the rule essentially until the days of Buxtorf the Elder.14 

Clearly the simplest explanation for this phenomenon insofar as England is 
concerned is the exclusion of Jews before the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, this 
would not explain why little effort was made to import converts for this task either. 
Even the elder Buxtorf in the late sixteenth century, living in Basel where Jews were 

II David S. Kalz, "The Abendana Brothers and the Christian Hebraists of Seventeenth -Century England," 
Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 40, no. I (January, 1989), p. 51. 

12 See Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford, 1917), entries John Lightfoot (vol. 11, pp. 1108-10); 
John Spencer (vol. 18, pp. 767-8); John Selden (vol. 17, pp. 1150--62); and Edward Pococke (vol. 16, pp. 
7-12). Also Chaim Eliezer Schertz, Christian Hebraism in 17th Century England As Reflected in the Works 
of John Lighifoot (New York University Ph.D Dissertation, 1977), pp. 19-20, 48. 

11 While Scaliger encouraged the use of Jews as Hebrew teachers, most of his students, including Cunaeus 
and Grotius, did not study with Iews to our knowledge. But the Dutch Hebraists had far more contact with 
Jews than their English counterparts. Coccejus studied with a Jewish teacher, though only for a very short 
period. The Vossius', among the greatest of Dutch Hebraists, studied with Menasseh ben Israel, though this 
occurred after their position as Hebraists was already established. Similarly, Constantijn L 'Empereur, another 
student ofScaliger, studied with Jews. See Katchen, Christian Hebraists, pp. 34, 38, 55-6, 65-6, 76-7, 99, 
168-9,172; van Rooden, L'Empereur, pp. 41-8; and idem, "Constantijn L'Empereur's Contacts with the 
Amsterdam Jews and his Confutation of Judaism," J. Van den Berg and E. G. E. Van der Wall (eds.), Jewish
Christian Relations in the Seventeenth Century: Studies and Documents (Dordrecht, 1988), pp. 56-9. 

14 See Burnett, Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies, p. 5 and n. 1 ° there. 
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excluded, managed to find a way to bring Jewish teachers to his home. 15 In fact, a 
concerted effort was made in the sixteenth century to produce learning tools which 
would allow Christians to acquire Hebrew by themselves, and thus avoid the common 
charge that associating with Jewish teachers brought Christians to Judaize. By Newton's 
day there was an enormous variety of Hebrew grammars, lexicons, and other learning 
aids, though the works of the Buxtorfs seem to have been overwhelmingly popular. 
Newton owned several of these aids by various authors,16 and he was for the most part 
an autodidact in Hebrew studies. While it appears that he learned the rudiments at 
Cambridge, and was familiar with the Hebrew alphabet even before, there is no 
evidence that Newton studied with any Jew, practicing or apostate; he clearly gained 
his knowledge of Jewish books and ideas on his own. 

III. NEW USES OF JEWISH STUDIES 

AMONG EARLy-MODERN EUROPEAN THINKERS 

Jewish studies previous to the sixteenth century had certain overall aims, to 
which there were only rare exceptions. The overwhelming motive of medieval Christian 
Hebraists was conversionary. The tradition that studies of rabbinic texts were useful and 
permissible only for this end was so pervasive that even in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, when works on Judaism were clearly intended for other purposes, they often 
continued to mention conversionism as their "true" aim. In the earlier Middle Ages as 
well as during the crudescence of conversionary activity in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, Christian Hebraists (along with apostates) led the way in polemics with Jews. 
Ramon de Pefiaforte, Nicholas de Lyra, Ramon Lull, and Ramon Martini pioneered a 
mendicant movement for Hebraic studies specifically designed as preparation for 
disputations. 17 In addition to conversionism, a certain academic element among 
ecclesiastics always had an interest in Hebrew for the purpose of biblical studies, as was 
the case with Roger Bacon for example. These Hebraists were usually less interested 
in Jewish exegesis and more in reading the biblical text. 18 

At the end of the fifteenth century, a new spirit began to rise among Hebraists; 
the view that Jewish learning is useful for understanding Christianity. Oddly, it was 
Kabbalah, the most obscure area of Jewish knowledge, which provided one ofthe first 
examples of this conception, in the writings of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. 19 

Johannes Reuchlin, who carried on Pico's interest in Kabbalah, also defended the 

15 Manuel, Broken Staff, p. 69 and Burnett, Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies, pp. 48-51. 

l"E.g., Harrison, Library, #321-2, 937,1126,1230,1411,1469,1470. One must not assume that these 
works were strictly technical tools for acquiring the Hebrew language. They usually contained detailed 
definitions and cross references which were very important for Newton in the construction of his "scientific" 
prophetic lexicon. 

17 See, e.g., Chen Merchavia, The Church Versus Talmudic and Midrashic Literature (500-1248) (Hebrew; 
Jerusalem, 1970) and Jeremy Cohen, The Friars and the Jews: The Evolution of Medieval Anti-Judaism 
(Ithaca, 1982). 

18 See, e.g., the Hebmists discussed by William McKane, Selected Christian Hebraists (Cambridge, 1989). 

Iy See Wirszubski, Pico della Mirandola's Encounter in n. 5 above. 
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usefulness of the Talmud for Christians. Reformers studied Hebrew not only in order 
to master the Old Testament text but also with the intent of reading Jewish 
commentaries which often clarified the meaning of Scripture.20 The burning of the 
Talmud in 1553 may have been in some part a reaction to the increased interest of 
Christians in the intrinsic utility of Jewish studies. Certainly those who objected to such 
actions cited the usefulness of rabbinic literature among their reasons.21 Among 
Protestants a trend began toward seeing Judaism as the key to the original primitive 
Christian faith, so that Jewish studies took on importance for contemporary Christian 
identity. 

The seventeenth century did not by any means witness an end to the old goals 
of conversionism and Bible study, but it did see a dramatic increase in internal Christian 
uses of Jewish learning, especially in England. A growing number of English 
Christians, both orthodox and sectarian, began to reject the Paulinist separation of 
Christianity from Judaism and to adopt a literalist biblicism. This often brought them 
into the dangerous state of "Judaizing." Thus, for example, there was a large group of 
Saturday Sabbatarians, who deemed it proper to celebrate the Sabbath on the seventh 
day in the Jewish manner, rather than on Sunday as the later church had instituted.22 

Many Scots actually attempted to adhere to the biblical dietary laws as well as other 
scriptural precepts.23 Jewish studies sometimes expressed their influence in odd ways. 
John Dury, Samuel Hartlib, John Worthington, Henry More, and John Covel (the latter 
two were in Newton's circle) all showed serious interest in the Karaites, a quasi-Jewish 
sect which adheres only to the written law. In their communications, some of these 
thinkers liked to refer to Catholics as "Jews" and Protestants as "Karaites," because of 
their respective attitudes toward church tradition.24 

It was the Hebraist John Lightfoot who fIrst systematically and thoroughly 
explained the New Testament as a Jewish document, defming the institutions and 

20 In addition to the bibliography cited in n. 5 above, see L. I. Newman, Jewish Influence on Christian 
Reform Movements (New York, 1925). 

21 These included Bartolomeo de Valverde, chaplain to Philip II of Spain, and the Hebraist Andreas Masius, 
an authority cited on occasion by Newton. See Kenneth Stow, "The Burning of the Talmud in 1553 in the Light 
of Sixteenth -Century Catholic Attitudes Toward the Talmud," Jeremy Cohen (ed), Essential Papers on 
Judaism and Christianity in Conflict, From Late Antiquity to the Reformation (New York, 1991; reprinted 
from Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance, vol. 34), pp. 409-11. In this case as in almost all sixteenth 
century discussions, conversionism is still proposed as the prime interest in defending the use of rabbinic 
literature, but it is clear that is not the entire purpose of Jewish studies for these men. 

22 See David S. Katz, Sabbath and Sectarianism in Seventeenth-Century England (Leiden, 1988) and 
Kenneth L. Parker, The English Sabbath: A Study of Doctrine on Discipline from the Reformation to the Civil 
War (Cambridge, 1988). Both of these are reviewed in Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 41 (1990), pp. 
491-5. 

23 See Arthur H. Williamson, "British Israel and Roman Britain: The Jews and Scottish Models of Polity 
from George Buchanan to Samuel Rutherford," R. H. Popkin and G. Weiner (eds.), Jewish Christians and 
Christian Jews (Dordrecht, 1994), pp. 97-118. 

24 See Jan Van den Berg, "Proto-Protestants? The Image of the Karaites as a Mirror of the Catholic
Protestant Controversy in the Seventeenth Century," Van den Berg and E. G. E. Van der Wall (eds.), Jewish
Christian Relations in the Seventeenth Century, pp. 33-49; YosefKaplan, "Karaites' in Early Eighteenth
Century Amsterdam," D. S. Katz and J. I. Israel (eds.), Skeptics, Millenarians and Jews, pp. 220-9; and see 
below, n. SO. 
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activities represented there by reference to Talmudic and Midrashic sources in his 
Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae (1658-74). All Lightfoot's works show a startling 
familiarity with rabbinic literature, which he used to demonstrate various facets of their 
own scriptures and traditions to Christians. While there were precedents for Lightfoot's 
use of Jewish sources, his works were a fairly radical departure from the more standard 
Anglican theologies and scriptural commentaries. Insofar as these had used Jewish 
sources at all, they usually made reference only to Josephus and occasionally Philo of 
Alexandria for historical information and perhaps to RaSh"I and Ibn Ezra for 
philological or exegetical points. Many seventeenth-century English Christians, both 
conformists and dissenters, wished to see themselves as returning to the ways of the 
primitive church.25 They were hungry for any new historical sources which could 
inform them about those halcyon days. Thus, the growing realization that the Talmud 
is almost as important a source for understanding early Christianity as the Church 
Fathers, spurred by Lightfoot's works, had a great impact on the place of Hebraic 
studies in England and soon all over Europe.26 

Others found different uses for Jewish learning. The kingpin of seventeenth
century English millenarianism was Joseph Mede, whose Clavis Apocalyptica (1632), 
introduced a synchronic calculus for interpreting the prophecies of Daniel and 
Revelation. Even the briefest examination of this work reveals the extent to which Mede 
used Hebraic studies in his scriptural science, which was inherited by John Milton, 
Henry More, Isaac Barrow, Ralph Cudworth, John Worthington, and Sir Isaac Newton 
among others. Mede's use of Jewish learning often appears traditional, as an exegetical 
aid or (most often) as a philological tool. However, when one considers that the 
interpretation of Hebrew terms and correct understanding of Scripture were central for 
Mede's radical millenarian system, his use of these studies takes on a new meaning. 
Because Newton's prophetic interpretation was consciously modeled on that of Mede, 
the same can be said of his Jewish studies. 

Seventeenth-century English scholars also found political uses for Hebraic 
learning, especially in their attempt to use the ancient Jewish polity as a model for the 
government and church they hoped to create in Anglia. James Harrington, for example, 
one of the most original political thinkers of the Civil War era, learned Hebrew and used 
Jewish sources, including the Old Testament, Talmud, and commentaries of Isaac 
Abravanel, in his writings. Not only did he see the ancient Jewish state as an ideal 
polity, but he also appears to have been influenced in his views of effective statecraft 
by Rabbi Simone Luzzatto of Venice. 27 Hebraism made a quite visible impression at the 
Westminster Assembly of Divines, convened to advise the Long Parliament on matters 
pertaining to religion. An underlying issue of discussion was whether Parliament itself 

2S See Eamon DuffY, "Primitive Christianity Revived; Religious Renewal in Augustan England," D. Baker 
(ed), Renaissance and Renewal in Christian History (Studies in Church History, #14; Oxford, 1977), pp. 
287-300. The study of primitive Christianity was very central in Newton's thought, as will be shown below 
in Chapter 6. 

26 On Lightfoot, see Schertz, Christian Hebraism in 17th Century England (above, n .. 12). 

27 See Abraham Melamed, "English Travelers and Venetian Scholars: The Case of Simone Luzzatto and 
James Harrington," O. Cozzi (ed), Gli Ebrei e Venezia, Secoli XIV-XVIII (Milano, 1987), pp. 507-25. On 
Harrington's relationship with Jews and Jewish thought, see S. B. Liljegren, "Harrington and the Jews," 
Bulletin de la Societe Royale des Lettres de Lund, vol. 4 (1931-2), pp. 65-92. 
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might be analogous to the ancient Jewish Sanhedrin in view of its functions. John 
Lightfoot carried on lengthy debates on the nature of the relationship between the 
Israelite church and state, in which Hebraic learning played a central role.28 John 
Selden, himself an Erastian, attended the Assembly as a critic but also as a member. He 
was noted to have annoyed the divines by criticizing their Hebrew and Greek 
scholarship and by showing how Israelite precedents supported his position.29 

While Jewish studies might be invoked to support various parties in political 
debates, the greatest explosion of their use was in internal theological debates. One can 
hardly find a theological work in England from the second half of the seventeenth 
century through the second decade of the eighteenth century which does not make at 
least occasional appeals to the example of the Jews' doctrines and practice. Peter Allix 
serves as an example of the extent to which Hebraic studies might playa part in internal 
Christian polemics. Based on a very extensive familiarity with Jewish sources, Allix 
attacked millenarians and anti-Trinitarians for "Judaizing," which for AIIix meant 
adhering to false rabbinic doctrines rather than the true beliefs of pre-rabbinic 
Judaism.30 He went into great detail about the nature of true original Judaism, which can 
still be detected here and there in the willfully corrupted rabbinic literature, and the 
purposes of rabbinic Judaism. Newton was in contact with AIIix on matters of Jewish 
chronology,ll and he owned several of Allix's books (Harrison, #27-30). Not only was 
Newton both a millenarian and an anti-Trinitarian, but also one of Allix's treatises was 
directed against Newton's own student, William Whiston, criticizing "Judaizing" 
doctrines which Whiston learned from Newton. 

These, then, are among the ways early-modem English Christians began to 
integrate Jewish learning into their intellectual armory. This was the same armory 
which, at the end of the century, would be turned toward the problems of the two Books. 
It remains to examine the variety of Jewish materials in Newton's library, and the uses 
their respective authors made of Hebraic learning. In view of the trends just discussed, 
it will become clear that Newton was in no way atypical in his Jewish studies, or in the 
fact that he applied them in developing his own ideas. 

2. See Alex Mitchell and John Struthers (eds.), Minutes of the Sessions of the Westminster Assembly of 
Divines While Engaged in Preparing their Directory for Church Government, Confession of Faith, and 
Catechisms (November 1644-March 1649) (London, 1874; reprint, Edmonton, 1991), pp. 439--48 and passim. 

29 William Haller, Liberty and Reformation in the Puritan Revolution (New York, 1955), pp. 230-1. For 
an account of the significance of the "Erastian Revival" at the Westminister Assembly, including the important 
role of Hebraism, see William M. Lamont, Godly Rule: Politics and Religion 1603-60 (London, 1969), pp. 
113-21, esp. 115-6. Note that Thomas Coleman, in honor of his Hebraic leaming, was nicknamed "Rabbi 
Coleman." 

'" Peter Allix, The Judgment of the Ancient Jewish Church Against the Unitarians (London, 1699) and 
idem, Two Treatises: L A Confutation of the Hopes of the Jews Concerning the Last Redemption. II An 
Answer to Mr. Whiston's Late Treatise on the Revelations ... (London, 1707). Newton owned the latter work. 
See next note and also my article on Allix in J. E. Force and D. S. Katz (eds.), Everything Connects: 1n 
Conference With Richard H. Popkin (Leiden, forthcoming) 

"See A. R. Hall and L. Tilling (eds.), The Correspondence of 1saac Newton, Volume Vll: 1718-1727 
(Cambridge, 1977), pp. 357-8. 
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IV. JEWISH STUDIES IN NEWTON'S LIBRARY 

Newton's case is probably typical of Christian studies of Judaism in his period, 
in that he was a "third order" Hebraist-he had enough Hebrew to fmd his way through 
the Old Testament in the original, but he learned about Jewish history and practice 
mainly through Latin and English translations by more advanced Hebraists. A brieflook 
at the wide variety of Jewish material Newton had in his own library will set the stage 
for discussions of specific issues in the following chapters. John Harrison's study of 
Newton's library indicates that Newton had far more books on theology than on any 
other subject: 477 volumes, constituting 27.5% of the whole (for comparison, he had 
52 volumes on physics and optics, or 3% of the whole). Of these, 24 volumes deal 
specifically with Judaism, and many more contain large sections concerning Jewish 
history.32 

To begin with, Newton owned a large collection of Bibles, many of which 
showed Hebraistic influences and knowledge. The total number of "Bibles, Testaments 
and Biblical studies" in his library came to 99,33 of which 35 were Bibles and Psalters, 
including Greek, Latin, Syriac, French, and English versions. Among these are 
Vulgates, Septuagints, and other rescensions. Most interesting in the present context are 
the following: a Venice Bomberg Hebrew Bible edition of 1517 (Harrison, #206);34 the 
Hebraist Sebastian MUnster's annotated translation ofproverbs (Basel, 1524; Harrison, 
#1128);35 a Hebrew Bible, Biblia Sacra, ad verilalum Hebraicum (Lyon, 1568; 
Harrison, #210); the famous translation of the Hebrew Bible by the apostate Immanuel 
Tremellius and his son-in-law Franciscus Junius, in a late edition (Amsterdam, 1648; 
Harrison, #211);36 and the great 1656 Walton polyglot Bible (Harrison, #216), replete 
with Hebraic scholarship by Bryan Walton, John Lightfoot, and other authors.37 Though 
this collection does not demonstrate exploitation of anywhere near all the available 
Latin sources on Jewish exegesis, it nevertheless shows that Newton had a great deal of 
the latest and best Hebraic Bible scholarship in his hands. 

Another genre well represented in Newton's library is studies of the biblical 
period, most of which discuss Jewish life. There are, of course, the great original 
sources-Josephus Flavius (including an edition annotated by Munster; Harrison, 

J2 Harrison, Library, p. 59. The appellation "Harrison" will hereafter refer to this work and the 
accompanying number assigned to each book in Newton's library by Harrison. 

n Harrison, Library, p. 59. 

34 This was a Hebrew text only, with no translation or commentary. See Yeshayahu Vinograd, Thesaurus 
of the Hebrew Book, vol. 2, "Places of Print" (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 1993), p. 243. 

" Miinster was one of the sixteenth century's most important Hebraists, and his works were standard fare 
for all later Hebraists. 

,. On Tremellius, see Immanuel Tremellius, Hinuch Behire Ya"h (Geneva, 1580); Wilhelm Becker, 
Immanuel Tremellius; Ein Proselytenleben im Zei/alter de Reformation ... (Leipzig, 1890) and DNB, vol. 19, 
pp. 1112-4; Lloyd-Jones, Discovery of Hebrew, pp. 50-2. Tremellius spent time in England, and his 
translation had much influence on English Bible scholarship of the seventeenth century. 

" Newton also owned the adjunct lexicon for the polyglot, Edmund Castell's Lexicon heptaglotton 
(Harrison, #351). On the Walton polyglot, see Box, "Hebrew Studies," pp. 359-60. 
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#860-2)38 and Philo Judaeus (Harrison, #1300). It seems to me that the works of John 
Lightfoot (Works, Revised and corrected by G. Bright. 2 vols.; London, 1684; 
Harrison, # 1545) and John Spencer (De legibus Hebraeorum ritualibus et earum 
rationibus, libr; III; Cambridge, 1683-5) fit in this group, the former because he 
explains the Jewish background of New Testament history, and the latter because he 
explains the pagan background of Old Testament rituals. Other works Newton owned 
of this sort include: Peter Allix, Rejlexions upon the books of the Holy Scriptures to 
establish the truth of the Christian religion (2 volumes; London, 1688; Harrison, #27); 
Samuel Bochart, Geographia sacra (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1681; Harrison, #231 );39 
Richard Cumberland, An Essay towards the Recovery of the Jewish Measures and 
Weights (London, 1686; Harrison, #467); Thomas Godwin, Moses and Aaron: Civil 
and ecclesiastical rites, used by the ancient Hebrewes (London, 1631; Harrison, 
#673);40 Melchior Leidekker, De Republica Hebraeorum (Amsterdam, 1704; Harrison, 
#936); Benito Arias Montano, Antiquitatum Iudaicarum (about the Tabernacle and 
Temple; Luguduni Batavorum, 1593; Harrison, #1100); Edward Pococke, Commentary 
on the Prophecy of Hosea (Oxford, 1685; Harrison, #1332); Adrian Reland, 
Antiquitates sacrae veterum Hebraeorum (Trajecti Batavarum, 1988; Harrison, #1388) 
and De nummis veterum Hebraeorum (Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1709; Harrison, #1389); 
and Caspar Waser, De antiquis mensuris Hebraeorum (Heidelberg, 1610; Harrison, 
#1713).41 Many of these studies also had contemporary implications, some of which will 
be discussed later. 

The importance of this historical and analytic literature of biblical history for 
Newton's theology was great. The selection of books in Newton's library shows, in fact, 
that it was not only Jewish polity and biblical texts but also all areas of Israelite life 
affecting understanding of Scripture which came under analysis from the late sixteenth 
century and onward. Frank Manuel has pointed out that before the seventeenth century 
there was a fear of approaching the sacred text of Scripture as an historical document. 
However, as that century wore on, "the subtle fluids of the secular spirit were 
penetrating into the most sacred places of Christendom, and the polity of the ancient 
Jews did not remain immune." Biblical history became subject to the same humanist 
critical techniques as the annals of ancient Greece and Rome.42 

Ironically, these works were undertaken with the implicit aim of heading off 
a crisis in understanding the Book of Scripture. While the ultimate result of scientific 
biblical research may have been disastrous for religion, the people performing it saw 
their work in exactly the opposite way-scientific method was a new tool in the service 
of right religion, then under attack from many quarters. This conception of the 

38 Note also Harrison, #749 -Hegesippus, De bello Iudaico, et Urbis Hierosolymitanae excidio, libri v 
(Cologne, 1559). This is the free rendering of Josephus' Wars which has existed since ancient times and caused 
much confusion. See JE and EJ, "Hegesippus. II 

39 Harrison reports that Newton's copy is heavily dogeared. 

40 On Godwin see DNB, vol. 8, pp. 63-4. 

4. Waser was the lifelong friend and colleague ofBuxtorfthe Elder. See Burnett, Christian Hebraism to 
Jewish Studies, p. 19. 

42 Manuel, Broken Staff, pp. 118, 119 (whence the quotation.) 
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relationship between religion and science has recently been stressed in Newton studies, 
both in reference to his "pure" science and his biblical science.43 For as Richard Popkin 
and Scott Mandelbrote have pointed out (see last note), Newton's biblical researches 
followed those of Joseph Mede in attempting to lay the study of scriptural prophecy on 
the same kind of scientific basis as physics or chemistry. What can be seen from the 
historical Bible studies in his library is that Newton had many precedents for his 
approach from Hebraists, who could show him how to use knowledge of Judaism as a 
central tool in the scientific study of Scripture. 

Newton also owned several of the comparative chronology texts which were 
so important to early-modem thought and so forgotten today.44 These almost always 
held Israelite history in an important position and often made use of Jewish sources. 
This was the case with many of those in Newton's library; examples include the 
following: Sir John Marsham, Canon chronicus Aegyptiacus, Ebraicus, Graecus, et 
disquistiones (Leipzig, 1676; Harrison, #1036); Joseph Justus Scaliger, Opus novum de 
emendatione temporum (Lutetiae, 1583; Harrison, #1454);45 and James Usher, Annales 
(London, 1654; Harrison, #1654) and Annales Veteris Testamenti (London, 1650; 
Harrison, #1655). It goes without saying that for Newton's chronologies, wherein the 
Jews occupy a special position of honor, these earlier chronologies supplied critical 
ideas and information on Jewish history. In this context the seminal History of the Jews 
by Jacques Basnage, which Newton owned in both the first English edition and the 
second, highly enlarged French edition (London, 1708; Harrison, #133; Antiquites 
judaiques, Amsterdam, 1713; Harrison, #132), is especially noteworthy. Basnage was 
the first person to assemble a really comprehensive and informed relation of Jewish life 
from Josephus' time until the early-modem age. This work was significant for Newton 
and many authors of his generation as a source of information on Jewish history and 
chronology, personalities, theology, mysticism, and polemics. As Jonathan Elukin has 
recently demonstrated, not the least importance ofBasnage was his use of Jewish studies 
as a springboard in internal Christian debates.46 

Related closely to comparative chronology and history texts is a group of 
studies Newton owned on the taxonomy of religions. Among these are: Antonius van 
Dale, Dissertationes de origine ac progressu idololatriae et superstitionum: de vera 

43 Concerning the religious aims of Newton's "pure" science endeavors, see, e.g., Force, "Newton's God of 
Dominion" and Dobbs, The Janus Faces o/Genius. Concerning his biblical science (along with certain aspects 
of his "pure" science), see Richard H. Popkin, "Newton's Biblical Theology and his Theological Physics," 
idem, The Third Force in Seventeenth Century Thought (Leiden, 1992), pp. 172-88, esp. pp. 172-3 and Scott 
Mandelbrote, '''A Duty of the Greatest Moment': Isaac Newton and the Writing ofBiblical Criticism," British 
Journal/or the History a/Science, vol. 26 (1993), pp. 281-302, esp. pp. 300-02. 

44 For the significance of this material, see Paolo Rossi, The Dark Abyss a/Time (Chicago, 1984). 

45 Newton's copy is dogeared and has alternative versions of the Hebrew months and others written in his 
hand. On Scaliger's chronology and its importance, see Anthony Grafton, "Scaliger's Chronology: Philology, 
Astronomy, World History," idem, De/enders 0/ the Text (Cambridge, MA, 1991), pp. 104-44, especially 
126-8, where the author proves Sca1iger pirated MUnster's work (mentioned above) for information about 
Jewish calendrics. Newton probably used both Scaliger and MUnster in his chronological works. 

46 Jonathan M. Elukin, "Jacques Basnage and the History of the Jews: Anti-Catholic Polemic and Historical 
Allegory in the Republic of Letters," Journal o/the History a/Ideas, vol. 53, no. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1992), pp. 
603-630 and see the extensive bibliography cited there. 
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ac falsa prophetia; uti et de divinationibus idololatricis Judaeorum (Amsterdam, 1696; 
Harrison, #483); Jean Hardouin, Chronologiae ex nummis antiquis restitutae prolusio 
de nummis Herodiandum (Paris, 1693; Harrison, #739); John Selden, De diis Syris 
syntagmata (Amsterdam, 1680; Harrison, #1481); G.J. Vossius, De theologia Gentili 
(Amsterdam, 1641; Harrison, #1697);47 and Caspar Waser, De antiquis numis 
Hebraeorum. Chaldaeorum et Syrorum (Tiguri, 1605; Harrison, #1714). Richard H. 
Popkin has written extensively about the importance of religious taxonomies, especially 
those of Voss ius and Cudworth, in the middle and later seventeenth century. In his view 
they were a reaction to the skeptical crisis, as they alleged to show how the original true 
religion is still discemable under generations of Jewish and pagan confusion. Popkin 
stresses the importance of these works for Newton, though Newton reached different 
conclusions.48 These books do not deal primarily with Judaism, but Israelite religion 
looms large in their perspective, and a significant amount of Hebraic learning went into 
them. 

A large category of books on Jewish subjects in Newton's library, and indeed 
in seventeenth-century Hebraist thought, was what may be loosely termed rites and 
institutions of Judaism. To begin with, Newton owned the most standard such work of 
his day, the elder Buxtorfs Synagoga Judaica (Hanover, 1622; Harrison, #323). Other 
books he had from this group are: Isaac Abendana, Discourses of the ecclesiastical and 
civil polity o/the Jews (London, 1706; Harrison, #842) and The Jewish Kalendar ... 1693 
(Oxford, 1693; Harrison #853)49 and Leon da Modena, Ceremonies et coutumes qui 
s'observent aujourd'huy parmy les Juift (Paris, 1681; Harrison, #945), the latter 
translated and annotated by Richard Simon, whose input is highly noticeable. so Two 
works of John Selden which Newton owned belong in this group: De synedriis 
(Amsterdam, 1679; Harrison, #1483), on the history of the Sanhedrin and numerous 
related topics, and Uxor Ebraica (Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, 1673; Harrison, #1484), on 
Jewish marriage and divorce. Lastly, Newton owned Lancelot Addison's The Present 
State of the Jews (London, 1675; Harrison, #11). Though the title does not indicate it, 
this book deals with Jewish rites and institutions as the author claims to have witnessed 
them in "Barbary." The importance of works like these for Newton's overall 
understanding of Judaism requires no elaboration. 

There were works on Kabbalah in the library as well. Newton owned the most 
famous corpus of Latinized kabbalistica ever published, Christian Knorr von 
Rosenroth's Kabbala denudata (Sulzbach and Frankfurt, 1677-84; Harrison, #873), in 
which he dogeared many pages. He also had Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont's Seder 
Olam (London, 1694; Harrison, #1479), which, though it masqerades as chronology, is 

47 This volume is very heavily dogeared. It was the elder Vossius' appendix to his son Dionysius' translation 
of Maim on ides' "On Idolatry" (#1019), with which it is bound. 

48 See especially Popkin, "The Crisis of Polytheism and the Answers of Voss ius, Cudworth and Newton"; 
and "Polytheism, Deism, and Newton," Essays in the Context, Nature, and lrifluence, p. 973. 

49 On him see Katz, "The Abendana Brothers." 

5(1 On some aspects of the influence and implications of this book, see Mark R. Cohen, "Leone da Modena's 
Riti: A Seventeenth-Century Plea For Social Toleration of Jews," Jewish Social Studies, vol. 34, no. 4 (Oct., 
1972), pp. 287-321; Richard H. Popkin. "Les Caraites et l'Emancipation des Juifs," Db: Huitieme Siec/e, vol. 
13 (1981). pp. 139-41; and Kaplan, "'Karaites'," pp. 220-9. 
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really a kabblistic tract. Again, Basnage's History 01 the Jews contains a wealth of 
relevant material on Kabbalah. Newton had a good deal to say about Kabbalah, as will 
be seen in Chapter 7, and the MSS. show clearly that he referred to Knorr in learning 
about Jewish mysticism. 

Works of Maimonides in Newton's library may be placed in their own 
category. The rationalist Christian Hebraists of the seventeenth century almost 
universally regarded Maimonides as the true repository of Israelite wisdom and law, a 
man who eliminated most of the rabbinical dross from Jewish tradition and grounded 
his opinions solidly on logical principles.51 Newton owned five Latin tracts containing 
altogether a major portion of Maimonides' halachic opus, the Mishne Torah, and his 
commentary on the Mishnah. 

Of the Mishne Torah translations, Newton owned Ludovicus de Compiegne 
de Veil's De Cultu Divino (Paris, 1678; Harrison, #1018), containing the entire Seier 
Avodah (Book of Divine Service) with detailed discussion and drawings of the 
Temple;52 Dionysus Vossius' De Idolatria (Amsterdam, 1641; Harrison, #1019), 
containing Hi/chot Ovde Kochavim (Laws ofIdolatry);53 De Sacrifiis Liber (London, 
1683; Harrison, #1020), also done by de Veil, containing not only the entire Seier 
Korbanot (Book of Sacrifices) but also Hi/chot Kiddush Ha-Hodesh (Law of 
Sanctification of the New Month), and Isaac Abravanel's commentary to Leviticus; and 
the Gennan Johann Heinrich Maius' translation of Hi/chot Shemittah Ve-Yove/ (Laws 
of Sabbaticals and Jubilees), entitled Tractatus de Iuribus Anni Septimi et Iubilaei 
(Frankfort-am-Main, 1708).54 In addition to these four works from the Mishne Torah, 
Newton also had Sebastian MOnster's Kalenriu Hebraicum (Basel, 1527; Harrison, 
#1127), which was essentially a translation of Maimonides' Hi/chot Kiddush Ha
Hodesh. Finally, Newton owned Edward Pococke's Porta Mosis (two parts; Oxford, 
1654-5; Harrison, # 1 021) in which the great English Orientalist translated Maimonides' 
introductions from his commentary on the Mishnah to: Seder Zera'im, Perek He/ek 
(the tenth chapter of Tractate Sanhedrin), Pirke Avot (called Shemonah Perakim), Seder 
Kodashim, Seder Taharot and Tractate Menahot. 55 The pattern of Newton's reading in 
Maimonides reflects his known interests fairly accurately: matters concerning the 
Temple of Jerusalem and its cult, calendric issues related to chronology and calendar 
reform, and taxonomy of heresies. 

51 See, e.g., the opinions of Maim on ides expressed by Cunaeus, Buxtorfand Gentius, in Katchen, Christian 
Hebraists, pp. 39, 95--<l and 248--9, respectively and George Bright, introduction to Lightfoot's English Works, 
p. xix. 

52 On de Veil (1630-85), see W.T. Whitley, "Charles-Marie de Veil," Baptist Quarterly, vol. 5 (1930-1), 
pp. 74-85,118-129,177-189. 

53 On Vossius and his De Idolatria, see Katchen, Christian Hebraists, pp. 178-235; Popkin, "The Crisis 
of Polytheism"; and idem, "Polytheism, Deism, and Newton." 

54 Maius was an associate ofCoccejus and cooperated with him on various Hebraica projects. 

55 This work is interesting for various reasons, including the fact that Pococke has supplied the Arabic 
original in Hebrew letters alongside his translation. It is odd that the first part is dated 1655 and the second 
1654. This second section contains various notes on Hebraic matters, partly of a philological character, but 
mainly concerning the difficult matters of ritual purity and impurity found in Seder Kodashim and Seder 
Taharot. Pococke, who was more of an Arabist than a Hebraist (though he was no mean Hebraist), discusses 
Arabic-Hebrew parallels at some length. 
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Newton did not own Maimonides' philosophical tract, Moreh Nevuchim (Guide 
of the Perplexed), which had been translated into Latin by Johannes Buxtorf the 
Younger in 1629.56 Neither did he own the available Latin translation of the 
philosophical sections of Mishne Torah, Hilchot Yesode Ha-Torah (W.H. Vorstius, 
Constitutiones de Fundamentis Legis [Amsterdam, 1638]) and Hilchot De'ot (Georgius 
Gentius, Canones Ethici [Amsterdam, 1640]).57 In fact, with the exception ofa single 
chapter of Sa'adya's Beliefs and Opinions found in Allix's Two Treatises, Newton 
owned no single work of Jewish rationalist philosophy. This seems curious and may 
correctly lead one to conclude that Newton was interested in what the Jews did more 
than in what they thought. Newton's collection reflects the general seventeenth-century 
shift from interest in Jewish knowledge for conversionary purposes to interest in it for 
understanding of the Bible and Christianity. 

A note is in order at this point about Newton's reading of Maimonides and its 
influence on him. Richard H. Popkin and Jose Faur8 have recently written of 
Maimonides' impact on Newton, citing as evidence the library items just discussed, 
Newton's notes on Maimonides, his occasional references to Maimonides in various 
MSS, and his seemingly Maimonidean view of God. As far as I have found in my own 
reading, Newton appears to have used Maimonides in three major points of his corpus. 
He used the Vossius' edition of De Idolatria and its accompanying commentary De 
Theologia Gentili in his history of ancient religions, the Theologicae Gentilis (treated 
in the next chapter). He used Maimonides' "Laws of Sanctification of the New Moon" 
in a rough draft of his "Considerations about rectifying the Julian calendar" (MS. 
Yahuda 24E). Newton's most extensive use of Maim on ides consists of citations from 
De cultu divino found in his discussion of the Temple service, a critically important 
matter in his theology (see Chapter 5 below). These are found in MSS. Yahuda 2.4 and 
9.2, MS. Keynes 5, and MS. Babson 434. The notes on Maimonides found in MS. 
Yahuda 13.2 and MS. Andrews University ASC N47 HER are simply his reading notes 
on De cultu divino, prepared for writing about the Temple. The parallels adduced by 
Faur between Newton's theological positions and those of Maim on ides could actually 
be found any number of places. There is no indication that Newton was familiar with 
Maimonides' theological ideas at all, with the possible exception of his division of 
doctrine into immutable dogma and adiaphora (see Chapter 5 below), which could be 
found in Buxtorfs Synagoga Judaica, Addison's Present State of the Jews, and other 
places. Unless further proof can be found, then, Maimonides does not seem a fruitful 
place to look for direct influence on Newton's ideas about God. 

There were several tracts of Judaica which Newton used in his writings which 
do not appear in his library list. In MS. Yahuda 13.2 are Newton's notes on another 
work ofBuxtorfthe Elder, the Bibliotheca Rabbinica, which is an alphabetical list of 
rabbinic authors. He takes particular note of pages 278, 281, 282 and 289. One of the 
most important sources for Newton on the Temple (see Chapter 5 below) was 
Constantijn L'Empereur's Talmudis Babylonici Codex Middoth (Leiden, 1630). It is 

56 See Katchen, Hebraists, pp. 95-6. 

57 See Ibid, pp. 235-59. 

58 Popkin, ''Newton and Maimonides"; idem, "Further Comments"; and Faur, "Esoteric Knowledge." 
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used constantly (and only occasionally cited by name) in Newton's treatise about the 
Temple, MSS. Yahuda 2.4 and Babson 434. As has already been mentioned, some of 
his reading notes on this material are found in MS. Andrews University, James White 
Library ASC MS N47 HER, pp. 35-40 ("Ex Talmud Babylonici Codici Middoth.") 
Newton cites L'Empereur's colleague, Johannes Coccejus (Coch) in these reading notes 
(p. 39), referring to Coch's Duo Tituli Thalmudici Sanhedrin et Maccoth (Amsterdam, 
1629). In the same treatises on the Temple mentioned above, he makes use of several 
other talmudic tractates in Latin translation, which will be discussed in Chapter 4 below. 
His notes in these treatises mention the famous Hebraists Drusius and Cappellus, 
without any further reference. 

In general, then, it may be concluded that Newton actively purchased and read 
a wide variety of works on Judaism over a large period in his life, from which he drew 
information he was to use in his works. These Jewish sources included lexicons and 
dictionaries, bibles and biblical histories, chronologies and annals, works on Jewish rites 
and institutions, Kabbalah, and works of Maimonides. His library was by no means 
complete in the area of Jewish studies,59 but it was perhaps typical, even large, for a 
serious "third order" Hebraist of the time. On the bibliographical evidence alone, it is 
obvious that Jewish studies were not a negligible factor in Newton's intellectual makeup. 

V. HEBRAISM, NEWTON, AND LIVING JEWS 

The readmission of Jews to England was a watershed in the development of 
Jewish-Christian relations in that country. At the time of the Whitehall Conference, 
called by Cromwell to discuss the question of readmission, millenarians and sectarians, 
Presbyterians and Episcopalians argued the issue and its theological implications. In a 
time already rife with millenarian expectations, a very wide spectrum of English 
Christians seemed to believe that this could be a major step toward the Second Coming. 
Most people agreed that if readmission was appropriate from other perspectives, it also 
offered an important opportunity to convert Jews to enlightened Protestant Christianity. 
With the arrival ofManasseh ben Israel, and later the Abendana brothers and others, an 
actual dialogue with living Jews and their Judaism became possible. Isaac Abendana, 
both through his teaching and his Oxford calendars, brought a touch of living Judaism 
to English Hebraism. 

Yet, as was discussed above, this was actually a period when Hebraism, though 
more widely spread, began a slow decline in quality rather than achieving a new peak. 
The general discussion of Jews, Jewish theology and Jewish philosophy, while perhaps 
less popular in the Restoration than the Civil VI ar period, became increasingly informed 
and meaningful toward the end of the seventeenth century. This was due more to the 
great corpus of Latin Judaica prepared by experts from earlier in the century, or from 
other lands, than to either the presence of living Jews in England or further creativity 

,. To understand how much Judaic material was available in Newton's lifetime and what a really complete 
library of Latin Judaica looked like, see the MS. catalogue of Bishop Marsh's library in Dublin, in which there 
are many dozens of works on Jewish studies. 
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in Hebraic scholarship. Despite the new opportunity to interact with living Jews and 
observe their religion firsthand which the readmission allowed, its impact appears to 
have been far more social and cultural than intellectual; it seems to have had relatively 
little effect on the pursuits of English Hebraists. In this connection Newton offers an 
extreme example--despite his wide use of Jewish learning, he appears never to have 
met a Jew in his life.60 

Newton's lack of contact with contemporary Jews seems puzzling. Isaac 
Abendana was only a stone's throwaway from Newton at Cambridge, but while Newton 
read Abendana's books, he did not (to the best of our knowledge) make any effort to 
meet the man. Ifhe did, the occasion left so little impression on him that scholars have 
not found reference to it in the thousands of pages of his extant writings. The surprise 
is all the greater in view of the fact that the two most outstanding Jews in England 
during Newton's lifetime, Abendana and Haham David Nieto, both happened to be 
particular experts on the Jewish calendar and its technicalities. Nieto, in fact, wrote an 
entire work called Pascalogia (Colonia, 1702lLivomo, 1765), dealing with the 
discrepancies in dates between the Jewish Passover and Easter as celebrated by various 
churches.61 This was a subject very close to matters Newton dealt with in his discussion 
of calendar reform, in his chronologies, and in his works on prophecy.62 Apparently 
Newton felt no need of help in understanding the Jewish calendar beyond what was 
available in print. 

Most of Newton's associates who dealt at all with Jewish studies, including 
Henry More,63 John Locke,64 Robert Boyle,65 and John Covel,66 had some contact with 
living Jews. Newton seems unique in his total isolation from them. Yet a closer 
examination of Jewish contacts reveals that all these members of Newton's circle had 
contact with the same two Jews, the brothers Jacob and Isaac Abendana, and that their 
intercourse was more often about the business of buying Jewish books than of 
discussing Jewish theology. Even the previous generation of Hebraists, such as 
Lightfoot, Pococke, and Spencer, dealt with the Abendanas mainly on technical matters 

60 Prof. Richard H. Popkin suggested to me that Newton must have met Jews in the context of his work at 
the Mint, but I have not seen evidence of this and I am unsure to what degree English Jews traded in precious 
metals during the early eighteenth century. 

6) The only full-length monograph on Nieto is Jakob 1. Petuchowsk~ The Theology ofHaham David Nieto: 
An Eighteenth-Century Defense of the Jewish Tradition (New York, 1954). See also Israel Solomons, "David 
Nieto and Some of His Contemporaries," Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England, vol. 12 
(1931), pp. 1-101; David Katz, The Jews in the History of England, pp. 196-201; and the recent research of 
David Ruderman discussed below. None oftbese has much to say about the Pascologia. 

62 Yahuda MS. 24, "Considerations about rectifYing the Julian Kalendar," contains a section entitled 
"Regula pro determinatione Paschalis." In Y ahuda MS. 15 and MS. Bodmer he often brings up the famous 
problem of whether Easter could be celebrated on Passover. 

63 See Katz, "Abendana," p. 11-12. 

64 See Nabill. Malar, "John Locke and the Jews," Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 44, no. 1 (January, 
1993), pp. 49, 52-3. 

65 See Katz, "Abendana," p. 39 and n. 43 there and Robert Boyle, The Works of the Honourable Robert 
Boyle (New edition; London, 1722), vol. 6, pp. 264-5; 01denberg writes Boyle concerning some Hebrew 
manuscripts he had promised to buy from Haham Jacob Abendana. 

66 Katz, "Abendana," n. 46. 
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concerning their Mishnah translation. The Mishnah itself was essentially a 
straightforward translation project, commissioned by Dury and Hartlib, without interest 
in any Jewish exegetical input. Furthermore, the generation of Newton's students, 
Whiston and Clarke, in England, had almost no intellectual contact with Haham David 
Nieto or any other Jew. 

Nabil Matar has brilliantly, if somewhat sharply, presented the only logical 
explanation for this phenomenon, an explanation borne out well by the sources. In 
discussing the English writers of the later seventeenth century who favored a certain 
theological position, according to which the Jews are expected to be restored to their 
land in the end of days, he says: 

Few of the numerous writers had ever met a Jew in their lives; fewer 
cared for the Jews as a community of a specifically historical and 
religious culture. Englishmen restructured the Jews into a worldview 
that fitted their own Protestant ideals, and interpreted Jewish history 
and aspirations in light of English self-perception. Even after 1655, 
when Jews appeared in London, they were so few and unimposing 
that English writers felt no need to change their previous perceptions 
ofthem ... The Jewish community was not allowed to articulate its own 
political and religious identity because the English theologians felt 
that they were more authoritatively informed about Jewish matters 
than the Jews themselves. Englishmen offered themselves as 
spokesmen and prophets of world Jewry.67 

Matar has been quoted here at length because his conception is novel and highly 
convincing; Newton's isolation from Jews bears out his thesis perfectly. Newton was an 
author who had a great deal to learn from and say about Judaism, but despite the newly 
achieved opportunities to speak with living Jewish scholars, he felt no compulsion to 
avail himself of that opportunity. While perhaps representing an extreme of dissociation 
from living Jews, Newton was typical in that he found the abundance of Latin and 
vernacular Hebraica sufficient to feel he understood Judaism. The "first order" 
Hebraists of previous generations had succeeded resoundingly. 

While Jewish history and literature were affecting Newton's conception of the 
Book of Scripture, Newton was affecting the Jewish community's conception of the 
Book of Nature. Newton left no evidence that he ever met living Jews, but his own 
impact on English Jewry can be well documented in at least two instances. 

David Ruderman's recent study of David Nieto makes a compelling case for 
the relationship between Samuel Clarke's Newtonian Boyle Lectures and Haham Nieto's 
discussions about nature and Providence. Nieto's essay De la divina Providencia 
(London, 1704) came out shortly before Clarke delivered his Boyle Lectures entitled 
A Discourse Concerning the Unchangeable Obligation of Natural 
Religion. .. Preach'd. .. in the Year 1705 ... (London, 1706). Nieto, responding to an 
accusation that he was a "naturist" for saying that God and Nature are the same, wrote 

67 Matar, "Restoration of the Jews," p. 116. 
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this tract to explain what he meant. He claimed that he was attempting to refute the 
opinions of the deists, which was also the aim of Clarke. The particular views to which 
both men were responding are identified by Ruderman with "plastic nature," a 
conception of nature as a kind of "semi-deity," a viceroy of God through whom He 
governs the world, but who allows Him to interfere when necessary. Ruderman, 
following the view of Margaret Jacob, sees Clarke's Boyle lectures as part of a program 
to use Newtonianism as a buttress for Latitudinarian Whig Anglican theology against 
both deists and High-Churchmen.68 Whether or not a direct connection can be 
established between Clarke and Nieto, the similarity of their doctrines, which bear a 
close relationship to the Newtonian theological program, indicates that Nieto was in 
tune with the thought of Newton's world. 

Haham Nieto's friend, Dr. Jacob de Castro Sarmento (Braganl;:a, 1691-
London, 1761), a most colorful character from the London Portuguese Jewish 
community, was a particular proponent of Newton and his theories.69 After studying 
medicine and philosophy in Portugal, he fled the threat of the Inquisition and settled as 
a Jew in London around 1720. Sarmento was a close friend of Haham Nieto, and 
delivered a eulogy upon the latter's death in 1728. It may be said that Sarmento had two 
primary scientific interests: propounding the curative powers of quinine water and 
spreading the light of Newtonian science in his Portuguese homeland.70 His most 
important production toward the latter end was a large volume in Portuguese on the 
nature of tides, Theorica Verdadeira das Mares, Conforme a Philosophia do 
incoparavel cavalhero Isaac Newton (London, 1737). Aside from the title, which 
adequately demonstrates Sarmento's respect for Newton, the author confirms the 
impression by offering as an introduction, " ... a brief relation of the life and discoveries 
of this immortal and illustrious philosopher; and finally, as an appendix, a 
demonstration that the moon continues to orbit the earth because of the force of 
gravity.'t71 The title page contains two Latin quotations: one from Edmund Halley and 
the other from Alexander Pope, the latter quotation being the famous panegyric, "Nature 
leges, Naturaque nocte latebant, Newtonus fiat, Deus inquit, et omnia Lucent."n 

68 Ruderman, "Jewish Thought in Newtonian England: The Career and Writings of David Nieto," 
Proceedings of the American Academy ofJewish Research, vol. 58 (1992), pp. 191-217, substatially identical 
with Ch. II of his bookJewish Thought and Scientific Discovery in Early Modern Europe (New Haven, 1995) 
and Jacob, The Newtonians and the English Revolution. The specific issue of Clarice and Nieto is just one of 
the topics with which Ruderman deals, but it is the most immediately related to Newtonianism. 

69 While later articles have dealt with de Castro Sarmento in his Jewish context, the most thorough study 
of his science is still Augusto D'Esaguy, Jacob de Castro Sarmento: Notas Relativas a Sua Obra (Lisboa, 
1946). See also my forthcoming article, "Newtonian, Converso and Deist: The Lives ofJacob (Henrique) de 
Castro Sarmento," in Science in Context. 

70 Sarmento fled the Iberian Peninsula out of fear of the Inquisition, but he was nevertheless anxious to help 
the Portuguese progress with the introduction of Newtonian science. 

71 De Castro Sarmento, Theorica, tip: • ... A que se ajunta, Como Introduc~ no principio, hurna breve 
Relayam da vida, e descubrimentos deste Immortal, e IIIustre Philosopho: E a 0 fim, em forma de Apendix, 
a Demonstrayam, de que a Lua se retem no seu Orbe pela forQa da Gravidade." 

72 This obviously scans a great deal better in the original English: 

Nature, and Nature's Laws lay hid in Night. 
God said, Let Newton Be! and All was Light. 
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The avowed purpose of this tract, which the author states in his dedication to 
the Duke of Monsanto, is to relate in a precise and clear manner the way the "immortal 
Newton" has solved the age-old riddle oftidal action. He also wishes to convey the truth 
of the theory, "to which all today's mathematicians of France, Italy, Germany and 
England assent," that the earth moves. The work is intended to promote the new learning 
among Portuguese scholars, to dissipate the false opinions of Aristotle and Descartes 
which are rife in Portugal.73 Sarmento's connection to Newtonianism was not only by 
way of reading but also through his close personal contact with the important Newtonian 
John Theophilus Desaguliers.74 Though this is not the place to discuss the matter, it 
seems likely that Sarmento's book with its biography of Newton, to which Newton 
scholars have as yet paid no notice, may be an important source on Newton and the 
dissemination of his ideas on the Continent. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Sarmento's activities for the present 
context is his translation, still in manuscript in Portugal, of Newton's Chronology of 
Ancient Kingdoms Amended. His interest in this book, which includes a chapter on 
Solomon's Temple and much material about Jewish history, was in many ways a 
theological work. Sarmento's interest in this book shows that he was concerned not only 
with Newtonian science but also with Newton's religious thought. The case of Sarmento 
demonstrates, then, that Newton's work was known among London's Jews in a direct and 
thorough manner. 

* * * 

In his Jewish studies Newton was, as in the rest of his theological undertakings, 
very much a child of his times. He was essentially an autodidact in Hebrew and Jewish 
studies. He owned many of the important Latin and vernacular Judaica works which 
became available in the early-modem period, and made occasional forays into the use 
of Hebrew language as well. His breadth and depth of Jewish knowledge could not 
approach that of really serious English Hebraist theologians, but his learning was 
significant and he put it to use in his work. In the upcoming chapters it will be seen that 
Newton was less interested in the old uses of Hebraism, polemics and proofs of 
Christian principles, and more interested in the new uses, such as political application 
and millenarian information. The fact that Newton never appears to have met a Jew may 
be unusual for a scholar of his interests; however, contact with living Jews in fact played 
little role in English Hebraistic thought of the day in any case. Yet, Newton had 
significant impact on living Jews in the London Portuguese community. 

n Ibid, "Dedication," pp. v-x. 

74 Sarmento, Theorica, p. vi. On Desaguliers, see Gjertsen, Newton Handbook, pp. 168-9. Desaguliers was 
a young fellow of the Royal Society who was asked to perform experiments confirming Newtonian principles. 
These were so successful that they were repeated before visiting scientific dignitaries in order to convince them 
of Newt on's veracity and were reported in the 1726 edition of Newt on's Prinicipia. Desaguliers spent much 
of his life propagandizing for Newtonianism. 
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With this background it will be possible to begin investigating some of the 
ways in which Jewish history and literature affected Newton's own theology. The first 
topic, following a roughly chronological order within his writings, will be Newton's 
ideas about ancient religion. 



CHAPTER THREE 

JUDAISM IN NEWTON'S HISTORY OF EARLY RELIGION 

So then the first religion was the most rational of all others till the 
nations corrupted it. For there is no way {(whout revelation}) to 
come to .Y knowledge of a Deity but by the frame of nature. (Sir 
Isaac Newton, MS. Yahuda 41, p. 7r) 

If the crises of the Book of Scripture and Book of Nature occurred in Europe 
at the tum of the eighteenth century, one of the battlegrounds on which the problems 
were worked out was that of the ancient Mediterranean world. Scholars in Baroque 
England carried on long and bitter feuds over the proper chronological sequence in 
which to place biblical events and episodes of ancient Egyptian or Greek history. 
Savants invested prodigious efforts in trying to uncover the beliefs of ancient Near 
Eastern religions. Questions were asked about who knew various facts about nature 
first: Egyptians? Jews? Persians? Greeks? Fighting over ancient history may seem 
today to be an odd way of addressing the great intellectual problems facing the Hazard 
generation; but it is in fact quite logical. Formulating attitudes toward the issues of 
chronology and ancient wisdom forced the scholar to reach conclusions, often 
disturbing ones, about the authority of biblical narrative, classical literature, Hermetic 
and Sibylline texts, and church traditions. The Jews took a central place in these 
discussions, both as the people of the Bible and as exegetes of it. I 

Newton's conception of early religion is relatively easy to place in this 
historical context; yet while his own views might have been clear enough to himself, 
they present considerable difficulties to the researcher. Whereas it was formerly 
understood by scholars of Newton's theology that he placed Jewish biblical history at 
the forefront of his authorities on the ancient world,z questions have recently been raised 
(by the same scholar, in the case of Westfall) about whether he might not have arrived 
eventually at a position in which biblical history is superseded by other literature. This 
is the subject of Richard Westfall's extremely important article on Newton's 
Philosophical Origins of Gentile Theology, to which James Force has produced a reply 
suggesting appropriate modifications.3 Richard H. Popkin, Kenneth Knoespel, and 
Frank Manuel have also contributed to the discussion on Newton's views of ancient 
religion.4 

I On these topics, see Manuel, Isaac Newton, Historian and Rossi, Dark Abyss of Time. 

2 Westfall, Never at Rest, p. 812, goes so far as to say that "Only one people escaped Newton's razor: the 
Israelites, whose written record, the oldest such extant in Newton's belief, gave their history a solidity by which 
the others' could be amended." Manuel, Isaac Newton, Historian, Ch. VI ("Israel Vindicated"), treats the place 
of the Hebrews in Newton's thought in some detail. 

3 Westfall, "Theologiae Gentilis" and Force, "Newton and Deism." 

4 See Popkin, "The Crisis of Polytheism"; idem, "Polytheism, Deism, and Newton"; Manuel, Isaac Newton, 
Historian, Ch. 2, 6, 7, 9; and Knoespel, "Interpretive Strategies in Theologiae gentilis origines philosophiae," 
Clark Library Conference on "Newton and Religion" (Los Angeles; February, 1996.) 
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Nevertheless, some very basic problems in this area have not been addressed, 
particularly that of the relationship between several overlapping but quite different 
pictures of ancient religion expressed by Newton in various manuscripts. In most of 
these there is a significant role given to the ancient Jews and the Old Testament, and 
often Jewish conceptions helped form the respective views, through the medium of the 
Hebraists. Popkin's open question about the influence of Maim on ides on Newton's ideas 
concerning the rise of idolatry will be addressed below as well. The Jewish idea of 
seven "Noachide" commandments devolving upon all men was one of the four 
competing conceptions and will receive further attention. Lastly, note will be taken of 
the way Newton used a style of Hebrew etymologies developed especially by Samuel 
Bochart to facilitate his taxonomy of deities evolving out of Noah and his sons. 

I. NEWTON ON ANCIENT RELIGIONS: 
PARALLEL HISTORIES OF TRUE AND FALSE WORSillP 

Westfall has claimed that Newton was not really out to write a history of 
gentile theology,S but in the context of Newton's entire historical theology there is every 
reason to believe that this was precisely his intent. Here is the source of a paradox in the 
various stories he presents. The panorama of Newton's historical theology reveals a 
consistent pattern: the drawing of a parallel history of right religion and of false or 
corrupted religion (The latter gains the bulk of Newton's attention).6 However, unlike 
most of his theology, in the case of his writings on ancient religion, Newton's views are 
difficult to isolate because he expresses them in various seemingly separate if not 
competing versions in his different manuscripts. While at least a partial synthesis of 
these views is possible, one must be careful not to do that of which Newton was 
constantly guilty and create artificial identities and relationships which are convenient 
but which ignore contradictions or suffer from lack of textual support. This is the 
paradox which Westfall, with his elegant prose and smooth segues, sometimes conceals. 
He does admit that there are two themes in the historical presentation "which Newton 
never integrated completely,"7 but he tends to present a synthesis without revealing the 
underlying dialectic. 

Newton's views on the matter will here be divided into four conceptions, which 
overlap considerably but can not all be easily presented as a consistent whole. They are: 
the simple religion of love of God and man; observance of the seven Noachide laws; the 
worship of Noah and his family in various forms; and the ancient philosophical religion 
ofPrytanea (which adds a further snarl in understanding Newton's thought because it 

S Westfall, "Theologiae Gentilis," p. 24. 

6 Newton is perhaps following the structure of John Calvin's Institutes, where Book IV, Ch. ii, is a 
comparison of true and false churches. In general, Newton's theology takes up many of the same themes as 
Calvin's Book IV: the unity of the true church, division of true and false churches, functions of" doctors and 
ministers" of the church, the government and condition of the ancient church before the rise of papacy, and 
the way papacy overthrew the pristine church. See John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion (vol. 1 and 
2; Library of Christian Classics, vol. XX; ed. 1. T. McNeill, trans. F. L. Battles; Philadelphia, 1960), vol. 2, 
Book IV. 

7 Westfall, "Theologiae Genii/is", p. 19. 
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is a philosophical religion). In the following discussion, an attempt will be made to 
delineate each view out of Newton's writings, to point out the role of Jewish history 
within that view and to adduce which biblical, Jewish, and Hebraist sources may have 
helped to form it. 

As will be seen in some detail in Chapter 6 below, Newton refers repeatedly 
in his church histories to the most ancient simple religion oflove of God and man. Here 
is his second "position" in the Irenicum: "The religion ofloving God and our neighbour 
was the religion of Noah and his sons down to the days of Abraham, Melchisedeck, Job 
and Moses .... "s This is interesting for additional reasons. First, the persons of Noah, 
Abraham, Melchisedek, Job and Moses appear again in other versions of Newton's 
ancient religion scheme. Second, within this same manuscript is a presentation of the 
seven Noachide commandments, a matter which will be discussed presently. Another 
version of the "two love" position can be found in MS. Bodmer, Newton's Of the 
Church: 

The moral part of all religion is comprehended in these two precepts: 
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God wth all thy heart & with all thy soul 
& with all thy mind. This is the first & great commandment & the 
next is like unto it. Thou shall love thy neighbour as thy self. Upon 
these two hang all the law & the Prophets. These are the laws of 
nature, the true natural religion. These are that part of religion wch 

ever was & ever will be binding to all nations, being of an eternal 
immutable nature because grounded upon immutable reason. (MS. 
Bodmer, Ch. 7, "Chap. Of the Christian Religion and its corruption 
in Morals," p. 2r) 

This formulation and others similar to it are found in innumerable places in Newton's 
writings. Newton definitely seems to be saying that this is the most original religion, 
though there is some question as to whether he thinks it was ever in some way revealed 
or whether its being "grounded upon immutable reason" means that it was simply a 
function of all human conscience. 

The role of Judaism in this conception of the Ur-religion is quite vague. The 
two great commandments are present in variant forms in the Old Testament and the New 
Testament, and Newton states that this religion was propagated by Noah in the earliest 
times. This establishes a biblical source for the "love of God and man" thesis, but any 
specifically Jewish role in its transmission is not mentioned. The Jewish tradition, then, 
must be considered the ultimate source of the simple "love of God and man" view, but 
its role is not dealt with by Newton. 

In the Irenicum, too, Newton identifies the love of God and man as the religion 
of Noah and those who came after him. In both the Irenicum and Of the Church, 
however, he also speaks of the Noachide commandments according to the Jewish 
understanding of them in which there are seven: 

• Quoted in H. McLachlan (ed), Sir Isaac Newton Theological Manuscripts (Liverpool, 1950), p. 28 and 
corrected according to Keynes MS. 3. 
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All nations were originally of the Religion comprehended 
in the Precepts of the sons of Noah, the chief ofwch were to have one 
God, & not to alienate his worship, nor prophane his name; to abstein 
from murder, theft, fornication, & all injuries; not to feed on the flesh 
or drink the blood of a living animal, but to be mercifull even to bruit 
beasts; & to set up Courts of justice in all cities & societies for 
putting these laws in execution. (King's College, Keynes MS. 3, p. 5) 

There can be no mistaking these commandments, for they correspond with the 
list known to the Jews as "sheva mizvoth b'ne Noah," the seven Noachide 
commandments. A reader unfamiliar with rabbinic literature would not be likely to 
group this particular set of imperatives together under the title of laws which Noah 
observed. Newton had access to this Jewish view in several places,9 but the most 
extensive discussion, and that which most probably attracted his notice, was that in John 
Selden's De jure naturali et gentium, juxta disciplinam Ebraeorum (Harrison, # 1482) 
and De Synedriis (Harrison, #1483.) A large portion of these works, particularly the 
fonner, is dedicated to the Noachide commandments. It seems particularly likely that 
Selden was Newton's source for two other reasons as well: Selden's emphasis on the 
commandment of righteous law courts, which is the subject of Newton's continued 
discussion in the Irenicum and in many other places, and his Hebraized spelling of Noah 
as "Noach" in another discussion of the Noachide laws. 

The family ofNoach was the Church of God in the days of 
that Patriarch & this Church continued in the Posterity of Noah untill 
they lapsed into idolatry & thereby became the apostate Churches of 
the heathens, the Priesthood being propagated down to them in the 
eldest sons of every family & the High Priesthood in the Princes of 
every Tribe or city. Such an high Priest was Melchisedeck King of 
Salem: for the religion ofNoach lasted in Phenicia till those days. 
This religion before the nations apostatized [[!]] was comprehended 
in the Precepts usually called the Precepts of the sons of Noah. It 
continued in the family of Abraham till they went down into Egypt & 
Jacob & Joseph were dead. Then they lapsed into the idolatry of the 
Egyptians untill Moses led them into the Wilderness & refonned 
them. In Abrahams days they received circumcision & therby began 
to be distinguished from other nations. Moses gave them a law 
whereby they became still more distinguished from other nations & 
united among themselves. And thenceforward those of the nations 
who sojourned amongst them & kept to the Precepts of the Sons of 
Noach but did not by circumcision become one with their nation were 
called Proselytes of the Gate. (MS. Bodmer, last page) 

• Richard Hooker was among those who briefly discussed the Seven Noachide Commandments. See The 
Folger Library Edition of the Works of Richard Hoolrer, vol. I (Cambridge, MA, 1977), pp. 312-4 (=Ofthe 
Lawes of Ecclesiastical Polity, Book IV, 11 :6-11 :8.) 
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Not only has Newton used the Hebraized spelling of Noah's name here, 
"Noach," but he also speaks of "the Precepts usually called the Precepts of the sons of 
Noah," meaning that he did not simply gather these out of Scripture-he in fact 
expected them to be known by that name to contemporaries. The entire discussion is 
heavily based in a Judeocentric view of ancient religion, which is not typical of all 
Newton's discussions of ancient theology. The possible relationship, between the two 
simple commandments, love of God and man, and the seven Noachide commandments, 
will be discussed below. Meanwhile, note the references here to Noah, Abraham, 
Melchisedek, and the descendants of Abraham and Moses. The way this religion was 
passed down, through eldest sons and priesthood, is also worthy of attention. 

It may be concluded, then, that the "Seven Noachide Laws" conception of early 
religion relies on rabbinic sources for its form, which Newton learned from the 
Hebraists. This conception also invokes Jewish history as the medium through which 
the "Seven Noachide Laws" idea was passed but with certain losses and accretions. The 
Jews' tradition of these laws was repeatedly corrupted by outside beliefs and had to be 
re-taught at regular intervals. However, it also gained additional commandments as part 
of the covenants which the Jews made with God during the times of Abraham and 
Moses. These additions resulted in rendering Judaism a separate religion from that of 
the simple Noachides. 

A third conception of ancient religion expressed by Newton is that of the 
worship of Noah and his progeny, both as such and in other forms. This is the theme of 
MS. Yahuda 16, the Theologiae Gentilis Origines Philosophicae, which is thoroughly 
explained in Westfall's article. The major aims of this treatise appear to be the proof that 
gentile theology was in fact designed to carry a body of philosophical (what we would 
call scientific) knowledge, and the taxonomical tracing of the spread of this 
philosophical religion in the worship of deified Noachides. The first chapter of the full 
proposed work set out to show: 

That Gentile Theology was Philosophical and referred primarily to 
the Astronomical and Physical Science of the world system: and that 
the twelve Gods of the ancient Peoples were the seven Planets with 
the four elements and the quintessence of the Earth.1O 

In the treatise as it is preserved, Newton begins by talking about the Egyptians, who 
following the others ancients, had both a sacred, esoteric philosophy, and a vulgar, 
exoteric philosophy. Newton's understanding ofthe sacred philosophy is that it was a 
body of truths about nature, especially knowledge of the world's heliocentricity. For the 
present purposes it is important to note that in this aspect of the work Newton does not 
begin explaining ancient religion from its beginnings but rather picks it up in its 
Egyptian permutation to initiate the discussion. 

The other aspect, which appears dominant, of the Theologiae Gentilis, 
however, is the taxonomy of ancient gods, which in fact begins with Noah rather than 
the Egyptians. In this conception it is not difficult to see the influence of the Hebraists: 
Samuel Bochart's Geographia sacra, Gerardus Voss ius' De theologia Gentili, and to a 

10 MS. Yahuda 16, p. Jr, quoted in Westfall, "Theologiae Gentilis," p. 18. 
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lesser degree, John Marsham's Canon chronicus are his central sources. Here it is 
Newton's goal to affmn the highly euhemerist position of Samuel Bochart and to add 
even more correspondences of known ancestors to later gods. Noah is Saturn, Ham is 
Jupiter; Ham's sons are Cush (Hercules), Mizraim (Osiris), Phut (Anateus and Neptune), 
and Canaan (Busiris). The son ofMizraimlOsiris, Thoth, is Mercury, who was guilty of 
instigating erroneous gentile ancestor worship. This Thoth did by instituting a worship 
in Egypt, where he ruled, of his family members. He inculcated the ancient wisdom of 
heliocentric science by bestowing their names on the planets in the order of their 
distance from the sun. These secrets were hidden in hieroglyphs. II 

The role of Judaism and Jewish literature in the "Gentile theology" conception 
of early religion is, then, rather complex. Newton really begins by speaking about the 
Egyptians, thereby skipping the role of Abraham from which Jewish traditions began. 
On the other hand, Noah and his progeny stand at the center of this corrupt religion. 
Thus, this religion was based squarely on a euhemeristic view stemming from the Old 
Testament. Newton's whole understanding of that religion is dependent on the 
Hebraistic learning of Bochart, Vossius, and Marsham. The role of Jewish history 
therefore remains obscure in this conception, while the role of Jewish literature is 
present through the interpretations of the Hebraists though not in any genuine use of 
Jewish tradition. 

The fourth version of the origins of ancient religion presented by Newton is 
found in its most advanced form in MS. Yahuda 41 and constitutes the history of 
Prytanaea, a circle around a central frre. 12 

[[lr]] The religion most ancient & most generally received by the 
nations in the frrst ages was that of the Prytanea or Vestal temples. 
This was spread over all nations before the first memory of things. 
Cecrops began his reign over Attica about 60 years before l' 
Israelites came out of Egypt & before his reign the Greeks had 
Prytanea in all their cities as you may understand by l' passages 
newly cited out ofThucydides. & Plutarch There was one Pryrreum 
([!]] in every city placed in y. principal part of1 city. And in the 
Prytaneum was l' Court where the Council or Senate of l' City met. 
as the Samedrim [[!]] did in the Temple of the Jews. <For it was y. 
office ofy' chief Magistrate had the charge ofy' holy rites> For the 
performance of holy rites belonged to l' chief Magistrates of l' City, 
the King was Pontifex maximus as appears by the instances of 
Melchizedeck, Abraham, Ninus, the Kings of Egypt & Athens & l' 
Roman Emperors. 

The like custome was in the cities ofItaly before l' founding 
of Rome as you have heard above. <Dionysius {Dionysius 

" All this is based on Westfall, "1'heologiae Genlilis," pp. 19-20. The identification ofPhut with Neptune 
was accomplished through a Hebrew etymology which will be discussed below and was not picked up by 
Westfall. 

12 This is the system described by Newton very briefly as an introduction to his System of the World. See 
Cajori (ed), Principia, vol. 2, pp. 549-50. 
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Halicarnasseus tells us that at Alba there was an ancient Temple of 
Vesta & yt that [[!]] y ancestors of Romulus brought the vestal 
fro[[ m]] Troy Wch was destroyed above 400 years before y. building 
of Rome, & then he adds.> ... The worshipping of Images came into 
Italy after the reign ofNuma, that of Vesta was in use long before, for 
Dionysius Halicarnasseus tells us yt y. Latines had an old Vestal 
Temple at Alba before y" founding of Rome & that above 400 years 
before <Nor was this> the Ancestors of Romulus brought y" sacred 
ftre from Troy. And even long before this the Vestal ftre was used in 
y" cities ofltaly. For Myrsilus Lesbius {Lesbius lib. de Orig.ltaliae 
& Tyrrhenorum. 6} tells how the Tyrrheni contended that they had 
inhabited their country from the times of y" golden age ... [[2r]] So 
then the Hetrusci were the ftrst who peopled Italy & from the 
beginning they propagated wth their colonies the religion of y" Vestal 
frre. And that with the Latines all Italy received not this religion from 
Troy but had it originally from y" Hebr <In like manner the 
Egyptians seem to have used this worship from y" beginning. 
Inftnitum> I gather also from hence that in all their sacriftces when 
the sacriftce was ready a {" Servo Aeri lib.l. v. 292 Ovid Marob [[!]] 
Saturn.l.c.9. Ovid. Fast. lib l.v. 140 & 1.6.v. 308.} the Priest laying 
his hands upon the altar rehearsed certain prayers {[[ Iv]] unto the 
God Janus & the Goddess Vesta because the Romans were 
perswaded that wthout their intercession they might not have access 
to the other Gods. This conjunction of Janus & Vesta & distinction 
of them from the adventitious Gods shews that these two were the 
native ones. [In Janus <their common father> its probable they 
worshipped their common father as the supreme God (law-Noah, or 
la-No) in Vesta the frame of Nature. [For Janus has all the characters 
of Noah & though Saturn be made contemporary to Janus yet whilst 
y. <frrst> ancient inhabitants of Italy did not worship Saturn with 
<Janus> him, I conclude that he & Saturn were but two names of 
Noah split into two persons after his worship by the name of Janus 
was established. For had they been two men they would have been 
both worshipped <distinctly> severally & alike.] And Dionysius 
Halicarnasseus reports that y. ancient Italians sacriftced men to 
Saturn till Hercules (who was older then )Eneas) came into Italy & 
abolished y" custome & instituted y. consecration of the fruits of pure 
sacriftces in a pure frre. And that he might not seem to abolish their 
religion he ordeined that they should sacriftce y" statues of men after 
the very same manner that they sacriftced men before. The Priests 
therefore & Vestal Virgins who keep the sacred frre & the Pretors & 
citizens when the legal sacriftces are slain tlrrow 30 Images of Men 
into Tyber as they did men before. Thus far- Dionysius. So then 
these sacriftces with the vestal ftre were in use from the days of 
Hercules with images of men & before with reall men. (MS. Yahuda 
41, pp. 1r-2r) 
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This picture presents many novel elements: a new view of the extension ofNoachide 
worship, new roles for Saturn and Hercules, and most importantly, a form of worship 
not described elsewhere. Yet familiar elements persist. Abraham and Melchisedek again 
bear the tradition; Noah still holds pride of place; and heliocentric science is still behind 
the worship/theology. 

The role of Judaism and Jewish literature is again strong here, but this is 
perhaps the most dangerous of the four conceptions for biblical hegemony. The role of 
the Hebraists is present here as well, explaining how Noah and his progeny playa role 
in this worship. However, Prytanaea were found in the world before Noah, and it is 
unclear who began using them fust. The Jews, then, Abraham and his descendants, are 
not special or unique in the transmission ofPrytanaea worship. They are little different 
than any of the other Mediterranean peoples who propagated it. 

What is to be made of these four versions of ancient theology and its origins? 
What elements can legitimately be said to synthesize in Newton's thought? Are there 
internal contradictions? Is it possible to speak of a coherent role of ancient Judaism in 
them all? 

To begin with, as has been noted, the conception of the simple two-element 
creed (love of God and man) practiced by Noah and all ancient peoples, appears in 
manuscripts juxtaposed with the Jewish conception of seven Noachide laws. It would 
not seem farfetched, then, to say that these conceptions are identical, i.e., that love of 
God and man must be expressed specifically through adherence to belief in the one God 
who alone is worshipped, not profaning His name, not murdering or stealing, setting up 
law courts, etc. Such an identification, that love of God and man equates with the seven 
Noachide laws, would simplify matters considerably. Certain passages of the lrenicum 
tend to support this interpretation. (Appendix A, MS. Keynes 3, p. 5) 

It can be demonstrated that Newton saw Noachide worship and Prytanaea as 
part of the same religion. As he says in the quotation from MS. Yahuda 41 above, "In 
Janus its probable they worshipped their common father as the supreme God (Iaw
Noah, or la-No) in Vesta the frame of Nature. For Janus has all the characters of 
Noah .... " Furthermore, as he expresses over the following pages, Newton understood 
Prytanaea to be hieroglyphs of the heliocentric universe. Thus there exists a concrete 
connection between these two conceptions in Newton's thought: the deity worshipped 
in corruptedPrytanaea, at least in Italy, was Noah, "The worshipping therefore of these 
fals Gods & Goddesses [[i.e., heavenly bodies]] in y. Prytanea was y first & most 
generall corruption of y. primitive religion: buf y grossest corruption was by 
introducing y. worship of dead men & statues, & y original of this seems to be as 
follows." (Yahuda, MS. 41, p. 9r) Newton goes on to explain how Noah and his 
descendants came to be worshipped in corrupt Prytanaea and how their characteristics 
came to be identified with particular heavenly bodies. Noah, however, was not simply 
Noah-he represented the supreme God. One may reasonably assume, then, that when 
Noah himself and other men with uncorrupted religion worshipped in Prytanaea, their 
worship was of the true God. 

This raises a larger problem. Newton has described love of God and man, 
which we have now tentatively identified with the seven Noachide commandments, as 
the "moral" part of true religion. One is tempted to synthesize further by assuming that 
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this is the moral part of it, and the worship at Prytanaea is the ritual part. For Newton 
the moral part of religion is by far the most important, because 

In all the reformations of religion hitherto made the religion in 
respect of God & our neighbour is one & the same religion (barring 
ceremonies & forms of government weh are of a changeable nature) 
so that this is the oldest religion in the world & All other religions 
have been set on foot for politique ends .... (King's College, MS. 
Keynes 3, p. 35) 

This being the case, it should not be a problem for Newton to posit that these are 
respectively the moral and ritual sides of the same religion, but I have not found him 
doing so explicitly. 13 Nevertheless, it may be inferred from a further text in MS. Yahuda 
41 that he held these religious traditions to be united. 

[[2v]] The Jews take Ur ofy· Chaldees from whence Abraham fled 
to be this very fIre, as if Abraham fled from the Chaldeans to avoyd 
<Chaldean> their worship. I will not say that <they are in y. right but 
[[>]] this tradition is true but it shews at least that the use of this fIre 
among those nations was according to the tradition of y. Jews very 
ancient. Certainly Abraham when he went three days journey to 
sacrifIce his son, carried fIre wth him for y" sacrifIce & therefore kept 
a sacred fIre in his family for sacrifIcing & by consequence brought 
it with him from Ur of the Chaldees. For whenever he staid in any 
place he built an altar there. So then the perpetual fIre appointed by 
Moses in the Tabernacle & Temple of the Jews <instituted by Moses 
was no new thing> & y" interdicting y. use of strange fIre there was 
no new thing. (MS. Yahuda 41, p. 2V)14 

It has been noted that Abraham was a practitioner of the true and righteous 
original Noachide religion. He is now described as a practitioner of Prytanaea worship 
as well. It may be inferred that Newton indeed viewed the simple religion oflove of 
God and man/seven Noachide commandments as the moral side and the original 
uncorrupted prytanaea as the ritual side of the same true original religion. Newton 
expressly says that the ritual side was intended to preserve the knowledge of 
philosophical (scientifIc) truths, particularly heliocentrlsm. It may be inferred that the 
moral side was intended to preserve right religion. These could be analogous to the 
sacred and profane philosophy of Egypt described at the beginning of the Theologiae 

Il According to the quotation just given, the ritual part of religion should not carry with it any really 
important truths-it is changeable. This fits well with the picture of ancient religion as worship ofNoachide 
forebears in their various fonns, but it is problematic concerning the Prytanaea, which preserved philosophical 
(scientific) truths about the world. 

14 For a great deal more detail on the identity of the Tabernacle and Temple as Prytanaea, see Chapter 5 
below. 
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Gentilis. Again, however, there is a major element of speculation here, because Newton 
seems to avoid making such a synthesis explicit. 

To demonstrate the danger of syntheses and to point out an element which may 
have bothered Newton in this picture as well, here is an example of one problem with 
the composite view described thus far. As will be seen in Chapters 6 and 7 below, 
Newton's history of the corruption ofthe church is suffused with one central idea: the 
introduction of philosophy into right religion destroys it and turns it into falsehood. The 
first of his seven statements on religion is, "That religion and Philosophy are to be 
preserved distinct. We are not to introduce divine revelations into Philosophy nor 
philosophical opinions into religion." (Keynes, MS. 6, p. [I]) Even more explicit is this 
statement from MS. Yahuda IS, where Newton indicates that it is like Gnosticism: 

To make it an article of communion that there are or are not 
Antipodes, that the earth rests or moves about the sun, that there are 
or are not more <inhabited> worlds than one that matter is or is not 
out of nothing, that the souls of men are or are not praexistent, that 
they are or are not sparks of divine light &c. would tend not to 
salvation but to strife faction & schism & therefore would be criminal 
<a degree of wicked [& might deserve to be accounted a new sort of 
Gnosticism]> .... (MS. Yahuda 15.5, p. 79r) 

While this passage refers specifically to a heresy in Christianity, it clearly applies as 
well to the simple original religion into which one must not introduce philosophy. 

Now, Newton's picture of the Prytanaean worship indicates explicitly that this 
ritual side of the true original religion was designed to perpetuate a philosophical 
truth-that the earth moves about the sun-the same philosophical belief which we 
have just seen him state must be kept separate from religion! Perhaps Newton would 
allow that the structure of the fire circle, representing the heliocentric universe, is not 
a doctrine of the religion-part of its moral character-but a strictly ceremonial aspect, 
through which physics (if not metaphysics) could be taught. In any case, it is clear that 
there is still a great deal not understood about the interrelationships between the various 
pictures of ancient religion Newton has presented, and it is highly likely that he had not 
worked out these knots himself. 

Can any general statement be made about the role of Jewish history in the 
various versions of Newton's thought on ancient religion? It would appear that as much 
weight as Newton may have given to pagan authorities (Westfall claims Newton valued 
them greatly), he never gave up the essentially biblical framework of his thought. The 
Pentateuch of Moses, with its story of Noah and the Flood, was essentially always the 
starting point for his ideas on early religion. In the conception ofPrytanaea, the Jews 
and their Temple become simply another people with a Vestal fire circle. Yet, while 
Newton is vague about the origins of the Vestal Temple, further on in Yahuda MS. 41 
(p. 9r) he suggests a Hebrew etymology for Vesta, so that the Hebrews must have 
preceded or introduced this worship. His claim that Noah and the biblical patriarchs 
kept Vestal fires again points to the essentially scriptural framework within which his 
conceptions were operating. The simple religion of love is specifically described by 
Newton as passing down through the Jews from Abraham to Moses to the prophets. The 
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seven Noachide commandments were clearly a Jewish tradition, and still had to be 
learned (albeit through Selden) from the Jews. Even Newton's conception of early 
corrupted religion as the worship of Noah and his sons remains within the same biblical 
framework, which was the essence of the views of Bochart and his other sources of 
ideas. Jewish history, then, retained a central role in all Newton's ideas of early religion, 
particularly insofar as it preserved the stories of Noah and the Patriarchs. Newton may 
have been prepared to accept the biblical criticism of Richard Simon, but he would 
never abandon the major scriptural ideas: the story of Noah and the Flood, the truth of 
the religion passed from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to Moses, and the veracity of 
biblical prophecy. 

This, then, is the background of Newton's history of ancient religions, with 
some reference to the role of Noah and the Patriarchs. Further attention will now be 
turned to some specific Jewish issues found therein. 

II. 1HE SEVEN NOACHIDE COMMANDMENTS 

Among the great philosophical topics of early eighteenth-century England was 
the issue of natural law and natural religion, that is, law and religion which can be 
apprehended by use of reason alone, without reference to revelation. IS In the long 
citation from MS. Bodmer above, it was seen that Newton views the simple creed, love 
of God and man, as the content of both natural law and natural religion. "These are the 
laws of nature, the true natural religion. These are that part of religion web ever was & 
ever will be binding to all nations, being of an eternal immutable nature because 
grounded upon immutable reason." (my italics) Putting aside for the moment what this 
conception says about Newton's relationship to deism, it will be recalled that Newton 
appears to identify this simple creed with the seven Noachide commandments and that 
he probably learned of those commandments and their contemporary significance from 
Selden. 16 

One of the perennial problems facing natural law and natural religion theorists 
is how to isolate those elements of law and religion which are genuinely universal, 
which devolve upon man by force of conscience. One way attempted by many theorists 
is the taxonomic method, looking to see what laws many peoples had in common. 
Newton, following Selden and Grotius, short-cuts this method and goes directly to what 
he sees as the most ancient set of laws: those given to Adam, Noah, and Moses. 

'S On natural law, see R. Wollheim, "Natural Law," Paul Edwards (ed), Encyclopedia of Philosophy , vol. 
5 (New York, 1967), pp. 450-454 and bibliography there, especially H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law 
(Oxford, 1961), Ch. 9, "Laws and Morals," parts i-ii, pp. 181-95. On natural religion, see "Nature," Mircea 
Eliade (ed), Encyclopedia of Religion, vol. 10 (New York, 1987), pp. 328-36. In the eighteenth century the 
concept of natural religion took a far more radical tum, e.g., in David Hume's Dialogues Concerning Natural 
Religion and Immanuel Kant's Religion Within the Limits of of Reason Alone. The seeds of such approaches, 
however, are already found by Newton's generation, and he himself speaks of the pristine religion as based on 
"immutable reason." See, e.g., William Wollaston, The Religion of Nature Delineated (London, 1724). 

'6 The only published discussion I have found of the Seven Noahchide Laws and Selden's interest in them 
is Elio Toaff, "La Torah Universale dei Bene Noach," La Rassegna Mensile di Israel, vol. 60 (1993), pp. 
137-40. Toaff stresses the universality of the Noachide commandments and attempts to connect this with ideas 
of toleration. 
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However, there is no question that his formulation is based upon the rabbinic, "sheva 
mizvoth b'ne Noah." 

It is interesting that while Newton has little more to say on the matter for the 
most part, as most of the seven Noachide laws are obvious and commonsensical, he 
spends a great deal of time in discussing the last of them, the imperative to create courts 
of judicature. While this matter is discussed in some detail in Chapter 6 below, it is 
worthwhile to point out the importance of this Noachide law for Newton. A court system 
is not a matter which the individual conscience would set as a goal for its own morality, 
but one which only a society or an entire church would be expected to fulfill. The matter 
of courts is also the most difficult to extract from the events following the Flood in the 
book of Genesis. Newton was apparently in agreement with the rabbis, who created the 
idea of the seven N oachide commandments, that the religion of nature calls not only for 
discipline of the individual but also for institutions which guard the body politic. This 
may be connected with his avoidance of deeply personal, mystical religion, in 
preference of membership in the church, even if it is a church which countenances 
heresy. 17 

III. THE INFLUENCE OF MAIMONIDES ON NEWTON'S VIEWS OF EARLY RELIGION 

In his two articles on Newton and Maimonides, Richard H. Popkin has 
suggested that Newton's views on ancient religion and heresy, among others, were 
influenced by Maimonides. He points to the fact that in MS. Yahuda 1618 Newton cites 
Gerardus Vossius' commentary on his son Isaac's translation of Maim on ides' Mishneh 
Torah, Hi/khot Avodah Zarah,, 9 While the other claims Popkin makes for Maimonides' 
theological influence on Newton are discussed elsewhere in this book, this point is 
perhaps more veridical and deserves attention here. 

In the first chapter of his Laws Concerning Foreign Worship, Maimonides 
begins with a very brief discussion of how the original worship of God known to Adam 
became corrupted. 

In the days of Enosh [[Adam's grandson]] men erred with a great 
error, and the counsel of that generation's sages was befouled. Enosh 
himself was among those who erred. Now this was the manner of 
their error: they said, "Since God created these stars and spheres to 
conduct the world and He put them in the heavens, giving them 
honor, and since they are servants who serve Him, they deserve 
praise, glorification and honor. This is the will of God (may He be 

17 See Chapter 6 below for all these issues. 

)8 Westfall refers to the MS. as Yahuda 16.2; in fact there is no 16.2, and this MS. is simply Yahuda 16. 

19 Dionysii Voss ii, R. Mosis Maimonidae de Idololatria Liber, cum interpretatione Latina, & notis, 
Dionysii Vossii (Amsterdam, 1642) and Gerardi Ioannis Vossii, De Theologia Gentili, et Physiologia 
christiana; sive de origine ac progressu idololatriae, ad veterum gesta, ac rerum naturam, reductae; deque 
naturae mirandis, quibus homo adducitur ad Deum, Liber I, et II (Amsterdam, 1652). 
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blessed), to magnify and honor those who magnify and honor Him, 
just as a king wishes to honor those who stand before him, which is 
the honor of the king." When they came to accept this idea, they 
began building temples for the stars, to sacrifice to them, to magnify 
and praise them with words and to bow down to them, in order to 
obtain the goodwill of the Creator, according to their evil 
understanding. This was the essence of star-worship, and this was the 
claim of the worshipers who understood its principles-they did not 
say "There is no God except this star." ... After a while, certain false 
prophets rose up among men and claimed that God commanded them 
saying "Worship this particular star," or "Worship all the stars, and 
offer them the following sacrifices." They built a temple for it [[that 
star]] and created an image of it so that the whole nation could bow 
to it, women, children and other ignoramuses. And he would inform 
them about some image he made up, and say "This is the form of that 
star about which God informed me in His prophecy. " ... Eventually the 
great honored and fearful Name was forgotten everywhere ... The 
Rock of Ages was unknown to everyone except a few individuals in 
the world, such as Hanoch, Methuselah, Noah, Shem and Heber. This 
was how the world went along until that pillar of the world was born, 
Abraham our patriarch. (Maimonides, Laws Concerning Foreign 
Worship, Ch. 1, sec. 1-2) 

How much of this picture, which is not unique to Maimonides in every 
particular, was taken over by Newton? He subscribes to the overall idea that Adam and 
the other earliest men knew the true religion and that the true religion became corrupted. 
He also agrees with Maimonides' conception that heavenly bodies quickly became the 
objects of worship and that Noah, and later Abraham, were among those who preserved 
right religion intact: 

Now the corruption of this religion [[Prytanaea]] I take to 
have been after this manner. First the frame ofy· heavens consisting 
of Sun Moon & Stars being represented in the Prytanaea as yo real 
temple of the Deity men were led by degrees to pay a veneration to 
these sensible objects & began at length to worship them as the 
visible seats of divinity. And because y. sacred fire was a type of y. 
Sun & all the elements are parts of that universe ~ is yo temple of 
God they soon began to have these also in veneration. For tis agreed 
that Idolatry began in yo worship of yo heavenly bodies & elements 
This Eusebius tells us out of the Phoenician & other records, & the 
book of wisdom confirms it. (Yahuda MS. 41, p. Sr) 

It would appear that although certain elements of Newton's picture concerning the 
Prytanaea parallel those of Maim on ides (particularly that heavenly bodies were the frrst 
object of false worship), he relies on Eusebius as his authority, and he never mentions 
Maimonides in this context. It must further be kept in mind that elsewhere (as 
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mentioned above) Newton describes the earliest false worship as that of dead ancestors, 
whose qualities were later transferred to stars and planets. 

From another place in Maimonides (Laws of Kings, Ch. 9-10) he could have 
learned of the Noachide commandments, including the specific fact he mentions 
concerning the status of uncircumcised Noachides. As has been stated, however, he 
more likely learned of this matter through Selden, though Maimonides would still have 
been the major ultimate source. 

However, the resemblance to Maimonides stops here in all of Newton's 
versions of ancient religion. The corruption of faith in Newton's scheme appears to 
occur not in the time ofEnosh, but in the generation of Noah's grandchildren. Prytanaea, 
preserving scientific knowledge in a fife-circle, play no part in Maimonides' scheme; the 
temples he describes are decorated with star images and their worship is sacrificial. 
Deified ancestors are very far from the Maimonidean conception of religious corruption. 
Neither is the original religion known to Adam supposed by Maimonides to consist of 
love of God and man. It must be concluded, then, that Newton's overall picture (or 
pictures) of ancient religion and its corruption do not accord for the most part with 
Maimonides. 

Popkin is certainly correct in pointing out the influence of Gerardus Vossius' 
commentary to his son's Maimonides translation on Newton. Newton does cite it in MS. 
Yahuda 16. The term "commentary" in reference to the De Theologia Gentili is really 
a misnomer, since the elder Vossius simply uses Maimonides as a springboard from 
which to launch his own taxonomic analysis of ancient religion. It was, in fact, from 
Gerardus' ideas which Newton drew. In Book I, Ch. 9 ff., Vossius begins to present a 
picture similar in many particulars to that of Newton. He speaks of the origins of spirit
worship (Ch. 9), ancient attitudes toward the soul (Ch. 10), and eventually of the cult 
of soul-worship (Ch. 11). Here he makes explicit reference to Euhemerus' theory, which 
was such a central element in the conceptions of Bochart and Newton. In the following 
chapters Vossius enters into the same Euhemeristic stream as Newton, explaining how 
soul-worship spread through the middle-east and how the Greek gods developed out of 
this cult. In Ch. 15 he presents the picture of Noachide soul-worship and identifies 
Saturn with Noah, who split the world among his sons Sem, Cham, and Iaphet: 

Qvomodo vero multi erant loves; ita & Neptuni multi. 
Quorum antiquissimus mihi unus e Noachi filiis videtur. Nam velut 
in Saturno Noe; ita in tribus Saturni liberis, qui mundi imperium 
divisisse dicuntur, adumbrati sunt tres filii Noe, eorumve posteri; ut 
plenius exponam, ubi ad Satumi cultum fuerit deventum. Porro uti 
Semi progenies septentrionalem & orientalem Asiam obtinuit; Chami 
autem stirpi Asia meridionalis cum Africa cessit: ita Iapheto obtigere 
maris mediterranei insulae, & continens Europaea: ut in quam ex 
insulis ulterius veniretur .... (G. Vossius, De Theologia Gentili, p. 118) 

The work continues in this vein, and it is not difficult to see where Newton drew on 
Vossius' concepts, though not accepting many of the specifics. Again, however, 
Newton's debt to Vossius has little to do with Maimonides. 
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IV. HEBREW ETYMOLOGIES IN NEWTON'S NOACHIDE EUHEMERISM 

One element which Westfall did not examine in his study of MS. Yahuda 16 
is the importance of Hebrew etymologies in establishing the euhemeristic taxonomy of 
gods. While Newton is heavily indebted to Samuel Bochart's Geographia Sacra 
throughout this manuscript, it is particularly interesting to note how he has used 
Bochart's Hebrew derivations and where he has extended them to include his own 
inventions. Anyone familiar with Newton's theological manuscripts is aware that he 
often wrote words in Hebrew, in order to explain a meaning with greater precision. This 
is the only place known to me where Newton's use ofthe Hebrew language extends to 
anything further. 

Here is an example of a place Newton has struck out on his own. Bochart20 

identifies Neptune with Noah's son Japheth, who in his opinion was granted rule over 
the seas by his father. He simply substitutes the yod for a nun, and thus goes from 
Japheth to niphtha to Neptune. "Japhet Neptunus maris Deus. Ejus portio in insulis & 
peninsulis. Locus Euhemeri. .. Neptunus it illl£)) Niphtha vel it Nephthy .. ."21 Newton 
seems to have had some hesitation about the identification of Neptune. In his scheme 
the family of Ham is of central importance, and Shem and Japheth are of less interest. 
In some places he reproduces the same correspondences as Bochart: "Terra nondum 
limitibus partita. Quae omnia de Noacho verissima sunt. [Genuit autem Saturnus tres 
filios Plutonem Neptunum et Jovem id est Sem Japhet et Ham. Et Orb em tandem 
universum inter eosdem divisit, deditque Jovi natu ininimo Coelum, Neptuno Mare, et 
Plutoni terram divitiis abundantem ... "(MS. Yahuda 16, p. 13r; see also ibid, p. 8r) Yet 
elsewhere, Newton wishes to identify Neptune not with Japheth but with Ham's son 
Phut, who plays a very central role in the taxonomy.22 He therefore cites Bochart to the 
effect that the Hebrew letters \? and ~ are interchangeable. He thus moves from Phut to 
Photz, meaning "dispersus, dissepatus, contritus et confractus cum dispersione" (ibid, 
p. 15v). 

[[ 40r]] A ~1£) fit ~1£)) et ~£)) vel \?£)) Naphat dispersus et 1\?£)) 

Naphtu dispersi sunt. Unde Nephtys Typhonis uxor et Neptunus 
Latinorum. A Phut vel Put formatur etiam Graecorum Pytho et literis 
inversis Typho. Nam Graeci Typhonem et Pythonem promisive 
dicunt. lnde formatur etiam Ori nomen Pathros. Nam Pathros filius 
est Misraim Gen.lO 14 [[41r]] a cujus regno Thebais dicta fuit terra 
Pathros Jer.44.1. Ezek. 29.14 adeoque idem est cum Oro. Is. autem 
Septuaginta interpretibus est ll>a8wpTJC; et IIa80upTJC;. Hieronymo 
Patures et Phatures voce composita ex Phat vel Path et Ores vel Ures 
vel (terminatione Hebraica) Oros. Pathros igitur dicitur contracte pro 
Path-Oros, nomine composito ex hostis victi nomine Put et nomine 

20 Samuel Boehart, Geographia Sacra, cujus pars prior P HALEG De Disperione Gentium & lerrarum 
divisione faCIa in aedificatione turris Babel; pars posterior CHANAAN De colonUs & sermone Phoenicum 
agit ... (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1681), Book I, Ch. 1. 

21 Boehart, Geographia Sacra, p. I. See also ibid, pp. 9-10 and Vossius, De Theologia Genlili, pp. 118-20. 

22 See Westfall, "Theologiae Gentilis," p. 19. 
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victoris Ori, et lEgyptiis idem significat quod Graecis Apollo Pythius. 
Nam Apollo, teste Horodoto, Aegyptiace OpOt; Orus dicitur. Unde 
verisimile est quod una cum Deo hocce Aegyptio nomen etiam 
Apollinis Pythii ad Graecos manarit. (MS. Yahuda 16, pp. 40r-41r) 

Newton, following Bochart, believes that each of the major gods derived from the 
Noachides went under a variety of names. He has thus, using imaginative if not very 
likely Hebrew derivations, explained an entire group of major Greek and Roman deities 
based on Noah's grandson Phut. 

Another major god, Osiris, is also the subject of a Hebrew etymology which 
seems to be original with Newton. "Osiridis igitur nomen Aegyptium erat tam Sir vel 
Sior, pro quo Graeci (in hujus Dei sacris solemnibus, funebres Aegyptiorum planctus 
et frequentes Exclamationes ,~ ~'N, 0 Sar! audiendo,) dixerunt Osiris." (MS. Yahuda 
16, p. 30r) Similarly Nimrod, one of the principle figures in Newton's Noachide 
pantheon, has an interesting derivation: 

Et nomina, probe congruunt si modo <Nimrod> vox Nimrod pro il'" p Nin-rod, id est Ninos-Dominatore vel corrupte vel ironice 
diceretur. Certe regni Assyriorum conditorem quem [[?]] Moses 
Nimrodam nominat Gentiles uno ore Ninum esse perhibent. <Nineve 
a Nino nomen habuit, Hebreis erat terra Nimrodi, Mica. 5.6. >(MS. 
Yahuda 16, p. 68r) 

While the connection ofNinus and Nineve is well known, the rest of this derivation is 
apparently Newton's own. Manuel has suggested that the image of Nimrod as the fITst 
monarch mentioned in history is actually taken from Maimonides.23 There is an odd 
feature here which is found in many other derivations as well: the combination of a 
Greek or Latin word with the Hebrew word, in this case "Ninnus" with "radah" (rule), 
both phonetically derived from the biblical Hebrew name Nimrod. 

These are but a few examples of the many such etymologies which abound in 
MS. Yahuda 16 and 16.1. In the context of his time, Newton's use of such devices is 
often novel, but the technique itself was popularized by Bochart. 

It is interesting to note that the arch-rival of the Newtonians in the eighteenth 
century, John Hutchinson, derided Newton's science, as well as the theology he 
perceived behind it, because Newton did not properly understand Hebrew, and therefore 
misconstrued the Bible. Hutchinson followed Cappellus and a long line of Hebraists 
who believed that the Hebrew vowel points, which give the consonant roots their known 
meanings, were an invention of the corrupt rabbinic Jews long after Jesus.24 The correct 
way to understand the Bible is without the vowel points, so that the philosophical 

23 Manuel, Isaac Newton, Historian, p. 115. 

24 On Cappellus and the controversy surrounding the Hebrew vowel points, see Georg Schnedennann, Die 
Conlroverse de Ludovicus Cappellus mit den Buxtorjen ilberdas Alter den Hebraischen Pun/ctuation (Leipzig, 
1879); Jordan S. Penkower, "A Reconsideration of'Sefer Massoreth ha-Massoroth' of Elijah Levita: The Late 
Origin of Vowel Markings and Criticism of the Zohar" (Hebrew) Italia, vol. 8, no. 1-2 (1989), pp. 7-73; and 
Burnett, Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies, Ch. 7. 
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identities between many identical consonant roots are not obfuscated by Jewish vowel 
markings. Thus, for example, the Hebrew letters kaf bet dalet constitute both leavod 
("Glory") and leaved ("heavy," as in gravity.) This sort of subtlety, claimed the editors 
of Hutchinson's works, was lost on Newton for his lack of Hebrew. 

One would think that such an one, born in a Christian country, who 
had access to examine books dictated by the Supreme Author of this 
system, would first have qualified himself to read and understand 
them, before he had dared to reject revelation, to set up a scheme in 
direct opposition thereto, stolen from the worst and blindest of the 
heathens.25 

The Hutchinsonians' essential claim is true-Newton's Hebrew was not of a very high 
caliber. However, the etymologies in MS. Yahuda 16 demonstrate that Newton had a 
conception of the flexibility with which Hebrew consonants could be molded. His 
method has a great deal of similarity to the method of Hutchinson. Newton permitted 
almost no one to see his theological manuscripts, so the Hutchinsonians could hardly 
have been aware of his derivations; but the irony of their accusation can be appreciated 
today. 

* * * 

The role of Judaism in Newton's competing conceptions of early religion is 
very widespread. The Jewish conception of Noah and the Flood and the passage of true 
religion through the patriarchs and Moses, is taken over entirely by Newton, despite his 
biblical criticism. In each of his four separate depictions of the rise and corruption of 
early religion, Noah and his sons playa prominent role. Newton generally also accepts 
the passage of true religion through the patriarchs and Moses. In one conception, that 
of the Seven Noachide Laws, Newton is heavily indebted to the Hebraist John Selden. 
Newton's conception of the corruption of this early religion shares certain elements with 
that of Maimonides, but for the most part he is more interested in the ideas of the 
Hebraists Bochart and Vossius on the subject. Newton dabbles in Hebraism himself 
when dealing with the derivations of pagan gods from the Noachites, producing Hebrew 
etymologies which, if not convincing, show a willingness to attempt original 
interpretations. Having seen somewhat how Newton understands the role of Judaism in 
ancient pagan religion, the following step in his history of religious development is to 
examine his ideas of scriptural prophecy, which was granted to the Jews to restore the 
corrupted original religion and tell of the apocalyptic future. 

25 John Hutchinson, Glory or Gravity, in his Works (1733-4), vol. 6, p. 7, quoted in David S. Katz, 
"Hutchinsonians and Hebraic Fundamentalism in Eighteenth-Century England," idem and 1.1. Israel (eds.), 
Skeptics, Millenarians and Jews (Leiden, 1990), p. 241. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

JUDAISM IN NEWTON'S STUDY OF SCRIPTURAL PROPHECY 

Mr. Newton is really a very valuable man, not only for his wonderful 
skill in mathematics, but in divinity also, and his great knowledge in 
the Scriptures, wherein I know few his equals. J 

With the bases of Newton's views concerning ancient religion and the role of 
Judaism within it somewhat clarified, the next step is to examine Jewish aspects in 
Newton's conception of biblical prophecy, which came to reinstate true ancient religion. 
The analysis of scriptural prophecy was the unifying principle in Newton's theology, 
and one of the areas in which his theology most resembles his science.2 Despite 
Newton's biblical criticism, he still saw the scriptural prophecies as a revelation of 
God's blueprint for human history. For Newton, then, it was necessary to read the annals 
of Western man through the mirror of prophecy. The sum of this reading constitutes his 
theology: examining how God's Providence was manifested in ancient man and his 
religions, biblical history, the birth and the eventual corruption of the church. All 
Newton's theological writings fit into this framework, each expanding on some area in 
the overall scheme. In the tradition of Joseph Mede, Newton developed a scientific 
approach to prophetic interpretation which included a synchronic matrix, a concrete 
millenarian historicism, and rules of interpretation. Newton added his own rigor in the 
form of a detailed prophetic lexicon. Jewish studies manifested themselves in Newton's 
prophetic interpretation in several important ways. He used Hebrew defmitions and 
appealed to the Targum in order to ascertain the meanings of key terms found in Daniel 
and the other prophets; he was interested in Jewish authors' ideas about messianic 
times; and he saw the restoration of the Jews to their land as part of the millennial 
process to come. These will be the areas with which this chapter will deal. Newton also 
studied the Temple of Jerusalem in the context of his prophetic studies, which will be 
the topic of the following chapter. 

I. NEWTON'S WRITINGS ON PROPHECY 

Several figures of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century changed the 
nature of prophetic interpretation in a way which must have seemed to many 
contemporaries like a Copernican Revolution in biblical study. These were the 

I John Locke, quoted in Kobler, "Newton on the Restoration of the Jews,· p. 21. 

2 This resemblance is pointed out in Westfall, Never at Rest, p. 329. 
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historicist millenarians, those who attempted to align prophecy directly with all the 
major historical events in Western history, in order to show God's secret millenarian 
plans taking place therein. One of their greatest tools was the new synchronic 
interpretation of prophecy, according to which figures found in two different prophecies 
(one in Daniel and another in Revelation, for example) can refer to the same historical 
events. These scholars include John Napier/ Thomas Brightman,4 Johann Alsted,5 and 
above all, Joseph Mede.6 The historicist approach of these men occasioned the rise of 
a millenarian trend, particularly in England, the likes of which had not occurred since 
the early centuries ofChristianity.7 Newton, who was notoriously parsimonious with 
acknowledgment of his sources, openly admits that he modeled his guide to prophecy 
on that of Mede. Other aspects of his approach recall Napier and Hugh Broughton, 
though he never mentions either and did not own their works. Part and parcel of these 
millenarians' outlook was the reservation of a special role for the Jews in the 
Apocalyptic future, the nature of which caused major debates. While the Jewish 
element in Newton's prophetic writing will be discussed later, attention will now be 
turned to the writings themselves, quite typical of the late seventeenth-century Mede 
school. 

The sheer volume of Newton's drafts on the prophecies indicates that he spent 
a very large part of his life at work on them-perhaps a larger part than he spent 
working on science. He perceived prophetic interpretation as being the central 
occupation constituting "meats for men of full age," that is, the study of Christianity to 
be carried on by those who have mastered the simple doctrines ("milk for babes") and 
have the intellectual capacity for further investigation.8 He explains his conception of 

'Manuel states that Newton never mentions Napier; however, his mathematical approach to prophecy was 
similar (Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 91). Napier was indeed a mathematician; in his quest to 
understand the prophecies he invented logarithms. See Toon, "The Latter-day Glory," idem (ed), Puritan 
Eschatology, p. 25 and Popkin, The Third Force, p. 290. 

4 On Brightman see Avihu Zakai, "Thomas Brightman and the English Apocalyptic Tradition," Kaplan et 
al. (eds.), Menasseh ben Israel and His World, pp. 31-44 and Toon, "The Latter-day Glory," pp. 26-3 L 

5 On Alsted's eschatology, see RG. Clouse, "The Rebirth of Millenarianism," Toon (ed), Puritan 
Eschatology, pp. 42-56. 

6 On Mede, see Leroy E. Froom, The Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers, vol. 2 (Washington D.C., 1948), pp. 
542-9; Katherine R. Firth, The Apocalyptic Tradition in Reformation Britain 1530-1645 (Oxford, 1979), Ch. 
7; Popkin, "The Third Force," idem, The Third Force, pp. 90-119, passim; and Rouse, "The Rebirth of 
Millenarianism," pp. 56-65. 

7 For background on millenarian ism, see Froom, Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers, vol. 2; Firth, The 
Apocalyptic Tradition; Popkin, "Third Force"; and especially Toon, Puritan Eschatology. 

• See MS. Yahuda 1.1, p. lr(quoted in Manuel, The Religionof1saac Newton, p. 107), where Newton says 
he is writing down his results for the benefit of those who are not contented with "the principles of the doctrin 
of Christ," but rather "desire to go unto perfection until they become offull age." He cites Hebrews 5: 12 from 
whence the concepts of "milk for babes" and "meat for men offull age" are taken. For these terms and their 
centrality in Newton's thought, see Chapter 6 below. 
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an imperative for every individual to investigate Scripture himself and not rely on any 
authority, as follows: 

Let me therefore beg of thee not to trust to the opinion of 
any man concerning these things, for so it is great odds but thou shalt 
be deceived. Much less oughtest thou to rely upon the judgment of 
the multitude, for so thou shalt certainly be deceived. But search the 
scriptures thy self and that by frequent reading and constant 
meditation upon what thou read est, and earnest prayer to God to 
enlighten thine understanding if thou desirest to frod the truth. Which 
if thou shalt at length attain thou wilt value above all other treasures 
in the world by reason of the assurance and vigour it will add to thy 
faith, and steddy satisfaction to thy mind which he onely can know 
how to estimate who shall experience it.9 

This was Newton's attitude in all studies he undertook, including physics, optics, 
alchemy and history-to investigate for himself from the bottom up. One should not be 
misled to think that Newton had no use for authority-he was in fact rather uncritical 
in his reliance on a wide variety of authors. However, while he ransacked the works of 
others for information and direction, the conclusions Newton reached were uniquely his 
own. 

Newton saw the study of scriptural prophecy as the most direct, the least 
mediated path to understanding God's mind. Yet neither, he believed, can prophecy be 
correctly understood without a proper guide; he says of his work on prophecy, "And 
such a guide I hope this book will prove. ,,10 Even with this aid, however, one must 
realize that prophecy is by nature not straightforward and clear, but rather complex and 
hidden, couched in a language of "hieroglyphs." Newton says he will do what he can 
to render it lucid, but even with the correct guide one may not predict the future through 
scriptural prophecy. One may only point to God's Providence after each prophecy is 
fulfilled in history and thereby rendered comprehensible. I I The study of history (and 

9 MS. Yahuda 1.1, pp. Ir-2r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion a/Isaac Newton, p. lOS. It seems to me that 
there is an error in the conception underlying the title of Scott Mandelbrote's article, "'A Duty of the Greatest 
Moment': Isaac Newton and the writing of Biblical Criticism." What Newton sees as a "duty of the greatest 
moment" (Yahuda MS. I, p. 3r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion a/Isaac Newton, p. 109) is not biblical 
criticism but the study of Scripture with the intent of recognizing the true religion and unmasking Antichrist. 
Biblical criticism is merely ancillary to this pursuit. 

10 MS. Yahuda 1.1, p. 8r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion o/Isaac Newton, p. 114. 

\I See Newton, Observations, quoted in Castillejo, Expanding Force, p. 34 and Force, "Newton's God of 
Dominion," pp. 82, 87. MataniaZ. Kochavi, in his article "One Prophet Interprets Another: Newton on 
Daniel," J. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books a/Nature and Scripture, pp. 105-22, seeks to show 
that Newton really saw himself as a prophet, given special powers of understanding by God. This is not 
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of Nature as well) proves that God's Providence, promised in Scripture, is active at all 
times. 

Despite this stricture on predictive prophetic science, Newton's theology is 
deeply millenarian and occasionally lapses into the prognostic mood. He repeatedly 
refers to his era as the "latter times," in which the formerly sealed meaning of prophecy 
is becoming revealed: 

For it was revealed to Daniel that the prophecies concerning the last 
times should be closed up and sealed untill the time of the end: but 
then the wise should understand, and knowledg should be increased. 
Dan 12.4,9, 10. And therefore the longer they have continued in 
obscurity, the more hopes there is that the time is at hand in which 
they are to be made manifest. .. 12 

If then the Prophesies which concerned the Apostolique age 
were given for the conversion of the men of that age to the truth and 
for the establishment of their faith, and if it was their duty to search 
diligently into those prophecies: why should we not think that the 
Prophesies which concern the latter times into which we are fallen 
were in like manner intended for our use that in the midst of 
Apostacies we might be able to discern the truth and be established 
in the faith thereof, and consequently that it is also our duty to search 
with all diligence into these Prophesies. 13 

Newton clearly saw himself as one of those given wisdom (though not prophecy) in 
these latter times to unravel the divine plan hidden in the writings of the prophets. He 
did not, in fact, abstain from predictive interpretation, which he could hardly avoid 
when interpreting history according to prophecy. He was merely more subtle about it 
than his contemporaries. 

Newton's work on prophecy is found in the published Observations upon the 
Prophecies of Daniel, and the Apocalypse of St. John (1733); in three major 
manuscripts (Yahuda 1 and 9, and Keynes 5); and in many other manuscripts containing 
preparatory notes and disconnected chapters. The various versions often coincide in 
parts but all are materially different from one another.14 David Castillejo, in his 

impossible, but if it is true Newton hid the evidence too well to make a convincing case. 

I' Yahuda MS. 1, p. Jr, quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 107. 

Il Yahuda MS. 1, pp. 2r-3r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 109. 

14 For a fuller discussion of these manuscripts and the many others containing notes and fragments, see 
Westfall, ''Newton's Theological Manuscripts," pp. 141-3; Castillejo, Newton Papers, pp. 1-5, esp. pp. 1-3, 
"A Treatise on the Apocalypse"; and idem, A Report on the Yahuda Collection, pp. 2-5. Castillejo gives more 
detail, as well as his own interpretation of these scriptural writing, in his Expanding Force, Ch. 2, "The 
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important book The Expanding Force in Newton's Cosmos (usually ignored because 
of the author's unorthodox conclusions) reproduces a fragment from Yahuda MS. 9, 
which appears to be the table of contents for a complete projected work on the 
prophecies. IS No single one of the manuscripts contains the work complete, but 
Castillejo shows which sections are encompassed in the Keynes and Yahuda materials, 
together constituting most of the proposed work. Although Newton's prophetic 
interpretation has received more attention than other areas of his theology, partly 
because the Observations upon the Prophecies was published, it will be worthwhile to 
reexamine its structure here in order to understand the context in which Jewish elements 
are used. 

Of the five books projected by Newton in the table of contents, only the first, 
"Concerning the Language of the Prophets," is described in full with the titles of its 
constituent chapters. This is fortunate, for the systematic prophetical lexicon created by 
Newton was a major innovation which set him apart from the rest of the Mede school. 
He explains the error of other interpreters which nullifies much of their work as their 
failure to approach the language of Scripture scientifically. The factitious application 
of one term to two referents is a sure sign that an author is promoting his own program 
rather than attempting to understand prophecy honestly: 

[[33r]] For in one & the same [[34r]] prophesy & in one & the same 
sentence of that Prophecy to interpret one hom of a kingdom & 
another of a single person is such a liberty as is never allowed in 
common speaking nor can be allowed in the scriptures without 
straining to serve an hypothesis. Tis by this shamelesse liberty of 
multiplying the signification of words & types that Interpreters have 
made the scriptures seem so uncertain & hard to be understood & 
therefore he that will understand them truly must not admit it 
(YahudaMS. 9.1, pp. 33-4) 

Newton believed that all the prophets, indeed all ancient Mediterranean peoples, had 
a standard symbolic language, which was used in the Bible as well. By appeal to a 
particular group of authorities Newton felt he had reconstructed this language with full 
accuracy. 

Newton's lexicon attempts to describe the uses of all prophetic terms by 
proceeding in a universal hierarchy. After a "synopsis of the prophetic figures," he 
interprets images of: the world, things celestial, meteors, things terrestrial, things 
living, how several kingdoms are signified by several parts of the world, parts of an 

Prophecies in Daniel and the ApocaJypse,· pp. 30-56. See also Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, Ch. 
4,' ·Prophecy and History," pp. 81-104 . 

., Castillejo, Expanding Force, opposite p. 31. 
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animal, a man or woman in various circumstances, and parts of the Temple. In the two 
manuscripts where this book is more or less fully represented, Yahuda MS. 9 and 
Keynes MS. 5, Newton's painstaking method of symbolic interpretation is realized in 
great detail. His discussions of the Temple and its service, found in the published 
Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms and Sacred Cubit of the Jews, and in Sotheby 263 
(now MS. Babson 434), use visual and mathematical as well as verbal tools to 
reconstruct the hidden meaning of the Apocalypse. 

The rest of the books in Newton's projected prophetic work consist mainly of 
historical narrative fit into the framework of st. John's Apocalypse. The second book 
is entitled "Concerning the Prophecies of Daniel" in the draft table of contents. It is 
crossed out in the manuscript, and Castillejo concludes that Newton shifted the Daniel 
material to another location, whence it was published in the Observations upon Daniel. 
The third book, "Concerning the method of the Apocalypse and the Allusions therein 
to the law and history of the Jews," is essentially complete in Yahuda MS. 9.2 and 
Keynes MS. 5. The concept of interpreting New Testament books in light of Jewish 
ceremonial had been most fully developed in the generation before Newton by John 
Lightfoot, who must be seen as the precedent for the theme of this chapter. 
Nevertheless, the centrality of the Temple in Newton's reading of the Apocalypse goes 
far beyond that of any predecessor or contemporary. 

The fourth and fifth books constitute the reading of history through prophecy, 
that is, the tracing of specific historical developments Newton felt were predicted in the 
Apocalypse. The fourth book, "Concerning the Persons & things prophesied in the 
Apocalypse," covers the images of seven angels, two witnesses, whore, dragon, two 
beasts and their horns, three horns plucked up, seven remaining horns and the churches 
they represent. The fifth book, "Concerning the history of the Apocalypse," contains 
chapters on the ten horns, the first six seals opened and six heads of the dragon and 
beast, and the seventh head and seven trumpets and vials. All these images will be 
familiar to anyone who has read St. John's Apocalypse. For Newton and the other 
millenarian students of prophecy they were the keys to the history of the world and the 
design of God. 

II. THE ONCE AND FUTURE JEWS: THEIR ROLE IN NEWTON'S MILLENARIANISM 

The Jews played a rather specific role in seventeenth-century English 
millenarian thought. As the belief in an imminent Second Coming of Christ to rule over 
the world for a thousand years gained in popularity, the attendant expectation of the 
Jews' conversion to Christianity became widespread. This was one of the events which 
was supposed to either signal the beginning of the Millennium, or (depending which 
millenarian was consulted) to closely follow its establishment. There were those who 
also believed that the Jews would return to their ancestral land, and even take a military 
role in the victory over Antichrist. There were, on the other hand, those who strongly 
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opposed the doctrine of the Jews' conversion, and theological discussion on this issue 
abounded. Very little of the discussion involved real living Jews; only their image as 
desceridants of the biblical Hebrews and potential millennial converts is considered. 
Their own doctrines about messianic times were consulted only by the highest echelon 
of theological writers. Newton entered the fray at a relatively late date, and almost 
nobody saw what he wrote. Yet his ideas about the Jews in the Millennium are 
important in understanding both Newton and conceptions about the Jews in his period.16 

When dealing with Newton's views on the Jewish people, even more than with 
most millenarians, it is important to keep in mind one pivotal point of departure: for 
Newton, the Jews have a past and afuture, but no present. This was discussed in 
Chapter 2 above, in connection with the thesis of Nabil Matar, and it will come up 
again here. To begin this section, Newton's conception of Judaism's pre-history and 
history will be mentioned, showing how he understood the Jewish religion and the Jews' 
error in rejecting Jesus. A further role of the Jews in this context (not explicit in 
Newton's thought, but important for understanding it) is as an example of a people 
which adheres to the tenets of true primitive religion but is not Christian. Second, 
attention will be called to Newton's repeated use of the Jews as an example for the 
edification of Christians. Newton's own "Judaized" views on messianic times, reflecting 
the indirect effects of Jewish literature upon him, will be discussed third, and contrasted 
with the opinions of some opponents. Finally, Newton views will be briefly considered 
in light of the "Matar thesis." 

In Chapter 3 above, the taxonomy of ancient religions was discussed, and one 
aspect of it must be brought up again in the present context. Newton believed that there 
was an essential Godly religion which had been known before Noah and passed down, 
but was constantly getting corrupted by outside forces. God repeatedly gave mankind 
fresh opportunities to learn this right religion by teaching it anew to following 
generations of leaders. It must be pointed out that most of this taxonomy deals properly 
with Judaism, because it was to the pre-Jewish and Jewish leaders known from the 
Bible, including Jesus, that this true religion was passed. Here is one version of this 
story, which Newton repeats many times throughout the manuscripts, and from which 
many aspects of his attitude toward ancient Judaism in apocalyptic history can be 
understood. 

[[35]] As often as mankind has swerved from them [[love of God 
and man]] God has made a reformation. When y" sons of Adam erred 
& the thoughts of their heart became evil continually God selected 
Noah to people a new world & when y" posterity of Noah 

16 See Christopher Hill, "'Till the conversion of the Jews'," idem, The Collected &says ojChristopher Hill, 
Vol. 2: Religion and Politics in Seventeenth-Century England (Amherst, MA, 1986), pp. 269-300 and Katz, 
Philo-Semitism, Ch. 3. 
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transgressed & began to invoke dead men God selected Abraham & 
his posterity & when they transgressed in Egypt God reformed them 
by Moses & when they relapsed to idolatry & immorality, God sent 
prophets to reform them & punished them by the Bablonian [[!]] 
captivity & when they that returned from captivity mixed human 
inventions wth the law of Moses under the name of traditions & laid 
the stress of religion not upon the acts of the mind but upon outward 
acts & ceremonies God sent Christ to reform them & when the nation 
received him not God called the Gentiles, & now the Gentiles have 
corrupted themselves we may expect that God in due time will make 
a new reformation. And in all the reformations of religion hitherto 
made the religion in respect of God & our neighbour is one & the 
same religion (barring ceremonies & forms of government wcl' are of 
a changeable nature) so that this is the oldest religion in the world & 
[[Newton skips here to a new sentence]] All other religions have 
been set on foot for politique ends, this is of a contrary nature 
[[Newton skips here to a new sentence]] The heathens out of flattery 
worshipped the ancestors of their kings & the Mahometans the 
founder of their Empire such religions men are prone to: but 
Abraham fled his country for the sake of his religion & Christ & his 
disciples suffered <death> persecutions even unto death for 300 
years together for the sake of theirs. 

[[36]] Now to this ancient religion there was added upon 
the death & resurrection of Jesus Christ a new duty web relates to 
Gods government of y" world, namely that we should believe that 
God hath raised Jesus Christ from y. dead [exalted him above all 
men & made him their Judge & king] & will at length raise all men 
from y" dead to be judged by him & rewarded according to their 
deeds & that God hath given Jesus Christ a kingdom to be selected 
out of the best of those men who rise from the dead ... (MS. Keynes 
3, pp. 35-6) 

This, then, is the history of the Jews in reference to pristine religion shortly 
stated. The simple original religion, love of God and man, was given to Adam, then to 
Noah. The first Jew, Abraham, received the tenets of this religion from God, as a 
remedy to the errors which had crept into it following its two previous conferments. 
Abraham's posterity began to transgress this religion in Egypt (see below, Chapter 7), 
and Moses came to restore it. When it became corrupted again it was reformed by the 
prophets; then the Jews were punished by the Babylonian captivity when they strayed 
yet again. All along, it should be noted, from the time of Noah's descendants, the 
guardians of the pristine faith (though they may be poor at their task) are the Jews. 
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The great fall in Judaism occurs upon the return from Babylonia, when the 
Jewish leaders begin to introduce human traditions as part of the true religion. This is 
an error in the fundamental faith of the Jews, one which would soon cause their 
downfall. For Newton, the introduction of foreign dogma into the simple religion of 
Scripture, of "meats for men of full age" into the simple religious "milk for babes" (see 
below, Chapter 6), is the ultimate corruption of truth. Just as he understood this to have 
been the downfall of Christianity, so was it the downfall of Judaism (see below, Chapter 
7). In this sense Newton resembles the Huguenot-cum-Anglican Pierre Allix, whose 
Two Treatises, which Newton owned, revived the argument of Ramon Martini in the 
13th century that the Jews' original tradition, which was consistent with Christianity, 
was willfully corrupted by them. 17 

By not accepting the last reformer in past history, Jesus, the Jews sealed their 
fate, and the tradition of right religion was passed from them to the gentiles. Here 
Newton expresses this more clearly: 

[[lr]] But when this doctrine [[Christianity]] had been preached to 
the nation of the Jews about seven years & they received it not, but 
rejected their Prince the Angel of the covenant, God began to reject 
them from being his people, & to call the Gentiles without obliging 
them to [[2r]] observe the Law of Moses, & soon after caused the 
Jewish worship to cease, & the Jews to be dispersed to all nations. 
(MS. Bodmer, Ch. "Of the Host of Heaven & the Prince of the 
Host," pp. Ir-2r) 

This was the end of Jewish hegemony over the tradition of right religion until the 
Millennium comes and they are restored. Meanwhile, however, the Christians have also 
corrupted their tradition, as Newton discusses at great length in his church histories, so 
that at present they really appear to be no better than the Jews. IS While Newton does not 
explain here, he is clearly referring to the introduction of Trinitarianism and the abuses 
of popery's traditions into the primitive church. 

This leaves a question: In what way, if any, are Christians superior to Jews in 
the present age? Newton has drawn a line between the simple traditional religion 
revealed by God, and the added beliefs of Christianity, which may explain his position. 
The original religion is love of God and man, upon which the addition of any further 
doctrines must be strictly personal, left up to the individual. Though Jews have "added" 

17 Newton would disagree strongly with Allix on other points, such as his belief that this corruption 
occurred after the advent of Christ, and that the original Jewish religion was Trinitarian. Allix will be discussed 
further below. 

18 It has been pointed out to me by Professor Michael Heyd that Luther held an analogous position for a 
time, around 1523. 
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ceremonial to this primitive religion, and their rabbis have introduced man-made 
conceptions into the heart of Judaism, the Jews still practice an essentially licit version 
of the ancient religion given to Adam and Noah. It is surely not more corrupt than 
contemporary Trinitarian Christianity. The only thing a Christian can say about himself 
is that he has recognized Jesus' position as the fulfillment of certain scriptural 
indications and therefore aspires to a superior faith. 

It is as if Newton has turned the Jews' idea of the Noachide commandments 
on its head. Instead of the Jews being the people with a greater mandate from God, and 
the gentiles being able to fulfill the minimal requirements of true religion by perfonning 
the Noachide laws, Newton sees the Christians as the people with the larger mandate, 
and the Jews as those who fulfill some minimal recognition of true religion by 
confonning to the Noachide laws. Nevertheless, as will be seen below, Newton does 
not consider Christians so much superior to Jews that they may revile and criticize 
them. For along with their greater mandate comes a greater responsibility, which 
Christians have been failing. 

Christians, in fact, are in a worse position than the Jews in a certain sense, and 
should look to them as an example and a warning. The original coming of Jesus to 
manifest himself as messiah and savior could be discerned only by a truly deep and 
insightful understanding of Scripture; and yet the Jews were punished for not 
recognizing him as such. How much harsher must the punishment of Christians be if 
they, who have had ample instruction in how properly to understand Scripture, are not 
able to recognize the signs of the Antichrist and the true apocalyptic future. 

And if God was so angry with the Jews for not searching more 
diligently into the Prophesies which he had given them to know 
Christ by: why should we think he will excuse us for not searching 
into the Prophesies which he hath given us to know Antichrist by? 
For certainly it must be as dangerous and as easy an error for 
Christians to adhere to Antichrist as it was for the Jews to reject 
Christ. And therefore it is as much our duty to indeavour to be able 
to know him that we may avoyd him, as it was theirs to know Christ 
that they might follow him ... 

Consider how our Saviour taught the Jews in Parables that 
in hearing they might hear and not understand and in seeing they 
might see and not perceive. And as these Parables were spoken to try 
the Jews so the mysticall scriptures were written to try us. Therefore 
beware that thou be not found wanting in this tryall. For if thou 
beest, the obscurity of these scriptures will as little excuse thee as the 
obscurity of our Saviours Parables excused the Jews.19 

19 MS. Yahuda 1.1, pp. 2v-3r; quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 109. 
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One may not go so far as to say that Newton is here forgiving the Jews for not 
recognizing Jesus as messiah and savior, but he is demonstrating again his belief that 
contemporary Christians who do not work at a true understanding of Scripture are no 
better than the erring ancient Jews. "And whither they will believe it or not," says he, 
"there are greater judgments hang over the Christians for their remissness then ever the 
Jews yet felt. ,,20 Another example of this attitude will be seen below. 

How does Newton view the Jews' own traditions concerning their part in 
apocalyptic history and the nature of the messiah? Newton was by no means a 
"Judaizer" in the practicing sense, like those literalist biblicists of his time who kept the 
Sabbath or avoided eating pork.21 He is very clear that he regards the ritual law as 
neither a good thing nor a bad thing, but something which is not required of gentile 
Christians (see Chapter 6 below). However, the very fact that Newton was a millenarian 
puts him squarely in the camp of the theological Judaizers, according to many 
contemporaries' definition. 

This makes me not believe the Call of the Jews; because they sinn'd 
beyond the Gentiles; because they sinned against such light, as shall 
never appear to eyes again. Some have dreamed of some glorious 
appearance of Christ, that shall convert them: ifmore shall be seen, 
than they have seen already, I believe it. But more certainly they 
cannot see. (Lightfoot, Works, vol. 2, p. 1123) 

Those who have "dreamed" of the Jews' conversion with the Second Coming of Christ 
are of course the millenarians, including Newton. 

Peter Allix's Two Treatises of 1707 make it clear that he also opposes the 
conception of a bright apocalyptic future which millenarians paint for Jews. The first 
of these treatises is a translation of the eighth book of Sa'adya Ga'on's Book of Beliefs 
and Opinions, dealing with the messiah, with responses by Allix. This seems to be 
merely a stage from which Allix will launch his attack on Newton's student Whiston and 
other millenarians; this attack is the content of the second treatise. The six opinions of 
Whiston essentially all concern the Jewish role in the Millennium, and are for the most 
part identical with those of his master, Newton. They deal with the prophecies about the 
destruction of Jerusalem and dispersion of the Jews; the future restoration of the Jews 
in a messianic kingdom; the rebuilding of Jerusalem and the Temple; the wreaking of 

20 MS. Yahuda 1.1, p. 5r; Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 112. 

21 It is clear, both from Newton's own writings and all that is known about him, that he was completely 
uninterested in observation ofthe ritual commandments. The passage in MS. Clark Library, Paradoxical 
Questions, in which Scott Mandelbrote has found a reference to Sabbath on Saturday, is no indication that 
he was interested in observing it then. See Mandelbrote, "Isaac Newton and Thomas Burnet: Biblical 
Criticism and the Crisis of Late Seventeenth-Century England," 1. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books 
of Nature and Scripture, p. 174, n. 56. 
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vengeance of the Jews' enemies; the destruction of the Turks at Annageddon (the Jews 
playa military role); and the Jews' conversion. After systematically refuting these 
"Judaized" millenarian views, Allix adds "An Appendix Concerning Mr. Mede's 
Method which Mr. W pretends to follow exactly," in which he states: 

Mr. Mede hath done two things in his Clavis Apocalyptica. 1st. He 
explained St. John's Text, and for the most part hath done it 
excellently well: But as the Book of the Revelation alludes to many 
Prophecies of the Old Testament, which the Jews refer to several 
events under the Messiah, so I fmd he hath been prevailed upon to 
follow the Jewish explications of those Tests of the Old Prophets, as 
if they had never been accomplished, which is the opinion of the 
Jews; in supposing which things I am fully convinced at present he 
was in the wrong. (Allix, Two Treatises, p. 66) 

Newton, though he appears to have been friendly with Allix, held the "Jewish" opinion, 
and worked strenuously to prove its correctness. (It has already been noted, of course, 
that Newton was a devoted follower of Joseph Mede.y2 Allix and Lightfoot are only 
two examples among many of theologians who saw millenarianism as a Judaizing error. 

Among the Jewish beliefs about the End of Days which were specifically 
condemned by the orthodox opponents of millenarianism, and upheld by Newton, is the 
belief in a physical messianic era in which the Jews will return to their land and reign 
over the world. The Second Helvetic Confession of 1566, for example, condemned, 
"Jewish dreams that there will be a golden age on earth before the Day of Judgment, 
and that the pious, having subdued all their godless enemies, will possess all the 
kingdoms of the earth. ,,23 Newton, in criticizing the ignorance of most Christian 
exegetes, says, "For they understand not that the fmal return of the Jews captivity and 
their conquering the nations of the four Monarchies and setting up a <peaceable> 
righteous and flourishing Kingdom at the day of judgment is this mystery [[of the 
prophets]].,,24 Large sections of Newton's prophetic work preserved in MS. Yahuda 9.2, 

22 "It was the judiciously learned and conscientious Mr Mede," says Newton, "who first made way into 
these interpretations, and him I have for the most part followed. For what I found true in him it was not lawful 
for me to recede from, and I rather wonder that he erred so little then that he erred in some things." And again 
"As Mr Mede layed the foundation and I have built upon it: so I hope others will proceed higher untill the 
work be finished." MS Yahuda, 1.1, pp. Sr and 15r respectively, quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac 
Newton, pp. 116 and 121 respectively. On Newton's relationship with Mede and his school, see Rob Iliffe, 
'''Making a Shew'; Apocalyptic Hermeneutics and the Sociology of Christian Idolatry in the Work ofisaac 
Newton and Henry More," 1. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books of Nature and Scripture, pp. 55-8S. 

23 Quoted in Peter Toon, "Introduction" to idem (ed), Puritan &cOOt%gy, p. 19. See also A. R. Dallison, 
"Contemporary Criticism of Millenarianism," ibid, pp. 104-114. 

24 MS. Yahuda 6, p. 12r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 126. 
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especially in the section called "The end of y. world day of Judgment & world to 
come," (p. 123r ff.) are dedicated to defending a future Millennium which includes the 
conversion and restoration of the Jews. Newton also expects the Jews to be wealthy and 
to become a powerful military force in Palestine upon their restoration: 

[[17r]] ... He [[Ezekiel, Ch. 38, 39]] represents how the Jews after 
their return from captivity dwell safely and quietly upon the 
mountains ofIsrael in unwalled towns without either gates or barrs 
to defend them untill they are grown very rich in Cattel and gold and 
silver and goods and Gog of the land of Magog stirrs up the nations 
round about, Persia and Arabia and Afric and the northern nations of 
Asia and Europe against them to take a spoile, and God destroys 
[[18r]] all that great army, that the nations may from thenceforth 
know that the Jews went formerly into captivity for their sins but 
now since their return are become invincible by their holiness.25 

Newton accepts some of the Jews' other conceptions about their role in the 
apocalyptic future, but he also rejects some. For example, he is familiar with Hugh 
Broughton's adoption of the opinion expressed by certain Jews (Don Isaac Abravanel, 
in particular) that Daniel's fourth beast is to be identified with the Seleucids, 
particularly Antiochus Epiphanes, the Jews' adversary during the Second Temple 
period. This opinion had previously been suggested by the Greek Neoplatonist 
philosopher Porphyry (ca. 232-ca. 304), and picked up by Broughton in the 
seventeenth century after a millennium and a half of obscurity. Newton sides strongly 
with the Protestant tradition that this beast is the Roman Empire, though he adds the 
synchronized doctrine that it is also identical with John's fourth beast: 

[[104r]] That Daniel's fourth Beast was y. same wth Johns & both of 
them y. Roman Empire has beef! y universal opinion of all 
Christians in all ages some few of y. present age excepted. For 
Pophyrius a heathen pretending i Daniels prophesyes were no 
prophesies [[105r]] but feigned by y' Jews in·y times 6f y 
Maccabees in hatred to Antiochus Epiphanus & fulfilled in him 
before they were written, represented yt y fourth Beast was·y 
successors of Alexander y. great in Egypt in Egypt & Syria, & y'ten 

25 MS. Yahuda 6, pp. 17r-18r, quoted in Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 134. Reiner Smolinski, 
in a recent paper, has explained how Newton's view of the Jews' return in the middle of the millennial process 
solves particular theological problems faced by the Mede school. See Smolinski, "The Logic of Millennial 
Thought: Joseph Mede, Cotton Mather, Sir Isaac Newton, and Some a priori Principles of Deciphering the 
Apocalypse," paper delivered at the Clark Library Conference on "Newton and Religion" (Los Angeles; 
February, 1996). 
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horns y" Kings of Egypt & Syria together, numbred down to y·times 
of Antiochus Epiphanes, & yt Antiochus was y·wicked little hom w ch 

rose up after y' ten. And in our age somebody under y specious 
pretence of peace & unity, labouring for an accommodation between 
y" Reformed Churches & y" Church of Rome (yt is in plain terms for 
a return ofy' reformed Churches to y' Church of Rome) & for this 
end endeavouring to whiten y' Church of Rome, hath revived the 
interpretation ofPorphyrius, as ify' prophesy of Daniel did not at all 
respect y' Roman Empire. But how extravagant & petulant this fansy 
is may appear by y" following considemtions .... (MS. Yahuda 9.2, pp. 
104r-105r) 26 

Newton never mentions Broughton by name, but Broughton was notorious for allegedly 
attempting a conciliation between Roman and Reformed apocalyptic doctrines, and in 
this as other ideas he promoted, there was a strongly Jewish character. 

On the other hand, there are Jewish apocalyptic doctrines which Newton 
upholds against Christian critics: 

The Jews have a tradition yt at y coming of y Messiah they shal 
feast upon two great Beast[[s]], Leviathan & Behemoth, & for this 
they are much derided by Christians, but their Leviathan is y. 
Leviathan of Isaiah, & their Behemoth y' dreadful beast of Daniel, 
called in y" Apocalyps y. Dragon & Beast, & their feeding upon them 
is y' Feast to wch y' fowls of y. air are invited in John & Ezekiel, & 
wch in Ezekiel & in this prophesy of Isaiah is called a feast of fat 
things. (Ibid, 157r) 

The obvious difference between what Newton expects and what the Jews 
themselves expect, which is already clear, is that Newton assumes the Jews will convert 
to Christianity as part of the millennial process. In MS. Yahuda 9.2, he clarifies this and 
other points of his expectation, but he also makes a strong defense of Jews against 
Christian contempt and attack. This is connected with his belief that the Jews serve as 
a living warning to Christians, who generally understand the Scriptures no better than 
the Jews of Jesus' day: 

[[158r]] The Apostle Paul tells us yt if Y casting away of y 
unbeleiving Jews be y. reconciling of y world, y receiving them 

26 On Broughton and his absorption of Jewish and Catholic apocalyptic doctrines, see Firth, Apocalyptic 
Tradition, Ch. 5, "Cabalists and Talmudists: Hugh Broughton and Thomas Brightman," pp. 150-179, esp. 
pp. 158-163. On Broughton's use of Porphyry and its influence, see Froom, Prophetic Faith, pp. 564-6. 
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again shal be life from y" dead, & yt if they abide not still in unbeleif 
they shal be again grafted into their own olive tree, & yt he would not 
have us ignorant of this mystery (least we should be wise in our own 
conceipts) y blindness in part is happened to Israel untill y" fulness 
of y. Gentiles enter. & so all Israel shal be saved. as it is written. 
There shal come out of Sion y" deliverer & shal tum away 
ungodliness from Jacob: for this is my covenant unto them when I 
shall take away their sins. Hence I observe these things, ftrst yt yo 
restauration of y. Jewish nation so much spoken of Hy y old 
Prophets respects not yo few Jews who were converted in yo Apostles 
days, but yo dispersed nation of yo unbeleiving Jews to be converted 
in y. end when y fulness of y Gentiles shal enter, y is when·y 
Gospel (upon y. fall of Babylon) shal begin to be preached to all 
nations. Secondly yt y. prophesies of Isaiah described above by being 
here cited by y. Apostle is limited to respect y time of"y future 
conversion & restitution ofy" Jewish Nation, & thirdly yt y" humour 
weh has long reigned among y Christians of boasting our selves 
against y. Jews, & insulting over them for their not beleiving, is 
reprehended by y. Apostle for high-mindedness & setf-conceipt, & 
much more is our using them despightfully, Pharisaically & impious. 
(MS. Yahuda 9.2, p. 158r) 

In the following "Judaized" millenarian statement, from Newton's published 
Observations, Newton attempts to prove that the Jews always expected a "double 
return" from captivity, and by Daniel's failure to describe the full fmal return, Newton 
gathers that it has not yet taken place. He, however, adds an interesting twist to the 
expectation, toward the end of the paragraph: 

The Israelites in the days of the antient Prophets, when the ten Tribes 
were led into captivity, expected a double r~turn; and that at the ftrst 
the Jews should build a new Temple inferior to Solomon'S, until the 
time of that age should be fulftlled; and afterwards they should return 
from all places of their captivity, and build Jerusalem and the 
Temple gloriously ... Now while such a return from captivity was the 
expectation of Israel, even before the times of Daniel, I know not 
why Daniel should omit it in his Prophecy. This part of the Prophecy 
being therefore not yet fulftlled, I shall not attempt a particular 
interpretation of it, but content myself with observing, that as the 
seventy and the sixty two weeks were Jewish weeks, ending with 
sabbatical years .. .it [[restoration]] may perhaps come forth not from 
the Jews themselves, but from some other kingdom friendly to them, 
and precede their return from captivity, and give occasion to it...the 
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manner I know not. Let time be the Interpreter. (Observations, pp. 
132-4) 

The belief that the redeemer of the Jews may himself be a non-Jew was also 
typical of certain streams in sixteenth and seventeenth-century European 
millenarianism. While Franz Kobler claims that this phrase of Newton's "is one of the 
fIrst interpretations by which the historical-political reality entered into the doctrine of 
the Restoration of the Jews, ,,27 it is in fact not novel at all, but characteristic of the 
"realist" millenarians. Newton's allowance for a gentile redeemer is related to the 
Jewish/Christian political messianism of Guillame Postel, Isaac La Peyrere, Antonio 
Vieira, Oligier Pauli, and others, who envisioned various European leaders in the role 
of messiah. The dissemination of the Jewish view that there would be two messiahs, one 
from the house of David and the other from the house of Joseph, may have given 
occasion to think that one of these two might conceivably be a non-Jew, in the 
millenarian outlook of the time. Again, in the disappointment after Shabbatai Zvi's 
conversion to Islam, it was widely held that Shabbatai was the messiah even though he 
was a willing apostate to a foreign faith. Similar claims were made in the circle of 
Oligier Pauli, the Danish millenarian, who hoped William III would repatriate the Jews. 
In the broader context, this was a period when messianic disappointments often caused 
a shift in believers' expectations from one person or nation to another. The presence of 
these elements in Newton's views on the restoration of the Jews are especially important 
because his vision of eschatological events had a wide influence.28 

While Newton deals relatively little with the mechanics of these events, he 
does appear to expect the Jews' conversion at the beginning of the millennial process, 
a view prevalent among some of the more radically millenarian thinkers of mid 
seventeenth-century England. On the other hand, in opposition to others, he seems to 
see the Jews' conversion as occurring before their restoration to their land: 

[[l44r]] This righteous and everlasting kingdom of David will easily 
I think be allowed to be y" Kingdom ofy· Messiah, & consequently 
to be Christian, & therefore since it is ofy" [[145r]] two tribes & ten 
tribes returning from a long captivity into y" land of Israel web God 
gave to Jacob, even into yl same promised land wherein their Fathers 
dwelt, & therein becoming reunited under one King & reigning for 

27 Franz Kobler, "Newton on the Restoration of the Jews," Jewish Frontier (March, 1943), p. 23. 

21 These ideas are found in Richard Popkin, "Jewish-Christian Relations in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries: The Conception of the Messiah," Jewish History, vol. 6, no. 1-2 (1992; = The Frank Talmage 
Memorial Volume, II), pp. 163-177. See also Popkin, Isaac La Peyrere (J 596-1676) (Leiden, 1987), Ch. 8. 
On the influence of Newton's millenarian ideas, see Kobler, "Newton on the Restoration of the Jews," p. 23; 
Popkin, ''Newton and the Origins of Fundamentalism"; and idem, "Newton and Fundamentalism, 11." 
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ever without apostatizing any more from God: it can be no other 
kingdom then i of God & Christ weh commences at y" sounding of 
ye seventh Trumpet, & is founded by ye conversion of ye Jews & their 
return from captivity as almost all ye Prophets describe. (MS. 
Yahuda 9.2, pp. 144r-145r) 

Newton's only real reference to contemporary Jews is also essentially 
millennial, though the anti-millenarians would see it as "Judaized" as well. Newton 
expresses amazement at the way God has preserved the Jews, but while a skeptic like 
Spinoza sees this preservation as a function of the Jewish obduracy in practicing 
outmoded rituals, Newton sees it as a sign of divine providence over them. They did 
reject Jesus and were therefore punished by exile. 

[[8r]] And by this means God has rejected them from being his 
people or kingdom, & dispersed them into all nations as at this day 
so that at present they are no people or body politique but a scattered 
servile race of men without any government of their own, & yet in a 

. wonderfull manner continue numerous & distinct from all other 
nations: which cannot be said of any other captivated nation 
whatever, & therefore is the work of providence. For God is able to 
tum away unrighteousness from Jacob & graft the natural branches 
again into the root of their own Olive tree. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. "Of 
the Host of Heaven" etc., p. 8r) 

Newton speaks here in the accepted cliches of Christendom, adding only the millenarian 
expectation that the Jews will eventually be converted. 

While some of the views ofNabil Matar were discussed above in Chapter 2, 
it will be instructive to examine them in more detail here, and see whether Newton's 
views fit their model. Matar claims that in the period between the English Reformation 
and 1660, with the end of the interregnum, a new view came into vogue in Europe, and 
particularly England: the belief in a future restoration of the Jews to their land. The 
role played by the Jews was invented by the English to fit their own political and 
religious needs of the hour. In the apocalyptic future the Jews would wage war on the 
Turks and Catholics, the great enemies of English Christianity; they will then convert 
and establish a millennial kingdom in Palestine, ringing in the Second Coming of 
Christ. The readmission of Jews to England was viewed as a favor to them on the part 
of the English, who felt they owed the Jews a debt of gratitude for the Jews' failure to 
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recognize Christ as the savior in ancient times, and thus permitting the election of the 
gentiles. This debt would be repaid by converting them.29 

In the period from 1660 to 1701, the English continued to force their own 
conceptions of the millennial future on the Jews, in whom they had very little interest 
qua practicing Jews. During this time immediately following the readmission of Jews 
to England, the tendency of English theologians was to continue ignoring the living 
Jewish community and attempt to restructure the Jews to fit their own expectations: 
"Englishmen restructured the Jews into a worldview that fitted their own Protestant 
ideals, and interpreted Jewish history and aspirations in light of English self
perception." Matar feels that to call these attitudes "philosemitic" is misleading, and he 
rather subscribes to a differentiation suggested by Samuel Stollman between "Hebraic" 
and "Judaic" responses to the Jews: "The 'Hebraic' Old Testament character of the 
Jews was cherished because it had anticipated Christ and the New Testament, but the 
'Judaic' character (the Jews as a people, the Law, the Pharisees) was completely 
rejected." When English millenarians speak of the "Jewish" role in the apocalyptic 
future, they mean converted Jews-few people were interested in having practicing, 
Pharisaic Jews in England.30 

Newton's conceptions of the Jews in his millennial framework fit Matar's thesis 
in almost every particular. That Newton had little interest in contemporary Jews has 
already been discussed in Chapter 2. He expects the Jews to fight other nations in the 
war of Gog and Magog, thereby vanquishing the enemies of Christianity. The Jews who 
will be restored to the Land of Israel are converted Jews, that is, Christians who used 
to be Jews. Whenever Newton discusses Jews in his prophetic works, he is speaking 
either of the "Hebraic" Jews of the period before the New Testament, or the future Jews 
who have actually converted in the apocalyptic process. He does, however, make the 
defense ofliving Jews that was seen above, due to his belief that contemporary Jews 
are at least not in the doctrinal error of the Trinitarians, and that they serve Christianity 
well by their example. Even this defense, however, is completely abstract and deals 
only with theological abuse. Newton also has virtually nothing to say about the presence 
of Jews in England and its meaning for Christian history, as do most of the authors with 
whom Matar deals; indeed, his reticence is quite atypical for his age. When attempting 
to draw overall conclusions about Newton's relationship with Judaism, then, we may 
say that he conforms very closely to Matar's model but that he is even less concerned 
with actual conditions of living Jews in England than are his contemporaries. 

29 N. Matar, "The Idea of the Restoration of the Jews in English Protestant Thought: Between the 
Reformation and 1660," Durham University Journal, N.S. vol. 47 (1986), pp. 23-35. 

'" N. Matar, "The Idea of the Restoration of the Jews in English Protestant Thought, 1661-1701," Harvard 
Theological Review, vol. 78, no. 1-2 (January, 1985), pp. 115-48. Quotations from pp. 116 and 118, 
respectively. 
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III. THE IMPACT OF JEWISH STUDIES ON NEWTON'S PROPHETIC LEXICON 

Newton followed Napier and the Mede school not only in the specific 
innovation of reading various prophecies synchronically, but also in their overall 
attempt to make scriptural interpretation scientific. This attempt was clearly 
millenarian, in its underlying belief that the scientific method being developed in that 
age must be a key God was granting to those of the "last times" for unlocking the long 
hidden secrets of the prophets.31 While Newton felt Mede was heading in the right 
direction, it was still necessary in his opinion to introduce more accurate methods. To 
this end Newton created a detailed prophetic lexicon which attempts to cover every 
"figure," phrase or word depicting existences in heaven or earth which might be found 
in the whole Bible. Henry More had previously carried out a somewhat comparable 
scheme, and Newton copied many conceptions from him, including ideas for sources 
of hieroglyphic imagery. However, Newton was much more straightforward, uniform, 
and systematic, and his product was more essentially scientific than that of More.32 

Newton's lexicon uses a particular set of authorities which are of interest not 
only for the Jewish element they involve but also as a key to Newton's thinking. 
Newton's method is to break down all the figures and terms into a hierarchy covering 
the celestial, human, animal, vegetable, and mineral worlds, then explain each in its 
tum. His frrst line of explanation, not surprisingly, is appeal to other places in Scripture 
where the figure or term is used. This investigation often brings Newton to cite the 
Hebrew word used in Scripture and to explain the subtleties of its meaning. Reading the 
manuscripts on prophecy and the Temple, one regularly comes across Newton's careful 
Hebrew print as he elucidates the meaning of the original terminology. This technique 
is often sufficient to clarify an otherwise obscure passage. While the appeal to other 
uses of a term in the Bible may seem an incredibly obvious method, and while it may 
have been used often and by many people, it must be noted that the Jewish exegetes, 
particularly RaSh"I and Kimchi, were the first and most systematic employers of it. 

Whether or not Newton found a useful parallel to a figure or term in Scripture, 
his next line of approach is to reference one or both of two authorities he held in 
apparently equal esteem, immediately below the level of biblical precedent. These are 

31 See Popkin, "Newton's Biblical Theology and his Theological Physics," P. B. Scheurer and G. Debrock 
(eds.), Newton's Scientific and Philosophical Legacy (Dordrecht, 1988), pp. 81-97 (reprinted in Popkin, Third 
Force, pp. 172-88). 

32 Sarah Hutton, ("More, Newton, and the Language of Biblical Prophecy," 1. E. Force and R. H. Popkin 
[eds.], The Books of Nature and Scripture, pp. 39-53), has very effectively shown how important this 
apocalyptic lexicography was for both More and Newton. She presents a cogent case for the influence of More 
on Newton's prophetic lexicon, including More's use of Achmet, though she does not explore the implications 
ofNewton's particular Achmet-Targum combination and its background. She indicates that the main difference 
between the approaches of More and Newton was in Newton's desire for a comprehensive and precise set of 
correspondences. 
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the Targum (Targum Jonathan ben Uzziel and/or Targum Onkelos), Jewish Aramaic 
translations of the Scriptures, which Newton referred to as the "Chalde Paraphrast," and 
the pseudepigraphal Eastern dream book, the Oneirocriticon of Achmet, to which he 
refers simply as "Achmet." The particular combination of these two sources, and the 
attribution of roughly equal authority to them, is worthy of note; however, first it will 
be appropriate to say a few words about the authors of these texts.33 

The Targum Newton used for the most part, his "Chalde Paraphrast," is an 
Aramaic translation of the prophets composed by Jonathan ben Uzziel (ca. 1st century 
b.c.e - 1st century c.e.), or attributed to him. Corresponding with Targum Jonathan, 
Newton also had the Targum Onkelos on the Pentateuch, which he used far less. Both 
these translations contain much material dating from the Talmudic period, the early 
centuries of the common era, but were redacted around the seventh or eighth century. 
Neither is truly a straightforward translation, so that the appellation "Paraphrase" is 
quite appropriate to them. The essential purpose of the Targums, at the time of their 
composition, was to render the Hebrew Bible comprehensible to those many Jews who 
did not have adequate Hebrew. Simultaneously, to present an edited version of the 
Hebrew Bible which avoided the pitfalls of anthropomorphic readings and of 
theologically difficult passages. Both these aims gave the Targum, particularly that on 
the latter prophets (from which Newton most often cites), the nature of a didactic, 
homiletic, almost Midrashic work. Many phrases are changed; names and locations are 
given a contemporary meaning; insertions are made; and most significantly for Newton, 
words are interpreted. Newton was, in fact, specifically interested in the places where 
the Targum diverges from a direct translation, thereby revealing some fragment of 
ancient wisdom concerning the inner meaning of the text. One may thus accurately 
consider Newton's use of the Targum as an application of rabbinical exegesis.34 

Newton found the Targums in the famous "London Polyglot," the Biblia Sacra 
Polyglotta (London, 1656), compiled by Bryan Walton and Edmund Castell, wherein 
is included Targum Onkelos on the Pentateuch and Targum Jonathan on the Prophets. 
The polyglot presents a corrected text of the Targums in Aramaic, with a Latin 
translation entitled the "Chaldaic Paraphrase" next to it. A careful Bible scholar like 
Newton could hardly have overlooked the important differences between the straight 

33 Matania Kochavi attempts to draw a distinction between what Newton was willing to accept in his 
prophetic lexicon from outside sources, a type of knowledge open to anyone; and the essential meaning of 
terms, which could be derived only from within the prophets themselves by means of a special interpretive gift 
from God. I think this distinction is difficult to uphold, since Newton generally finds agreement between 
internal and external sources. In addition, it must be remarked that though the prophetic lexicon is specifically 
meant to encompass the language of all scriptural prophets, its orientation is much more toward Revelation 
than toward Daniel. See Kochavi, "One Prophet Interprets Another," pp. 105-8. 

J4 On the Targurns, see Encyclopedia JUdaica, vol. 4, "Bible, translations," columns 841-851; Etan Levine, 
The Aramaic Version of the Bible: Contents and Context (Berlin, 1988); and D. R. G. Beattie and M. J. 
McNamara (eds.), The Aramaic Bible: Targums in their Historical Context (Sheffield, 1994), esp. Pt. III. 
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translations of Scripture found on the page of the Polyglot and the substantial 
interpretive renderings found in the Targum.35 

On equal footing with the Targums in Newton's eyes is the Oneirocriticon of 
Achmet, an important medieval book on the interpretation of dreams. The author 
advertises himself as Achmet, the son of Sereim, dream-interpreter to the caliph of 
Babylon, Mamun. Various clues found in the text of this work establish that it is 
pseudepigraphal and that the author was in fact a Byzantine Christian of roughly the 
tenth century. He drew on a wide range of previous literature about dreams, in both 
Arabic and Greek, from various periods. By pseudo-Achmet's time there was already 
a long tradition among all the Western religions about the meaning of dreams and the 
specific images which appear in them. The author indeed provides what he claims, a 
convenient and detailed guide to these well-known interpretations of dream images. In 
the text he cites three parallel traditions of interpretation: those of the Indians, the 
Persians, and the Egyptians (The latter two generally agree and are presented together.). 
Like Newton's prophetic lexicon, Achmet's work proceeds in a rough hierarchical order 
ofbeing.36 

The Oneirocriticon is not found in Newton's library (it would have been 
available only in manuscript), but there are two possibilities to explain how he would 
have had access to it. He may have either owned or borrowed the full work in 
manuscript (he used many works not found in his library) or he may have simply quoted 
Achmet from works of other authors who cited him. Achmet was very popular in 
seventeenth-century Europe, and as will be seen in a moment, works which Newton had 
and used heavily were among those which cited the Oneirocriticon. 

How did it come about that Newton's extremely important innovation in 
prophetic interpretation, the systematic lexicon of images and terms, relied on such an 
odd combination of authorities? Newton provides us with an answer, which in fact can 
lead us to a deeper insight into his thought. He says that his own deductions and 
inductions concerning prophetic figures should be evident enough, but another stratum 
of proof is appropriate: 

[[28r]] Now although these interpretations by their analogy wth one 
another & resemblance to the things signified, may seem plain 
enough, yet that nothing be wanting to establish them, I shall further 
show their consent wth 'I scriptures, & also with y <translations> 

)5 In his preface, p. 2r (unnumbered), Walton discusses the various Hebrew bibles and editions of the 
Targum which were produced before and how corruptions had been dealt with. 

)6 This information all comes from the important introductory chapters and translation ofthe Oneirocriticon 
prepared by Steven M. Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon of Achmet: A Medieval Greek and Arabic Treatise 
on the Interpretation of Dreams (Lubbock, Texas, 1991). My deep thanks to Dr. Tzvi Langermann for helping 
me identify Achmet and for making his copy of Dr. Oberhelman's book available to me. 
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interpretations of'l Chalde Paraphrast, & wth 'I ancient doctrin of y. 
Eastern Interpreters as it is recorded by'{" See Mr. Mede's account 
of this book} Achmet an Arabian out of y. ancient monuments of 
Egypt Persia & India. For since these nations anciently bordering 
upon y. Hebrews, had great affinity -# them both in language & 
manners, & therefore we scruple not to learn from them y. use of 
words & phrases in translating scriptures, so wee need not scruple to 
have from them y. use of figurative expressions wherein they were 
perhaps better agreed then in their popular languages. For y. 
Prophets wthout doubt spoke in a dialect then commonly b{b Of the 
knowledge of y. Eastern wise men in interpretations see Gen.4l. 
Acts 7.22. Dan.1.l7} known to y. more understanding sort of men, 
& many of their types & figures wch are unusual & difficult to us, 
appear by these records of Achmet to have been very familiar to 
those eastern nations; at least among their interpreters. Wherefore 
next after 'I authority ofy· scriptures I choose wth ce H. Grotius, Mr 

Mede, Dr Moor} modem interpreters to rely rather upon y. traditions 
of those ancient Sages then upon y. suggestions of private fancy; I 
proceed on these grounds to y' proof of y interpretations.(MS. 
Yahuda 1.0, p. 28r.)37 

We learn here that Newton followed his contemporaries in using the Oneirocriticon 
because he accepted its alleged pedigree, and he felt that the proximity of Egypt, Persia, 
and India [!] to the Jews was grounds for assuming these nations had a symbolic 
language common with that of prophetic Israel. All the ancient authorities from the 
region, in Newton's view, are reliable witnesses for the meaning of prophetic types. 
This conviction is similar to Newton's use of the Egyptian pyramids and other 
Mediterranean structures, as well as Jewish literature, to determine the ancient sacred 
cubit of the Jews-these societies shared a scientific and cultural faculty. 

37 Compare also with the paragraph quoted in Dobbs, Foundations of Newton's Alchemy, p. 109 from 
McLachlan. For Mede's use of Achmet and his understanding of the relationship to Jewish prophetical culture, 
see Mede, Works, p. 559-60, where he says: 

Cum igitur a gentibus istis, populo Hebraeo olim finitimis, moribusque & 
sermonis usu magis cognatis, verborum & phrasium in Sacris literis usum haud 
illibenter discamus; cur idem hic in figurarum & imaginum propheticarum significatis 
(cum juxta Hebraeorum magistros deciduum prophetiae sit somnium {Maiemonides, 
More Neb. Part. 2. cap. 36}) dedignaremur. Nemo igitur vitio mihi vertat, si ex hoc 
authore ascribam quae ad modo explicatorum Sigillorum figuras intelligendas sacere 
mihi videntur; idem postmodum in Tubis caeterisque Visionibus (sicubi occasio tulerit) 
bona cum Lectoris venia factums. 
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Newton's evaluation of a common symbolic language among all ancient 
Eastern peoples, a sort of primitive semiotics,38 fits into the context of several strands 
in seventeenth-century English thought, and is typical of Newton's approach to many 
of his researches. One ofthese strands was the Renaissance fascination with classical 
antiquity, which brought with it a certain conviction that ancient man knew secrets of 
all sorts which could be uncovered by those who held the keys.39 This outlook is known 
as a belief in prisca theoiogia or prisca sapientia and is well known to have had 
considerable impact on Newton's scientific as well as theological outlook.40 Believers 
in this ancient wisdom very often understood it to be an international and intercultural 
knowledge, spread abroad to all peoples. This is why Renaissance thinkers like Pico 
della Mirandola and Marsilio Ficino, proponents of the prisca sapientia outlook, did 
not limit their researches to one body of literature but interrogated a variety of texts: 
Pythagorean, Neoplatonist, Sibylline, Hermetic, and Kabbalistic. One could presumably 
be certain, upon fmding agreement among several of these sources on some point, that 
they were reflecting the true knowledge granted by God.41 

A related tradition was the emblematic worldview, according to which 
everything in existence is impregnated with inherent symbolism, the recognition of 
whose interconnectedness and deciphering is the essence ofwisdom.42 The interrelated 

J8Newton's friend Locke may indeed be considered one of the pioneers of semiotics; his Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding, particularly the third book ("Of Words"), lays down many principles for the study of 
symbolism. Newton himselfhas made some important steps. He has identified prophetic language as a method 
of signification as well as communication; he sees the prophetic "figures" as signs; and he knows there are two 
codes operating simultaneously. His prophetic lexicon is an attempt to map one of the codes, which has long 
lacked anyone to recognize it. See Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, 1976), Ch. 0, 1,2. 

J9 See D. C. Allen, Mysteriously Meant: The Rediscovery of Pagan Symbolism in the Renaissance 
(Baltimore, 1970). 

40 See D. P. Walker, The Ancient Theology: Studies in Christian Platonismjrom the Fifteenth to the 
Eighteenth Century (London, 1972); Stephen A. McKnight, The Modern Age and the Recovery of Ancient 
Wisdom: A Reconsideration 0/ Historical Consciousness, 1450-1650 (Columbia, MO, 1991); Dobbs, 
Foundations o/Newton's Alchemy and Janus Faces o/Genius; P. Casini, "Newton: The Classical Scholia," 
History o/Science, vol 22 (1984), pp. I-58; 1. E. McGuire and P. M. Rattansi, "Newton and the 'Pipes of 
Pan'," Notes and Records o/the Royal Society o/London (1966), pp. 108-43; and P. Rattansi, "Newton and 
the Wisdom of the Ancients," J. Fauvel, et aI. (eds.), Let Newton Be!, pp. 185-201. See also below Chapter 
5. 

41 Popkin has discussed the tradition of a similar method used by Newton and his predecessors in his essay 
on "The Crisis of Polytheism." This is a twist on the argument of consensus gentium. 

42 A scholarly journal, Emblemata, now deals with these issues. An extremely important discussion has 
been opened in this area by William Ashworth, and James Bono has discussed Ashworth's thesis with 
reference to Newton in a recent paper. My conclusions here fit well for the most part with the much more 
specialized analysis of Bono. See William B. Ashworth, "Natural History and the Emblematic World View," 
D. C. Lindberg and R. S. Westman (eds.), Reappraisals o/the SCientific Revolution (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 
303-332, esp. 307-313 and 327-8, n. 20, 25, 26; and James J. Bono, "From Paracelsus to Newton: The Word 
of God, the Book of Nature, and the Eclipse of the 'Emblematic World View'," paper delivered at the Clark 
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Paracelsan, Hennetic, Rosicrucian, and Baconian movements, all of which had large 
followings in seventeenth-century England, were heavily based in the development of 
this strand of Renaissance thought.43 However, over the course of the seventeenth 
century, the English developed an empirical twist on emblemism. In the English context 
the most important key to unlocking these secrets, in many scholars' eyes, was the 
scientific method, applied to both the natural world and to the interpretation of ancient 
texts. Newton's relationship to emblems was not mystical, like that ofthe Rosicrucians 
or other Hennetics, but rather mathematical: he regarded them as a puzzle for which 
available clues provide a logical solution. Newton had recourse to natural or textual 
science in essentially every aspect of his studies. Betty 10 Teeter Dobbs, in her 
discussion of Newton's alchemy, describes how "Newton applied his rules for 
understanding strange languages to the language of alchemy just as he did to the 
language of prophecy.,,44 In this sense his natural and biblical studies are closely 
related. 

The recovery of ancient symbolism, both verbal and non-verbal, had an 
especially deep impact in England. The Renaissance return to classical languages raised 
not only Latin and Greek, but also Hebrew to the fore, as a classical and humanistic 
study through which ancient wisdom could be uncovered. In England, where the 
Refonnation laid stress on biblical culture over Greek and Roman antiquity, Hebrew 
took on a special and central importance. Many Englishmen came to believe in the 
ancient idea that Hebrew was the original language of the world and that by mastering 
its subtleties one could reverse the confusion of Babel and return to a pristine world of 
understanding. The letter symbolism found in the Kabbalah was not insignificant in this 

Library conference on "Newton and Religion" (Los Angeles; February, 1996). See also August Buck, "Der 
Emblematik," idem, Beitrage zum Handbuch der Literatur Wissenschaft: Renaissance und Barock; Die 
Emblematik. Zwei Essays von August Buck (Frankfurt am Main, (971), pp. 36-54 and Allen, Mysteriously 
Meant. The latter discussions center around visual hieroglyphs and emblems, but there is recognition ofliterary 
hieroglyphs as well. 

43 See, e.g., N. C. Clulee, John Dee's Natural Philosophy: Between Science and Religion (London, (988), 
Part Two: The Monas Hierog/yphica, 1564, Ch. IV, "The Hieroglyphics of Nature, " pp. 75-1 IS. Clulee's 
entire book, and indeed the thought of Dee, exemplifY the impact of emblem ism and prisco sapientia in 
England during the seminal century before Newton. Considerable attention has been given in recent years to 
the attempt to read the Book of Nature hieroglyphically; less has been given to the hieroglyphic reading the 
Book of Scripture. B. 1. T. Dobbs has touched on the matter in her studies of Newton's alchemy in his overall 
thought, but there is a great deal to be learned in this area concerning many other figures as well. 

44 Dobbs, The Foundations of Newton's Alchemy, p. III, and in general pp. 90,108-1 I (note the quotation 
on p. 109). Dobbs points to Henry More, serving as a conduit from the Hartlib circle, as a major source for 
Newton on the Renaissance prisco sapientia traditions. Both in this work and her later Janus Faces of Genius, 
Dobbs deals extensively with Newton's involvement in alchemical symbolism and language, and their 
relationship to his beliefin ancient wisdom. On Hartlib's involvement with secret and universal languages, 
see Gerhard F. Strasser, "Closed and Open Languages: Samuel Hartlib's Involvement with Cryptology and 
Universal Languages," M. Greengrass, M. Leslie and T. Raylor (eds.), Samuel Hartlib and Universal 
Reformation: Studies in Intellectual Communication (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 151-61. 
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pursuit, though it apparently did not interest Newton himself.45 Newton's investigation 
of not only Hebrew words but also of the symbolism underlying prophetic language and 
figures, must be understood in the context of this background. It was not enough, for 
Newton, to know Hebrew: one has to investigate all ancient witnesses which could 
enlighten one on the meaning with which Eastern peoples such as the Jews had 
impregnated their terminology. 

Newton had many contemporary precedents for the stress he laid on words and 
symbols. We have already seen that his predecessors and mentors in scriptural 
analysis-Mede, More, and Grotius-had used Achmet as a source on the meaning of 
biblical images. The alchemists' entire vocation was based in the esoteric meanings of 
words and symbols. During the Civil War era there was positively an explosion of 
interest in universal sign systems, ciphers, secret languages, emblems, and 
hieroglyphics (the word Newton himself uses for prophetic figures).46 Much of this had 
to do with the underground communication of royalist fealty, but it certainly went far 
beyond this immediate usage.47 Newton's friend John Locke (as noted above in note 38) 
dedicated the third book of his Essay Concerning Human Understanding to exploring 
how words are related to ideas. Newton, in the spirit of his day, saw in biblical figures 
and symbols a consistent utilization of an ancient system of codes or hieroglyphs, 
understood by all Eastern peoples, which was designed to communicate ideas 
accurately to anyone holding the key to the code of their meaning. Newton's own 
thought was highly euhemeristic, and in addition, he consistently bent historical 
evidence in whatever direction was needed to establish identities between persons or 
events from various traditions which to his mind bore too much similarity for 
coincidence. For Newton this was not a Hermetic or Rosicrucian guessing game, but 
a hieroglyphic puzzle for which he held the Rosetta Stone.48 

A further, closely related tradition in seventeenth-century England, which 
comes into play in Newton's prophetic lexicon, is that of universal languages and 
scientific taxonomy. Newton's colleagues in the Royal Society, including Boyle, Hooke, 
Wallis, Ray, Wren, and Evelyn, discussed and produced taxonomic language schemes 
which were designed to organize knowledge about everything on earth in a system 
which would be as scientific as any of their other pursuits. While attempts at a 
nomenclature for natural science are most familiar to modem scholarship, Richard 
Popkin has made a convincing case for the existence of a highly serious taxonomic 

45 See Katz, Philo-semitism, Ch. 2. 

46 See Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 94. 

47 See Lois Potter, Secret Rites and Secret Writing: Royalist Literature, 1641-1660 (Cambridge, 1989) 
and Perez Zagorin, Ways of Lying: Dissimulation, Persecution, and Coriformity in Early Modern Europe 
(Cambridge, MA, 1990). 

48 Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newlon, pp. 94-8 and idem, Newton: Historian, Ch. 7, "The 
Pragmatization of Ancient Myth." 
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venture in historical theology among several of Newton's mentors. Newton is known 
to have been engaged in universal language schemes around the time he entered Trinity 
College. This is attested to by his small notebook (now at the Pierpoint Morgan 
Library) containing an involved plan for a "general language," and a manuscript from 
the same period called, "Of an Universall Language." Like his prophetical lexicon, the 
universal language proposal lays out a hierarchy of terminology from the celestial down 
to the mineral. It is especially noteworthy than Newton represents several phonemes 
with Hebrew letters, perhaps reflecting the common view that Hebrew is the original 
language by which all was created. The use of the Targum together with Achmet 
indicates the "universal" aspect of the conceptual scheme Newton is proposing in his 
prophetic lexicon and also his belief that he is recreating the universal language known 
to ancient Semites. His contribution is the taxonomic form, used to systematize the 
elements of this language.49 

There is, then, a combination of background evidence which shows how 
Newton would see his reliance on the combination of the Oneirocritcon and the 
Targums as an appeal to appropriate and analogous authorities. He believed in the 
sanctity of Hebrew and its importance in understanding the Bible, but he felt that the 
Hebrew terms were not sufficient in themselves to explain the meaning of prophecies. 
Like his contemporary countrymen he believed there was a consistent, region-wide 
system of symbolic meanings in the ancient East. The paraphrases or interpretations of 
the Targum very often agree with the evidence from Egypt, Persia, and India offered 
by Achmet, so that a citizen of the Last Times could use them together for 
reconstructing the prognostic meanings which were common knowledge in the days of 
the prophets. The belief in ancient symbols, the willingness to concentrate only on 
congruities, the faith in the careful scholar's ability to construct an infallible key to 
prophetic language-all are typical of Newton and his generation. Newton was the first, 
however, to carry this rigor to its logical end according to scientific method and to build 
a full taxonomic lexicon of prophetic figures and terms. The importance of this lexicon 

4. See Mary M. Slaughter, Universal Languages and Scientific Taxonomy in the Seventeenth Century 
(Cambridge, 1982), Introduction, pp. 1-11, pp. 153-5 (on Newton's contribution), et passim; Ralph W. V. 
Elliot, "Isaac Newton as Phonetician," Modem Language Review, vol. 49, no. 1 (January, 1954), pp. 5-12 (pp. 
9-12 contain a transcription of the relevant section of Newton's notebook); idem, "Isaac Newton's 'Of an 
Universall Language'," Modem Language Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (January, 1957), pp. 1-18 (pp. 7-18 contain 
a transcription of a Newton MS.); and R. H. Popkin, "The Crisis of Polytheism and the Answers of Voss ius, 
Cudworth, and Newton," pp. 9-25. The MS. transcribed in Elliott, "'Ofan Universall Language'· bears a 
distinct conceptual affinity to the prophetic lexicon. The fourth chapter of Allison Coudert's forthcoming book 
on van Helmont deals extensively with related issues of universal language and its implications in seventeenth
century thought. Amos Funkenstein has presented a briefbut extremely important discussion of what Newton 
and contemporary scientists wanted to do with language, which renders Newton's ideas on prophetic language 
all the clearer. See Amos Funkenstein, Theology and the Scientific Imagination: From the Middle Ages to 
the Seventeenth Century (princeton, 1986), pp. 28-9. 
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and the sources used in it for Newton's theology can hardly be overemphasized; it is the 
key to understanding the prophets correctly, and therefore the key to all of history. 

* * * 

It has been shown that Newton sought to extract the principles of God's true 
original religion from the Book of Scripture, whose prophetic message remains intact 
despite textual corruption, by employing scientific approaches. Both the history of the 
Jewish people and Jewish literature play an important role in this design. Newton 
conceived of the Jews as taking a significant part in the apocalyptic future as they had 
in the prophetic past: they would convert and return to Palestine to establish the 
Kingdom of Christ there. Newton accepted several ideas about that millennial future 
from Jewish authors, though he rejected others. Newton's systematic lexicon of 
prophetic language, with which he hoped to establish the message of the prophets on 
a scientific basis, was based heavily on the midrashic Jewish Targums, combined with 
views from the Oneirocriticon of Achmet, which he also saw as reflecting ancient 
Jewish word symbolism. It may properly be said, then, that Jewish history and Jewish 
authors played no small part in Newton's understanding of prophecy, which for him was 
the kernel of revealed truth remaining after the crisis which overtook the Book of 
Scripture in his day. It now remains to see how Judaism and Jewish writings affected 
Newton's understanding of that most central image in scriptural prophecy, the Temple 
of Jerusalem. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE TEMPLE OF JERUSALEM IN NEWTON'S THOUGHT 

While the man was standing beside me, I heard one speaking to me 
out of the temple; and he said to me, "Son of man, this is the place 
of my throne and the place of the soles of my feet, where I will dwell 
in the midst of the people of Is rael for ever." (Ezekiel 43:6-7) 

In Newton's discussion of the Jewish Temple of Jerusalem, the issues of the 
Book of Nature and the Book of Scripture, ancient theology, and scriptural prophecy 
all come into play. While the modem reader may be unaccustomed to assigning any 
intellectual importance to this edifice, its particular standing as the only structure (along 
with its antecedent, the Tabernacle) to be created according to specific instructions by 
God gave it a special panache in the Baroque mind. It must surely be a microcosm 
representing the universe; it must be a surpassing architectural achievement; and its 
design must be full of secrets. The succession of discussions surrounding the Temple, 
which was well known to Newton, will form a backdrop for understanding the 
development of his ideas on the subject. Newton's notes and writings concerning the 
Temple are numerous throughout both his manuscripts and published works, and they 
will be described here. The two major aspects of their importance in his thought will 
be dealt with, fmally, in the context of his theology and the role of Jewish studies 
therein. 

I. RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE TEMPLE STUDIES 

Interest in the Temple was always present among both Jews and Christians. 
However, there can be little doubt that the Renaissance in Italy awoke a deep, 
unprecedented involvement in the specifics of the Temple's construction and worship.) 
There are several interrelated reasons for this trend. Among Christians, the Renaissance 
fascination with prisca sapientia and Hermetic mysteries, particularly insofar as they 
concern the conception of microcosm and macrocosm, could fmd a common ground 
with Christian tradition in the Temple structure, designed by God. The revival of 
Vitruvian architecture, which became closely aligned with prisca sapientia mentalities, 
led to a re-examination of the Temple as a divinely ordained architectural model. 
Protestants, anxious to understand every detail of scriptural prophecy, were interested 
in the Tabernacle and Temple as biblical subjects. Catholics had a tradition that the 
Temple described by Ezekiel in his vision (Ezekiel 40-43) is a type for the Christian 
Church. Millenarians of all religions, of whom there were a great many in the Baroque, 
wanted to understand the symbolism of the critical passages in Daniel and Revelation 
which take place in the Temple. 

I See Helen Rosenau, Vision of the Temple: The Image of the Temple of Jerusalem in Judaism and 
Christianity (London, 1979), Ch. 4-5 and bibliography cited in notes. 
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Jews' increased interest inTemple studies at this time may have been sparked 
partly by the interest of their Christian neighbors, and often went in similar veins. Jews 
seemed to be particularly anxious to take advantage of the Christian interest in the 
Temple to prove that the ancient wisdom which went into its design and ceremonial was 
specifically Jewish. Three examples will serve to show the directions Jews were taking. 
At the end of the fifteenth century, Rabbi Yochanan Alemanno, tutor of Giovanni Pico 
della Mirandola, wrote a large tract on the wisdom of King Solomon, particularly as it 
was expressed in his Temple. Alemanno describes the Temple in terms of the sort of 
astral magic, pulling down heavenly influences through design and ritual, which was 
so popular among contemporary Hermetic scholars such as Marcilio Ficino.2 Jn the late 
sixteenth century, Rabbi Moses Isserles of Krakow (a Northern center of Renaissance 
culture) wrote a work entitled Torat Ha-Olah, in which he uses the Temple as a 
conceptual framework for the structure of Maimonidean philosophy and the place of 
the commandments in it? Rabbi Abraham Portaleone of Mantua wrote a work entitled 
Shiite Ha-Gibborim, wherein he describes how all the contemporary arts and sciences, 
including architecture, music, engineering, metallurgy, medicine and so on, were known 
and practiced in the context of the building or maintenance of the Temple.4 Each of 
these in some sense uses the Temple as "proof' that all contemporary knowledge, 
including that knowledge from classical antiquity which was revived in the 
Renaissance, was originally known to the Jews in biblical times. 

The intense Baroque discussion of the Temple can be traced fairly clearly to 
the efforts of two men: Hieronymo Prado (1547-1595), and more especially, his 
student Juan Bautista Villalpando (1552-1608). Prado and Villalpando were Spanish 
Jesuits who worked together on a commentary to the book of Ezekiel, in which the 
sections concerning the Temple (most of the second volume) became the central focus.s 

2 See Yohanan A1emanno, Sha'ar Ha-Heshek (Hebrew; Livomo, 1790); Arthur Michael Lesley, Jr., TiN. 
Song of Solomon's Ascents by Yohanan Alemanno: Love and Human Perfection According to a Jewish 
Colleague of Giovanni Picodella Mirandola (ph.D dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1976), 
including an English translation of Sha'ar Ha-Heshek, which is itself only the introduction to a much larger 
work. On the connection to Renaissance prisca theologia and Hennetic ideas, particularly about the properties 
of temples, see Moshe Idel, "Magic Temples and Cities in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance: A Passage 
of Mas 'udi as a Possible Source for Yohanan Alemanno," Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam, vol. 3 
(1981-2), pp. 185-9 and idem, "The Magical and Neoplatonic Interpretations of the Kabbalah in the 
Renaissance," B. D. Coopennan (ed), Jewish Thought in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge, MA, 1983), pp. 
186-242, esp. pp. 203-5. 

3 Moses Isserles, Torat Ha-Olah (3 vol's; Prague, 1659). See also Yonah Ben Sasson, The Philosophical 
System of R. Moses Isserles (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 1984). 

4 Abraham Porta1eone, Shiite Ha.(Jiborim (Mantua, 1612). On Porta1eone and his discussion of music in 
the Temple, see Daniel Sandler, The Music Chapters o!"Shiltey haGiborim" by Avraham Portaleone: Critical 
Edition, unpublished Ph.D dissertation, Tel-Aviv University, June 1980. 

S This was In Ezechielem explanationes (2 volumes; Rome, 1594-1605). On Villalpando and his influence, 
see Rene Taylor, "Architecture and Magic: Considerations on the Idea of the Escorial," D. Fraser, H. Hibbard 
and M. Lewine (eds.), Essays in the History of Architecture Presented to Rudolf Witlkower (London, 1967), 
pp. 89-94; idem, "Henneticism and Mystical Architecture in the Society of Jesus," R. Wittkower and I. B. 
Jaffe (eds.), Baroque Art: The Jesuit Contribution (New York, 1972), pp. 63-97; and Wolfgang Hemnann, 
"Unknown Designs for the "Temple of Jerusalem' by Claude Perrault," D. Fraser et al. (eds.), Essays in the 
History of Architecture, pp. 143-58. Hemnann's article additionally serves as a concise guide to the whole 
issue of Temple studies in the Baroque, not only in art but also in intellectual issues as well. He deals explicitly 
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Since Prado died in the middle of preparing his part of the commentary, Villalpando 
took over the entire project, and the views expressed there are generally taken as his. 
Villalpando's picture of the Temple was shaped by certain theological and aesthetic 
presuppositions. Herrmann has put the most central of these succinctly: 

Villalpandus's chief object in writing the Explanationes in 
Ezechielem was to prove that the Temple of the Prophet's vision was 
identical with that built by Solomon and that, because this Temple 
was the model of the Christian Church to come, the symbolical 
significance of Solomon's Temple far outweighed the reality of its 
existence in the past. Having been designed by God, it necessarily 
was a perfect building, and since the only style capable of perfection 
was the classical one, it was this style, emanating from God, in which 
the Temple had to be clothed.6 

The overall result of Villalpando's scholarship and art, based on Ezekiel and 
Vitruvius, was an image of a Temple that never existed: it was much larger than the 
geographical precinct actually available; 7 it was full of invented porticos, columns, and 
courts; and its structure was molded strictly on the lines of classical architecture. His 
Temple was an artistic triumph but a theological and historical Pandora's box. 

Villalpando certainly had his admirers, particularly in Germany. The most 
enthusiastic approval came from fellow members of the Jesuit order, whose doctrinal 
orientation was similar to his. However, many and great experts on the Temple took 
Villalpando to task for various perceived errors. Agostino Tornielli, a Barnabite, wrote 
that while Ezekiel's Temple indeed represents the Church, it is not identical with 
Solomon's Temple-its representation is strictly symbolic in nature. Villalpando's 
rejection of Josephus, who describes the Herodian Temple as being much larger and 
finer than Solomon's, was based on the same theological and historical error, since 
Ezekiel's vision, rather than the concrete Temple of Solomon, was the model of the 
Church. Villalpando, according to Tornielli, is also in error concerning the architectural 
perfection of the Temple, which Tornielli felt could not have been according to the 
designs of Greek and Roman antiquity. Benito Arias Montano, another critic, was 
willing to agree that the design was that of classical antiquity, and in fact went so far 
as to say that the Greeks and Romans either learned their ideas from the Bible, or were 
lauded because they resembled biblical architecture. However, he said the Temple was 
not strictly sacrosanct, and changed in design at various times, being most glorious 
under Herod. Louis Cappellus, the learned author of a dissertation on the Temple in the 

with the problem of using Jewish sources for reconstructions of the Temple. These three articles will be the 
basis for much of the following discussion. For another recent contribution to the discussion, stressing 
Villalpando's Hermetic goal of symmetrical perfection in the Temple, see Robert Jan Van Pelt, "The Utopian 
Exit of the Hermetic Temple; or, A Curious Transition in the Tradition of the Cosmic Sanctuary," I. Merkel 
and A. G. Debus (eds.), Hermeticism and the Renaissance: Intellectual History and the Occult in Early 
Modern Europe (Washington, D.C., 1988), pp. 400-23. 

6 Herrmann, "Unknown designs," p. 143 and see n. 4 there for the sources in Villalpando 

7 See Herrmann, "Unknown Designs," p. 145. 
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London Polyglot Bible, objected to the enormous size and mUltiple substructures 
appended by Villalpando.s 

This error and others were based, according to many critics, on Villalpando's 
failure to use Jewish sources in his reconstruction. By referring only to the vague 
description in Ezekiel, rejecting Josephus, and ignoring Talmudic and Maimonidean 
writings altogether, these critics asserted that Villalpando had created a chimera which 
did not accord in any way with the facts about the Temple known among the Jews. John 
Lightfoot, who used the Tahnud extensively in his Temple discussions, never mentions 
Villalpando, but he criticizes the same perceived errors. Others expressing similar 
criticisms are Saubert, Johannes Lund, Ludovici de Veil and Claude Perrault. The latter 
two figures had worked together on designs for the Temple based on Maimonides, to 
accompany de Veil's translations of Maimonides' Temple tracts. De Veil says that 
Villalpando's aim was to show how the Temple conformed to Vitruvian principles and 
to demonstrate that the Greeks and Romans learned the art of building from studying 
the Jewish Temple. De Veil was in fact correct: Villalpando "converted the Temple 
into a kind of test-case to prove the basic compatibility of Christian revelation and the 
culture of classical antiquity, a point very much at issue at the time." ("Christian" 
revelation means, of course, Jewish revelation.) It would seem that this aspect of 
Villalpando's program accords well with the perception of Jews like Portaleone.9 

One of the hidden principles underlying Villalpando's approach to the Temple 
was a strong Hermeticism. Not only was he working to reconcile Scripture with his 
reverence for classical antiquity, but he was also attempting to bring both into harmony 
with the prisca sapientia, or more specifically prisca theo[ogia tradition so strongly felt 
in the Renaissance. Among the facets of Villalpando's concept concerning the Temple's 
design is that he understood it to be built on the principles of Platonic musical harmony, 
which he thought had been revealed by God to Solomon.lo He also believed the Temple 
was planned as a microcosm with cosmological and anthropomorphic implications, all 
of which are interrelated through the medium of astrology. As a microcosm of God's 
creation, the Temple must enshrine the universal order of existence, including the 
movements of sun, moon, stars, and planets. He opens the discussion of these matters 
by referring to the Tabernacle of the desert, predecessor to Solomon's Temple, which 
was set within the camp of the tribes of Israelites in a highly symbolic manner, 
paralleled by the Holy of Holies with its surrounding courts in the Temple. The square 
structure of the Tabernacle encampment and Temple represent Man at the center of the 
elemental world; the sun at the center of the planets and Zodiac; and Christ at the center 
of the supercelestial world. II 

• Herrmann, "Unknown Designs," pp. 144-6. 

9 Herrmann, "Unknown Designs," p. 146 and Taylor, "Architecture and Magic," p. 90 (whence the 
quotation). 

10 See RudolfWittkower, Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism (London, 1967), pp. 121-3. 

11 Taylor, "Architecture and Magic," pp. 91-3. On the concept of a magical temple arranged in a somewhat 
similar structure in Hermetic thought, see Frances A. Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition 
(Chicago, 1979; orig. published 1964), pp. 54-6,232. 
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With the progress of the seventeenth century, interest in the Temple by no 
means abated; however, it began to take on new aspects, particularly in England.12 The 
fascination with the Temple, stirred up in large part by Villalpando and the reactions 
to his work, took a tum away from the humanist and Hermetic aspects toward more 
scriptural and concrete views. Christians wanted to know about the Temple because it 
was part ofthe New Testament landscape, a place where the increasingly concretized 
person of Jesus had been and important episodes of the Apostolic age had occurred. 
Both Christians and Jews became interested in the ritual of Temple service as well as 
its physical appearance. This was partly in order to understand certain scriptural 
passages, but more specifically as part of a millenarian consciousness that the Temple 
must soon come back into service, and that its secrets might be keys for the progress 
of man in the "later times." This millenarian outlook was widespread in England and 
went hand in hand with the expectation of the Jews' imminent restoration to the 
Promised Land discussed in the last chapter. 

Humanist architectural and religious interest in Temple studies can both be 
detected in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. A new genre arose, a group 
of models of the Temple with accompanying literature, which proved extremely 
popular. 13 The most famous of these was that of the Dutch Jew, Rabbi Jacob Judah 
Leon Templo (1603-1675), whose name carried the fame of his creation. Both Leon's 
model and the still extant "Hamburg Temple" model of Gerhard Schott are known to 
have been shown in England during Newton's lifetime. 14 Newton's own student, William 

12 Frances A. Yates writes about Inigo Jones' thoughts on temple architecture, particularly in connection 
with theater construction and the ruins at Stonehenge. See Yates, Theatre of the World (London, 1969), pp. 
177-185,212., esp. p. 182 n.24. Newton, too, spoke of Stonehenge (Yahuda, MS. 41, p. 3r); for him it was 
evidence of Vestal worship in England. 

\3 On Temple models, see F. J. Hoogewoud (ed), De Tempel van Jeruzalem: beeldvorming door de eeuwen 
heen (Haarlem, 1990). 

14 On Leon Templo see A. L. Shane, "Rabbi Jacob Judah Leon (Templo) of Amsterdam (1603-1675) and 
his Connections with England," Jewish Historical Society of England Transactions, vol. 25 (1973-5), pp. 
120-36; Rosenau, Vision of the Temple, pp. 133-5; and Henk Stellingwerf, "'Enen kostelyck ende konstigh 
model des tempels' 1641-1989: een zeventiende-eeuws model herleeft," Hoogewoud (ed), De Tempel van 
Jeruzalem, pp. 41-58; A. K. Offenberg, "Jacob Jehuda Leon (1602-1675) and his Model of the Temple," 
Jewish-Christian Relations, pp. 95-115. Offenberg makes the following important comment (p. 101): 

Though Leon does not mention it in his work, the deeper reason for his 
success, both in Jewish and Christian circles, is no doubt to be found in the interest in 
Solomon's Temple in the circles of Messianists and Millenarians. Leon's work 
provided, as it were, a blue-print for the necessary reconstruction of the Temple in 
Jerusalem. 

On Schott's model, see Shane, ibid, p. 130 n. 18 (on its showing in England ca. 1725); [Anonymous], The 
Temple ofSolomon ... As Also The Tabernacle of Moses ... contained in thefollowing Description and annexed 
Copper Cuts, Erected In a proper Model and material Representation (London, 1725; this was the catalogue 
which accompanied the showing of Schott's model in London, and its introduction stresses the architectural 
interest to be found in it.); and Rosenau, Vision of the Temple, p. 135. Schott's model was completed in 1694 
and located in Hamburg. On the relationships between these models and others with Johan Lund's book Allen 
Jadischen HeiligtUmer (1695) on the Temple, see Ralf Busch, "Johan Lund, seine 'Alten Jtldischen 
Heiligttlmer' und die vorstellung vom Salomonischen Tempel," Jewish Art, vol. 19/20 (1993-4), pp. 62-7. 
Another model was created by David Mill (Mill ius) at Utrecht. See Ad van Weezel, "Hij verzamelde gelijk 
eene bije, uit de schriften .. .': David Mill (1692-1756) en de lotgevallen von zijn tempelmodel," Hoogewoud 
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Whiston, began lecturing heavily on the Temple around 1726 with the aid of a scale 
model. 15 

Among the numerous other authors who discuss the Temple in detail, it is 
worthwhile to mention Bernard Lamy (1640-1715), whose work De tabernaculo 
Foederis, de sancta Civitate Jerusalem et de Templo ejus (Paris, 1720) is rationalist 
and historical in spirit. 16 Also noteworthy is the interest of the Huguenot exile Pierre 
Jurieu in Temple studies, to which the second part of his Histoire Critique des Dogmes 
et des cultes ... (Amsterdam, 1704) is dedicated. Jurieu, who was associated with the 
French Prophets, had a specifically millenarian interest in the Temple, but a scientific 
outlook. The Hebraists John Lightfoot, Constantijn L'Empereur, Ludovici de Veil, 
William Surenhusius and others depicted and discussed the Temple. 

It is deemed important to investigate period Temple studies in a certain 
amount of detail here in order to understand Newton, whose ideas were in no way 
hermetically sealed from the contemporary discourse. In the next section, Newton's own 
views on the Temple will be seen in the context of his theology and on the background 
just presented. 

II. NEWTON'S TEMPLE STUDIES, I: THE WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS 

Study of the Temple was one of the areas in which Newton not only concerned 
himself with Jewish history, but also used a multitude of sources from Jewish literature 
as well. He entered the discussion ofthe Temple in his typical fashion, studying all the 
primary and secondary material extensively, then reaching his own conclusions based 
on the sources. Newton's interest in the Temple is well known: his published 
Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms Amended contains a brief discussion of the Temple 
with a map17 and among his papers published posthumously was his Dissertation upon 
the Sacred Cubit of the Jews, which was manifestly interested in the measurements of 
the Temple. Furthermore, scholars have long been aware of various Newton 
manuscripts dealing with the Temple, particularly those in the Babson collection, which 
include a draft of the Temple layout. Several authors have made statements about the 
nature of Newton's interest in this matterl8 without investigating further and reaching 
complete conclusions. In the present context, two areas of Newton's Temple studies will 

(ed), De Tempel van Jeruzalem, pp. 59-70. A manuscript visitors album to this model is preserved in MS. 
Columbia University X893 ALI (catalogue p. 18). According to the catalogue, signatures in the album came 
from England, as well as Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, and France. 

15 See J. E. Force, ''Newton, The Lord God ofIsrael and Knowledge of Nature," R .H. Popkin and G. M. 
Weiner (eds.), Jewish Christians and Christian Jews (Dordrecht, 1994), p. 152, n. 8. 

16 Rosenau, Vision of the Temple, pp. 97-8, 124-7. 

17 The placement of a discussion of the Temple in the Chronology is particularly perplexing if one is not 
aware ofNewton's full design in his Temple studies. Following a large chapter on the Babylonians and Medes, 
this chapter opens with the rather lame explanation, "The temple of Solomon being destroyed by the 
Babylonians, it may not be amiss here to give a description of that edifice." 

18 See Goldish, "Newton on Kabbalah," p. 100, n. 3. These authors have correctly stated the essential facts, 
but only Castillejo (Expanding Force, Ch. 2) has gone much further than an incidental comment. 
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be seen as central: their relationship to the traditions of prisca sapientia and their 
centrality in understanding biblical prophecy. A large appendix (F) has been added at 
the end of the dissertation which will help in understanding Newton's innovations. 

To begin with, Newton knew all about Villalpando and the controversy over 
his work. Much of this material was available to him in the seventh volume of Walton's 
London Polyglot, 19 in which Louis Cappellus provided an extensive discussion of the 
issues.2o Newton read Villalpando; his notes on him are found in MS. Yahuda 14, pp. 
32r-33v. Newton owned Benito Arias Montano's work on the Temple, with its 
opprobrium of Villalpando, and he cited it in his writings on prophecy.21 He also read 
Capellus' critique of Villalpando and took notes on it.22 Newton owned, read, and 
extensively utilized de Veil's translation of Maimonides, De cultu divino, which also 
included the drawings of Perrault. His notes on this material constitute the famous 
content of MS. Yahuda 13.2, "Notes on Maimonides." 

Newton's conclusions about the Temple defmitely fall in line with those of 
Villalpando's critics. He avers that "Villalpandus <though y. best> y most eminent 

- commentator on Ezekiel's Temple: yet out in many things." (MS. Yahuda 14, p. 32r) 
He cites Villalpando for the purpose of disagreement in the published Dissertation 
upon the Sacred Cubit as well (p. 420). What bothered Newton about Villalpando's 
reconstruction of the Temple? Newton's concerns were more historical and theological 
than architectural (though he was interested in the architectural issue, as will be seen 
below). He had no preconception of particulars about the identity of Ezekiel's Temple 
with that of Solomon as types for the Christian Church. He specifically deals with the 
differences between the Tabernacle, Solomon's Temple, and the evolving form of the 
Second Temple. The Jewish sanctuary, he states, had "a three-fold form: The 
Tabernacle until the time of Solomon, the first Temple until the Babylonian captivity 
and the second temple until the captivity under the Romans. We must look at the shape 
of these three if we wish to follow the meaning correctly."2l 

Newton's quarrel with Villalpando, like that of Montanus, Cappellus, Perrault, 
and de Veil, was particularly directed against the Jesuit's failure to take advantage of 
Jewish sources, which led to his spectacularly un-historical ideas about its precinct. The 
disagreement in the Dissertation, for example, concerns the size of the Jewish cubit, a 

I' Newton mentions the Polyglot explicitly in MS. Babson 434, pp. 45v, 47v (notes to recto). 

20 There is a 38 page essay by Cappellus in which he discusses Villalpando's views, criticizes them, and 
cites material from Josephus, Maimonides, the Mishnah, and the Talmud. This is accompanied by plates of 
the Temple which reflect Cappellus' criticisms. He was a leader of those who thought many ofViUalpando's 
errors were do to his ignorance or neglect of Jewish sources. 

21 Montano's Exemplar sive de sacrisfabricis fiber was printed in vol. vm of the 1572 polyglot Bible, and 
later separately under the title Antiquitatum Iudaicarum libri ix, which Newton owned (Harrison, # 11 00.) For 
Montano, see Rosenau, Vision of the Temple, p. 94. For Newton's use of Montano, see MS. Bahson 434, pp. 
IIr, 16r and MS. Yahuda 2.4, pp. 2r, 37r. 

22 These are preserved in MS. Yahuda 28.1, pp. Ir-2v, "Ex annotationibus Capelli in Villalpandum cujus 
Iibri titulus estTempli Hierosolymitani delineatio per L. Capellum ex Villalpando" (from the London Polyglot). 
For use ofCappellus, see MS. Babson 434, ibid and MS. Yahuda 2.4, p. 2r. These refer to Johannes Drusius' 
opinions as well. 

23 Quoted in translation from the Latin by Castillejo, Expanding Force, p. 38. Newton expressly states (MS. 
Bodmer, Ch. 9/10, p. Sr) that the second Temple was greater. 
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matter which could considerably affect the conceived size of the Temple. Newton 
himself made heavy use of Josephus,24 Philo Judeaus,25 Maimonides, the Mishnah, and 
Talmud.26 His drawings of the Temple are much closer to those of Perrault and 
Cappellus than to Villalpando, and again, the differences can be directly attributed to 
the influence of Jewish authors: the lack of unnecessary porticos, columns, and outer 
buildings; the attention to measurements adduced by the aforementioned Jewish works; 
and the conservative size of the building overall-all bespeak Newton's desire to 
reconstruct a historically accurate image of the Temple with the use of Jewish 
witnesses. 

What is perhaps more interesting than Newton's disagreements with 
Villalpando, though, is an examination of those areas in which he is in accordance with 
him. Newton, for example, agrees with Villalpando against many of the latter'S 
detractors, that the vision of Ezekiel is a true representation of the historical Temple: 

[[7r]] I speake of Solomons Temple whose form & constitution 
[[Sr]] is described by Ezekiel & was in some measure preserved in 
y. second Temple. Concerning vt I may perhaps on some other 
occasion give a fuller account, those who have hitherto wrote on this 
subject much mistaking yo form of both Temples. (Yahuda MS. 9.2, 
pp.7r-Sr) 

A reading of Newton's works on the Temple, in MS. Babson 434 or other sections 
dealing with the Temple, immediately reveals his deep concern to incorporate Ezekiel. 

24 In Yahuda 2.4 and Babson 434 Newton utilizes the Wars of the Jews, Antiquities of the Jews, and Against 
Apion of Josephus very heavily. Newton used the Latin Josephus, but his student, WiJliam Whiston 
(1667-1752), translated the whole into English (1737), with his own notes appended. His edition is still among 
the most widely available. I myself have used the one-volume reprint of Whiston's translation from 
Hendrickson Publishers (Lynn, MA; 1982). 

lS His notes on Philo can be found in MS. Yahuda 28.1, pp. 3r-v, "Ex Philone." For use of Philo, see, e.g., 
MS. Babson 434, p. 67r. 

Z6 Both in MS. Yahuda 13.2 (pp. 19r-22v) and more extensively in MS. Andrews University ASC N47 
HER (p. 35ff.) are preserved Newton's notes on Talmud. The former MS. contains notes on Tractate Yoma, 
on the ceremonial of the Day of Expiation from the Jerusalem Talmud, and the notes ofits editor, whose 
identity has thus far escaped me (he makes reference to this material, e.g., in MS. Babson 434, p. 16r.). The 
latter MS. consists of notes on Tractate Middoth (measurements of the Temple), apparently prepared for the 
present use, from the Dutch Hebraist Constantijn L'Empereur's translation and commentary. Newton used 
these quite heavily in Yahuda2.4 and Babson 434, trying to reconcile the rabbis' dimensions with those of 
Ezekiel, Josephus, and various Mediterranean peoples. In the middle of his notes on Middoth he makes a 
reference to the translation of Tractate Sanhedrin of Johann Coch (Coccejus), but it is somewhat unclear 
whether he consulted the original or merely leamed from L'Empereur (see also ibid, p. 67r.) Once he cites 
"Misnaioth, tract de Ghaburim," which I have been unable to identify. In some drafts on the Apocalypse in 
MS. Yahuda 2.5, discussing the "Hosannas" (hosh 'anot) of the Sukkoth festival (which, as will be seen, are 
important in the understanding of the action in Revelation), Newton cites "Talmud tractat de festo Tabemac. 
cap: ':1~':1n." to which is added, "Vide Tremel. Joh. 7.37" (MS. Yahuda2.S, p. 6r.) Newton presumably did 
not have to go further than John Tremellius' bible commentary, which he owned, to find this information. A 
citation from tractate Taanith (MS. Yahuda 9.2, p. 128r) also appears to be from a secondary source. Newton 
was, then, adept at finding rabbinical sources bearing on his studies both directly and through secondary 
sources. 
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Newton does not appear to be interested here in the identification of Ezekiel's Temple 
with the Church but rather with the harmonic spacial relationship between the 
Tabernacle, Ezekiel's Temple, Solomon's Temple, and the Second Temple, for reasons 
which will shortly become clear. 

Villalpando's image of the Temple was criticized, as was mentioned, partly for 
its outlandish measurements, engendered in a large degree by use of Ezekiel as a 
physical model. How did Newton avoid not only this pitfall but also the variety of 
contradictions between the other primary sources he used? He performed a sort of 
triage on his authorities, creating a certain hierarchy among them which disallowed 
some of the more awkward opinions. He sometimes reinterpreted sources. However, 
Newton's main tool in reconciling disparate views was the differentiation between 
various conceptions of the cubit and other measurements. Here was an area where 
Newton's mathematics could stand in good service of his theology. Abstruse 
calculations accompany his Temple studies as Newton valiantly struggles with the 
proportions of the House of God (and see below). This mathematico-historical strategy 
allows for a picture of the Temple which at least satisfied its creator. 

Another opinion which Newton held in common with Villalpando and his 
defenders is that the Jewish Temple was not only a masterpiece of architecture but also 
that this architecture served as the model for later Greek and Roman standards of 
harmonic beauty. William Stukeley visited Newton toward the end of the latter's life, 
and reported the following: 

In Christmas 1725, upon a visit I made him, we had some 
discourse about Solomons temple: a matter I had study'd with 
attention, and made very many drawings about it, which I had 
communicated to my Lord Pembroke (Thomas), to Mr Folkes and 
more of my friends. 27 I found Sir Isaac had made some drawings of 
it, and had consider'd the thing. Indeed he had study'd everything. 
We did not enter into any particular detail, but we both agreed in 
this, that the architecture was not like any design or descriptions yet 
publick. No authors have an adequate notion of antient architecture. 
Sir Isaac rightly judged it was older than any other of the great 
temples mention'd in history; and was indeed the original model 
which they followed. He added that Sesostris in Rehoboams time, 
took the workmen from Jerusalem, who built his Egyptian temples, 
in imitation of it, one in every Nomos, and that from thence the 
Greeks borrow'd their architecture, as they had the deal of thir 
religious rites, thir sculpture and other arts. 

But he thought the Greeks according to thir usual ingenuity 
improv'd architecture into a higher delicacy, as they did sculpture 
and other arts. I confirmed his sentiments by adding, that I could 
demonstrate (as I apprehended) that the architecture of Solomons 
temple was what we now call Doric. Then, says he, the Greeks 

27 Note the deep interest not only ofStukeley, but also of his circle in the Royal Society, in Temple studies. 
As mentioned above, William Whiston was another scientist with deep interest in the Temple. 
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advanced it into the Ionic and the Corinthian, as the Latins into the 
Composite.28 

This extremely revealing witness teaches us a great deal about Temple studies in 
Newton's circle, as well as his own ideas. At the same time that Newton agrees with 
Stukeley that nobody has yet produced a correct description of the Temple, he 
expresses implicit agreement with Villalpando that the Temple was a model of 
Vitruvian perfection in architecture and that it served as the archetype for all of 
classical antiquity. He nevertheless allows that the Greeks and Romans, "improv'd 
architecture into a higher delicacy," by developing more intricate orders.29 Like the 
other wisdoms discussed in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 7, Newton believed that this 
aesthetic tradition passed from the Jews to the Greeks and Romans by way of Egypt. 

This brings up a third point of agreement between Newton's outlook and that 
of Villalpando: that the Temple is an important "hieroglyph" in the transmission of the 
prisca theo[ogia. lo The perfect architectural harmony of the Temple was perceived by 
both authors as a reflection of the cosmic, heliocentric harmony in God's universe. The 
idea of a temple as microcosm was familiar from the Hermetic tradition, particularly 
in the sun temple built by Hermes Trismegistus according to the Picatrix. l ) A long 
tradition of microcosmic "cities of the sun" followed, rmding a place in the thought of 
Bruno and Campanella, among others. These Hermetic temples and cities represented 
the ancient knowledge of the heliocentric world system, and this is precisely the way 
Newton views the Jewish Temple of Jerusalem. The essential difference between 
Newton's conception and that of Villalpando and other Hermetics is that Newton has 
again concretized the matter by removing vague mystical ideas and placing the Temple 
in the tradition of Prytanaea discussed in Chapter 3: 

28 William Stukeley, Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton's Life (ed. A. H. White; London, 1936), pp. 17-8. My 
attention was first drawn to this passage by Force, ''Newton, The Lord God ofisrael and Knowledge of 
Nature," p. 152, n. 8 (and see in general notes 7 and 8 there), who does not, however, quote the second 
paragraph about Greek and Roman architecture. 

29 Vitruvius explains that Doric orders are appropriate for temples of Minerva, Mars, and Hercules, "since 
the virile strength of these gods makes daintiness entirely inappropriate to their houses." The more finely 
formed Ionic order is appropriate for Juno, Diana, and Bacchus, while the delicate Corinthian order is fitting 
for temples to Venus, Flora, Proserpine, Spring-Water, and the Nymphs. (Vitruvius, The Ten Books on 
Architecture [trans. M.H. Morgan; New York, 1914], p. IS.) Newton's response to Stukeley sounds as ifit was 
somewhat ad hoc. Nevertheless, Newton clearly perceives the Jewish Temple as a proper classical structure, 
and that the Greeks and Romans learned their principles from it; but the Hebrews had only the less refined 
classical conceptions, which were much polished by the Greeks and Romans. It is doubtful that this attitude 
would have satisfied Villalpando, yet it is close to his position. On the principles of classical architecture 
concerning temples, which were revived in the Renaissance, see Vitruvius, Ten Books, Books III, IV. 

30 Newton's relationship with the prisca theologia tradition was first raised in any detail in 
J. E. McGuire and P. Rattansi, "Newton and the Pipes of Pan," Notes and Records of the Royal SOCiety of 
London, vol. 21 (1966), pp. 108-43. Their views have been modified in the highly important article of Paulo 
Casini, "Newton: The Classical Scholia," History of Science, vol. 22 (1984), pp. I-58, who points out, among 
other things, the great influence of Macrobius and of Natale Conti on Newton. 

31 See Yates, Giordano Bruno, p. 54. 
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The placing y" fIfe in the common center of the Priests court & ofy· 
outward court or court ofy" people in the Tabernacle & in Solomons 
Temple [& the framing y. Tabernacle & Temple so as to make it a 
symbol of the world] is a part also of y. religion wh y nations 
received from Noach. For they placed y" fire in y middle of1' 
Prytanaea. And as the Tabernacle was a symbol of the heavens, so 
were the Prytanaea amongst y. nations. The whole heavens they 
recconed to be y. true & real Temple of God & therefore that a 
Prytanaeum might deserve y" name of his Temple they framed it so 
as in the fittest manner to represent the whole systeme of the 
heavens. A point of religion then weh nothing can be more rational. 
(MS. Yahuda 41, p. 6r) 

Newton, accepting Villalpando's evaluation of the Tabernacle as well as the 
Temple to be representations of the heliocentric universe, presents an interesting irony. 
Newton's picture of the Temple as found in the printed Chronology and MS. Babson 
434 is, like that of Villalpando and Schott, and in contrast with Hebraist 
contemporaries' representations (except Selden), an exact square, set within an exactly 
square platform. This structure, as a Prytanaeum, is meant to represent the planets set 
in exact symmetry around the sun. Newton's rigidity recalls Kepler's efforts to fit 
planetary orbits into standard geometric shapes. It is most interesting that Newton, the 
man who established a mathematical basis for the elliptical and even hyperbolic or 
parabolic orbits of planets, should not give an inch in claiming a precise symmetrical 
geometry for the Temple!32 

One last interesting feature about the symbolism surrounding the Tabernacle 
mentioned by Newton is the arrangement of the Israelite camp in symbolic symmetry. 
The camp was arranged in four sets of tribes, each bearing a standard with a symbol on 
it, in a square formation prefiguring that of the Temple. These standards, according to 
Newton, bore the following images: a lion, an eagle, an ox (or bull), and a man.33 
Villalpando, describing the Israelite camp in the same symbolic context, depicts 
precisely the same images on the standards of the tribes (adding their colors as well).34 
Now, while the standards are described in the Pentateuch, these creatures alleged to be 
emblazoned upon them are not mentioned there. Newton tells us where he got the idea: 
by comparison with a different passage in Ezekiel and from a tradition of the Jewish 
rabbis. The rabbinic reference he found in Joseph Mede's Key. Now, compare the 
standards of the Israelite camp, as envisioned by Villalpando and Newton, with this 
passage from the Hermetic Picatrix describing the castle at the center of the sun city 
Adocentyn: 

12 See I. Bernard Cohen, The Newtonian Revolution (Cambridge, 1980), Ch. 5.6, "From Kepler's laws to 
universal gravitation," pp. 258-271. 

II Found in MS. Yahuda 1.4, pp. 18r-19r quoted below in the context of Newton's Temple studies in their 
relationship with the Book of Revelation. Michael Heyd has suggested to me that the four figures also 
represent the four Apostles. 

l4 Taylor, "Architecture and Magic," p. 92. 
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He [[Hennes]] constructed a castle which had four gates in each of 
its four parts. On the eastern gate he placed the fonn of an Eagle; on 
the western gate, the fonn of a Bull; on the southern gate the fonn of 
a Lion, and on the northern gate he constructed the fonn of a dog.35 

Two incongruities exist between the images of the Israelite camp and the castle of 
Adocentyn: the latter has a dog in place of a man as the fourth fonn and the 
orientations do not correspond. Yet the similarity is striking; both are descriptions of 
human/divine habitations designed as microcosms of a heliocentric world, with almost 
identical sets of creatures placed as symbols on the four sides. The meaning of the 
symbolism is obscure, but the coincidence is instructive. 

To conclude, Newton was well infonned about contemporary interest in the 
ancient Jewish Temple, and he made use of both Hebraist scholarship and primary 
Jewish sources in his reconstruction of the Temple. For Newton the Tabernacle and 
both Temples were Prytanaea, representing the heliocentric world known to the ancients 
and passed down to their descendants in the hieroglyph of temples. Newton's 
conceptions of the physical Temple differ from those of Villalpando in their reliance 
on Jewish tradition, but they share Villalpando's prisca sapientia orientation. As in all 
his forays into Hermetic, Platonic or other prisca sapientia realms, however, Newton's 
understanding of Temple symbolism is highly concrete and mathematical, spuming 
others' vague allusions to ancient mysteries which Newton abhorred. 

III. NEWTON'S TEMPLE STUDIES, 2: THE SITE OF REVELATION 

Important as this prisca sapientia aspect of his Temple studies was, there is 
an even deeper idea which drove Newton to invest so much time in understanding the 
Temple. Newton had a unique understanding of the Apocalypse, according to which the 
entire action of the work took place in the Temple of Jerusalem. While everyone knew 
that certain passages (e.g., Revelation 15:5) make reference to the Tabernacle or the 
Temple, Newton understood the entire prophecy to occur there. In a line-by-line 
reading of the Apocalypse, found in MS. Yahuda 9.2 and MS. Keynes 5, Newton 
explains with the aid of his prophetic lexicon how the images presented are in fact 
representations of the prophet's experience in the Temple.36 Newton follows him 
through Chapter 1, then, bypassing the epistles in Chapters 2-3, picks up at Chapter 4, 
explaining move by move St. John's entrance into the Temple precinct, his viewing of 
the various ceremonial objects, and his observations of the ceremonies of the daily 
worship, the Day of Atonement and the Feast of Tabernacles. Every aspect of the 
Temple-its physical layout, vessels and ceremonies-thus becomes critical to the 
unraveling of the secrets held in the Apocalypse. 

3S Quoted in Yates, Giordano Bruno, p. 54 

36 Like so many other matters in Newton's theology, a great part of this conception is found in the published 
Observations; however, the key sentence or phrase explaining his underlying understanding is missing, so that 
the reader is left confused as to his full intent. 
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This manner of interpreting Revelation is not entirely new with Newton. 
Joseph Mede described many of the same symbolic correspondences used by Newton 
in his Key to the Revelation (London, 1643, p. 33ff.). Newton's innovation, however, 
was to read the entire Revelation, not just Chapters 4 and 11, as occurring in the 
Temple. Thus it can be said that, like his prophetic lexicon, Newton's writings on the 
Temple grew out of material he found in Mede and other predecessors, but this material 
was much further developed in a specific direction by Newton. 

Newton begins the book contained in MS. Yahuda 9.2 with an explanation of 
how the Temple ceremonies work as a key to the Apocalypse. "For 'f Temple & 
ceremonies of y" law," he says, "were types & shadows of things to come ... The 
allusions to y' law [[in Revelation]] are partly in describing the Christian worship & 
partly in predicting things future. The first is done by allusions to y" Jewish daily 
worship, the second by allusions to y. Feast ofy· seventh month." (p. [lr]; beginning 
of Appendix F) Why the Temple? "For the land of Judea & therein the Temple is the 
common scene of all yo Apocalyptic visions & yeTemple as being God's dwelling place 
and a representation of heavenly things (Reb.8.5 9.9,23,24) is put for heaven." (ibid, 
p. 6r) One must not be put offby the lack of any reference to the Temple as the scene 
of action here: 

Nor is it any just objection that the Temple is not mentioned here, for 
tis certainly to be understood in y. 4th & 5t Chapters ofy· Apocalyps 
wthout being mentioned there. The Tabernacle or Temple "is y 
common scene of all y" Apocalyptic visions & therefore to be 
understood as well here as in other places. (ibid, p. 2r) 

The scheme of Revelation, in Newton's conception, is that of the prophet 
viewing events in the physical Temple but reporting them in a cryptic or allegorical 
form which is designed to hint at the major events of apocalyptic history. Thus, the 
vision functions for him at three distinct levels: the concrete physical scene of the 
prophet walking in the Temple; the cryptic manner in which this activity is described 
in Revelation; and the prophecy which this cryptic description is attempting to convey 
to those who understand. The laying of a concrete foundation for the study of 
Revelation, knowledge of the physical precinct and ritual of the Temple, affords 
Newton the material (the factors for the equation, as it were) with which to work out its 
prophecies like a mathematical problem. 

As the prophecy progresses, the prophet moves about in the Temple following 
the "son of man." Each major figure encountered represents some concrete object in the 
Temple on the one hand, and some apocalyptic concept or event on the other.37 For 
example, the figure seen by the prophet, the son of man, is dressed in a long robe and 
golden girdle (1: 13). Newton understands these to be the habit of the High Priest in the 
Temple (this has no evident prophetic meaning). The keys held by the son of man 
(I: 18) represent the physical keys of the Temple, and the prophetic keys of heaven (and 

~7 Many of the prophetic meanings are stated explicitly by the prophet. Newton's understanding of the 
apocalyptic events hinted at are often not given in the course of his line-by-Iine reading oftbe text, but in a 
later part of the treatise; see, e.g., Appendix F below. 
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presumably hell, as the son of man says explicitly), which refer to resurrection. The 
seven stars he holds in his right hand (1: 16) refer to the physical lamps in the 
candlesticks of the Temple, and prophetically to the seven angels of the Churches (as 
the prophet himself explains, 1 :20). Newton goes to some trouble in this case to prove 
why stars represent candles as well as the referent assigned to them by the prophet, 
angels of churches, using various passages to associate candlesticks, starlight, and 
angels. He further avers that lamps viewed at a distance, as the prophet would be seeing 
them from his vantage point at the entrance to the Temple, would look like stars, and 
be described thus in the vision. In this way Newton's commentary continues forward. 

The prophet states that his vision in the Temple took place on the Lord's Day. 
This serves as a clue for Newton to take the whole as a homily on the proper nature of 
Christian worship (which had not yet been instituted per se when the Temple still 
stood): 

The design of y. Prophesy here is to delineate y. Christian worship 
by allusions to y' Jewish, & therefore he tells you in y. beginning yt 
it was on y' Lords day (y day of our worship J y these visions 
appeared. First by Epistles sent to y. Angels ofy· Churches for them 
to instruct y" people, he describes & gives directions for y. Christian 
preaching on y. Lords day. And in y next place he proceeds to 
describe ye Christian worship in y" Churches as you shal presently 
hear. (ibid, p. 3r) 

And later: 

Thus under the type of the Jewish daily worship in the Temple 
(hitherto from y' beginning ofy· Apocalyps set down in order from 
morning to night[[)]] is the true Christian preaching & worship 
delineated the preaching being deciphered in y" Epistles or sermons 
to y. seven churches & y worship in the sacrifices doxologies & 
Hymns to God & Christ for 0' creation & redemption & in y'prayers 
of y. saints represented by y" odors wch y" Beasts & Elders offer in 
golden Vials. For as ye Beasts & Elders allude to y. Jewish Church 
and signify the Christian so under y. type ofye Jewish daily worship 
is the Christian delineated. (ibid, p. 14r)38 

This entire conception is an important "Judaizing" point in Newton's theology: 
the Revelation, taking place in the Temple of Jerusalem, intends to demonstrate the 
form of Christian worship based on the Jewish. 

The most important and specific importation from the Jews Newton discusses 
in this context is the form of Church government which is to be based upon the 

38 It would appear that the precedent for Christian preaching was the Jews' reading of the Law, though 
Newton never seems to say so explicitly; see, e.g., Appendix F, p. 4r. 
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synagogue.39 The seven synagogue offices which Newton believed to have been 
instituted in Ezra's day, represented in the prophecy by seven stars and seven lamps, 
were models for the seven Churches (Rev 1:4,11,12,16,20; MS. p. Sr). The Jewish 
priests seen in the vision (from the Temple) or Hazzanim (from the synagogue) are the 
model for Christian bishops. Deacons are derived from the Jewish parnasim and 
presbyters from judges/rulers. Each of these offices in the Church might in fact 
comprehend many persons. Newton states specifically (ibid, p. 4r) that these offices 
were not instituted by Christ but were rather long in use in the synagogues. 

It appears from here that Newton is making no differentiation between the 
Temple and the separate institution of the synagogue, seemingly retaining the "old" 
Hebraists' form of an undifferentiated synagogus. Yet elsewhere we see that he is aware 
of the differences. For example, he speaks of the individual synagogues in each city as 
described by rabbinic literature (e.g., ibid, p. 4r). He is more specific in another case: 

In the b Temple y" people never answered Amen, but said, Blessed 
be y. name of y glory of his kingdome for ever & ever: In 'Y 
Synagogues & houses instead of this clause they said Amen, And 
therefore seeing y" Beasts instead of that doxology say Amen it 
shews that under y" form of worshipping in y" Temple y" worship in 
y. Synagogues & houses of Christians is delineated. 
{bSeeLightfootVol.l.p 1139.} (ibid,p.14r) 

We learn several things from this passage. First we see that Lightfoot was one of 
Newton's sources on the differences between Temple and synagogue. Second, it 
becomes clear that Newton was aware of the difference between Temple and synagogue 
institutions, but he held that both synagogue and Church institutions derive from the 
Temple (the Church being simply a synagogue of Christian Jews.) Newton retained a 
concept of the continuity of institutions in order to demonstrate the Jewish origin of 
church offices.40 

)9 This topic is not really appropriate to discuss here; it is largely the subject of the following chapter. 
Nevertheless, the overlap cannot be avoided, since there are important elements in this area which Newton 
raises here and not in his church histories. The nexus between the two works is very important as an example 
of the interconnections existing between all areas of Newton's theology, which were mentioned in the 
introduction to this chapter. 

40 Note also the following passage, which, though not directly concerned with the political continuity of 
Church and synagogue from Temple, is concerned with the ritual continuity: 

But yet when I consider y' y' Jewish Nation upon y"caIling of y "Gentiles was rejected 
y' few beleivers only excepted; y y worship in'Y Temple was performed by y 
unbeleivers, & therefore not acceptable to God unless so far as y" beleivers were 
concerned in it, y' y" worship of y beleivers there consisted mainly in praying & 
praising God, & so was y" same wththat ofy 'Christians in Synagogues & Churches all 
over y" world, & ceased notbyy 'ilestructionofy Ternple .... (MS. Yahuda9.2,p.1l9r) 

This passage teaches another important view on the relation of Temple to Church and synagogue: that prayer 
is the central worship not only of the latter institutions, but of the former as well, in Newton's view. 
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Newton passes over the second and third chapters, containing the messages to 
the Churches, and he picks up in his second section, "The Morning Sacrifice," with the 
opening door at the beginning of Revelation Ch. 4. The concrete sense of the trumpet 
blasts heard by the prophet (1:10, and again now in 4:1) was the blowing of the 
trumpets in the Temple which accompanies the opening of its gates. The prophetic 
sense, specified by the prophet, was the opening of a door in heaven. At this point the 
prophet actually enters the Temple through the East gate, whereupon he sees a throne, 
corresponding to the place of the Ark in the Temple (4: 1-3 and ff.), upon which God 
sits. This correspondence of the throne in Revelation to the Ark of the Covenant with 
its Cherubim is proved with many learned quotations from Scripture. 

The details of this vision are forced by Newton into correspondence with 
Jewish ceremonial from the Temple: 

Whence also we have y. utensils & parts of y Temple described 
about y" Throne, namely the seven Lamps burning before it Apoc 
4.5, the Laver or brazen sea of crystalline water, called here y" sea of 
glass like unto crystal ch. 4.6 y. golden altar wherein incense is 
offered before y. Throne WI' a golden censer ch. S.3,4 & 9.13 the 
great Altar ch. 6.9 & 11.1, the Ark of y" Testament ch. 11.9 & Y 
outward Court ch. 11.1. All which plainly shew the scene of y" 
visions to be Judea & in Judea, the Temple. (ibid, p. 7r) 

Among the symbolic correspondences established by Newton in this scenario 
is that of the four beasts (4:7) with the standards of the Jews in the desert (mentioned 
above in the Hermetic context), one of the very few occasions on which Newton makes 
acknowledged use of rabbinic exegesis. The passage runs: 

And round the throne, on each side of the throne, are four living 
creatures [beasts], full of eyes in front and behind: the first living 
creature like a lion, the second living creature like an ox, the third 
living creature with the face of a man, and the fourth living creature 
like a flying eagle. (Revelation 4:6-7) 

Newton deals with these lines here, as will be seen in a moment, but he has left the most 
complete record of his understanding of them in MS. Yahuda 1: 

[[ISr]] Next about y. Tabernacle incamped the Priests & Levites 
answering here to y" 24 Elders; that is, of each order twelve. And 
about them at a distance were placed y" twelve tribes in four 
squadrons toward y" four quarters of heaven every squadron with its 
own standard: & these you have expressed by the four Beasts which 
represent a multitude of people by their eyes & are situate in yO 
middle coasts [[ 19r]] of y. throne & round about the throne, that is 
over against the midst of every side ofy" throne round about it. This 
form of incamping you have described in Num 1 & 2 onely y" signes 
ofy" standards are not there recorded, But yet th [[!]] Rabbies inform 
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us by tradition from their Ancestors, that in y. Eastern standard was 
a Lyon in the western an Ox in the southern a man & in the northern 
an Eagle. Our Ancestors, saith Aben Ezra in 2 Num, delivered that 
in y. Standard of Reuben was the figure of a man becaus (as he 
supposed) of the Mandrakes in y. standard of Judah y figure of a 
Lyon becaus Jacob so compared him; in y" standard of Ephraim y" 
figure of an Ox according to his being called y. firstling of an Ox, & 
in y. standard of Dan y figure of an Eagle. The same hath bar 
Nachman here, & Chazkuni in Num 3. {Gen 49.9 Deutr 33.17} 

And this is not a little confirmed by Ezekiel's vision of the 
four faces (not four headed) Cherubins .... (MS. Yahuda 1.4, pp. 
18r-19r) 

[[154rJ] Our Ancestors, saith Aben Ezra in 2 Num. delivered that in 
y. standart of Reuben was the figure of a man becaus (as he 
supposes) of y. Mandrakes; in y Standart of Judah y figure of a 
Lyon because Jacob so compared him; {Gen.49.9.} in y" Standart of 
Ephraim y" figure of an Ox, according to his being called y. firstling 
of an Ox; {Deutr.33.17.} & in y. Standart of Dan y figure of an 
Eagle. The same hath Bar Nachman here, & Chazkuni in Num.3. 

And this is not a little confirmed by Ezekiel's vision ofy· 
fourfac'd (not four headed) Cherubins, who looking Northward saw 
them each wth 1 face of a Man in y front & vt y face of a Lyon 
toward y. right hand, & wth y. face of an Ox toward y. left hand, & 
y. fourth face, ~ was· y face of an Eagle, must therefore be 
northward. And these, as if there was some mystery in their position, 
went every one straight forwards & turned not about when they went. 
Ezek.1.4, 9,10. I suppose it was, as in y. Apocalyptic vision, to 
[[I 55rJ] represent God (whose glory appeared in y" midst of them to 
be Lord ofy· four quarters ofisraei. (MS. Yahuda 1, pp. 154r-I55r) 

This detailed exposition is brought into play in the context of Revelation in 
Newton's commentary here as well. Newton states that these beasts symbolize the 
Christian Church (in a prophetic sense) and the people of Israel gathered in the Temple 
(in a concrete sense; MS. Yahuda 9.2, pp. 9r-lOr.) He then draws the parallel between 
this prophecy and that of Ezekiel, and he brings his reference from the rabbis indicating 
that the figures on the flags of the desert (Numbers Ch. 1-2) were these same creatures. 
We learn here also whence he drew the bit of Jewish wisdom: from Joseph Mede (ibid, 
p. lOr.) He continues on with a discussion about the places of these creatures in the 
Temple as he derives it from clues in Ezekiel, and he discusses the issue of the 
Cherubim which appear to be identical with the beasts. 

While continuing discussion about the importance of this commentary in 
understanding Newton's views on the Temple and related areas of Jewish study would 
no doubt be fruitful, it seems appropriate at this point to take up the matter of Newton's 
studies concerning the physical Tabernacle and Temples. One impetus for these 
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researches, the Hermetic impulse, has already been described. Having now seen 
Newton's manuscript work on the Apocalypse, an even more compelling reason for 
precise analysis of the Temple grounds becomes manifest. Each step the prophet takes 
brings a different aspect of the Temple into view, and Newton must know what he could 
expect to see at every point in order to properly translate the symbolic language into 
Temple terms. For example: 

Conceive therefore that y. son of man appears in the Tabernacle or 
Temple in the region of the Candlesticks [[1:10-13]]; & that y" 
Prophet standing before y" Temple sees him there through y. fire of 
the Altar, with his feet as it were upon y" coals ofy" Altar [[1:lS]] & 
his face in the bright flames thereof [[1:16]]. For this the prophet 
intimates by describing his eyes like flames offrre & his countenance 
as y. sun shineth in his strength & his feet like amber as if they 
burned in a furnace yl is like coales of burning frre [[ 1: 12-1S]]. The 
seven golden Candlesticks [[1:12]] you may conceive to be y. 
sevenfold candlestick of the Tabernacle. For as Moses gives y" name 
of Candlestick to y. middle branch ofy· seven Exod 2S.34, so may 
the other six branches be accounted the candlesticks of their proper 
Camps. These lamps were placed on y" south side ofy· holy place at 
a little distance from y. wall in a right line inclined from it towards 
y" Ark. Whence y"High Priest in dressing them would stand between 
them & y" most Holy & so might look w '1lis face towards y 'Prophet 
standing beyond y" fire ofy" great Altar. He is said to appear & walk 
in y. midst of these candle sticks that is over against the midst of 
them [[1:13]]. (MS. Yahuda 9.2, pp. lr-2r) 

There is, in fact, a further aspect to the importance of the Temple's 
measurements which is less obscure and which may explain the interest of so many of 
Newton's contemporaries in the dimensions of the Temple. The prophet reports: "Then 
I was given a measuring rod like a staff, and I was told: 'Rise and measure the temple 
of God and the altar and those who worship there, but do not measure the court outside 
the temple; leave that out.... '" (Revelation 11: 1-2) While any student of the Apocalypse 
might see the importance of the Temple's measurements from this passage, Newton 
goes much further. For him, measuring is a prophetic code for building, and the prophet 
is in fact referring to the historical rebuilding of Solomon's Temple by Zerubabbel 
(Ezra 3), in which various changes from Solomon's Temple were instituted (MS. 
Yahuda 9.2, pp. 2Sr-2Sr). In fact, not only the physical construction of Solomon's 
Temple is important in understanding this part of Revelation; the differences between 
the Tabernacle, the First and the Second Temple are keys to the apocalyptic events 
which are the ultimate subject of the prophecy. 

So we must now consider the world of the Israelites, & the meaning 
of its parts and ceremonies must be explained. And before anything 
else we must take a look at the Sanctuary in which these deeds of the 
law were enacted, and which had a three-fold form: The Tabernacle 
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until the time of Solomon, the first Temple until the Babylonian 
captivity and the second temple until the captivity under the Romans. 
We must look at the shape of these three if we wish to follow the 
meaning correctly.41 

Newton is careful to point out the differences between these three structures, and feels 
obliged to mention the failures of previous Temple scholars: 

[[7r]] I speake of Solomons Temple whose form & constitution 
[[8r]] is described by Ezekiel & was in some measure preserved in 
y. second Temple. Concerning # I may perhaps on some other 
occasion give a fuller account, those who have hitherto wrote on this 
subject much mistaking y. form of both Temples. (MS. Yahuda 9.2, 
pp.7r-8r) 

On the following pages (25r-27r) he describes his conception of these sanctuaries and 
the differences between them. The significance of this measuring or building of the 
Temple, in Newton's opinion, was that "The building of a new Temple signifies y. 
building ofy· Church anew or in a new state & by consequence implies her fall from 
her former condition." (ibid, pp. 27r-28r) 

Newton has in fact dedicated an entire separate work to the physical buildings 
of the Tabernacle and two Temples of Jerusalem. This tract is found in MS. Babson 
434, entitled Prolegomena Lexici Prophetici partem secundam, <continens 
expositionem allusionum ad mundum mysticum populi Israelis. Sect I> in qUibus 
agitur De forma sanctuary Judaici (this is the only extant section.) A series of drafts 
for this work are located in MS. Yahuda 2.4, and a truncated version was published as 
Ch. 5 of the Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms. Other parts appeared in English as The 
Sacred Cubit of the Jews. It is very detailed and somewhat unusual. First, Newton 
stresses the differences between the three structures, as we have already seen in his 
work on prophecy. Then he attempts to do two things at once, each a daunting task in 
itself; he tries to reconcile the Temple geography in I Kings, Ezekiel, Josephus, the 
Talmud and other sources, and he tries to present a picture of the Temple which is 
absolutely symmetrical (thus a mathematically beautiful heliocentric hieroglyph). While 
Newton's technical jockeying for the reconciliation of sources and symmetric perfection 
was mentioned above in the prisca sapientia context, it is appropriate to expand 
somewhat here. 

To achieve the fITst goal, Newton essentially creates a hierarchy of authority 
in which Scriptural sources take pride of place, Josephus (and occasionally Philo) 
following next, then archaeological evidence, and the Talmud last, being rejected 
whenever it seemed at odds with other sources. Newton's own sense of what ought to 
be was the overarching arbiter in this gradation of authority, and he "fixes" his 
authorities to match better by various modifications. The most important of these is his 
differentiation between the Jews' ordinary cubits and sacred cubits, and the cubits or 

41 Quoted in translation by Castillejo, Expanding Force, p. 38. 
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other standard measurements of different peoples.42 In order to achieve symmetry, 
Newton again rejects Jewish authorities which placed the sanctum toward one end of 
the square court, an image which had been adopted by L'Empereur and Leon Templo 
in the seventeenth century. He rather places it directly in the middle, according to the 
older Christian tradition.43 This interplay between the authority of textual evidence and 
the innovation required to achieve agreement and symmetry is typical of all Newton's 
historical theology. 

It will be left to other, more patient students to delve into the intricacies of 
Newton's Temple tract, which is so full of mathematical calculations as to resemble the 
Principia. However, it may be instructive to quote his opening paragraph here as an 
indication of his ideas concerning the Temple and its role as a hieroglyph, as well as the 
relations of natural to prophetic "types": 

Constitutionibus legalibus futura adumbrata esse in 
confesso est apud omnes & id Paulus Apostolus abunde solis testatur 
Colos 2.17 & Heb.8.S & 9.23. Inde fit ut constitutionus illae fueritet 
aptius rarum systema quam Mundus naturalis, a quo Prophetae typos 
desumerent, utque Apocalypsis ejusmodi typis quam maxime 
abundet, atque ita ut constitutiones illae & Apocalypsis tanquam 
gemina de ijsdem rebus prophetia se mutuo explicent neque possint 
seorsim satis intelligi. Est enim liber ille signatus in manu Sedentis 
in throno ipse liber legis, ut posthoc ostendetur, et hujus sigilla 
soluuntur in Apocalypsi. Considerandus est igitur jam mundus 
Israeliticus ejus que partium et ceremoniarum significatio 
exponenda. Et ante omnia Sanctuarium in quo legalia peragebantur 
speculandum est; quod quidem triplen fuit: Tabernaculum usque ad 
Solomonem, templum primum usque ad captivitatem Babylonimcam 
ac templum secundum usque ad captivitatem sub Romanis. 
Cognoscenda est horum forma si velimus significationem recte 
exequi. (Babson MS. 434, p.lr) 

There is undoubtedly a great deal more to say about the importance of Temple 
studies for Newton's understanding of Revelation; however, the most important aspects 
have been pointed out. Newton's great innovation was in reading the entire book of 
Revelation as an ongoing scene within the Temple of Jerusalem. His commentaries in 

42 The sacred cubit is of course the subject of the published essay on the Sacred Cubit of the Jews. See 
Newton, The Sacred Cubit, p. 432, as well as MS. Yahuda 2.4, pp. I3v and 45r, and MS. Babson 434, p. 17r, 
for a chart comparing Josephus' cubits, original and adjusted, with Talmudic and other cubits in reference to 
specific places in the Temple. The former manuscript, p. 25r iI, contains additional important discussion about 
the sacred cubit. One may note that Newton's student, William Whiston, did not believe in the existence of two 
variant cubits. "Nor [(do 1]] see room to believe the Jews ever had any other or larger cubit among them ... • 
he declares. (Whiston [trans.], The Works of Josephus [London, 1737], Table of the Jewish Weights and 
Measures, p. 735). 

43 On the placement of the buildings in the Temple court, see also Rosenau, Vision of the Temple, p. 97 et 
passim. It is particularly noteworthy that Newton makes heavy use ofVitruvius in these studies. 
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MS. Yahuda 9.2 and MS. Keynes 5 provide a careful reading of the whole book of 
Revelation through reference to the concrete scene of the Temple and the prophetic 
meaning of each object or ceremony. This conception underlies Newton's thought on 
prophecy, which is the backbone and unifying principle of all his theology. A far more 
complete understanding of this area in Newton's thought will be provided by perusing 
Appendix F, consisting of the preface and first five sections from his Of Prophecy, 
Book 2, Chapter 1. Newton's studies of the physical Temple were necessitated by its 
key role in understanding prophecy, as well as reasons connected with the prisca 
theologia. 

IV. EPILOGUE: A RETURN TO THE EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

Having briefly examined the two main areas in which Newton's Temple studies 
were important to his theology, as a prisca sapientia hieroglyph and as a key to the 
Revelation, let us return to the issue with which this chapter began, viz., the background 
of Newton's Temple studies in seventeenth-century England. The centrality of works 
by Baroque Hebraists cited in Newton's writings on the Temple indicates that he could 
not have produced such informed and scientific treatises on the Temple without the 
groundwork laid by his "first-order" Hebraist predecessors. The very idea that the 
action in Revelation takes place in the Temple, in fact, could not possibly have occurred 
to him without the said groundwork. Before Juan Bautista Villalpando and Benito Arias 
Montano, before Lightfoot, L'Empereur and de Veil, no European save a handful of 
obscure scholars had more than the barest historical knowledge about the Temple. 
These men (with the possible exception of Villalpando) were Jewish studies scholars 
who made accurate information, based on the important Jewish traditions about the 
Temple, available to a wide audience. This, in tum, was only possible because there 
was an audience of educated European savants, especially millenarians, which was 
interested in such matters. 

What is true of Temple studies is true of the entire range of Jewish wisdom: 
a growing readership created a market for studies on Jewish topics. Sometimes 
members of the reading audience used the material for purposes quite different than 
those intended by the authors-who (especially the anti-millenarian Lightfoot or the 
Catholic Montano) could have imagined what Sir Isaac Newton would do with works 
on the Temple? Yet the availability of such detailed knowledge was a prerequisite 
without which Newton could never have understood the Temple the way he did, nor 
integrated it into his theology. Newton is an example of how Hebraism brought a great 
deal of new grist to the mill of cultural dynamics in Baroque Europe. 

Newton's Temple studies tie in to his own understanding of prophetic language 
and of alchemy, with all their relationships to the trends in European thought. They are, 
in fact, an extension or exemplar of Newton's applied science of prophetic language. 
Yet in the context of early eighteenth-century England, Newton's studies in the 
symbolism of the Temple are significant beyond their background in Renaissance 
emblemism and theological discussions of the Temple. During the last decade of 
Newton's life his disciple and close associate, Jean Theophile Desaguliers, was engaged 
with others in a process of re-mythifying and institutionalizing the symbols of the 
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Temple in a movement that would have wide impact on European society: 
Freemasonry.44 

The Freemasons' movement was based heavily in every sort of symbolism 
connected with the building, structure, and worship of the Temple. They 
enthusiastically subscribed to the Hermetic view of the Temple as a bastion of 
Solomonic secrets, and they added all sorts of accretions. A connection can be 
established between scientific seventeenth-century studies of the Temple and the rise 
of English Freemasonry. Material of Rabbi Jacob Judah Leon Templo, creator of a 
Temple model and accompanying literature, was conscripted by Laurence Dermott into 
his design of the arms for the English "ancient" Grand Lodge.45 Newtonians such as 
Desaguliers were, significantly, among the most active promoters of Freemasonry both 
in England and on the Continent. While there is evidence that Newtonian science was 
often comfortable to the masonic mentality, there is no evidence that the special place 
of the Temple in Newton's theology was even familiar to his students, let alone 
influential in Freemasonry. Nevertheless, the coincidence of deep interest in the 
symbolism of the physical Temple hints at a shared fascination with its implications as 
a focus of ancient knowledge. The importance ofNewtonians in the new movement 
may be more than coincidence. 

* * * 

The two prevailing themes in Newton's Temple studies were, then, the image 
of the Temple as a heliocentric model reflecting the scientific knowledge ofthe ancients 
and the idea of the Temple as site for the action in the Book of Revelation. As the 
volume of manuscript evidence shows, the latter motive loomed much larger in 

.. See Margaret C. Jacob, Living the Enlightenment: Freemasonry and Politics in Eighteenth-Century 
Europe (Oxford, 1991) and idem, "Christianity and the Newtonian Worldview," D. C. Lindberg and R. L. 
Numbers (eds.), God and Nature: Historical Essays on the Encounter between Christianity and Science 
(Berkeley, 1986), pp. 238-55. Jacob does not emphasize the traditions concerning the wisdom of the 
Solomonic Temple, but it is clear that Laurence Dermott did dwell on the matter in his Ahiman Rozon, which 
I have not been able to examine. See Jacob, Living the Enlightenment, pp. 35-7 on the Hermetic background; 
p. 60 on Temple traditions. Many thanks to my colleague, Dr. Francisco Moreno-Carvalho, for pointing out 
the possible connection to Freemasonry. 

45 See Lucien Wolf, "Anglo-Jewish Coats of Arms," Jewish Historical SOCiety of England Transactions, 
vol. 2 (1894-5), pp. 156-7; John M. Shaftesley, "Jews in English Regular Freemasonry, 1717-1860," Jewish 
Historical Society of England Transactions, vol. 25 (1973-5), pp. 153-5, especially pp. 154-5, n. 17; and A. 
L. Shane, "Rabbi Jacob Judah Leon (Templo) of Amsterdam (1603-1675) and his Connections with England," 
Jewish Historical Society of England Transactions, vol. 25,121-33, who gives the most plausible and well 
documented record of the adaptation of Leon's work into the Freemasonic emblem. It is noteworthy that the 
symbolism which captured Dermott's attention and took pride of place in the coat of arms is that of the four 
apocalyptic figures from Ezekiel: lion, ox, man ,and eagle. Like Newton, Dermott states that he leamed of the 
significance of these figures from rabbinic exegesis. See Shane, "Rabbi Jacob Judah Leon," pp. 132-3. It 
appears to me that there is a very rough dialectic in early-modern views of the Temple: from Hermetic 
mythical outlooks in the sixteenth century, to concretized and precise knowledge in the seventeenth century, 
to re-mythization among the Freemasons in the eighteenth century. However, the more precise knowledge 
taught by the Hebraists remained a separate stream of knowledge alongside debased masonic symbolism ever 
after. 
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Newton's mind than the fonner, though there is also a certain connection between them. 
For both areas Newton needed precise knowledge about the Temple, which he gained 
largely from Jewish literature through the medium of the Christian Hebraists. Both the 
physical fonr. of the Temple and its ritual were highly important to him. The physical 
fonn carried the image of the sun-centered universe, and it was also the locality through 
which the Son of Man moves in Revelation. The Temple ceremonial was a type for 
Christian worship and church government. The discussion will now move to how the 
Christian Church was fonned out of the Jewish Temple and synagogue, and how it 
became corrupted. 



CHAPTER SIX 

JUDAISM IN NEWTON'S CHURCH HISTORyl 

The same government was propagated from the Jews to the 
converted Gentiles, the name of Synagogues being changed to that 
of Churches, & the name of chief Rulers & Princes of the 
Synagogues into that of Presidents & Bishops. (Newton, "Irenicum," 
Keynes MS. 3, p. 21) 

Research into the nature of the early church was one of the great intellectual 
occupations of seventeenth and early eighteenth-century England. Christianity was 
potentially the most reliable guide on the proper way to look at Scripture and at Nature, 
but one had to know which Christianity was genuine. Newton's investigations into 
scriptural prophecy convinced him that Truth could be found there, but his study of 
history made him equally sure, like so many other Englishmen, that contemporary 
Christianity, in its various forms, had an approach to the Bible and doctrine which was 
full of errors. He set out to show how many of the prophecies in the books of Daniel 
and Revelation foretold events of the primitive church and its corruption, and to trace 
these developments. Church history is therefore one of the most central topics in 
Newton's thought, and he writes a great deal about it. In Newton's theological system, 
Church history, an important element, explains how Jesus' reinstitution of the true 
religion became corrupted once again by the infiltration of metaphysics and paganism. 

Judaism bears upon this history in several major areas. The ancient Jewish 
synagogue and its institutions are perceived by Newton as a political model for the 
appropriate form of church and state. The Christian church is an organic outgrowth of 
the synagogue, which itself grew out of Temple and biblical polity, so proper church 
institutions can be traced ultimately to those of the ancient Israelite government. 
Newton lauds what he construes as the irenicism of the early church, expressed in the 
praiseworthy peace between Jewish converts, who continued to keep the covenant of 
the commandments, and gentile converts, who did not observe ritual law. Conversely, 
those Jewish converts who later wished to impose the ritual law on all Christians are 
seen by Newton as an archetype of all schismatics throughout history who have tried 
to force unnecessary doctrines upon the church. The contemporary lesson Newton 
draws from these models is that comprehension (and not toleration) is the key to 
ecclesiastical peace. While many of these conceptions in general were not new with 
Newton, the particular way he melds them into his historical theology is often novel. 

To introduce the Jewish element in Newton's church history, it will be 
worthwhile to look at the role of church history in his theology again briefly. As has 
been seen, Newton understood the nature of God's Providence to be expressed, among 

1 Parts of this chapter were presented in a paper delivered at the Clark Library conference "Newton and 
Religion," 9 February 1996. Whereas at least one monograph or article has been dedicated to the other areas 
of Newton's non-scientific thought (alchemy, chronology, prophecy, biblical criticism), a full discussion ofhis 
church history is yet to be written. 
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other ways, in His repeated attempts to offer mankind a return to right religion. After 
failing to uphold the simplicity of Noachide natural religion, the tradition was carried 
on by Abraham and his posterity. Men were offered another opportunity to derive 
correct religious beliefs through the Pentateuch. When the descendants of Abraham 
erred by rejecting Jesus, who was sent to bring yet another chance to mankind, the 
tradition shifted to the Christians. This recrudescence of right religion, embodied in 
primitive Christianity, lasted for some time before it was conupted. But conupted it 
was, and the simple love of God and man which it taught was displaced by a heretical 
Christianity embracing emanation doctrines, foreign worship, and other errors. 

The history of the fall of primitive Christianity is a partial fulfillment of the 
prophecies in Daniel (particularly Ch. 8) and the Apocalypse. The pope and his Roman 
Church, the symbol of the conupted ecclesiastical polity which incorporated heretical 
metaphysics into the Christian creed, is identical with the Antichrist and the "Man of 
Sin" predicted in those prophecies.2 The true church and holy people are Daniel's "Host 
of Heaven," and Jesus is "Prince of the Host." 

I. OF THE CHURCH 

Of the Church is extant in two major manuscripts (formerly together as lot 249 
of the Sotheby sale of Newton's MSS.): MS. Yahuda 15, at the Jewish National and 
University Library in Jerusalem and MS. Bodmer, at the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana in 
Geneva. While Castillejo claims that neither manuscript is the truly complete fme 
originaV he did not see MS. Bodmer, which contains many indications that it is the 
edition prepared for pUblication. MS. Yahuda 15 is a series of rough drafts of the 
various chapters, while MS. Bodmer is a much more polished and edited version of the 
whole work, though it is often rough as well. MS. Bodmer has a series of theoretical 
tables of content, none of which seems to be fully consistent with the chapters actually 
written in the preserved MSS. Chapter heads almost all have an editor's comments in 
a Baroque hand, though it can not be determined whether these were written during 
Newton's lifetime or not.4 In addition to these two more or less full copies, there are 
thousands of pages of manuscript notes in both the Yahuda collection and others which 
are preparatory materials toward the creation of this treatise. The most noteworthy of 
these drafts is called lrenicum, found in King's College, Keynes MS. 3. In short, 
Newton worked hard on Church history, and Of the Church, written after 1710, was the 
culmination of these researches, possibly earmarked by the author for eventual 
publication. 

2 On the application of these figures to the Roman church beginning in the sixteenth century, see 
Christopher Hill,Antichrist in Seventeenth-Century Eng/and (Oxford, 1971) and Froom, Prophetic Faith, vol. 
2, Ch. 17, pp. 373-394. 

3 David Castillejo, Expanding Force in Newton's Cosmos (Madrid, 1981), p. 57. 

• Catherine Conduitt, Newton's niece and heiress, wrote in her will that Newton's "church history compleat" 
should be considered for pUblication. This was the cause of the fme copy being sent to Rev. Arthur Ashley 
Sykes, who was charged with examining the work; he died, according to Castillejo, before returning it, and 
it was reportedly lost. See Castillejo, ibid and Frank Manuel, Isaac Newton: Historian (Cambridge, 1963), 
p.57. 
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The exploitation of Yahuda 15 began in earnest only recently. For example, 
Frank Manuel makes considerable use of this and other manuscripts in the Yahuda 
collection to draw an overall picture of Newton's theology in his book, The Religion of 
Isaac Newton. Manuel's third chapter, on "Corrupters Ancient and Modern," is heavily 
based on Yahuda 15. He also notes some aspects of the interesting relationship between 
Newton's ecclesiastical histories and contemporary concerns. Another author who has 
studied Yahuda 15 is the Spanish Newton scholar David Castillejo, who discusses it 
and brings long citations in the third chapter of his book, The Expanding Force in 
Newton's Cosmos (Madrid, 1981). The most recent scholar to delve into this work is 
Scott Mandelbrote, who cites from it often in his article on Newton's biblical criticism. S 

None of these authors, however, discusses Of the Church with its contemporary 
implications as a whole work. Moreover, MS. Bodmer had been unavailable to scholars 
until recently, so that even its contents were unknown.6 Now, James Force, Kenneth 
Knoespel, Rob Iliffe, and other scholars are beginning to examine both MSS. 

As with all his writing, Newton was never fully satisfied with Of the Church, 
and made myriad revisions and drafts-as noted above, even the table of contents exists 
in about a dozen forms. In order to present the content of the book, I will describe 
briefly the themes of the chapters which were actually written, as preserved in MS. 
Bodmer. 7 Chapter 1, "Of the Host of Heaven & the Prince of the Host," discusses 
generally to whom these terms (found in Daniel 8:10-11) might refer. The Host of 
Heaven, in Newton's view, is the original pristine Church with its simple creed and 
unity of believers (Jews and gentiles) who have resisted outside corruptions. Jesus is 
Prince of the Host. Chapter 2, "Of the Holy Covenant," deals with the covenant 
between God and His people to preserve the simple belief in love of God, Christ, and 
fellowman. The differentiation is made between this basic doctrine for all believers, 
called "milk for babes," and optional further theological discourse and study, to be 
undertaken only by scholars, called "Meat for Men of Full Age." The important thing, 
Newton stresses, is that we must never fight about these more complicated issues, nor 
allow outside influences to affect us, but we should remain unified in our simple creed 
offaith. Unfortunately, the Church became infected, especially in the period of the early 
councils, and thus began the breaking of the covenant. 

Chapter 3, "Of the Faith once delivered to the Saints," discusses the original 
Creed, written in Hebrew and passed orally. Newton again stresses the disaster which 
occurs when this Creed becomes contaminated, when the "Meat for Men of Full Age" 
begins to infiltrate the "milk for babes." The logical next historical step is what follows 
in Ch. 4, "Of the Theology of the Heathens, Cabbalists and ancient Hereticks." This 
very important chapter puts forth Newton's opinion that the contamination of the 
pristine Church in the early Christian centuries occurred when converts from 

'Mandelbrote, "'A Duty of the Greatest Moment'," pp. 281-302. 

• See Richard S. WestfalI, "Newton's Theological Manuscripts," Zev Bechler (ed), Contemporary 
Newtonian Research (Dordrecht, 1982), p. 129. 

7 The MS. opens with a discussion concerning the history of the Old Testament books, which seems more 
connected with Newton's work on prophecy than his church history -it is essentialIy identical with the 
beginning of the printed Observations. The introduction comes before the tables of contents, which leads me 
to believe it might have been haphazardly stuck on to the rest. 
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heathenism and Judaism insinuated their metaphysical ideas into Christianity. Platonism 
and Kabbalah were particularly insidious, and the theory of God's emanation which they 
taught can be detected as it begins to appear in the Creed, thereby corrupting it and 
bringing disaster to the Christian religion. The Gnostics were essentially converted 
Jews, who brought Kabbalah with them and consequently overthrew the true pristine 
faith.8 

Chapter 5 is given different titles in two draft title-pages: "Of the Host of 
Heaven and the corruptions which crept into it," and "Of the disputable opinions which 
crept into the religion of the primitive Church. ,,9 Here Newton goes over the intrusion 
of foreign metaphysics again, adding a more detailed historical perspective of its 
progression during the reigns of the various Roman Emperors. He again stresses the 
unity and peace enjoyed among the earliest Christians, before they were spoiled by 
arguments about faith deriving from the impingement of metaphysics on the Creed. In 
those halcyon days, Jewish Christians could continue living happily according to the 
law with their gentile Christian brethren who were not commanded to keep the law. 
Conditions began to deteriorate soon after the time of Justin Martyr. Chapter 6, "A 
further Account of the Host of Heaven and the Corruption which crept into it," 
continues these themes, discussing also how decisions of the various early Church 
councils (especially concerning the wording of the Creed) institutionalized the errors 
of converted metaphysicians. 

In Ch. 7, "Of the Christian Religion and its corruption in Morals,"lo and Ch. 
8, "Of the Corruption of the Church in language and Opinions," is further developed 
Newton's history of Church corruption. The most dangerous corruption, of course, was 
the development of metaphysical emanation theories into Trinitarianism, a concept 
which Newton stressed did not exist in the primitive Creed but became a dogma with 
the rise of Athanasius and defeat of Arianism. 

Chapters 9-10, "Of the Sanctuary of Strength, or Of the Temple & 
Synagogues of the Jews & Churches of the Christians," contain detailed descriptions 
of the Holy Temple at Jerusalem and its management and show that the government of 
the primitive church was an imitation of Temple and synagogues polity. It was this 
government of the original church, along with its Creed and unity, which were swept 
away with the (unsanctioned) rise of the Bishop of Rome to supreme power in the 
church. In Ch. 11, "Of the Roman Empire in relation to its Ecclesiastical Dominion and 
legislature in matters of Religion," and Ch. 12-13, "Of the Rise and Dominion of the 
(Roman) Catholic Church," Newton discusses how, by compromising with the 
metaphysical heresies and fomenting disunity in the Church during the fourth century, 
the rise of Rome was engineered. The pope, in Newton's view (as in that of many of his 
contemporaries), is identical with Daniel's "mystery of iniquity." Popes Damasus, 

• As the MS. editor has noted, the drafts of "Ch. 4" following the frrst (they are all entitled Of the Workings 
of the Mystery of Iniquity) seem to be the original basis for the first four chapters as they appear, and therefore 
not independently relevant. 

• Here MS. Bodmer's organization and neatness begin to seriously deteriorate, as the manuscript's editor 
has noted on the title page. 

'0 Between Ch. 7 and Ch. 8 are a few pages of a chapter entitled, "Of the corruption of the Christian 
Religion in discipline & morality." 
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Valens, and Valentinian jockied for control of the whole Church, and when they could 
not succeed in these political maneuvers, they brought about the split of Western and 
Eastern empires. They pretended to be anti-heretical, but their true allegiance was to 
expedience. They in fact promoted heresy in the Church. 

In Ch. 14, "Of the Abomination of Desolation," Newton deals with many 
specific abuses by the Roman Church. Some of these could be traced to the erroneous 
metaphysics which had crept in to corrupt pristine Christianity, while many others were 
clearly heathen practices which Catholicism simply absorbed. This was the case with 
the idolatrous invocation of saints and adoration of relics, whose development Newton 
reconstructs. While the remaining chapters of Of the Church are chaotic drafts, these 
chapters clearly reflect the main body ofthe work Newton intended to publish. 

II. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF OF THE CHURCH 

Of the Church is a complex work, the task of untangling which is complicated 
by Newton's vagueness and lack of citations. It has been difficult to understand what 
drove Newton to these researches, but the underlying trends in English thought are 
becoming increasingly clear. The greater background of Of the Church is clearly the 
widespread historical study of the primitive church carried out by English divines from 
the Civil War period through the Restoration and into the eighteenth century. This 
research was always polemical. It set out to prove that the English church was justified 
in breaking with Rome because it sought to restore pristine Christianity; or to justify the 
power of episcopate or presbytery, as alleged to have been the polity of the early 
church; or to support any of several factions and sects which claimed affinity with 
primitive Christianity.1i Examples of this literature (owned by Newton) include William 
Cave's Primitive Christianity: or, The religion of the ancient Christians in the first 
ages of the Gospel (London, 1702) and Lord Peter King, first Baron of Ockham's, An 
enqUiry into the constitution, discipline, unity & worship of the Primitive Church ... By 
an impartial hand (London, 1692 and 1712-3). Newton's student, William Whiston, 
went so far as to create a Society for Promoting Primitive Christianity.12 

It is possible to be more specific about the primitive church historical tradition 
from which Of the Church springs. This work, especially insofar as it concerns Jews 
and Jewish Christianity, fits directly and unquestionably into the nexus of a tradition 
about early church history which includes John Selden, Edward Stillingfleet, and later, 
Henry Stubbe and John Toland. These authors were interested in the role of the Jewish 
synagogue as the father of primitive church institutions. 

While there are some major differences in stress and opinion (particularly 
Newton's conception of a peaceful coexistence between Nazarenes and gentile 

11 See, e.g., J. A I. Champion, The Pillars of Priester aft Shaken: The Church of England and its Enemies, 
1660-1730 (Cambridge, 1992), Introduction, Ch. 2, "Ars historica" et passim; John Spurr, The Restoration 
Church of England, 1646-1689 (New Haven, 1991), pp. 133-5, 139, 144, 153, 161; Gordon Rupp, Religion 
in England, 1688-1791 (Oxford, 1986), pp. 72, 99; and William M. Lamont, Godly Rule: Politics and 
Religion 1603-60 (London, 1969), passim. 

12 See Force, William Whiston: Honest Newtonian, pp. 16-19. 
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Christians), the subjects and ideas in Newton's work very closely follow the pattern of 
the beginning of Stubbe's An Account of the Rise and Progress of Mahomet an ism (ed. 
H.M.K. Shairani, London, 1911); and that of Toland's Nazarenus: or, Jewish, Gentile, 
and Mahometan Christianity (London, 1718). All three works deal with the Arianism 
of the early church; the history of the Nazarenes and Ebionites (including definitions 
of the latter term); the observance of the law by Jewish Christians and its 
nonobservance by gentile Christians as an established and protracted difference; the 
N oachide laws as natural law devolving upon everyone always; the danger of forcing 
unnecessary laws or doctrines on Christians; the continuity of church institutions from 
the synagogue; and other common topics. 

Certain drafts of material which later shows up in Of the Church are entitled 
Irenicum (King's College, Keynes MS. 3), or more specifIcally in one draft, lrenicum 
or Ecclesiastical Polyty tending to peace. 13 It is likely the name and subject of the 
Irenicum are derived directly from Edward Stillingfleet, one of the leading 
Latitudinarians, who had written a work of the same title. 14 Part of Newton's design was 
certainly the same as that of his friend Stillingfleet: to propose a set of suggestions on 
how to achieve a stable peace within the Anglican church by appeal (among other 
things) to the model of ancient Jewish Christianity. IS Stillingfleet, like Selden, whom 
he often quotes, is interested specifIcally in the synagogue rather than the Temple or 
biblical government as a precursor of church polity.16 Unlike Harrington or Hooker 
(who were in any case less interested in the synagogue than in biblical polity), 
Stillingfleet wishes to show that the ancient synagogue did have a specifIc form of 
government which indeed influenced that of the early church heavily, but this specifIc 
polity is not necessary as the eternal form of ecclesiastical government. He devotes a 
long and learned discussion to the institutions of the synagogue and their development 

13 King's College, Keynes MS. 3, p. 21. I have put excerpts of this MS. in appendix A below. 

14 Edward Stillingfleet (Bishop of Worcester), Irenicum. A m.apon Salve for the Churches wounds. Or the 
Divine Right of Particular Forms of Church-Government; Discussed and examined according to the 
Principles of the Law of Nature, the positive Laws of God, the practice of the Apostles and the Primitive 
Church, and the judgement of Reformed Divines Whereby a foundation is laid for the Churches peace, and 
the accommodation of our present differences (2nd edition; London, 1662). This is the edition Newton had 
in his library (Harrison, #1564). I have quoted the title in extenso to clarifY the purpose of the tract and its 
similarity to parts of Of the Church. My colleague Robert John Arias has correctly pointed out that there were 
dozens of works written in seventeenth-century Europe called Irenicum or Ecclesiastical Polity in various 
formulations. Nevertheless, by its content and specific title, I am convinced that Stillingfleet is the most 
probable direct influence on the name and overall purpose of Newton's manuscript. 

" Newton says as much, in fact, to John Conduitt-that he felt such an analysis could solve the problems 
of religious dispute as the Principia solved those of natural philosophy. (Mandelbrote, "Biblical Criticism," 
p. 283, citing from Keynes MS. 130.6, Book 3.) 

.. It is noteworthy that in introducing the subject of the synagogue's precedent for ecclesiastical institutions, 
Newton cites two very different authorities: Hu go Grotius, the great Remonstrant theologian and Salmasius 
(Claude de Saurnaise, 1588-1653), the Huguenot successor of Scaliger at Leiden, who used Jewish learning 
to uphold the divine right of monarchs. See Stillingfleet, Irenicum, p. 239. 
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within the church.17 He also deals with the role of the Nazarenes and Ebionites, the 
Sanhedrin and many other subjects Newton would discuss in Of the Church. 

John Selden was the ultimate source for many of the ideas of Stubbe, Toland, 
and Stillingfleet about both Judaism and polity. 18 They read Selden themselves and also 
through the filter of James Harrington,19 whose works were republished by Toland. 
Selden was a rather radical thinker whose religious thought was essentially ignored by 
scholars until recently. W K. Jordan recognized that behind Selden's Erastianism stood 
a belief that no consensus of religious truth is possible and the only way to guarantee 
the necessary freedom of inquiry and prevent religious coercion is to prevent the church 
from gaining sway in politics. He fought both "high" Episcopalianism and 
Presbyterianism, and generally found clerics distasteful. Only a secular state with 
control over the church was acceptable to Selden. 20 Stubbe took from Selden the view 
that the ancient Hebrews practiced toleration and the minimal creed of the seven 
Noachide laws; these themes appear again in Newton and Toland.21 While it is well 
known that Selden used his Hebraic learning to scotch Presbyterian Hebraist arguments 
at the Westminster Assembly,22 there is another aspect to his scholarship which may 
also have had political implications, to which little attention has previously been paid. 
He put the New Testament context in tenus of the Jewish synagogue rather than the 
Hebrew Commonwealth of the Bible.23 Whereas the latter included a clerical hierarchy 

17 See Stillingfleet, Irenicum, pp. 239-290 and occasionally elsewhere. I discount Hooker as part of the 
same tradition I am exploring here because of his specifically negative attitude toward the view that Jewish 
Temple and synagogue polity shaped that of the Church. See Richard Hooker, O/the Laws o/Ecclesiastical 
Polity in The Folger Library Edition o/The Works o/Richard Hooker, voL I (Cambridge, MA, 1977), Book 
IV, Ch. 11 (pp. 308-319). Nevertheless, many of Hooker's conceptions were undoubtedly taken over by 
Newton and others in this group. 

11 For Selden, see Jonathan R Ziskind, John Selden on Jewish Marriage Law: The Uxor Hebra;cq 
(Leiden, 1991), esp. Introduction and p. I n. I which contains bibliography; Isaac Herzog, "John Selden and 
Jewish Law," idem Judaism: Law and Ethics (London, 1974); w.K. Jordan, The Development o/Religious 
Toleration in England, voL II (London, 1936), pp. 479-88; and DNB. Martha Ziskind's unpublished Ph.D 
dissertation on Selden (University of Chicago, 1972) has not been available to me. For Selden's influence on 
Stubbe, see James R. JIWOb,Henry Stubbe: Radical Protestantism and the Early Enlightenment (Cambridge, 
1983). For his influence on Toland, see, e.g., Nazarenus, pp. 25, 30. 

1. Harrington was also an Erastian, and he made much use of Selden, particularly in those areas in which 
Judaism was concerned. He was convinced that the rabbinic tradition was correct in its claim that the laying 
on of hands to pass along authority was continuous from Moses until Jesus' time. See w.K. Jordan, The 
Development o/Religious Toleration in England, voL IV (London, 1940), pp. 281-91 and S. B. Liljegren, 
"Harrington and the Jews," Bulletin de la Societe Royale des Lettres de Lund, voL 4 (1931-2), pp. 65-92. 

'" Jordan, The Development o/Religious Toleration, voL II (London, 1936), pp. 479-88. Note the affinity 
of Selden's Erastianism to that of Hobbes, as expressed in Leviathan, Ch. XUI ("Of Power Ecclesiastical"). 
I take Erastianism in its traditional sense rather than as an expression of Erastus's true position (see Lamont, 
Godly Rule, pp. 113--6.) 

.. See above, Chapter 3; Jacob,HenryStubbe, pp. 31-3,158,163; Stubbe,Account, pp. 13,24--5; and 
Toland, Nazarenus, p. 46 and n. 64 there, Ch. XI-XIII passim 

n Jordan, Religious Toleration, p. 485 and Haller, Liberty and Reformation, pp. 230-1. 

.. As my colleague Ka1man Neuman has pointed out, it is important to note that the term synagoga is often 
used simply to indicate any Jewish government; it is a analogous to the Christian ecclesia. However, in 
Selden's case, the entire description of the synagogue discussed in De Synedriis and elsewhere, including 
particular institutions (e.g., the hazan, etc.), refers specifically to the houses of worship found in each 
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with political power, the fonner was a confederation of independent institutions, each 
with its own "bishop" and "presbyters." This idea had echoes in Harrington, Stubbe 
(trying to modify Harrington), and Newton.24 Newton particularly stresses the 
continuity of the church from the synagogue, and he relies heavily on Selden (though 
he hardly credits him) for identifying the functions of its officers.25 

While the works of Selden and Stillingfleet were in Newton's library,26 there 
is no record of his owning either Stubbe or Toland. Stubbe's work, on which Toland's 
is partially based, was written between 1671 and 1676, but it remained in manuscript 
until 1911.27 Since Toland began writing his Nazarenus only in 17H1~ almost exactly 
the time Newton was working on Of the Church, it seems very likely that he had access 
to Stubbe's work. On the other hand, one might wonder whether Newton was actually 
in communication with Toland or others of his circle concerning issues of ecclesiastical 
history during this period. 

The goal of Stubbe in his Account, and to a lesser degree of Toland in 
Nazarenus, was to prove that pristine Christianity (heavily based on Judaism) did not 
believe in true incarnation or in a Trinity and that this pure tradition had been preserved 
only among the Muslims. The obvious implication is that the Church of England, and 
certainly the Roman and other churches, had embraced heresies which could be 
historically proven false. All religion ought to require the essential Noachide 
commandments, the law of nature.29 Because Christianity is simply a Jewish sect, a 
"reformed Judaism" as Selden put it/o the original gentile Christians who joined were 
considered resident strangers (ger toshav) and thus obliged only in the Noachide laws.3l 

The Jewish Christians, on the other hand, were never absolved of keeping the law, and 

community which we still call synagogues, and not to the Temple or Commonwealth. While the synagogue 
had been discussed and described previously by the Buxtorfs and others, its place in the history of the early 
church was not developed (to the best of my knowledge) before Selden. 

.. The importance of the synagogue in Stubbe as an example of non-hierarchic, irenical ecclesiastic 
government is brought out by Jacob, Henry Stubbe, p. 67 and Stubbe, Account, p. 18. 

15 This continuity of offices is also found in Stubbe (Account, p. 19), though he does not develop the 
parallels. Lightfoot, as has been noted, was also a major source for Newton in this area. It has taken three 
centuries for scholarship to attain again the level of sophistication in this discussion found among this group, 
and Newton's conclusions have been confrrmed in many cases by the author who has achieved that level, 
James Tunstead Burtchaell. See Burthchaell, From Synagogue to Church: Public Services and Offices in the 
Earliest Christian Communities (Cambridge, 1992). For important correctives ofBurtchaell and a more 
detailed discussion of one aspect of the problem, see R. Alastair Campbell, The Elders: Seniority Within 
Earliest Christianity (Edinburgh, 1994). Like their seventeenth-century predecessors, these scholars still 
appear to be arguing from a personal doctrinal position. 

,. Harrison, Library, #1481-4 (Selden); #1561-1565 (Stillingfleet). 

2' See Jacob, Henry Stubbe, Ch. 4, pp. 64-77 and Champion, Pillars ofPriestcrajt, pp. 120-8. 

28 Champion, Pillars ofPriestcrajt, p. 125. 

2. This is drawn from Selden, who expresses natural religion and law in tenns of the seven Noachide 
commandments in several of his works (see above, Chapter 3), most explicitly in De jure naturali and De 
synedriis. Selden hinIselfwas inspired by a much briefer reference in Grotius' De iure belli ac pacis. 

'" Selden, De Synedriis, vol. I, Ch. 8, quoted in Toland, Nazarenus, p. 30 and n. 49 there. 

31 Stubbe, Account, pp. 13, 25; Toland, Nazarenus, pp. 46-9. This is a central theme in Selden's De jure 
naturali. 
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the division between Churches of the Circumcision and Churches of the 
Uncircumcision was meant to be preserved permanently distinct.32 It was an absolute 
crime for Jewish Christians (Nazarenes) to demand observance of the law from gentiles 
and for gentiles to demand nonobservance by the Nazarenes. 

When this background is recognized, particularly that of Stubbe and Toland, 
there are many implications for understanding Newton's religion. While previous 
research has attempted to contextualize Newton's church histories in bits and pieces 
which often do not fit smoothly together, we can now see that he was in the direct line 
of an Erastian historical school whose researches in ancient Jewish Christianity were 
clearly intended to promote its often radical religious and political program.33 Dr. 
Champion has argued convincingly that the intention of deists and other critics of 
Anglicanism like Stubbe and Toland was not to overthrow Christianity but to deflate 
what they considered a corrupt and heretical priestly elite-in short, they wanted to 
purifY Christianity and return it to its pristine state.34 It is interesting that Stubbe fought 
against Newton's Royal Society and Toland against Newtonianism, for the reason 
(plausibly argued by James and Margaret Jacob) that they felt the alignment of the 
Newtonian design argument with Latitudinarian religion was a threat to their goal of a 
liberalized Christianity.35 Indeed, there was an ongoing debate between Toland and 
Newton on scientific/philosophical issues. Yet it appears Newton himself was in many 
ways favorable to their anti-Trinitarian deist program! There were, however, major 
areas of dispute between Newton's position and theirs, particularly regarding the status 
of scriptural prophecy, so that the dispute is not completely surprising. 36 

III. THE MODEL OF THE ANCIENT JEWS, 1: CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL POUTY 

In Newton's church histories one comes upon some rare glimpses into his ideas 
on the relationship between church and state, veiled in the obscure terminology of 
ancient Israelite history. Newton discusses at length the history of ecclesiastical polity, 

"Stubbe, Account, pp. 13, 16-18; Toland, Nazarenus, pp. 36-40, 50-3. Toland's insistence on the eternity 
of this distinction is related to his famous attitude toward toleration of the Jews-there is no need to wean them 
away from the law, as most conversionists attempt to do. (Nazarenus, p. 38) 

33 Newton's Erastian position can be seen in appendix A, thesis 8-11. 

34 Champion, Pillars ofPriestcrafl, passim. 

35 J. Jacob, Henry St~bbe; M.C. Jacob, "Toland and Newtonian Ideology"; idem, The Newtonians and the 
English Revolution, Ch. 6, 'The Opposition: Freethinkers," pp. 201-250; and Robert E. Sullivan, John Toland 
and the Deist Controversy: A Study in Adaptations (Cambridge, MA, 1982), pp. 194-5,240-1. It is not 
swprising that the Jacobs do not deal with Toland's N azarenus; its bearing on the Newtonian debate could only 
be known is after reading Of the Church, to which they had no access. 

3. For previous discussion of Newton's relationship with deism, see Force and Popkin, Essays in the 
Context, Nature and Influence, Ch. 3 and 4 (the latter really deals only with Newton's disciples) and the other 
essays of Force mentioned in Ch. 1 and Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, pp. 56-7. The debate on 
Newton's relationship to deism has centered mainly on his theories of ancient religion found in Yahuda MS. 
16. As can be seen in Chapter 3 above, there is a great deal more to be said on the subject in light of Yahuda 
MS. 41, but Newton's church histories are an even more fertile source for understanding his relationship with 
religious doctrines of all sorts. 
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which was, of course, one of the central issues in seventeenth and early eighteenth
century English politics. Newton felt, along with many contemporaries, that a proper 
understanding of ancient Hebrew government would be an aid toward Anglican peace. 
He did not stop with a study of biblical and patristic sources, as did many of his 
colleagues, but he added the evidence of rabbinic literature. He tried to show an organic 
continuity of governmental structure from the Bible through the Temple to the 
synagogue and fInally the church. Newton, relying heavily on the De Synedriis of John 
Selden and Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae of John Lightfoot, traces specifIc 
institutions within this tradition to show the parameters of various political functions. 
Along the way he touches on the relationships between church, state, and king. 

English Hebraism and Church Government 

In his recent study of Christian attitudes toward Judaism, Frank Manuel points 
out the widespread appeal to Hebrew antiquity made by English divines of all parties 
in the seventeenth century. The examples of Roman and Greek government which had 
been the focus of political writing in the Renaissance were replaced in early-modem 
England by the Israelite paradigm, consistent with English biblicism: 

As confIdently as Machiavelli had turned to Livy, Englishmen of the 
Civil War period seeking to establish a stable political order offered 
the citizens of their commonwealth the paradigm of ancient Israel. If 
the new English commonwealth could not be an exact replica of the 
ancient Hebrew republic since the conditions of life had changed, at 
least the underlying principles of government could be consistent 
with those of a polity that God himself had ordained ... From the 
Bible, Josephus, the Talmud, and the rabbis, they reconstructed a 
Hebrew society that was a projection of their own.3? 

Manuel recalls the plethora of references to biblical and rabbinic literature in the 
Westminster Assembly of Divines and the widespread use of these sources among 
Hebraists and political writers of the period?8 Newton followed the radical approach 
of John Selden in not only using rabbinic literature along with the bible to form his 
ideas of church and state but also in seeing the synagogue rather than the Hebrew state 
as the form of polity most applicable to church structure. 

When Newton discusses the ancient Hebrew government and implies the 
contemporary applicability of its institutions, he is characteristically cryptic and short 
on attributions. As is so often the case, he tries to give the impression that his only tools 
are a Bible and his own cogitations. However, he owned many works which used 

37 Manuel, The Broken Staff, p. 116. On the view of England as the new Israel and London as the new 
Jerusalem, see Patrick Collinson, "'The Cohabitation of the Faithful with the Unfaithful," O. P. Grell et aI. 
(eds.), From Persecution to Toleration, p. 57. On the variety of church-slate issues which occupied England 
in the seventeenth century, many of which deeply involved Hebraism, see Lamont, Godly Rule. 

31 Manuel, The Broken Staff, pp. 115-128. 
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rabbinic and patristic models to recommend contemporary policy, including Heruy 
Dodwell's Works (London, 1723; Harrison, #534), containing his Discourse concerning 
the One Altar and the One Priesthood (1683); Thomas Godwin's Moses and Aaron 
(London, 1631; Harrison, #673); William Cave's Primitive Christianity (London, 1702; 
Harrison, #357); and Humphrey Prideaux' Old and New Testament connected in the 
history of the Jews and neighbouring nations (London, 1716-8; Harrison, #1348). In 
addition to these, many of the Hebraists' works (especially Lightfoot and Selden) based 
modern criticisms on their studies, and furthermore, many strictly political works such 
as that of Hobbes were full of biblical and antiquarian proofiexts. It was, in fact, a 
major feature of Newton's period that history was used as a polemical tool to support 
positions on church polity?9 There can be little doubt, then, that Newton was influenced 
by others in this area, particularly Lightfoot and Selden. Nevertheless he had his own 
unique contributions to the use of Hebraic scholarship in applied ecclesiology. 

The Civil War period was really the heyday of Hebraism in the service of the 
church. Perhaps the best known political writers to use Jewish models for contemporary 
ecclesiastical application were Richard Hooker and James Harrington.4O As Manuel has 
noted, both royalists and republicans attempted to press ancient Israelite history into 
service for their cause, arguing particularly about whether there was a separation of 
civil and ecclesiastical realms in the Hebrew commonwealth.41 The writings of the 
Hebraists Lightfoot and Selden were groundbreaking in that they brought a hitherto 
unused contemporary source of information into the discussion of Israelite polity: 
genuine, accurate material from rabbinic literature. Not only did these writings offer 
facts unavailable or unclear in Scripture, Josephus and the Church Fathers but they also 
introduced the synagogue as an unexplored and central form of Hebrew government in 
the time of Jesus. 42 It was Selden, in his De Synedriis, who stressed this point and from 
whom Newton was to draw so much in his church histories. As was mentioned above, 
the synagogue offered a more Erastian model than the Temple or Hebrew 
Commonwealth because synagogue government was non-hierarchic, the individual 

,. This is one of the central themes of Champion, Pillars of Priest craft . 

.. Newton owned Hooker's Works (Harrison,#798), which included his Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, but 
not Harrington's Art of Lawgiving, though he may well have read it. For some cases of the exemplary use of 
Hebrew polity in the earlier seventeenth century, see Avraham Melamed, "Jethro's Advice in Medieval and 
Early Modem Jewish and Christian Political Thought," Jewish Political Studies Review 2: 1-2 (Spring, 1990), 
pp. 3-41, which concentrates on James Harrington, who (like Newton) seems to have learned most of what 
he knew of rabbinic sources from Selden; see also S. B. Robinson, "The Biblical Hebrew state as an Example 
of the Ideal Government in the Writings of Political Thinkers of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," 
idem (ed), Education Between Continuity and Openness (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 1975), Ch. 2 ''Biblicism in 
English Political Thought," pp. 37-52, concentrating on Hooker, Harrington, and Hobbes. 

41 Manuel, Broken Staff, pp. 116-8, 124. 

41 Henry Stubbe points out the gap in primitive church historiography which resulted from the lack of 
Hebraic awareness: 

I must add that our Church Histories of the primitive times seem to be chiefly deduced 
from the Latin and Greek writers who give no account of the Syriack or Judaizing 
Churches, so that we hear no news of the latter till Saint Jerom and Epiphanius come 
to represent them as Hereticks .... (Account, p. 51) 
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synagogues each possessing their own officers.43 Unfortunately, rabbinic knowledge did 
little to clear up disputed points. For example, Lightfoot was a parliamentarian and a 
Presbyterian, whereas Selden, who faced him at the Westminster Assembly, was an 
Erastian conservative. 

N. von Maltzahn has reflected in a recent article that the political arguments 
of the 1640's and 1650's were often "recycled" at the end of the 17th century when 
similar issues arose again,44 and the same may surely be said for theological arguments. 
Both these elements are present, for example, in Toland's repUblication of Harrington's 
works. Thus, while Hebraism had declined substantially between the Civil War and the 
Glorious Revolution, Newton was prepared with arguments from that earlier literature 
when he wrote in the time of Queen Anne. He was particularly well served by Selden, 
whose Erastianism had become de rigeur among early eighteenth-century 
Latitudinarians. He could similarly apply Selden's studies of the synagogue and its 
institutions to trace the respective duties of Bishops, Presbyters, and other church 
officers, a pursuit which had been popular during the Restoration and enjoyed a new 
vogue in the days of the high-church schism. 

Newton's Contemporary Intentions 

There are several ways to determine that Newton's own writings on church 
history, and specifically on ancient Jewish government, were indeed meant to 
communicate views about the contemporary church and state. To begin with, no 
Englishman wrote about the history of ecclesiastical institutions in this period without 
intending to imply some significance for his discoveries to the English Church. 
Furthermore, Newton specifically notes, after describing historical roles of bishops and 
presbyters, "It is therefore the duty of Bishops and Presbyters to govern ... ."45 This 
implies their historical roles defme their contemporary tasks. A most compelling proof 
of Newton's intent is in his assignment of the title Irenicum or Ecclesiastical Polyty 
tending to peace46 to those draft propositions for Of the Church found in Keynes MS. 
3 and discussed above. Like Stillingfleet, whose controversial tract may have suggested 
the name Irenicum to Newton, Newton's intent was to propose a set of suggestions on 
how to achieve a stable peace within the Anglican church. 47 

The material in Newton's lrenicum is not related in any immediately 
recognizable way to the early eighteenth-century English church, but it is rather mainly 
a series of statements about the history of the ancient synagogue and church. To anyone 

43 While James Jacob spotted the importance of this aspect of the synagogue for Stubbe (Henry Stubbe, p. 
67), he did not note that Stubbe's example depended upon reference specifically to the synagogue rather than 
the Temple and Commonwealth govenunents (which were the usual "Hebrew polities" brought as evidence 
by Christian authors) nor that Selden was the first person to stress synagogue govenunent as a model. 

44 N. von Maltzahn, "Republicanism in the Restoration: Some Trimming Pleas for Limited Monarchy, 
1660/1680," Huntington Library Quarterly, vol. 56, no. 3 (Summer, 1993) p. 281. 

... Appendix A, thesis 7. The italics are mine. 

46 King's College, Keynes MS. 3, p. 21. I have put excerpts of this MS. in appendix A below. 

47 See n. 14 above. 
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uninitiated in the issues of the late-Stuart Anglican church, the presence of ancient 
Israelite and Christian history in a work on, "ecclesiastical polyty tending to peace" 
would seem odd at best, and the long discourses on these subjects in OJ the Church 
would appear equally unrelated to contemporary problems. In reality, Newton was 
simply continuing the tradition of the sort of authors mentioned above who "proved" 
the correctness of their political positions by appeal to the ancient history of Hebrew 
and primitive Christian govennnent. However, Newton's conclusions fit more with the 
radical comprehension or toleration schemes of Toland and Stubbe than the traditional 
Presbyterian and Episcopal arguments from Jewish polity. In particular, Newton's use 
of the synagogue rather than the Hebrew commonwealth as a model for church peace 
fits into the Selden-HarringtoniStubbe-Toland tradition. In any case, it is the 
seventeenth-century English pastime of examining the ancient Jewish and church 
governments to which we must look for the context of both the OJ the Church and the 
lrenicum. 

In these two works Newton seeks to address a set of problems concerning 
Anglican ecclesiastical govennnent, which had roots in the English Reformation and 
continued to vex the church through the Restoration and beyond. Central among these 
problems were the respective roles of bishops, presbyters and other functionaries, and 
their relationship with the monarchy. John Spurr has framed some of these questions 
in the following paragraph: 

The debate about the divine or other appointment of 
episcopacy is a morass of verbal niceties. It is evident from scripture, 
says the Prayer Book Ordinal, 'that from the Apostles' time, there 
hath been these orders of ministers in Christ's Church; bishops, 
priests, and deacons'. But what offices do these terms denote? Have 
the terms changed meaning since the Apostles' time? How and by 
whom were these offices created? In particular, what distinguished 
the bishop from the priest? Did the first bishops devolve some of the 
power to other grades of the ministry? or did other grades of the 
ministry evolve as required by the Church? Are the offices of bishop 
and priest different degrees of a single order of the ministry-and if 
so, which is the original? Or are they different orders? The 
difference of order or degree was the crux of the matter. 
Unfortunately, the scriptures could not resolve the matter. The 
evidence of the Apostolic Church, as recorded in Acts, is confusing 
since the names of offices are not confmed to one use, but are 
'ambulatory': presbyteros and episcopos are not always clearly 
distinguished (Acts xx. 17,28); nor are presbyter and deacon or elder 
(Acts vi. 1-7; xiv. 23). (Spurr, The Restoration Church, p. 134) 

As has been noted, Newton sought to overcome the problem of vagueness in the New 
Testament (as well as the Church Fathers) by use of Hebraic scholarship in tandem with 
his biblical and patristic learning. Newton seeks to deal with a related issue through 
this scholarship-the respective jurisdiction of civil and ecclesiastical courts. 
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Newton's solution, though its nature is difficult to determine (his extreme 
reticence in exposing the implications of his positions makes him hard to second-guess), 
appears to have been based on the Erastianism of Selden and his follower Harrington. 
It will become apparent that Newton takes a great deal of trouble in tracing the offices, 
but he then summarily dismisses them from almost all claim to political power. 

Synagogue Government and Church Government 

Newton's first project was to demonstrate the continuity of church government 
from the bible through the Temple, the synagogue, and the primitive church: 

Christ & his Apostles therefore instituted no new form of Church 
government, but continued the ancient form of government which 
was in use among the Jews in their Synagogues before his coming: 
And the Christian Churches are nothing else then Synagogues.48 

The most obvious reason to take up this demonstration is its utility in clarifYing the 
abovementioned vagueness in the history of ecclesiastical institutions. Following the 
novel conception of Selden and Lightfoot, Newton realized that the rabbis constitute 
a key contemporary source for understanding the early church, which would logically 
have been formed as a synagogue.49 There are also deeper roots in Newton's theology. 
Newton believed that the underlying basis of all true religion is natural law, which for 
him meant the seven Noachide commandments. One of these commandments was the 
creation of courts of justice, which constitute the Ur-institution of all political and 
ecclesiastical leadership in Newton's discussion. so A third possible reason for 
demonstrating the continuity, though Newton never mentions it explicitly, is to show 
how the office of pope corrupts the pristine traditional system of synagogue and church 
government by warping the form of the episcopate . 

•• Appendix B, paragraph 4 . 

.. See Appendix A, theses S~ and Appendix B, paragraph 3. Already in Henry Stubbe's day he could speak 
of the continuity from synagogue to church government as a commonplace, but the identity of offices (which 
he has just supplied) was still unfamiliar: 

The whole Constitution of the primitive Church Government related to the Jewish 
Synagogue ... But since all learned men do now agree that the Christian Church was 
goverrrd according to the pattern of the Jewish Synagogue, there can be little doubt but 
that every Officer of the Christian Synagogues resembled those of the others as wei in 
Office as Name, & that as they retain'd the Rites & Customs of the Jewish Synagogues 
in all other things, even to structure. (Stubbe, Account, pp. 18-9) 

,. See Appendix A, frrst paragraph. The question of whether one may legitimately equate the biblical 
judiciary with magistracy was a hotly debated topic at the Westminster Assembly. Newton saw the functions 
as originally intertwined, but he unceremoniously decoupled them by declaring that, "The Christian kingdoms 
have other forms of government & other courts of judicature for civil causes." (Appendix B, paragraph 8) For 
the debate on civil and ecclesiasticlaw in the Westminster Assembly, see, e.g., the speech of Lightfoot and 
responses of William Price and Lazarus Seaman in Minutes of the Westminster Assembly, pp. 439-441. This 
was also among the points of Dod well's Discourse concerning the one Altar and one Priesthood (1683) and 
a matter of discussion in many quarters. 
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During this historical dissertation, Newton's main aim is to delineate the 
various ancient ecclesiastical institutions, their nomenclature, and functions. The first 
and most central of these institutions is that of judge, which in Newton's biblical 
analysis was also called an elder and a ruler. These were the functionaries whose 
position was suggested to Moses by Jethro, though the office was universal to mankind 
since Adam.51 This identification, as we mentioned, is not simple; its legitimacy was 
debated between Lightfoot and his opponents at the Westminster Assembly of 
Divines.52 These judges/elders/rulers were organized into councils of elders, the 
greatest of which was the council of70 mentioned in Exodus 24:1,14.53 In the Temple, 
the president of this council was the sagan. These councils of elders became the sitting 
courts in Israel and spawned associated places of worship which Newton identifies with 
the biblical "high places" such as that at Gibeon. These were administered by priests 
in the original sense, that is, members of the tribe of Levi and family of Aaron.54 This 
most ancient form of government was interrupted by the Babylonian captivity, thus 
disrupting the succession of leadership, but it was restored by Ezra with a charter from 
Artaxerxes upon the Jews' return to their land.55 

Courts of three, twenty-three, and seventy elders were established throughout 
the land, the latter of which came to be called the Sanhedrin when the Greeks replaced 
the Persians as the dominant empire. The locations where the lesser councils of three 
and twenty-three met came to be called Synagogues or Congregations. The structure 
of these synagogues was based on that of the Temple, and they were found in any city 
where there were ten learned men of leisure. 56 Three of these ten became magistrates 
of the synagogue, called Elders and Rulers of the Synagogue. The synagogue with its 
council acted as a miniature of the Sanhedrin. Its function was both civil Gudging 
controversies), criminal Gudging crimes), and religious (admitting proselytes, 
excommunicating, ordaining).57 A further officer of the synagogue was the public 
minister, a beadle, cantor, and occasional preacher identical to the Jewish hazan. This 
officer is the key figure in Newton's ecclesiastical lineup, because he is otherwise called 

.. See Appendix A, paragraphs 2-3 and Appendix B, paragraph 1. On the history of the apprehension of 
Jethro's advice to Moses concerning political structure (Exodus 18:13-27 and Deuteronomy 1:12-17), see 
Melamed, "Jethro's Advice." Melamed concentrates on James Harrington, who (like Newton) seems to have 
learned most of what he knew of rabbinic sources from Selden. Hanington's conclusions, however, were 
significantly different from those of Newton; e.g., he concluded against the traditional Jewish interpretation, 
that Moses' judges were only judges and not rulers as well, and that the Hebrew commonwealth was finally 
a democracy. (Melamed, "Jethro's Advice," pp. 25-6) For a discussion of the image of the Hebrew state in 
Hooker, Hobbes and Harrington, see Robinson, "The Biblical Hebrew State." The articles of both Melamed 
and Robinson deal with a period considerably earlier than Newton was writing. but the issues are often the 
same and the influence of Lightfoot and Selden was already being felt by the Civil War. 

,. Minutes afthe SeSSions, pp. 439-448. Lightfoot holds, as Newton later would, that there is no distinction 
in the ancient literature between civil and ecclesiastical govenunent among the Jews, but his conclusions are 
not Erastian. 

"See Appendix A, theses 2-3; AppendixB, paragraph 1. 

.. See Appendix B, paragraphs 1,4 . 

.. See Appendix A, theses 2, 11; Appendix B, paragraph 1 (end) . 

.. See Appendix A, thesis 3; Appendix B, paragraphs 1 (end), 2 (beginning), 6. 

" See Appendix B, paragraph 2 (near beginning). 
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an Overseer; Bishop, or Pastor of the congregation. He had to be chosen by unanimous 
agreement, and, though they needed to be ratified by the magistrates, the other officers 
also had to be elected. SB Although Newton says so specifically only later, he identifies 
the remaining members of the council as Presbyters, who are, "Elders sent from the 
Synagogue to govern & instruct the subordinate parishes & villages of the city. "S9 Other 
synagogue officers were the deacons, who took care of the poor; an interpreter from 
Hebrew to Aramaic; a scribe, register; or secretary of the synagogue; a synagogue 
keeper or church-warden; and a doctor or schoolmaster, ordained by the elders, in 
charge of the school associated with each synagogue. These latter were sometimes 
called prophets in biblical usage, and their function was taken over by the bishop.60 

Having established the tradition of synagogue institutions derived from 
Temple and biblical polity, Newton begins to reveal his practical interest in this 
discourse "Now from this constitution of Synagogues the form of Church government 
among Christians had its rise. ,,61 The original churches were simply synagogues, 
governed in the same style. The apostles served the original church at Jerusalem as 
bishops, elders, and deacons, and all other churches followed their example. Newton 
confirms the identity of the original leaders of the church as both elders, rulers, and 
judges by appeal to the image of elders in the Apocalypse wearing crownS.62 Christian 
presbyters are to judge the people "according to the laws of God & the king," and to 
teach the people following the precedent of Ezra and his elders who were 
commissioned to perform these functions by Artaxerxes. Newton stresses the 
importance of identity in the persons of teachers, leaders, and judges: "For no man can 
be fitter to expound the law then he who is fit to judge according to it, & no man can 
judge without expounding the law in difficult cases. ,,63 

Newton continues this section of Of the Church by stressing the organic 
growth of the church and its institutions out of the synagogue. Christ's church 
"instituted no new form of church government"; it was a synagogue. The bishop is a 
Christian hazan; the dean (deacon) is the vice-president of the council of 
elders/judges/rulers; the rest of the council is called prebends; lectors in the church 
correspond to those whom the hazan (bishop) of the synagogue would call upon to read 
the law; a chancellor is a lawyer assisting the court to decide cases according to Roman 

$I See Appendix B, paragraphs 2 (middle), 4, 7, 8 (beginning). On popular election of officers, see 
Appendix B, paragraphs 2 (middle), 8 (end). The democratic element is also unusual, though Harrington had 
suggested it (without requiring unanimous election of bishops). 

59 See Appendix B, paragraph 4 (middle). See also Appendix A, thesis 6. Note that the bishop and 
presbyters are separate offices . 

.. See Appendix B, paragraph 2 (middle). 

61 See Appendix B, paragraph 3 (beginning). 

61 This fits with the Erastian position of Selden, as Robert Baillie quotes it from his statement at the 
Westminster Assembly, ''that the Jewish State and Church was all one, and that so in England it must be, that 
the Parliarnentisthe Church." (Baillie, Letters and Journals, vol. II, pp. 265-6, quoted in Haller, Liberty and 
Reformation, p. 231.) 

63 See Appendix B, paragraph 3 (end). See also Appendix A, thesis I-new draft; Appendix B, paragraph 
3 (passim). The educational and administrative role of presbyters is confirmed in another passage from MS. 
Bodmer, Ch. 9/10 (p. 9v), wherein Newton claims that the catechized and baptized Christian would be 
"admitted into some synagogue or other by the laying on of the hands of the Presbytery of that Synagogue .... " 
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law;64 and the other members of the council (presbyters) correspond to the elders sent 
from the synagogues to govern and teach throughout the city.65 

Finally, however, Newton admits that this pristine form of church government 
has substantially evolved. While the church councils were formerly the only courts of 
law in ancient Israel, "Christian kingdoms have other forms of government & other 
Courts of judicature for civil causes. ,,66 Within the church, presbyters (members of the 
council) have lost all their authority to chancellors. Deacons, too, are no longer 
members of the council. The schools formerly attached to the synagogue/church have 
evolved into universities. (Newton takes a jab here at the modem universities, insisting 
that universities are meant to teach the law of God, not wisdom of the world.) Despite 
the "secularization" of these original institutions which oversaw the religious state, the 
bishops and presbyters still join the chancellor in judging cases of heresy. 67 

The Late-Stuart Context 

It remains for us to translate this historical narrative into a set of specific 
opinions held by Newton on issues of Anglican polity. To begin with, though he denies 
an unbroken episcopate, Newton nevertheless extends the age of prelacy and all proper 
ecclesiastical institutions far beyond the New Testament and Church Fathers, all the 
way back to Moses and even Noah. The key to this position is the identification, 
pioneered by Selden and Lightfoot, of the bishop, presbyter, and other church officers 
with specific functionaries of the ancient synagogue. 

Newton confirms the existence of bishops, presbyters, deacons, prebends, and 
lectors, but he denudes all except the first two of much continued relevance. His denial 
of an uninterrupted series of bishops throughout the ages is interesting in the context 
of the contemporary discussion of Anglican episcopacy. It was a favorite project of 
divines during the Civil War period and after to try proving or disproving the descent 
of English prelates from an uninterrupted heritage tracing back to New Testament 
times.68 On the one hand Newton goes further to legitimize Anglican prelacy, by 
identifying the synagogue hazan as a bishop and by tracing the synagogue offices back 
to the Temple and Old Testament Hebrew polity. On the other hand, however, he denies 
the importance of an unbroken bishopric, pointing out that the succession was in any 
case broken at the Babylonian captivity. "And therefore if it should be again 

.. This is the first indication that Newton did not envisage the councils' total reliance on biblica1law alone. 
He will soon elaborate . 

... See Appendix A, lines theses 6-7 and AppendixB, paragraphs 4-6. See also AppendixE, paragraph I, 
where Newton says that in the earliest age of Christianity the whole council including the bishop might be 
called bishops, elders or presbyters. It was only later that the president alone was called bishop and the others 
presbyters. This again deflates the arguments of these Presbyterians and Episcopalians who wished to show 
that only presbyters or only bishops can be traced continually to the primitive church. 

.. See Appendix B. paragraph 4 (middle) . 

.., See Appendix B. paragraphs 4 (second half). 8 . 

.. See Champion, Pillars of Priester aft, pp. 60-77 and Spurr. The Restoration Church, pp. 132-9. 
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interrupted, the Christian people by the authority or leave of the King may restore it. "69 

He hereby denies all efficacy to the efforts of the bishop-tracers, and he implies an 
Erastian disregard for continued episcopal power. 

This blow at the doctrine of an uninterrupted prelacy, as well as jure divino, 
could be related to one of the most important points in Newton's discussion: his almost 
casual decoupling of ecclesiastical and civil polity. While ecclesiastical courts headed 
by bishops were the only courts to exist in ancient times, Christian kingdoms in later 
times have civil courts as well. Ecclesiastical courts may be allowed to adjudicate in 
both civil and religious cases, but their civil power extends only so far as the king 
allows it, and they must uphold his law in civil cases. Newton declares that 
ecclesiastical courts may "act in civil matters so far as they are not restrained by their 
superiors in the civil government,"70 and that they must judge according to "the laws of 
God & the laws of the King," having no power to make new laws in the name of 
either. 71 Thus the only independent power of the bishop and his court is in matters 
which are not unimportant, but are strictly religious, viz., laying on of hands and 
jUdging cases of religious transgression. This separation of powers should not be 
confused with the high-church attempts to assign an historical independence to 
ecclesiastical courts. Whereas the high-churchmen wanted to augment the authority of 
the church by showing its independence as an adjudicating power, Newton sought to 
minimize the church's power by showing its courts are always subservient to the civil 
magistrate. Newton's Erastianism recalls that of Selden as well as that of Hobbes. The 
lack of ceremony with which Newton separates civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction is 
most odd in the early eighteenth century, when it was precisely the issue of how such 
a separation came about which was at issue. 

This important step in the separation of ecclesiastical and civil polity may be 
connected with yet another matter found in Newton's church history. As will presently 
be seen, Newton was very adamant that there must remain an absolute division between 
essential Christian beliefs, "Milk for Babes," and all uncertain metaphysical doctrines, 
called "Strong Meat for Men of Full Age." The latter could be discussed but never 
argued over or required of anyone. Among the doctrines Newton considers to be 
"Meats" he counts "forms of the Church government. ,,72 One must then conclude that 
Newton was interested, like many of his contemporaries, in using the ancient Jewish 
and church governments as a model appropriate for Anglican peace, but that he 
believed there were serious limits to its de facto practicality. The specifics cannot be 
proved from Scripture to be applicable forever. Christian governments have separate 
civil arms, the monarch is able to determine major matters of church government, and 
nobody else may be allowed to force his ideas about ecclesiastical polity on others. In 
this point Newton comes relatively close to Spinoza's view on the matter. Spinoza had 
said that Israelite government neither could nor should be recreated (though his reasons 

.. See Appendix A, thesis 11; thesis 10 and Appendix E, paragraph 1. 

70 See Appendix E, paragraph 1. 

n See Appendix A, thesis 7; Appendix B, paragraph 3 (end); and Appendix E, paragraph 1. 

n MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, p. 40r and Ch. 3, two pages before end. See also Chapter 3 above. 
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are different from Newton's), but many lessons could be learned from it.'3 Newton, 
then, is simply trying to derive an accurate picture of the primitive church so as to 
correctly distill and apply its underlying principles of government, which in his view 
are Erastian and comprehensive. 

It must be concluded that Newton's ultimate position is royalist-Erastian, 
leaving little room for bishops or presbyters to claim much power independent of the 
government. If this attitude really does derive partially from Selden, its implication is 
that clerics are not to be trusted in government for fear they will disallow pennissible 
religious liberties. 

IV THE MODEL OF THE ANCIENT JEWS, 2: IRENICISM AND SCHISM 

Newton uses the model of Jewish-Christian sects in the primitive church, the 
Nazarenes and Ebionites, as another historical model for ecclesiastical peace. Ancient 
Christianity encompassed a variety of viewpoints and practices. For example, the 
Jewish Christians had a more prosaic and human understanding of Jesus' persona than 
many converted gentiles, and they also clung to the ritual law which was not 
commanded of gentile Christians. Despite these differences, Jewish and gentile 
Christians lived in hannony for many generations of the primitive church because they 
agreed that Christianity must comprehend all persons who accept a simple and minimal 
creed of faith. The only sour note was sounded by certain Jewish Christians who wished 
to impose the ritual law on all Christians. The latter serve Newton as an eternal model 
for all schismatics, whose error consists mainly of trying to introduce adiaphora (non
essential doctrines) into the creed required for church communion.14 Newton 
differentiates between essential tenets of Christian faith, which he calls "Milk for 
Babes," and adiaphora, which he calls "Strong Meats for Men of Full Age." Using a 
Jewish metaphor, he insists that the greatest heretical schism is the mixing of these 
meats into the milk. It is likely that Newton saw his own position as an Arian in a 
Trinitarian church as analogous to those ancient Jews who believed in a non-divine 
Jesus or that he saw himself like those gentile Christians attacked for not upholding an 
adiaphoric doctrine. Nevertheless, Newton's views on irenicism and schism, and the 
world of discourse from which they spring, place him very close to the later 
Latitudinarians. 

T.I Benedict de Spinoza, The%gico-Political Treatise (Elwes translation; New York, 1951), p. 237. 

7. 'The debate on adiaphora split the Lutherans in the middle of the sixteenth century. Melanchthon felt the 
adiaphora were optional, while Flacius and his party argued violently for their necessity. Many of the issues 
involved in Newton's discussion of "Milk" and "Meat" (dogma and adiaphora) are the same as they were a 
century and a half previously, including the question of justification, and that of the king's role in the church. 
Newton takes the position of Melanchthon, who decried Flacius' view as "a new kind of popery. for these 
violent persons want to compel everyone to hold the opinions they hold, and they fearfully condemn everyone 
who does not agree with them" See Theologische Realenzykloptidie, Band XI (Berlin, I 983), p. 207 and Clyde 
Manschrek, "'The Role ofMelanchthon in the Adiaphora Controversy," Archiv jiJr Reformationsgeschichte, 
vol. 48 (1957), pp. 165-216 (the above quotation comes fromp. 172.) Many thanks to Professor Dr. Heiko 
Oberman for helping me to find these references. 
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"Milk for Babes" and ''Meat for Men of Full Age 

The Apostle Paul differentiates between the simplest Christian truths and those 
requiring discernment of reason, which he calls "Milk" and "Meat" respectively: 

... But you are still in need of milk, and not strong meat. For every 
man whose food is milk is unfamiliar with the word of righteousness; 
for he is a babe. But strong meat belongs to those who are of full 
age, even those who by reason of use have their senses exercised to 
discern both good and evi1. (Reb. 5:12-14) 

Newton takes this very general image and turns it into a paradigm for almost his entire 
theology. "Milk for Babes," in Newton's view, refers to essential scriptural doctrines 
of faith about which there can be no doubt or dissent. One can not be a communicate 
Christian without knowing and believing them, and one is a schismatic for adding to 
them. These "Milk" dogmas are the sole content of the primitive Christian creed which 
alone is to be taught to all Christians before baptism.7S Anyone adding to them creates 
a schism from the true original Christianity: 

[[20r]] For there were certain principles of religion preached by the 
Apostles from the beginning, & in which all men were to be 
instructed before baptism by catechizing them, & there were many 
other truths which they were to learn after baptism by studying the 
scriptures to the end of their lives. The Principles the Apostle 
compares to milk to be given to babes, the other truths to strong meat 
W" belongeth to men offull age .... (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, p. 20),6 

Newton goes on to tell us that these "Milk" doctrines are "repentance from dead works, 
faith in God, Baptism, laying on of hands, & the doctrine of the resurrection & day of 
judgment...." (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, p. 20)77 

The "Meat" doctrines are truths which are to be sought after catechism is 
complete and the mind more developed. Newton does call them truths, but on the other 

"I do not know how much importance to attach to the fact that Newton requires catechism before baptism, 
whiclJ. would seem to make him something like a Baptist. In any case, I have not seen anyone else mention this 
point so I am doing so here. Newton says explicitly, "Before it [[baptismllcan be performed the party to be 
baptized must be taught that there is a father a son & a holy Ghost & who they are; that is, he must be 
catechised & taught his Creed." (MS. Bodmer, Additional Chapters, "Chap. Of the <rule offaith, and the 
schism .. >," p. Ir) The same concept is repeated numerous times with different wording. 

,. This idea, in various formulations, is found over and over in both manuscripts of Oft he Church, in the 
lrenicum, and munerous other places in the manuscripts. James Force first pointed out and treated the doctrine 
in his paper, "Newton, the Lord God ofIsrael and KnOWledge of Nature," Popkin and Weiner (eds.), Jewish 
Christians and Christian Jews, pp. 140-7. Force's main point is that Newton's conception of ''Milk'' and 
''Meat'' is heavily influenced by his "Jewish" voluntarism. Force also discusses what he describes as the Jewish 
aspects of Newton's millenarianism. 

77 These are derived from Hebrews, 6: 1-2, inunediately following the "Milk"/"Meat" passage. One must 
be careful not to confuse the "Milk" doctrines, which are conditions for communion, with natural religion 
whose sole tenets are love of God and man as expressed in the Noachide commandments. See Chapter 3. 
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hand the inherent impossibility of proving any position concerning them from 
straightforward, uninterpreted Scripture renders them impossible to impose 
dogmatically. They are to be studied and taught, but not argued over. The particular 
doctrines which Newton places in the "Meat" category are most instructive. Here are 
two passages: 

[[ 40r]] Besides the fundamental points of faith <requisite to 
baptism> wn all men were to learn before baptism, & well the Apostel 
therefore compares to milk for babes there are in the scriptures many 
truths of great importance to be learnt afterward. And these the 
Apostle compares to strong meats for men of full age who by use 
have their senses exercised to discern both good & evil. With these 
truths the mind is to be fed continually as the body is with meats. 
And to these truths I referr what Christ did before his incarnation, & 
between his death & resurrection, what he doth [[41r]] now in 
heaven how the saints shall reign with him as Kings & Priests at his 
second coming & rule the nations with a rod of iron & what he or 
they shall do after the day of judgment, as also all disputable 
questions about Providence, Predestination, Free-will, Grace, the 
origin of evil, the nature of Gods justice & of the satisfaction made 
by Christ, the nature of Angels the state of the dead between death 
& the resurrection the nature of the bodies Will vF the dead shall 
arise, the power of the keys, forms of the Church government, the 
keeping of Easter & other holy days & the like. About such things 
we are to believe the scriptures, to learn all that we can out of them 
& to instruct one another, but not to fallout amongst our selves. We 
must not impose consequences of scripture but keep to the language 
of the scripture it self, & bear with one anothers interpretations 
thereof. For imposing of consequences tends to wrangling discord & 
schism, & puts the true Church upon a level in disputing Will 

wranglinghereticks. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, pp. 40r-41r) 

To make it an article of communion that there are or are not 
Antipodes, that the earth rests or moves about the sun, that there are 
or are not more <inhabited> worlds than one that matter is or is not 
out of nothing, that the souls of men are or are not praexistent, that 
they are or are not sparks of divine light &c. would tend not to 
salvation but to strife faction & schism & therefore would be 
criminal .... (MS. Yahuda 15.5, p. 79r)78 

Many of the "Meat" doctrines in both these quotations are issues which were hotly 
debated in Newton's Europe, the fIrst group being theological and the second group 
both theological and scientifIc matters. We have already seen that Newton discusses 

11 This passage is in fact referring to the damage done by Gnostics, one of the parties guilty of mixing 
"Meat for Men of Full Age" (the said doctrines) into the "Milk for Babes," as will be discussed below. 
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one of the theological views, church government, at great length. That is fine since he 
does not try to force his views on anyone; he discusses others of these doctrines in 
various places as well. 

Force has tried to show a generally "Judaizing" aspect in Newton's whole 
doctrine of "Milk" and "Meat" based on Newton's underlying monotheistic 
voluntarism.79 While Newton's voluntarism is undoubtedly Judaic or at least biblical, 
the specific types of "Milk" and "Meat" are not necessarily Jewish in themselves. On 
the other hand, it may be possible to isolate a Jewish influence on Newton's very 
concept of a differentiation between central tenets and adiaphora less critical to faith. 
This conception was developed by John Calvin, but Newton would have discovered 
from almost every Hebraist he read that the Jews have a similar idea: a concise 
13-element creed designed by Maimonides, which' excludes other beliefs, even true 
ones, from the realm of dogma.so This may have been the clue which led Newton to 
"discover" such a differentiation latent in his own church, as will be seen below. Simple 
creeds and catechisms alone were required of every Christian not because they were the 
totality of religious truth, but because it was impracticable to expect all persons to learn 
more. 

''Milk/or Babes": The Nazarenes and Peace in the Primitive Church 

Newton uses examples from Jewish history (as he perceives it) to exemplify
the application of his "MilklMeat" metaphor. Newton tries to show how the primitive 
church, by adhering carefully to the MilklMeat principle and never allowing the two to 
mix, remained peaceful for centuries despite the disparate metaphysical opinions of its 
members. The chief difference of opinion, in Newton's view, was between converted 
Jews and converted gentiles. The former tended to hold a more "Jewish" view of Jesus, 
seeing him as an essentially human figure who fit the role of the biblical messiah. They 
continued, as Jesus and the Apostles themselves had done, to attend Temple or 
synagogue worship and keep the ritual law. Many gentiles, on the other hand, deified 
Jesus and associated a wider range of Old Testament passages with his person and 
activities. Yet, with one notable exception, which will be discussed presently, Jewish 

79 Force, ''Newton, the Lord God of Israel and Knowledge of Nature," passim. 

.. See Menachem Marc Kellner, Dogma in Medieval Jewish Thought: From Maimonides to Abravanel 
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 17-8 (on Maimonides' view that his principles are necessary to all for communication and 
salvation) and Ch. 1 (on Maimonides), passim. Despite Calvin's idea of adiaphora, in Newtonian England the 
very tenninology of faith still had not truly differentiated levels of religious truth. What Harnack says of 
Roman Catholicism is certainly the way Newton saw the Anglican church: 

In the modern Romish Church ... Instead of a series of dogmas definitely defined, and 
of equal value, there is presented an infinite multitude of whole and half dogmas, 
doctrinal directions, pious opinions, probable theological propositions, etc. [Adolph 
Harnack, History o/Dogma (New York, 1961), vol.I, p. 7, n 1] 

In his quest to resolve the skepticism concerning religion by reducing it to a science, especially by precision 
of definition, Newton develops the "Milk"f'Meat" differentiation dividing hard-core dogma from adiaphora. 
As will be seen, he fmds a simple expedient for refracting Anglican theology into these categories. 
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and gentile Christians got along splendidly because they communicated strictly on the 
basis of the simple creed of "Milk for Babes." Newton calls the converted Jews the 
"Church of the Circumcision," (which the Jews called "Nazarenes") and the converted 
gentiles the "Church of Un circumcision. " 

As was seen in the last section, the original church was simply a Christian 
synagogue in Newton's view, similar in all institutions. The ftrst church was of course 
that of Jerusalem, and the fIrst Christians (including Jesus and many of the Apostles) 
were believing Jews who kept the ritual as well as the spiritual law. In fact, these fIrst 
Jewish Christians remained so much a part of the Jewish community that they often 
prayed and even preached at the synagogues and Temple. If a man converted from 
Judaism, there was no provision in Christianity which absolved him from his covenant 
with God (sealed with circumcision) to keep the law; neither was a gentile Christian 
ever obliged in it. The various Churches of the Circumcision did not 1:Iy to impose ritual 
law on the gentile churches, the Churches of Uncircumcision, and each had its own 
apostles to oversee it. They all communicated with one another, loved one another, ate 
together, and intermarried. These Nazarenes were chased to Peraea and elsewhere 
during the Vespasianic or Hadrianic wars, where they received the gospel. The church 
continued in this peaceful manner until the time of Pope Victor.81 

It was not only in the ritual law that the Nazarenes differed from the gentile 
Christians, Newton believed, but also in matters of faith. However, since these were 
simply adiaphora and not "Milk for Babes," Newton explains, they caused no split in 
the church. Many Nazarenes, for example, held that Jesus was born of the VIrgin Mary 
and was chosen by the Holy Ghost to be messiah and king of the Jews, but they did not 
believe as many gentile Christians did that Jesus existed before the world began or that 
he created the world. Newton proves that these matters were not considered critical to 
Christian faith in Justin Martyr's time by citing Justin's dialogue with the Jew Trypho. 
When Justin tells Trypho that Jesus existed before the world began, Trypho asks for 
proof, and Justin insists that even if his proof is not successful it is enough to 
demonstrate only that Jesus was Christ. Despite the fact that those believing in the more 
deifted Jesus far outnumbered the others in the primitive church, there was no falling 
out over these matters; they were not heretical.82 

This peace between Jews and gentiles in the primitive church is a model for 
Christian peace in all times. Newton makes clear that his intention in this discussion, 
as in his excursus on ecclesiastical government, is that the lessons of the ancient church 
are applicable to the contemporary church. Any man alive today who believes only as 
much as the Nazarenes did can not be charged with heresy by the churches any more 
than he could have been in the days of the Apostles.83 The ancient Jewish Christians, 
then, became a model for Newton's irenic advice on ecclesiastical peace in Restoration 
England. 

n See Appendices C and D, passim. Much of1he same material is found in 1he lrenicum. 

12 See AppendixC, paragraphs 3,8-11. 

13 See Appendix C, paragraph 13. 
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''Meat with Milk": The Schism of the Ebionites 

While the peace between Nazarene and gentile Christians in the primitive 
church despite their ritual and theological differences is a model for ecclesiastical 
peace, other Jewish Christians broke the code of "Meat" and "Milk." These Jewish 
Christians became one of Newton's models for the history of church schism. By 
demanding that all Christians keep the ritual law as a tenet of communion, certain 
N azarenes, called Ebionites, sowed the seed of divisiveness and destruction in the 
church. The call for every Christian to keep the commandments was in effect the 
dogmatizing of an adiaphorum, because it implied that faith in Jesus and adherence to 
the simple creed are not sufficient to bring salvation. "To impose any Article of 
communion not imposed from the beginning," says Newton, "is a crime of the same 
nature with that of those Christians of the circumcision who endeavoured to impose 
circumcision & the observation of the Law upon the converted Gentiles .... ,,84 It is 
noteworthy that Newton perceived the most Jewish of doctrines, the keeping of 
commandments and opposition to antinomianism, as the divisive opinion which 
destroyed pristine Christianity. 

The process of the primitive church's disintegration began with this Jewish 
schism, but the gentile Christians soon deepened the rift, sometimes in reaction to 
Jewish Christian beliefs. For example, some Greeks began inserting a passage in the 
creed about Jesus creating the world, necessarily ending the existing relationship 
between the Church of Circumcision and that of Uncircumcision. Pope Victor 
eventually excommunicated someone for holding Christ to be human, thus making that 
belief a heresy.85 In the end, the crack in church unity first created by the Jewish 
introduction of adiaphora into the simple dogma of primitive Christianity spread and 
widened until the early church became completely corrupted. Since then it has always 
been those introducing adiaphora who have thwarted the return to right religion. 

Two categories qualify as schismatic in Newton's view. First and foremost is 
the church itself when it seeks to dogmatize adiaphora as the Ebionites did. "All 
narrowing of communion by humane impositions is schismatical,"86 he tells us. The 
other type of schism is that of an individual Christian who fails to remain within the 
church when it forces no false dogma upon him. "Separation without a sufficient cause 
made them [[Christians]] factious seditious & schismatical members."87 In order to 
restore the peace of the primitive church, then, the church itself must not demand an 
adiaphoric creed, and Christians must not leave the church if it has met this obligation. 

Newton adds some interesting details about the Ebionites. Both the Nazarenes 
and Ebionites were remnants of the Church of Jerusalem who fled across the Jordan or 
to Asia Minor. The Ebionites were apparently particularly jealous for the law because 
they derived from the Pharisees, an especially zealous lot. Newton discusses the 

"'Appendix A, thesis 15. See Appendix C, paragraphs 2, 6-8,13 and AppendixD, paragraphs 1 (middle), 
2 (end), 4 . 

., See Appendix C, paragraph 4 . 

.. MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, p. 42r. 

~ MS. Bodmer, Ch. SISa (first full draft), p. 3r. 
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etymological problem of the name "Ebionite." The Ebionites claimed that it derived 
from the Hebrewevion, a poor man, while the Church Fathers said it came from a 
personal name. Ebionites would continue to communicate with Nazarenes but not with 
uncircumcised Christians.88 

"Milk," ''Meat'' and the Churr:h o/England 

Perhaps the greatest issue in English religion from the Reformation through 
the eighteenth century was the unity of the church. Robert Baillie, vexed by the disunity 
of opinion at the Westminster Assembly, aptly said of the English that "The humour of 
this people is very various, and inclinable to singularities, to differ from all the world, 
and one from another, and shortlie from themselves. ,,89 The Westminster Assembly 
itself, indeed the major events of whole greater Civil War-Glorious Revolution period, 
were centered around the attempt to achieve unity in the church. The Comprehension 
and Toleration Acts were both designed to solve the problem of dissent and unite 
English Protestants. Yet there was no way to stretch the fabric of Anglicanism to fit all 
persuasions without eradicating central tenets. Since a really wide irenicism on the part 
of the church was not practicable (or desirable to the those in control), most of the 
literature on church unity during the Restoration and late-Stuart eras concentrated on 
criticizing or defending schism and dissent. Perhaps the best known episode was the 
exchange of opinion triggered by Edward Stillingtleet's sermon "The Mischief of 
Separation." In this war of words the problem of conscience versus unity came to full 
expression.90 

Having examined his doctrine of "Milk" and "Mea!," and his examples from 
Jewish-Christian history concerning the errors of schism, we may be in a position to add 
new insights into Newton's relationship with the Anglican problem of schism. Two 
interrelated issues stand out in this context. First, how did Newton remain within a 
church in which his theology was heretical, and which would itself seem to have been 
heretical in his view? Second, if he was within the church, to which faction was he most 
closely aligned? 

Newton, as an Arian, was teclmically not only a dissenter but also an 
unequivocable heretic. However, he was not perceived by most contemporaries as 
either dissenter or heretic since he kept his views quiet. On the other hand, though the 

II See Appendix C, paragraph 2. For recent scholarship on the Jewish-Cluistian sects and their relationship 
with1he early church, see Ray A Pritz, Nazarene Jewish Christianity (Jerusalem, 1988); Sidney Gabrel, The 
Nazarenes (New York, 1987); and David Flusser, Judaism and the Origins of Christianity (Jerusalem, 1988), 
Ch. 40, "The Jewish Cluistian Schism," esp. section v, "The Law," pp. 630-4 . 

.. Robert Baillie, Letters and Journals, vol. II, p. 177, quoted in Haller, Liberty and Reformation, p. Ill. 

to On Stillingfleet's sermon and its effects, see Carroll, The Common Sense Philosophy, pp. 25-31. On the 
problems of schism and dissent in Restoration and Revolutionary England, see, c.g., Carroll, The Common 
Sense Philosophy, pp. 18-37; Spurr, The Restoration Church, Ch. 3-4; O.P. Grell et al. (eds.), From 
Persecution to Toleration; Rupp, Religion in England, Ch. 1,2,4; Michael R. Watts, The Dissenters. vol. I: 
From the Reformation to the French Revolution (Oxford, 1978); George Every, The High Church Party. 
1688-1718 (Umdon, 1956), Ch. 2, 4, 7; and Haller,LibertyandReformation, Ch. 7. 
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Church of England would appear to be schismatic by his standards (its official literature 
included the creeds he went to great efforts to refute as they were heretical by his 
reckoning), he neither abandoned nor explicitly decried it either publicly or privately. 
This constitutes one of the great puzzles about Newton's religious orientation. The few 
scholars who have dealt with this issue in light of the Newton manuscripts have in fact 
sidestepped this problem by simply concluding that Newton implicitly did attack the 
English church.91 The explanations offered for his apparent failure to act by his 
principles and leave the church have been that he feared losing the Lucasian chair at 
Cambridge, and that he saw the winds of change blowing his way and deemed a break 
unnecessary.92 In either case, Newton has been considered a "dishonest" Newtonian 
regarding religion, both by contemporaries like Whiston and Hopton Haynes and by 
modem scholars. 93 

The key to Newton's true relationship with the Church of England has, in fact, 
been available in McLachlan's published work on Newton's manuscripts since 1950.94 

In his passage on the Anglican Church, Newton very clearly and consistently goes 
through the principles of the English Church and separates them into "Milk for Babes" 
and "Meat for Men of Full Age." By an amazing coincidence, the Church of England's 
essential dogmatic program as conceived by Newton precisely coincides with his own 
"Milk for Babes"-renouncing the devil and his works (carnal desires, idolatry, 
ambition, pride, and covetousness, called "repentance from dead works" by the 
Apostles); adherence to the Apostles' Creed; observance of the ten commandments, as 
explained in the Church catechism; baptism; and the laying on of hands. "These ... are 
the fundamentalls requisite to communion in the Church of England." A man may not 
be excommunicated for transgression of any other principle. 

The most obvious problem for Newton is that the Church of England includes 
the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds among its doctrines. Newton simply claims that 
while these are accepted creeds, they fall in the category of adiaphora according to the 
Chun::h of England itself: "The Constantinople Creed usually called the Nicene Creed 
& the Creed usually called the Creed of Athanasius are not therefore any part of the 
milk for babes in the Church of England but are to be referred to the strong meats for 

91 Manuel, The Religion a/Isaac Newton, pp. 61, 65 and Force, '''Man of Wide Swallow'," p. 125. 

92 See, e.g., WestfalL "Newton: Theologian," pp. 228-30; Manuel, The Religion a/Isaac Newton, pp. 62-3 
and Mandelbrote, '''A Duty of the Greatest Moment' ," p. 289, who calls Newton a hypocrite for his "outward 
conformity" to the Anglican Church. Manuel (pp. 6-7) quotes Newton stating that he is quite fond of1he clergy 
of his own time, a most interesting statement! 

93 This is one of1he 1hemes of Force's book on Whiston, whom he calls an "honest Newtonian" because 
Whiston dared to declare publicly 1he same heretical doctrines Newton kept hidden. Elsewhere Force treats 
the passages concerning 1he Church of England from Keynes MS. 3, which will be discussed below, but rather 
than concluding that this manuscript explains how Newton cleared up objections to 1he English Church, Force 
sees it as an attack. "Throughout all the versions of the Irenicum, he argues implicitly that the Church of 
England is an apostate Church, a 'synagogue of Satan.'" See Force, "Newton, 1he Lord God ofIsrael and 
Knowledge of Nature," p. 146 and in general pp. 140-7. On Whiston and Haynes' complaints against Newton's 
marrano-style duplicity in religion, see Manuel, The Religion a/Isaac Newton, pp. 62-3 . 

.. McLachlan, Theological Manuscripts, pp. 36-8 and out of MS. Keynes 3, found at 1he end of Appendix 
A below. The following discussion and quotations are all from 1he latter. 
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them that are of age. ,,95 How does Newton ascertain this? He points out that the 21 st 
article of the Anglican Church expressly admits that church councils may make human 
errors and that its 8th article states the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds are acceptable 
because their principles are taken from Scripture. Its 6th article claims that all truths 
necessary to salvation are found in the Bible, so that anything not found there cannot 
be an article offaith. Newton thus concludes that these creeds, which were established 
by particular church councils or convocations, may be compared to Scripture and 
rejected in any particulars which are not derived directly therefrom, by permission of 
the Church of England; they are "Meats." Newton adds an ingenious proof to show that 
the English Church has itself rejected a dictate of the Council of Ephesus. Newton, of 
course, found many aspects of those creeds (such as the "Filioque") to be incompatible 
with Scripture, and thus he rejected them.96 

By this simple stratagem Newton has rendered the Church of England 
"kosher"-it does not really mix "Meat" with "Milk," because the heretical creeds it 
embraces are not fundamentals of Anglican faith! This explains why Newton was 
willing to remain within the church, why he did not ever decry it, and why he got angry 
at his student Whiston for openly declaring his Arianism and breaking with the church. 
If one could fmd a way to remain within the church without compromising his 
principles, he would himself be guilty of schism for breaking away. "Separation without 
a sufficient cause," as we saw above, "made them [[Christians]] factious seditious & 
schismatical members.,,97lfNewton did not abandon or malign the church, then, it was 
not simply because of fear (though that may have been a factor) or patience for a 
brighter day but out of an honest conviction that Anglican errors were not of the sort 
to render the Church of England a "synagogue of Satan." 

As Professor Force has pointed out to me, however, Newton certainly did not 
come upon such a clearly tendentious scheme of Anglican theology out of a sincere, 
objective research into church doctrine. His explosively strident stand against 
Trinitarianism could not have allowed him to calmly accept the obvious presence of 
idolatry within the English church as something one could simply take or leave. Hidden 
behind the detached prose of the lrenicum and Of the Church is certainly a 
psychological enigma whose solution required deep soul searching on the part of their 
author. I think that what has puzzled modern scholars in understanding Newton's 

., Appendix A, "On the Church of England, "third paragraph . 

.. Note also the following passage: 

The fundamentals in all Churches are only those things w'" are required in order 
to baptism & Confirmation. And in the Church of England the fundamentals are 
only those things w'" are taught in the Church Catechism & in the Offices of 
Baptism & Confirmation. (Appendix E, paragraph 3.) 

Indeed, in neither the "small" catechism nor the ceremonies of baptism and conf1lll1Jltion is there any mention 
of the Trinity of persons or any other doctrine considered heretical by Newton. In fact, the Apostles' Creed 
recited by catechumens defmes the same dogmas as his "Milk for Babes." The Athanasian Creed, Greater 
Catechism, and other problematic declarations are reserved for either special occasions or the use of clerics 
alone. I have consulted the 1719 Oxford edition of the Book of Common Prayer (unpaginated at the front), 
wherein the formulae for baptism, confirmation, and catechism are found on sig. c.-C •. 

97 MS. Bodmer, Ch. 515a (first full draft), p. 3r. 
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relationship to the Church of England, what has caused them to overlook the possibility 
that Newton remained within the Church with at least some degree of honesty, is their 
emphasis on his anti-Trinitarianism, which forced Newton's hand from one side, and 
their lack of emphasis on the depth of his opposition to schism, which forced his hand 
from the other side and eventually proved itself the stronger issue for him. I have sought 
to show in this chapter that on the model of the ancient Jews, Newton based an 
extremely potent irenic argument which views schism on the part of the individual when 
it is not absolutely necessary as an issue no less serious than any other in religion. 
Perhaps the violent sectarian divisions of the Civil War period left such a bitter taste 
in the mouth of Newton's generation that almost anything was found preferable to 
division. Fortunately for Newton, some fancy footwork provided a tightrope on which 
the pressures of truth and of peace could be negotiated. 

Our awareness of the StubbefToland context of Newton's Of the Church, of 
Newton's Erastianism, and of his stratagem for remaining within the Church of England 
without completely compromising his religious principles, necessitates a reevaluation 
of Newton's relationship with Anglicanism. Newton is clearly an advocate of 
comprehension rather than of toleration; that is, he wants the church to minimize and 
puri.fY its creed so as to swallow the maximum range of Christian doctrines, rather than 
to remain dogmatic within itself and merely tolerate views outside its own.98 This is one 
of the views for which he argues so cogently in his conception of "Milk for Babes" and 
"Strong Meats for Men of Full Age." These attitudes, which are directly affected by his 
ideas about ancient Jewish Christians, raise the question of Newton's place in the 
spectrum of opinions found in late-Stuart England, particularly his relationship to the 
"low" churchmen who supported comprehension. 

While Newton's participation in an historical tradition linked with certain 
deists has been discussed, it must be noted that the conclusions just stated put him in 
close alignment with late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth century Latitudinarians. 99 

Several scholars have recently attempted to identify Newton as a Latitudinarian, but 
James Force has asserted that this label is simplistic and incorrect. He states that there 

.. In 1688-9, two bills were before Parliament: a Toleration Act and a Comprehension Act. It was the 
fonner, less revolutionary bill which passed, yet many held out hopes for the church by itself to become more 
comprehensive. At the political level nobody was thinking of comprehending anti-Trinitarians or even most 
dissenters but only the Presbyterians and a few of the less revolutionary sects. Yet Newton was one of a not 
insignificant number of Unitarians, Socinians, Arians and deists (all of whom were anti-Trinitarian), as well 
as some otherwise conservative low-churchmen, who wished Anglicanism to drop the Athanasian Creed and 
several of the Thirty-nine Articles pertaining to Jesus' person, so as to achieve a wider "swallow." See, e.g., 
Richard Ashcraft, "Latitudinarianism and Toleration: Historical Myth versus Political History," R Kroll et 
al. (eds.), Philosophy, Science, and Religion in England, pp. 151-177, esp. p. 152 and Every, The High 
Church Party, Ol. 2, "Conflict over Comprehension in 1688-9," pp. 19-42. On the party associations of these 
issues, see the next two notes . 

.. Roger L. Emerson ("Latitudinarianism and the English Deists," J. A. L. Lemay led), Deism, Masonry, 
and the Enlightenment: Essays Honoring Alfred Owen Aldridge [Newark, 1987), pp. 19-48) seeks to show 
how different the religious views of the Latitudinarians were from those of the deists. While this may be true, 
and I perceive Newton as ultimately much closer to Latitudinarianism than to deism, it is clear that he draws 
on the historical traditions concerning ancient Jewish Christianity in which Stubbe and Toland participate. 
Meanwhile, W. M. Spellman has offered the opinion that deists in the late seventeenth century "consciously 
adopted many of the characteristics of the moderate church position." (Spelhnan, The Latitudinarians and the 
Church of England, 1660-1700 [Athens, GA, 1993], p. 148.) 
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was rather "a complex mixing of various strains of thought in Newton's philosophy."IOO 
This is undoubtedly correct, and Newton's anti-Trinitarianism is the most obvious 
reason to exclude him from the Latitudinarians. 

In his study of Latitudinarian religion, Martin 1. J. Griffin has laid out certain 
characteristics of the major Latitudinarian figures which mark them off from their 
contemporaries: orthodoxy in accepting the traditional Christian creeds; conformity to 
the Church of England, including its episcopal government, Thirty-nine Articles and 
book of common prayer;IOl advocacy of reason in religion; theological minimalism; 
belief in an 'Arminian' scheme of justification; emphasis on practical morality over 
credal speculation and precision; a distinctive sermon style; and connections with 
science and the Royal Society.102 Nevertheless, Griffin is not doctrinaire about these 
characteristics. "This norm and standard as a test of full-fledged seventeenth-century 
Latitudinarianism need not be applied so rigidly as to deny the classification 
'Latitudinarian' to all who did not hold every characteristic Latitudinarian doctrine," 
as long as one specifies where the individual under discussion differs, he may still fit. 103 

Griffm claims further that Latitudinarianism underwent deterioration after 
about 1690 and thereafter began to "swallow" even figures such as John Locke, Samuel 
Clarke, and William Whiston, whose ideas about the Trinity were clearly heterodox. 
These "must be considered atypical seventeenth-century Latitudinarians, but were 
unexceptionable ones of the eighteenth century. "104 Since Clarke and Whiston reflected 
Newton's theology fairly accurately, one would imagine that Newton could well fall into 
the category of later Latitudinarians. As opposed to Griffin, Force conceives the 
parameters of Latitudinarianism as narrowing and becoming more rigid in its later 
forms, rather than loosening up after 1690 to accept even heterodox thinkers. lOS Force 
sees the case of William Whiston's persecution by both high and low churchmen, some 
of whom are specifically identified as Latitudinarians, as evidence that 
Latitudinarianism could not countenance the Newtonian heresies which Whiston 
espoused. Richard Ashcraft stresses this point as well and insists that Latitudinarianism 
was not a set of doctrines but a political movement. Latitudinarianism must be judged 

100 Force, "Sir Isaac Newton, 'Gentleman of Wide Swallow'?: Newton and the Latitudinarians," Essays on 
the Context, Nature and Influence, p.122 and in general pp. 119-41 passim. The most important of the recent 
literature on Latitudinarianism includes: R. Kroll et al. (eds.), Philosophy. Science and Religion in England; 
Martin 1. J. Grilfm, Jr., Latitudinarianism in the Seventeenth-Century Church of England (annotated by 
Richard H. Popkin, edited by Lila Freedman; Leiden, 1992); and Barbara J. Shapiro, "Latitudinarianism and 
Science in Seventeenth-Century England," Charles Webster (ed), The Intellectual Revolution of the 
&venteenth Century (London, 1974), pp. 286-316. Barbara Shapiro and Margaret Jacob (The Newtonians and 
the English Revolution, pp. 29-36, esp. p. 33) describe Newton as essentially a Latitudinarian. 

101 I would suggest an addition to this item: support of royal prerogative within the church, and thus some 
degree ofErastianism. 

102 Griffin, Latitudinarianism, pp. 1-48, esp. p. 43. 

103 Ibid, p. 45 . 

• 0< Ibid, p. 47. 

111' Ibid, p. 124-5. 
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by its actions rather than its alleged liberal doctrine, and among the Latitudinarians' 
actions was the persecution of dissenters and heretics like Whiston and Clarke. 106 

Having seen how Newton deals with the Church of England, and in view of 
Griffin's more "latitudinarian" defmition of later Latitudinarianism, a fairly strong 
argument can be made for aligning Newton closely with the Latitudinarians. While 
Force does not see Newton's continuation within the Church of England as particularly 
strong evidence for his being a Latitudinarian, in light of the new evidence on his view 
of the church it should be given considerable weight. Newton succeeded in justifYing 
adherence to Anglicanism by shifting the objectionable creeds out of the realm of 
essential Anglican dogma, thereby neutralizing cause for schism by many sorts of anti
Trinitarians. In the only open reference I have found in Newton to the Latitudinarians, 
he in fact places the highest value on their refusal to brook schism. At the time he is 
writing (ca. 1710), the term "Latitudinarian" is already used in a derogatory manner, 
and he objects to that implication: 

And tho the [[unnecessary theological)] imposition should 
not be followed with actual schism, yet it may make the imposer a 
schismatick in his heart, & therefore all narrowing of communion by 
humane impositions is schismatical & all railing at those men as 
latitudinarians who endeavour to throw off humane imposition 
whereby the Christian world is divided & disturbed is railing at 
Charity & committing schism. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 2, p. 42r)I07 

For Newton, then, the Latitudinarians are to be praised for promoting what Griffm calls 
"theological minirnalism" within the church. Though Newton still does not meet 
Griffin's criterion of adherence to the traditional creeds and Thirty-nine Articles, he is 
nevertheless able to remain a faithful member of the Church of England. Meanwhile, 
Newton strongly supports the other Latitudinarian positions, with the exception of his 
vague predestinarianism and the moot issue of sermon style. In other words, he has 
managed to "swallow" Latitudinarian religion. 

What of the Latitudinarians' ability to "swallow" Newton? Concerning certain 
Latitudinarians' participation in the persecution of anti-Trinitarians, I would suggest that 
we can attribute the attitudes toward cases such as this not only to differing periods and 
hierarchical positions among the Latitudinarians, but also to differences in their 
respective philosophies and levels of toleration. On the one hand, Latitudinarianism was 
put in the position of defending orthodoxy, thus being the body responsible for carrying 
out laws against heresies such as Arianism and Socinianism.I08 On the other hand, there 

106 Ashcraft, "Latitudinarianism and Toleration," passim. 

107 See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. I 86r, for an almost identical statement. These are, to the best of my 
knowledge, the only references to Latitudinarians in Newton's corpus. 

101 It must be understood that anti-Trinitarianism was against the law in England during the entire period 
with which we are dealing. Unitarians were not protected by the Toleration Act and were liable to 
imprisonment under the Blasphemy Act of 1698 for propagating their beliefs. Yet this was a very widespread 
heresy in England throughout the later-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries. See Watts, The Dissenters, 
vol. J, pp. 372-5. 
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were serious breaks in the ranks of the lower church over the definition of the Trinity.l09 
Already during the later-seventeenth century there were accusations that the 
Latitudinarians were really Socinian. and though this may have been false at that time, 
there was undoubtedly a great deal of convergence in the early eighteenth centmy.110 
In the early-eighteenth century, the label of "Latitudinarian" could apparently swallow 
everyone from Whiston and Clarke to those who persecuted Whiston and Clarke, 
depending on which Latitudinarians are under discussion.lll Force's most cogent 
argument against considering Newton as a Latitudinarian. the problem of Anglican 
Trinitarianism, is not a clear-cut deviation from these later forms. It would seem to me 
that by Griffin's standards we could reasonably say that Newton was a Latitudinarian 
who, however, rejected Trinitarian creeds and Arminian justification. 

* * * 

Newton's ideas about Jewish history, learned mainly from Hebraists like 
Selden and Lightfoot, were extremely important to his understanding of the primitive 
church, which was itself his model for proper ecclesiastical polity in contemporary 
England. In his important and little studied treatises on church history, Newton looks 
to the ancient Jewish synagogue as the political and religious model of the original 
church. The synagogue was the source of all the church institutions, including 
presbyters, bishops, and deacons. Newton differentiates between essential dogma, 
"Milk for Babes," and true but unessential doctrines, "Meat for Men of Full Years," 
stating that the latter can never be forced upon anyone who believes the former-that 
is the cause of schism. When Jews entered the church they served as a model of 
Christian peace, never forcing their observance of the ritual commandments on gentile 

109 The difficulty of understanding the Trinity in the Anglican church was so acute that not only anti
Trinitarianism, but Tritheism also became a problematic heresy. In the 1690's, William Sherlock attempted 
a refutation of the Unitarians with a new way of explaining the Trinity. Robert South accused him of 
Tritheism, Stephen Nye began accusing everyone of various heresies, and mutual recriminations were bitter. 
In the end, King William had to issue two orders (1695, 1714) to stifle creative explanations of the Trinity. 
See Rupp, TheEnglish Church, pp. 248-9 and Edward Cardwell (ed), Documentary Annals of the Reformed 
Church of England, vol. II (Oxford, 1839), pp. 339-41, 365-7. 

110 Griffm's statement that Whiston and Clarke were ''unexceptionable'' Latitudinarians of the eighteenth 
century has already been noted. On the accusations of Unitarianism in the 1670's and Gilbert Burnet's 
response, see Martin Greig, "The Reasonableness of Christianity? Gilbert Burnet and the Trinitarian 
Controversy of the 1690'8," Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 44, no. 4 (October, 1993), pp. 631-651 and 
Sullivan, John Toland,pp. 82-3. On the real convergence in the 1690's and after, see Sullivan, pp. 89,95,103. 

m While Newton remains far from the young Stillinglleet's position on the creeds, he is very close to him 
in almost all other conceptions. It seems to me Newton is loyal to Stillinglleet's view that a Christian should 
remain within his church until it becomes a sin to do so, meaning until errors infimdamental doctrines must 
"be put into practice in such a way that one cannot avoid becoming implicated" one's self or one is forced to 
actively own such errors as a condition of communion. See Paul Avis, Anglicanism and the Christian Church 
(Minneapolis, 1989), p. 130. Following Stillinglleet's rule, as long as Newton could avoid taking orders to 
remain in the Lucasian chair he could stay both in his job and in his church. Had he not received an eleventh 
hour dispensation from taking orders, he would almost certainly have refused to do so, and would have 
suffered Whiston's fate. See Westfall, "Newton: Theologian," pp. 228-30. 
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Christians, who in tum did not fight against the Jewish Christians' continued 
observance. Certain Jewish Christians of a later stage, however, the Ebionites, became 
Newton's model of Christian schism when they attempted to force ritual observance on 
gentile Christians as well. The model of ecclesiastical polity and peace created by 
Newton from these Jewish models fits into an Erastian historiographical trend with 
which several deists became associated. Newton's attitudes toward deists and various 
factions within the English church can be derived by examining his discussion based 
on these Jewish examples. In the next chapter a different sort of heresy perpetrated by 
Jews in the early church will be studied: the intrusion ofkabbalistic metaphysics. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

KABBALAH AND THE CORRUPTION 
OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCW 

... One of them [modem parties] does affmn, the true Christianity of 
the Jews was overborn and destroy'd by the more numerous Gentiles, 
who, not enduring the reasonableness and simplicity of the same, 
brought into it by degrees the peculiar expressions and mysteries of 
Heathenism, the abstruse doctrines and distinctions of their 
Philosophers ... The Socinians and other Unitarians no less 
confidently assert, that the Gentiles did likewise introduce into 
Christianity their former polytheism and deifying of dead men: thus 
retaining (add they) the name of Christianity, but quite altering the 
thing .... (Toland, Nazarenus, p. 77) 

... When the Maccabees had made an Edict against, and 
anathematized all that taught their Children the Greek Philosophy, 
one party did justify their Tenets, by intitling them to Sadoc & 
Baithos, & the others to a Cabala derived successively from Ezra & 
Moses. (Stubbe, Account, p. 3) 

In the last chapter it was demonstrated that Newton's investigations into the 
nature of the ancient church and its corruption were directly linked to burning issues 
concerning the nature of religion and state in his own day. One of the specific conduits 
which he discovered carried corruption into the primitive church was indiscriminately 
proselytized Jews and gentiles, who were often baptized while still professing 
dangerous metaphysical ideas which afterward spread like a disease in the young 
church.2 Thus, in addition to the Ebionites' "halachic" heresy, another sort of converted 
Jew brought disaster upon the pristine church by introducing metaphysical heresies. 
These early heretics were the Gnostics, and in Newton's opinion their metaphysics was 
essentially that of the Platonists: a belief that God creates the world by emanating 
certain properties from Himself. When Newton's attention became attracted to the 
Kabbalah, he determined that the ancient Jewish mystical lore was of a piece with 
Platonic/Gnostic emanation theory and concluded that this must be the Hebrew 
metaphysical tradition which gave birth to Christian-Gnostic heresies. In the struggles 
of early Christianity with this group of heresies, Newton discerned that the ancients 
prefigured another controversy of his own day: the scientific and metaphysical debate 
between himself and Leibniz. 

I Much of the material in this chapter was presented in my article "Newton on Kabbalah," 
1. E. Force and R. H. Popkin (eds.), The Books o/Nature and Scripture, pp. 89-103. 

2 One might note a slight paradox in Newton's thought here: metaphysics is "meat for men of full age," and 
should not have been a consideration in whether to baptize someone in Newton's own view. 
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I. NEWTON'S KABBALAH STUDIES 

Newton's fIrst awareness ofthe Kabbalah may have come through his contacts 
with the Cambridge Platonist Henry More or others with whom he associated during 
his student days. Newton's fIrst demonstrable interest in Kabbalah is found in his 
notebook from 1691, where he jotted descriptions of four books which apparently 
interested him under the heading "Authores notandi." Three of these were works of 
Christian Hebraists, and the largest entry is for the famous Kabbala denudata of 
Christian Knorr von Rosenroth: 

Kabalae denudatae Tomi duo. Primus continet Apparatum ad 
studium Kabbalae Ebraeorum Post septem annos (anno 1684) 
prodijt tomus alter (Francofurti apud Joh. Davidem Zunnerum 1684 
in 4to) inscriptus Kabbalae denudatae Tomus secundus id est Liber 
Sohar restitutus. Praemittitur Praefat[[ .. ]]de Simeone Joachide quem 
composuisse librum Sohar fama est. Tomus ipse intres partes divisus 
est quaram prima duos tractatus Ebraicos Catinitate donatos ex hibet, 
illis viam stemeutus qui palatium Arcanorum ingredi copiunt, 
quamplurima aenigmatibus involuta traovons[[?]]. Pars secunda 
primum tres libellos sistit totius Cabalae compendia quae in opere 
soharistico continentur: deinde commentarios in libros Zenuitha & 
Idra Rabba & Idra Suta R. Nepthali Hirz. Tertia appendicis loco 
continet Ebreor[[ .. ]] doctrinam de spiritibus creatis e !ibro em nomen 
Beth Elohim & Manuscripto ad opera Loriensia pertinente. Plura 
propittit. author. (MS. King's College, Keynes 2, p. xxxv)) 

There is no more discussion of Kabbalah until the composition of MSS. 
Yahuda 15 and Bodmer, dating from around 1710. There Newton is found polemicizing 
strongly against the Kabbalah as a form of Jewish Platonism which helped give birth 
to the Gnostic heresy. What was it that sparked Newton's interest in Kabbalah and its 
cognate heresies at this time? 

The recent research of Allison Coudert on Leibniz's use of the Kabbalah 
suggests a logical answer: Newton's attack on Kabbalah was one aspect of his long 
polemic against Leibniz's worldview. Frank Manuel has offered the intuition that, 
"After the tum of the century, when Newton was engaged in writing a critical history 
of ancient heresies and their propagators, the duel with Leibniz was never far from his 
mind. Leibnizians and Cartesians were modem exemplars of the Cabbalists, Gnostics, 
and Platonists."4 In 1974, when Manuel published these words, he could hardly have 
known how true this was. Coudert demonstrates clearly that in the 1690s Leibniz's 
contact with Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont, a collaborator with Knorr on the 

3 Westfall ("Newton's Theological Manuscripts," p. 142) has described Keynes MS. 2 as "Newton's 
theological notebook," and dated it "mostly [[16]]70's." The internal evidence here indicates that at least this 
part of the manuscript was written ca. 1691. This is itself interesting as the 1690's is a period when Westfall's 
analysis indicates a general lack of theological activity on Newton's part. 

4 Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 75 
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Kabbala denudata, supplied him with the knowledge of Lurianic Kabbalah which 
would have a deep impact on his mature thought. 5 Leibniz's conception of monads was 
based on his belief in a completely full universe which was emanated by God in the 
fashion described by Platonists, Gnostics, and especially, Lurianic kabbalists. 

There were presumably, then, two factors which led Newton to purchase and 
read the Kabbala denudata: his interest in Jewish ideas, which had supplied him with 
so much useful material in various areas, and his awareness that Leibniz and others in 
his circle were reading the Kabbalah and making use of it. 

Frank Manuel has correctly asserted that Newton's knowledge of Kabbalah 
came mainly from the Kabbala denudata.6 Newton's annotated, dog-eared copy of the 
work is still extant at Cambridge (Harrison, #873). Kabbala denudata was the fIrst 
large-scale publication of major kabbalistic treatises in Latin, serving for centuries as 
the main source of European intellectuals' knowledge about Jewish esoteric lore. 

A large portion of the Kabbala denudata is dedicated to the Zohar, the most 
central work of Kabbalah, written in late 13th-century Spain. However, it also includes 
several other items. One additional element is a group of explanatory essays on 
Kabbalah by Knorr, van Helmont, and More. Knorr had learned Kabbalah by studying 
with Jews in Amsterdam, and unlike his contemporary, Wagenseil, who studied there 
also, Knorr did not tum his knowledge against his teachers. His attitude was partially 
conversionary, but there was a great deal of respect for kabbalistic ideas as well.7 Thus 
Knorr was not only skilled enough to make a fairly accurate translation, but unbiased 
enough to present the material in a way which might lead Christians to read it as a 
philosophical text rather than a polemic. Van Helmont was really the driving force 
behind this circle, which might genuinely be called a coterie of Christian kabbalists. 
Though probably not as good as Knorr in his Kabbalah scholarship, he possessed the 
energy and passion for such esoteric studies to gain them attention among courtiers and 
savants. 8 

An important element in the Kabbala denudata is the presence of several 
smaller works along with the Zohar, works representing kabbalistic systems which are 
not always mutually compatible. The most notable among these is a highly-abridged 
version of Abraham Cohen Herrera's Puerta del cielo (which is the third of the "tres 

S Allison Coudert, Leibniz and the Kabbalah (Dordrecht, 1995) 

r, The first volume was published at Sulzbach in 1677, the second at Frankfurt in 1684. See Manuel, The 
Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 68. On the Kabbala denudata, see Allison Coudert, "The Kabbala denudata: 
Converting Jews or Seducing Christians?" R. H. Popkin and G. M. Weiner (eds.), Jewish Christians and 
Christian Jewsfrom the Renaissance to the Enlightenment (Dordrecht, 1994), pp. 73-96; Gershom Scholem, 
Kabbalah (Jerusalem, 1988), pp. 416-9; and Ernst Benz, "La Kabbale chretienne en Allemagne, du XVI' au 
XVIII' siecle," Kabbalistes chretiens (paris, 1979), pp. 103-9. The English translation by S.L. MacGregor 
Mathers ofa large portion of the Kabbala denudata is still republished in our own day, bearing witness to the 
ongoing popularity of this work. 

7 This can be discerned even from the title page of the second volume, which states that the contents are 
an "Opus Omnibus genuinae antiquitatus, & sublimiorumHebraicae gentus dogmatum indacatoribus ... tempore 
Christi & Apostolorum usitati, Studios is, aliisque curiosis utilissimum, & vere Kabbalisticum." 

• On him see Allison Coudert, Francis Mercurius van Helmont (ph.D dissertation, London University, 
1972) now in press. 
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libellos" mentioned in Newton's note, here called "Bet Elohim"). This treatise and some 
others in Kabbala denudata contain, as Newton notes, the "new" Kabbalah system 
espoused by Rabbi Isaac Luria in late-sixteenth century Safed. This system was taught 
to Herrera by Rabbi Israel Sarug, apparently Luria's student. Herrera was a most 
colorful character, an immensely learned Converso from Spain who later lived in 
Amsterdam, whence Knorr presumably acquired his work.9 Other systems of which 
extracts are found in Kabbala denudata are those of Joseph Gikatilla's Sha'are Orah, 
Moses Cordovero's Pardes Rimmonim, Naftali Herz Bacharach's Emek Ha'Melech (the 
second of the "tres libellos"), and Issachar Berman Ha-Cohen's Mar'eh Cohen, as well 
as some other Lurianic writings. 1o It is probably because of this range of kabbalistic 
views that Newton occasionally became confused or contradicted himself on the 
respective roles of Sefirot. 

I would suggest that there was one other major influence, besides the Kabbala 
denudata, which helped Newton toward his quick perception of the close affmity 
between kabbalistic ideas and those of the Neoplatonists and Gnostics. Newton did own 
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim's De occulta philosophia (Cologne, 1533; 
Harrison, #21), but it does not appear that he took much from it. He did not own 
Agrippa's skeptical work, De Incertitudine et vanitate scientiarum dec/amatio 
invectiva ... (Antwerp, 1530), in which the connection between Kabbalah and 
Gnosticism is made in a general manner. 1 1 In Basnage's History of the Jews, however, 
Newton had access to a rather specific treatment of the similarities between Kabbalah 
and both Gnosticism and Neoplatonism. These connections had previously been made 
in detail by Johann Buddeus, in his Dissertatio de Haeresi Valentiniana, appended to 
his Introductio ad Historiam Philosophiae Ebraeorum (Halle, 1702).12 Pico had 
already seen the similarities of Kabbalah to both Pythagoreanism and Platonism,13 and 
Johann Georg Wachter had identified Platonic elements in Spinoza as deriving from the 
Kabbalah by 1699.14 But Newton did not own the works of Buddeus or Wachter, and 

9 See Gershom Scholem, Abraham Cohen Herrera -Author of 'The Gate of Heaven' (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 
1978) and Nissim Yosha, Myth and Metaphor: Abraham Cohen Herrera's Philosophical Interpretation of 
Lurianic Kabbalah (Hebrew; Jerusalem, 1994). 

111 Kabbala denudata, vol. 2, table of contents on verso of title page. 

II See Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives (New Haven, 1988), pp. 5-6 and notes 36-7 (p. 382). 

12 On the history of critical attitudes to Kabbalah among Christians in this period, see Gedaliahu Stroumsa, 
"Gnosis and Judaism in Nineteenth Century Christian Thought," Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy, 
vol. 2 (1992), pp. 46-9. 

13 Chaim Wirszubski, Pico della Mirandola's Encounter with Jewish Mysticism (Cambridge, MA, 1989), 
p. 187. See in general Moshe Idel, "Jewish Kabbalah and Platonism in the Middle Ages and Renaissance,· 
Lenn E. Goodman (ed), Neoplatonism and Jewish Thought (Albany, 1992), pp. 319-351. 

14 Johann Georg Wachter, Den Spinozismus im Judenthums .... (Amsterdam, 1699) Wachter got this idea 
from one Johann Peter Spaeth, called Moses Germanus after his conversion to Judaism. See Gershom 
Scholem, "Die Wachtersche Kontroverse fiber den Spinozismus und ihre Folgen," Karlfried GrUder and 
Wilhelm Schmidt-Biggemann (eds.), Spinoza in der Friihzeit seiner religiosen Wirkung (Heidelberg, 1984), 
pp. 15-25 and Richard H. Popkin, "Spinoza, Neoplatonic Kabbalist?" Neoplatonism and Jewish Thought, pp. 
387-409. For the association of Kabbalah and Neoplatonic conceptions in the thought of Abraham Cohen 
Herrera (whose work is in the Kabbala denudata, mentioned in Newton's note as "Bet Elohim"), see Alexander 
Altmann, "Lurianic Kabbalah in a Platonic Key: Abraham Cohen Herrera's Puerta del Cielo," I. Twersky and 
B. Septimus (eds.),Jewish Thought in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, MA, 1987), pp. 1-37 and Yosha, 
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although many of his conclusions resemble theirs, the terminology and details indicate 
that it was Basnage who inspired him. 

Because Newton was writing Of the Church around 1710, he presumably had 
the 1708 English edition of Basnage in front of him (Harrison, #133) and not the 
expanded second French version of 1713 (Harrison, #132). Basnage deals with 
Kabbalah in great detail in Book III, Ch. 10-28 (pp. 184-256). In Ch.7-9 Newton 
could fmd the presentation of two conflicting views concerning the relationship 
between Kabbalah and Egyptian wisdom: that the latter derived from the former and 
(what Basnage prefers) that the former derived from the latter. This is surely what led 
to the uncertainty found in Newton's writings about the chain of influences. Basnage 
dates these interrelationships from the time of Alexander the Great (p. 222) and throws 
in several chapters (8-15) about the "Cabbala" of the Greek poets and philosophers 
(especially Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato), who had long been believed to be 
influenced by Egyptian ideas. Basnage comes to the same conclusion as Wachter 
concerning the convergence of Neoplatonism and Kabbalah as an influence on 
Spinoza.15 Even the identity of Philo Judeaus as a kabbalist is available in Basnage (p. 
206). The general view of Kabbalah as a science of allegories is emphasized by 
Basnage. Most of these are elements which turn up in Newton's thoughts about 
Kabbalah. 

In his attitude toward Kabbalah, Newton was certainly a product of his age. 
He believed that it was over two millennia old but not that it was really based on 
Sinaitic revelation. This belief was held by most Christian students of the Kabbalah at 
the time, though the antiquity of the Zohar had recently been disproved from within the 
Jewish community by Rabbi Leon Modena of Venice in his workAri Nohem. Newton 
lived in the age during which Isaac Casaubon used the critical tools forged in the 
Renaissance to disprove the antiquity of the Corpus Hermeticum. However, Newton 
was no philologist, and his arguments against Kabbalah, Platonism, Pythagorism, and 
Gnosticism derive from theological objections rather than from any "lower" critical 
method. On the other hand, he was among the pioneers of the scientific study of 
Judaism among Christians (which predated the Jewish Wissenschaft des Judentums by 
a century and a half and is little acknowledged) with his realization of the connection 
between Kabbalah, Neoplatonism, and Gnosticism.16 Along with Buddeus, Wachter, 
and Basnage, Newton went against the accepted view of the Christian kabbalists, who 
sought to show that the authentic Jewish mystical tradition is most amenable to 
Trinitarian Christianity. I7 

Myth and Metaphor, passim. 

IS Basnage, History, p. 294 and see previous footnote. 

16 See Stroumsa, "Gnosis and Judaism," pp. 45-62, passim. Stroumsa stresses that people like Gottfried 
Arnold, Johannes Buddeus, and other Christian scholars before our own centwy who made the connection of 
Jewish thought (particularly Kabbalah) with Christian Gnosis should be remembered as pioneers in this area, 
which has become such a focus of scholarly attention with the studies of Gershom Scholem. 

17 For the movement against Christian kabbalism in the seventeenth centwy, see Manuel, Broken Staff, pp. 
141-9; Stroumsa, "Gnosis and Judaism," pp. 46-9. Although Manuel's picture seems highly oversimplified 
and inaccurate in some ways, he is certainly correct in asserting that the later-seventeenth century was a time 
when many Christian scholars of Judaism were moving toward a negative view of Kabbalah. However, there 
were others, including Leibniz, who continued to value it. 
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II. TAXONOMY OF THE HERETICAL EMANATION THEORY: 
FROM KABBALAH TO GNOSTICISM 

Newton's study of the Kabbala denudata and of Basnage led him quickly to 
grasp the affmity between Kabbalistic ideas and those of the Platonists and Gnostics, 
and to link them historically. Newton accepted the infonnation, supplied in the Kabbala 
denudata and elsewhere, that the Jewish esoteric learning presented in the Zohar came 
down from the period of the Sages of the Talmud, particularly Rabbi Simon bar Y ochai, 
with roots in earlier traditions. He therefore considered Kabbalah more or less 
contemporary with the spread of Platonism and Gnosticism. He thought that Plato might 
have met kabbalists in Egypt, where kabbalistic and Platonic and Egyptian metaphysics 
stewed together until they had developed a common general doctrine of divine 
emanation. IS This was the heart of the Gnostic Christian heresies: 

The ancient heresies consisted chiefly in certain 
cabbalistical & heathen opinions superstitions & impieties web some 
converted Jews & Gentiles had imbibed before their conversion & 
would not relinquish but mixed with the Christian religion. And the 
chief of those opinions was that all things came from one first Being 
by emanation, emission, dilatation or projection of substance & were 
animated by him & returned into him: & that all the Gods were 
either parts or powers of the Supreme God & by unity of substance 
were but one God; & that the chief of them were begotten of the 
supreme God & of one another successively before the world began 
or at least before the flood. For these were the opinions of the 
ancient Egyptians, Phoenicians, Greeks <& Cabbalists> & is the 
opinion of the Indian Brachmans to this day. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, 
p.lr.) 

Because the metaphysics of emanation stands at the heart of Trinitarian theology, 
Newton sees Kabbalah as the source of the great Athanasian heresy which corrupted the 
church throughout history. 

The Kabbalah, according to Newton, is a body of metaphysical beliefs, mainly 
concerning emanation, which the Jews absorbed through contact with their neighbors 
both in Canaan and in their lands of exile. Newton says in one draft that this tradition 
dates back to Ezra, whom the Jews believe received it from Moses; and in another draft 
he says it that it dates to Simeon Justus, whom the Jews supposed received it from Ezra, 
who himself received it in tradition from Moses. The later draft (MS. Bodmer) adds that 
Simeon's son Onias, the founder of a Temple in Egypt during the Second Jewish 
Commonwealth, infected the Palestinian Jews with Egyptian doctrines in their 

18 During the Renaissance, the opinion ofTertullian that Plato had learned his religion from the Jews was 
revived in many circles, and this is the tradition on which Newton is drawing. See Allen, Mysteriously Meant, 
p.IO. 
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correspondence. Kabbalah was influenced by Aristotelianism in Egypt and by the 
Pharisees in Palestine, especially Akiba, who is considered a kabbalist. 19: 

From this opinion [[emanation]] came the metaphysical philosophy 
of the heathens about the origin of the world the generation & nature 
of the Gods & the transmigration of souls. And this doctrine of 
Daemons [[!]] was as old as the Idolatry of the heathens. For their 
Idolatry was grounded upon it. And therefore Moses to prevent the 
spreading of this sort of Philosophy among the Israelites wrote the 
history of the creation of the world in a very different manner from 
the Cosmogenies of the heathens, attributing the production of all 
things to the immediate will of the supreme God. Yet the Israelites 
by conversing with the heathens frequently lapsed into the worship 
of their Gods & by consequence received their Theology until they 
were captivated for these transgressions. And afterwards by 
conversing wth the <Babylonians> Chaldaeans <Assyrians, Egyptians 
& Persians> Egyptians & Greeks they imbibed their metaphysical 
Theology as is manifest by the Cabala ofy· Jews web consists chiefly 
in describing how the first Being ... emitted ten gradual subordinate 
emanations .... (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 137r)20 

What is more, the original corrupted religion of hero/ancestor worship is still 
recognizable in Kabbalah: 

Each of the Sephiroths they called Adam a man & the first of them 
they called Adam Kadmon the first man & make him the son of God 
as Adam is called in Scripture & Which confirms the opinion that the 
ten Sephiroths were originally ten men deified, namely the ten 
antideluvian patriarchs mentioned by Manetho .... {MS. Yahuda, 15.7, 
p.137v) 

Newton's account of the interplay between the tainted heathen worship, 
Kabbalah, Platonic philosophy, and Aristotelian philosophy in Egypt is not entirely 
clear. This may be a function of the various opinions concerning the path of Hermetic 
secrets and ideas from the Church Fathers on which Newton was drawing. The 
Egyptians certainly propagated the false metaphysical theology of emanation; yet 
Newton implies that when Plato travelled there, it was from the local Jews and their 
Kabbalah as well as the Egyptians that he absorbed these doctrines, from which he 
formed his own conception of Ideas. On the same page, Newton makes both of the 
following comments: 

19M5. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r; 15.5, p. 97v; 15.7, p. 108v; 15.7, pp. 118, 120r, 127r, 137r-v, 138r-v, 190r; 
and MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, pp. 1-4. 

2Il This passage is quoted in extenso by David Castillejo in his Expanding Force, pp. 65-7, where the author 
is speaking about the structure of Newton's O/the Church in context of his commentary on the prophesies. 
See also MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, pp. 3-4. 
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From this opinion of the Egyptians Plato had his doctrine of Ideas & 
the <cabbalis{tic}> Jews, who in the reign of the Greeks were 
numerous in Egypt, had theirs of the ten Sephiroths ... 

Plato travelling into Egypt when the Jews were numerous in that 
country learnt there his metaphysical opinions about the superior 
beings & formal causes of all things, web he calls Ideas & vf' the 
Cabbalists call Sephiroths .... (MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 137v)21 

In the first statement Newton seems to imply that Plato learned his ideas from the 
Egyptians, while in the second it seems to be the Jews who influenced him. The 
solution appears to corne on the next page, where Newton admits that he is not really 
sure what occurred: 

And its possible that Plato in his travels might converse wth the 
Jewish Cabbalists, but whether he did or not is not <material> 
certain. This <only at least> only is certain that plato's 
Metaphysicks is ofy· same stamp wth the ancient Theology of the 
heathens & Cabbala of the Jews, all of them deriving the substances 
of all things from y. first cause by emanation, & making male & 
female Gods. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 138r) 

An interesting twist is added in the fair copy of this text from MS. Bodmer: 

It's possible that Plato in his travells might meet wth Jewish 
Cabbalists: but its more probable that the Cabalists learnt from 
Plato. For Philo the Jew was a Platonist: & Plato's Masters were the 
Pythagoreans & the Priests of Egypt. <whether he did or did not is 
uncertain. This only is certain that Plato's metaphysicks are of the 
same stamp with the ancient Theology of the heathens & Jewish 
Cabbalists ... > (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4A, p. 4r)22 

Egypt was also the site of contact between Aristotelianism and Kabbalah; but 
in this case the line of influence is clear. Aristotle was affected by the heathen theology, 
and both in turn affected Kabbalah. Newton notes that some kabbalists correlate the 
seven lower sephirot with the seven metals: 

21 See also MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, p. 3 

22 Philo of Alexandria (ca. 20 b.c.e.- ca. 40 c.e.) was without doubt a "middle" Platonist. Newton's allusion 
to a connection between him and the Kabbalah is most striking; this issue has long been under discussion by 
scholars. See Harry Austryn Wolfson, "Philo Judaeus," idem, Studies in the History and Philosophy of 
Religion, vol. I (Cambridge, MA, 1979), pp. 60-70; Gershom Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism 
(New York, 1961), p. 114; RJ.Z. Werblowsky, "Philo and the Zohar," Journal of Jewish Studies, vol. 10 
(1959), pp. 25-44, 113-135; Samuel Belkin, "Midrah Ha-Ne'elam and its Sources in Early Alexandrian 
Midrashim," (Heb.), Sura, vol. 3 (1958), pp. 25-92; and Joshua Finkel,"The Alexandrian Tradition and the 
Midrash Ha-Ne'elam," Leo Jung Jubilee Volume (New York, 1962), pp. 77-103. My thanks for these 
references go to my colleague Dr. Daniel Abrams. 
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Whence it seems to me t' they rule the orbs of the seven Planets & 
that this Cabbalistical philosophy had its rise from Aristotles system 
of the world. He being the master of Alexander the great, his 
philosophy came into request in the reign of the successors of 
Alexander especially in Egypt. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 120r?3 

Such discussions of kabbalistic origins must be understood in light of the 
tradition concerning ancient theology (discussed above, Chapters 3 and 5) which 
searched for truths in the Hermetic, Orphic, and Sibylline literatures. According to this 
tradition, Plato, Pythagoras, and the other Greeks learned the religious truths they 
taught by discovering and tapping into this universal ancient theology. Egypt, the home 
of Hermes Trismegistus and other great magi, was the center from which such ideas 
spread. Newton's expertise in the tradition of ancient theology has already been noted 
in connection with ancient religion and the Temple. Ancient theology appears to have 
influenced him in other areas as well, the most famous example being his theory of 
gravity. Newton, like the other Christian anti-kabbalists of his era, appears to have 
accepted the historical viewpoint of the prisca theologia tradition, but he rejected the 
idea that Kabbalah contains that ancient wisdom. (As was seen in Chapter 5, Newton 
thought the content of ancient wisdom was essentially heliocentrism and other scientific 
truths.) While others, like Isaac Casaubon and Leon Modena, had been more concerned 
with lower criticism to debunk "ancient" texts, Newton rejected the Kabbalah and 
Platonism on the basis of what he perceived as an ideological aberration. The 
emanation theory was simply wrong, and thus it could not be the ancient wisdom.24 

The last stage in theological metaphysics' infiltration of true religion, also 
launched in Egypt, was the destruction of primitive Christianity. "Those heresies 
consisted chiefly in certain heathen opinions superstitions & impieties weh insinuated 
themselves first into the Jewish religion & then into the Christian." (MS. Yahuda, 15.7, 
p. 137r) Based on the Church Fathers and early histories, Newton concluded that 
converted Jews remained a distinct and influential group within early Christianity, as 
the "Church of the Circumcision," Ebionites and Nazarenes. Unfortunately, just as 
gentile proselytes brought their destructive metaphysics into the Christian religion, so 
did many philosophically trained Jews, thereby giving rise to the Gnostic heresies. 
Newton imagines the heresiarchs of the first Christian centuries as converted Jews who 
had learned Kabbalah in Egypt. "The hereticks ofthe circumcision as Simon Nicolaus 
Menander [[!]] Cerinthus would be most apt to derive their opinions from the Jewish 
Cabbala & this was the rise ofye Gnosticks." (MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 138r) "[[Valentinus 
and Basiliades]] both lived at Alexandria & might have this doctrine from t 
Cabbalistical Jews of Egypt." (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 128r)25 

To the Gnostic opinions, derived from the Kabbalah, Newton assigns the 
reference of one of the scriptural passages he most often cites: 

"See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 120v, 127r. On the correspondence of metals with planets, see J.R. 
Partington, "The Origins of the Planetary Symbols for the Metals," Ambix, vol. I, no. 1 (May, 1937), pp. 61-4. 

24 Concerning the criticism of ancient wisdom texts, Richard Popkin has rightly pointed out that men like 
Newton also did not possess the philological tools for lower criticism. 

25 See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 128v-129r and MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, p. 5. 
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And I think it is not to be doubted but that the hereticks of the 
circumcision who 1?efore their conversion were instructed in the 
Jewish Cabbala and other fabulous traditions of that nation, would 
borrow some opinions from thence. For the Apostle in opposition to 
the fIrst heresies admonishes the Christians not to give heed to 
Jewish fables endless geneologies & oppositions of science falsly so 
called [[1 Timothy 6:20]] .... (Yahuda MS. 15.3, p. 53r) 

By Jewish fables he means the fables delivered down by tradition 
among the Jews in their Cabbala, by endless genealogies, the 
genealogies of the Sephiroths & separate intelligencies in those 
fable[[s]] which may be multiplied to infmity, & by oppositions of 
science falsely so called the disputes of the Gnosticks & contentions 
weh were apt to arise amongst those who pretended to skill & 
understanding in this sort of Theology falsely called science. These 
hereticks & their disciples from their boasting of knowledge were 
called Gnosticks, & gloried in the name. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 
1l0r)26 

Kabbalah is eventually equated with the "mystery of iniquity" which Newton goes to 
such lengths to defIne.27 In sum, "if the theology of the cabbalists be compared with that 
of the Gnosticks it will appear that the Cabbalists were Jewish Gnosticks & the 
Gnosticks were Christian Cabbalists." (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 127r) 

Newton goes even further than saying that the kabbalists have destroyed 
Judaism and then Christianity through their metaphysics; he goes so far as to make the 
absolutely astounding assertion that it was the kabbalists who were responsible for the 
death of Jesus. The statement has been crossed out, yet Newton thought it and wrote it. 
"For prophesy ceased when the learned Doctors of the Cabbala delivered their 
traditions of many Sephiroths or Deities to the people. <to the people & at length taught 
them to kill the king whom they had rejected> being rejected from being their king." 
(MS. Bodmer, Ch. 5(a), p. 6r) 

III. NEWTON'S CONCEPTION OF THE KABBALAH 

Newton's conception of Kabbalah is almost completely limited to describing 
the sephiriotic hierarchies and contriving their correspondence with pagan, Gnostic, 
Neoplatonic, and Aristotelian systems. He does not dedicate any attention to magical 
or theurgic techniques or to letter symbolism.28 His discussion of the sephirot is fairly 

26 See also MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, p. 5. 

27 See Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 115r. 

2K The latter point is noteworthy, because this symbolism is closely related to various mystico-magical and 
Neoplatonic traditions with which Newton was familiar and making such connections would have served his 
purpose well. For example, Newton owned many books on the Lullian art (see Harrison, #32, 994-1001.) He 
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accurate, though it suffers from a certain confusion between the several systems 
represented in the Kabbala denudata, and the occasional error.29 

The key theme in Kabbalah for Newton is the cosmogony of emission, 
according to which the infinite Godhead, Aensoph, brought forth the sephiroth. This 
view he correctly ascertained to be analogous with the views of the Gnostics and 
"heathen" (i.e., Greek) philosophers which corrupted pristine Christianity. "And so was 
the opinion in general that the son was generated by the emission efflux dilation or 
projection of any part or power of the fathers substance. Opinions of this kind were the 
foundation of the metaphysical theology of the heathens, cabbalists, Gnosticks, 
Montanists & such like hereticks." (MS. Yahuda, 15.2, p. 38r) The infinite Aensoph, 
Newton states, is the same as the Gnostic Valentinus' Bythos and Megethos, Depth and 
Magnitude, meaning an entity without bounds. This Godhead is known to others as the 
"unknown father.',30 Like the Gnostics, the kabbalists believe that the world is not 
created by this supreme God but by His inferior emanations, a view which set both 
systems in opposition to Newton's voluntarism.3l 

The first movement of creation in the Zoharic cosmogony is a retraction, a fact 
which does not escape Newton. "The infinite retracted himself from a great spherical 
space in wch he designed to create the worlds emitted gradually into this space ten 
subordinate emanations ... ." (MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127r)32 The first emission, known 
variously as Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Kether (Crown), contains the other 
nine sephiroth within itsel[l3 These emerge gradually, like the Gnostic Aeons, through 
a process which is sexual at some stages, into reified divine attributes: 

The Gnosticks after the manner of the Platonists & Cabbalists 
considered the thoughts or Ideas or intellectual objects sealed in 
Gods mind as real Beings or substances, & supposed them to be 
male & female & to generate by emission of substance as animals 

certainly did not lack the knowledge of Hebrew and mathematics involved, and material was available to him 
in the Kabbala denudata. As was seen in Chapter 3, Newton plays with the letters in Hebrew words to create 
etymological connections, but he does not use a kabbalistic style. 

David Castillejo demonstrates that Newton did use number symbolism, especially in his discussion 
of the Temple of Solomon and the Apocalypse and in the structure of his Opticks. Says Castillejo, "It is likely 
that this is only the tip of an iceberg revealing the presence of much more complicated meaning, proportion 
and intent in his work." (Castillejo, "A Report on the Yahuda Collection," p. 8.) In a later work, Castillejo 
devotes a great deal of effort to proving that a specific symbolism of numbers runs throughout Newton's 
writings. (Castillejo, Expanding Force, Ch. 6 et passim) This, however, is not kabbalistic number symbolism. 

29 The most glaring of these errors is found in Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 123r, where Newton refers to the 
kabbalists' "first Sephiroth or Aeon called by them Cochmah the Crown or supreme Sephiroth .... " He obviously 
means Kether. This type of slip is rare and does nothing to indicate any lack of understanding but only of 
familiarity. 

30 MS. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r; 15.5, p. 88r; 15.7, pp. 109v, 128r, 129r. 

3\ See MS. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r. 

32 This doctrine, called zimzum, is better known in the Lurianic system, but it is indeed spoken of in the 
Zoharic Idra Rabbah, found in Kabbala denudata. See S. L. MacGregor Mathers, The Kabbalah Unveiled 
(New York, (971), p. 114. 

33 See MS. Yahuda, 15.2, p. 53r and 15.7, p. 127r, et passim. 
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generate or as the heathens supposed their Gods to generate & thence 
accounted them consubstantial.. .. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 108v) 

Newton does not differentiate carefully between Adam Kadmon and Kether, 
as the sources themselves do not. Adam Kadmon is in some way identical with the 
biblical Adam, the fIrst man/4 and with Christ.35 Kether is analogous to the Gnostic 
Arche, Beginning or Principle.36 Adam KadmonlKether is also the father of the next 
sephirah, Cochmah (Wisdom). This second emitted entity is identifIed by Newton as 
the analog to the Gnostic Logos, which he translates as Reason.37 It is also the 
Platonists' Aeon38 and the ninth sphere of diurnal motion in the cosmology of the 
Aristotelians.39 The third sephirah, Binah (Prudence), he parallels to Basiliades' 
Phronesis (Prudence),40 to the Platonists' Psyche, the soul of the world (though he has 
crossed this out),41 and to the Aristotelians' eighth sphere, the fIrmament of fIxed stars. 42 
Cochmah and Binah, like their Gnostic counterparts, become father and mother to the 
seven lower emanations, to which less attention is devoted.43 

Newton's efforts at establishing a correspondence between the kabbalistic 
sephiroth and the Aristotelian heavens is especially prodigious and noteworthy. It is 
another expression of his belief that Kabbalah is simply one strand in a tradition of 
ancient theology which became corrupted and erroneous. As in his writings on 
chronology and ancient religion, Newton here makes identifIcations between themes 
or persons from difference ancient cultures, some of which are farfetched in the extreme 
and others of which hit their mark. 

One problem is that there are ten sephiroth, whereas there are only seven 
heavens in Aristotle's universe, extending to eight (the Ogdoas) in the later Gnostic 
view. However, the similarities are too close, and Newton is not willing to let matters 
rest. He had either to reduce the number of sephiroth or to increase the number of 

l4 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 137v (actually a note to the following page): "Each of the sephiroths they called 
a man & the first of them they called Adam Kadmon the first man & make him the son of God as Adam is 
called in Scripture .... " The mystical identity of Adam and Jesus is a theme which often appears in Christian 
Kabbalah. 

3S MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 123r; MS. Bodmer, pp. 13v-14r. 

36 MS. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r; 15.5, p. 88r; 15.7, p. 129v and MS. Bodmer, p. 14r. In Yahuda p. 109v, 
Newton goes into a detailed discussion of the first emanation according to different Gnostic schools, which 
identify it variously as Arche, Ennaea, Nous, and Monagenus and Ialdabaoth. 

37 MS. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r; 15.7, p. 129r. 

38 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 137v. 

39 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127v. This page and the one preceding it are dedicated to a detailed parallel of the 
kabbalistic sephiroth and the Aristotelian heavens. They are also quoted in extenso by Castillejo, Expanding 
Force, pp. 67-8. 

40 MS. Yahuda, 15.3, p. 53r; 15.7, p. I 29r. 

41 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 137v. 

42 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 129r. The issue of Newton's parallel between the three uppermost spheres of the 
later Aristotelians with the three uppermost sephiroth is discussed more below. 

43 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 129r-v. 
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heavens in order to attain a parallel, both of which courses he attempted. Here is a draft 
taking the latter course: 

The three superior Sephiras comprehended in Arich Anpin,44 answer 
to the Coelum Empyreum the primum mobile & the firamentis 
stellatum. And thus the ten Sephirahs are nothing else then the 
intelligences weh Aristole [[!]] & his successors placed in the 
heavenly <seven eight> Orbs. Aristotel made but eight Orbs seven 
of y< planets & one of the fixt stars & thence came the ogdoas of 
Aeons as I said above. Hyparchus & Ptolemy added a ninth called 
the Primum mobile, & Theologers have added the coelum epyreum 
& reccon it the seat of the blessed. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 120rt5 

Thus the number of heavens has been increased to ten, corresponding to the sephiroth. 
Alternatively, Newton found a kabbalistic opinion according to which "By 

Arich Anpin they understood the first Sephiroth called Kether the crown ... " (MS. 
Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127r)-Le., only Kether and not all the top three sephiroth. Similarly, 
since the top three sephiroth were conveniently referred to by the single appellation 
"Arich Anpin," they could be taken as one. In either of these ways Arich Anpin may be 
reduced to a single unit. In fact, Newton uses both these approaches in tandem (e.g., 
"For the Cabbalists refer the three first Sephiroths called Kether Cochma & Binah to 
Arich Anpin, & so have turned the Ogdoas into a Decas of Aeons," [Yahuda MS. 15.7, 
p. 120v)). In essence, Newton has implied that the kabbalists were aware that their 
sephiroth were identical to the Aristotelian heavens, and they purposely made the 
numbers match. 

In addition to this problem of number, there is one oflocation. Newton holds 
that the kabbalistic sephiroth and Gnostic Aeons follow Aristotle's Intelligences in 
position and function: 

For as the Gnosticks placed their Aeons in the Orbs of the stars & 
Planets so did the Cabbalists their Sephiroths, following therein the 
doctrine of Aristotel who placed Intelligences in the Planetary Orbs 
to move them. Aristotel was the master of Alexander ... & his systeme 
of the heavens was received by the oldest ofthe Cabbalists. (Yahuda 
MS. 15.7, p. 127r)46 

While this may explain the lower seven sephiroth, which may inhere in the seven 
planetary orbs, what ofthe three uppermost sephiroth which comprise Arich Anpin? 

44 Newton repeatedly stresses the difference between the seven lower sephiroth, collectively called Ze'ir 
("Seir") Anpin, and the upper three, called Arich Anpin. However, the possibility of truncating Arich Anpin 
into one sephirah is allowed by some kabbalists, a fact which will shortly be seen to play into Newton's 
schema. 

4S See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127r. 

46 We see here yet another possibility entertained by Newton for the order of influences between Greek 
philosophy and kabbalistic ideas. 
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The Gnostics did indeed place an eighth heaven, the Ogdoas, above the planets. Now 
just as the division of this sphere into three (fIxed stars, primum mobile and coelum 
empyreum) made the numbers of spheres, Aeons and sephiroth match up at ten, it also 
explained how they could match in location above the planets.47 

Newton appears to take the hierarchy just described to be correct within the 
uppermost of the kabbalistic worlds, that of Aziluth.48 The overall structure of creation 
according to Kabbalah he lays out as: 

1. The Aensoph 
2. A sphere called His "Garment" 
3. A sphere called His "Splendor" or "Light,,49 
4. Space offrrst Aer (=world soul=tohu <chaoS», where sephiroth 

are produced 
5. The sephiroth.50 

This encompasses also the lower worlds of Jezirah (containing angels), Beriah 
(containing the throne of glory) and Asia (containing the corporeal world).51 

Newton points out several other parallels between kabbalistic, Gnostic, 
Platonic and Aristotelian thought. He is particularly struck by the fact that the sephiroth 
are called "men." This shows that they are derived from deifIed men and are identical 
with the ancient pagan worship of antideluvian patriarchs. 52 Belief in transmigration, 
"that y. souls of men came from above passed through various bodies till they had 
performed all things requisite & then returned up," was common to the Egyptian, 
Pythagoric, Platonic, and kabbalistic world-views (MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127v).53 

In his draft notes Newton has carefully recorded the Kabbalah's alchemical 
symbolism, an area in which he himself had a most lively interest. He copied out two 
sets of correspondences between the sephiroth and metals found in the Kabbala 
denudata, though for some reason he chose to change around their order.54 Knorr had 
taken this material from an odd little work called Esh Mazref, whose kabbalistic 
provenance is somewhat doubtful, though Newton could hardly have known this.55 He 

.7 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. l20r-v, 127r. 

.8 See MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 137r. 

.9 He has written that this is the coelum empyreum but then crossed it out. 

S(I This description is based on MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 120r and 127r. 

SI Ibid. Newton is somewhat unclear in explaining his understanding of the connection between the various 
worlds and where the sephiroth/ AeonslIntelligences fit. See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. 127r and MS. Bodmer, 
Ch. 4, p. 3. 

S2 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 137r-v. See Chapter 3. 

S3 See MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 120v, 137r-v. 

54 MS. Yahuda, 15.7, p. l20r, quoting from the Kabbala denudata, pp. 1:116-8. 

ss This particular passage of the Kabbala denudata is discussed by Gershom Scholem, "Alchemie und 
Kabbala," Monatsschriftfor Geschichte unjd Wissenschaft des Judentums, vol. 69 (1925), pp. 96-7. See also 
Raphael Patai, The Jewish Alchemists (princeton, 1994), Ch. 12, pp. 152-79 and Ch. 26, pp. 322-35 on the 
Esh Mazref, esp. pp. 323-4, where Patai translates this passage. 
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does not go on to make specific use of these particular correspondences in his 
alchemy,56 but their existence is more grist for his mill: 

In Seir Anpin [[the kabbalists]] comprehended the seven lower 
sephiroths & called the seven metals by the names of these seven 
Sephiroths. Whence I gather that these seven Sephirots were 
originally the Gods to web the heathens dedicated the seven metals & 
the seven Planets & weh Aristotel called intelligences & seated in the 
Orbs of the seven Planets to move them. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 
I 27r)57 

Newton has used this alchemical sephiriotic parallel to prove in yet another way that 
Kabbalah is merely an additional strand of the same mystical heresy which causes so 
many problems for Christianity. 

IV. KABBALAH IN NEWTON'S THOUGHT 

In light of Coudert's explanation of the importance Kabbalah had in Leibniz's 
philosophy and knowing that Newton's only serious writing about Kabbalah was in the 
period around 1710, during his quarrel with Leibniz, it may reasonably be concluded 
that Newton was criticizing the Kabbalah partly out of a desire to undermine the 
legitimacy of this major source in Leibniz's thought. As with the other aspects of 
Newton's church histories which were discussed above, Newton was extremely serious 
about this material as an aspect of primitive church annals as well, yet the additional 
contemporary implications are undeniable. 

Leibniz describes God's creation of substances in the following manner: 
"Now it is first of all very evident that created substances depend upon God who 
preserves them and can produce them continually by a kind of emanation just as we 
produce our thoughtS .... "58 And again: "God alone is the ultimate unity or the original 
simple substance, of which all created or derivative Monads are the products, and arise, 
so to speak, through the continual outflashings of the divinity from moment to 
moment.. .. "59 While he posits other forms of causation as well, emanation is central to 

56 I have not examined Newton's alchemical papers mysel~ but in the extensive literature on the subject 
there is no mention of sephiroth in an alchemical context. See Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, The Foundations of 
Newton's Alchemy (Cambridge, 1975); idem, "Newton's Alchemy and his Theory of Matter," Isis, vol. 73 
(1982), pp. 511-28; idem, The Janus Faces of Genius (Cambridge, 1991); R. S. Westfall, "Newton and 
Alchemy," Brian Vickers (ed) Occult and SCientific Mentalities in the Renaissance (Cambridge, 1984), pp. 
315-335; Piyo M. Rattansi, ''Newton's Alchemical Studies," A. G. Debus (ed), Science, Medicine and Society 
in the Renaissance, vol. 2 (London, 1972), pp. 167-82; and Jan Golinski, "The Secret Life of an Alchemist," 
J. Fauvel, R. Flood, M. Shortland and R. Wilson (eds.), Let Newton Be! (Oxford, 1988), pp. 146-167. 

57 See also MS. Yahuda, 15.7, pp. 120r-v, 127v, where Newton makes a specific reference to the "Chymical 
Cabbalists. II See note 7 above as well. 

5. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Discourse on Metaphysics (trans. G. Montgomery; La Salle, 1902), p. 23 (my 
emphases). 

59 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Monadology (trans. G. Montgomery; La Salle, 1902), p. 261. 
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Leibniz's cosmogony. Newton was aware (albeit in a more general way) of what 
modem scholars like Coudert and RE. Butts60 are now rediscovering: Leibniz drew on 
Gnosticism, particularly as he found it reflected in the Kabbalah, to formulate many of 
these ideas. 

A brief example of the implications of gnostic/kabbalistic emanation theory 
for Leibniz and for Newton will show the significance of the Kabbalah polemic in their 
debate. Coudert has demonstrated that Leibniz is very close to the kabbalistic position 
of van Helmont when, in the 1690s, he moves "from an essentially dualistic position [on 
the nature of matter] to a monistic one," according to which "spirit and matter are 
simply extremes on a continuum.,,61 One of the implications of this position is a 
rejection of true creation ex nihilo in favor of a theory of prime matter (monads) upon 
which, as I understand Leibniz to be saying, God's emanation acts. Newton strongly 
condemns the kabbalistic and gnostic notion of prime matter for the precise reason that 
it is part of an heretical emanational cosmogony which denigrates voluntarism; he 
instead upholds a strict belief in creation ex nihilo.62 Newton will not countenance an 
emanational cosmogony which in his opinion denies the absolute unity of God's 
substance. For Leibniz, creation ex nihilo lacks sufficient reason, both ultimately and 
(since Newton believes in the existence of vacua and rejects a plenum, so that there is 
no intervening medium) proximately as well. These are the same grounds upon which 
Leibniz rejects Newton's theory of gravity.63 While it is true, then, that Leibniz never 
saw Newton's fulminations on the issue of gnostic/kabbalistic emanation ideas (perhaps 
nobody saw them during his lifetime), they bear directly on such central issues in their 
debate as sufficient reason, vacua, and the existence of prime matter. 

Recently, certain authors have attempted to show that Newton's relationship 
with the Kabbalah did not end with his condemnations in Of the Church. Brian 
Copenhaver, in his important article on "Jewish Theologies of Space in the Scientific 
Revolution,"64 discusses Newton's mention of the Hebrew term makom in three 
manuscript drafts and how Newton uses makom to explain the nature of God's 
omnipresence. The term makom is used in early rabbinic literature to indicate that God 
is the place of the world rather than vice versa. The kabbalists, especially the school of 
Isaac Luria and the Christian kabbalists, often try to use the term as a divine attribute: 

'" R. E. Butts, "Leibniz's Monads: A Heritage of Gnosticism and a Source of Rational Science," Canadian 
Journalo/Philosophy, vol. 10, no. 1 (March, 1980), pp. 47-62. 

6' Coudert, Leibniz and the Kabbalah, p. 89. In two recent papers Coudert has begun to look at Newton's 
attitude to Kabbalah in light of her research on Leibniz as well. See Coudert, "Newton and the Rosicrucian 
Enlightenment," paper delivered at the Clark Library conference on "Newton and Religion" (Los Angeles; 
February, 1996), sections 2-3; and idem, "Leibniz, Locke, Newton and the Kabbalah," paper delivered at the 
University of Arizona conference on "Christian Kabbalah and Jewish Thought (Tucson; April 1996). 

62 See notes 79, 81 and 82 below. 

6~ For the debate between Leibniz and Newton (represented by Clarke), concerning sufficient reason, 
gravity, space and time, and the existence of vacua, see H. O. Alexander (ed), The Leibniz-Clarke 
Correspondencl(Edinburgh, 1956). On Leibniz's idea of causation, see Coudert, Leibniz and the Kabbalah, 
Ch. 7, pp. 137-54. 

64 Brian P. Copenhaver, "Jewish Theologies of Space in the Scientific Revolution: Henry More, Joseph 
Raphson, Isaac Newton and their Predecessors," Annals o/Science, vol. 37 (1980), pp. 489-548. 
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God is place (or space). While Newton rejects this kabbalistic idea of makom, 
preferring to take it as a term of epistemological accommodation to human 
understanding (as Maimonides and others do), Copenhaver thinks the kabbalistic 
writings of Henry More and Joseph Raphson were the vehicle for bringing the Jewish 
idea of makom to Newton's attention.65 Copenhaver is aware of Newton's severe 
antipathy toward Kabbalah and concludes that, "one need not make a Cabalist of 
Newton in order to believe that Cabalist theologies of space were significant items in 
the mental furniture of his age. ,,66 The sum ofkabbalistic influence on Newton's concept 
of space is, according to Copenhaver, the likelihood that Newton was thinking about 
makom because More and Raphson were talking about it. 

In a recent paper,67 George Zollschan has attempted to show that Newton's 
famous description of space as sensorium dei in Queries 28 and 31 of the English 
Optic/cs of 1717 is the result ofkabbalistic influence. Zollschan wishes to explain that 
by making space God's sensorium, Newton means to show that God causes creation and 
movement by "perceiving" rather than willing or speaking. Furthermore, in the 
"General Scholium" to the Principia of 1713, Newton describes God as "all eye, all ear, 
all brain, all arm, all power to perceive, to understand and to act," which recalls the role 
of the Optic/cs' sensorium. This issue is very important to Newton; he uses the concept 
of God acting through "perception" to solve the dilemma of apparently occult action 
in his physics. This conception, Zollschan says, appears to have only one precedent: 
the sense organs of Adam Kadmon in the Lurianic Kabbalah, to which Newton had 
access through the Kabbala denudata.68 

Zollschan's thesis is based on an understanding of Newton's intention in the 
phrase sensorium dei which is not well proven. Newton could still be referring to God's 
will or word rather than His mere perception acting within this sensorium. The 
kabbalistic connection also appears difficult to uphold. The nature of God's action 
through Adam Kadmon seems rather distant even in the form of God's action through 
His sensorium which Zollschan proposes. Zollschan's discovery that the term 
"sensorium" was introduced into English usage by Newton's kabbalist mentor, More,69 
is not a substantial proof of influence. Another of Zollschan's major supports for his 
view is Newton's description of God as "all eye, all ear, all brain, all arm, all power to 
perceive, to understand and to act. ,,70 Zollschan stresses "all power to perceive," but this 
phrase does not seem necessarily connected to the concept of space as sensorium dei. 
In any case, the source for this conception may not be in Kabbalah at all but in a 
passage from Clement of Alexandria which Newton copied out for himself. God is, says 

65 Copenhaver, "Jewish Theologies," pp. 489-490, 540-6. Copenhaver notes that Newton spells malcom 
incorrectly and differently on each occasion. 

66 Copenhaver, "Jewish Theologies," p. 546 . 

• 7 George Zollschan, "God's Sensorium: Newton's Kabbalistic Slip," paper delivered at the Conference of 
the Australasian Association for the History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Science in Melbourne, 
Australia, July, 1993. I have used a typescript sent to me by the author . 

•• Zollschan, "God's Sensorium," pp. 1-6. 

69 ZoUschan, "God's Sensorium," p. 5. 

70 Zollschan, "God's Sensorium," p. 4; Newton, Principia (ed. ClYori), vol. II, p. 545 (Zollschan does not 
cite the exact location of the passage). 
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Clement, "not divided, nor disjointed, not moving from place to place, nor in any way 
circumscribed but existing everywhere always; all mind, all paternal light, all eye, 
seeing everything, hearing everything, knowing everything, examining powers by his 
power."n The following passage, found in Newton's notes, is also a far more concrete 
source for these ideas than the Kabbalah: 

They err therefore saith Irenaeus in ascribing to God the affections 
& passions of men & making him a compound. For God is not as 
man nor are his thoughts like ours. He is simple & not compound. He 
is all like & equal to himself all sense all spirit all perception all 
Ennaea all AOYO~, all ear, all eye all light. He is all sense wch cannot 
be separated from it self, nor is there any thing in him wch can be 
emitted from any thing else. Thus does Irenaeus represent & confute 
the Metaphysicks of the Gnosticks. (Yahuda MS. 15.7, p. 128r) 

Zollschan also regards Newton's view of the existence of the sensorium dei 
inside God and constituting space as analogous to the Makkom Panui, the empty space 
left by God's contraction (zimzum) in Lurianic Kabbalah. This idea is very suggestive, 
but again, we do not necessarily need to assume a kabbalistic influence. Newton copied 
out of Novitian that God is: 

immense and without limit, not one who is enclosed in a place but 
one who encloses every place, not one who is in a place but rather in 
whom every place is, one containing everything and clasping it 
together, so that accordingly he neither ascends or descends since he 
himself contains and fills everything.72 

Zollschan's thesis is fascinating, but the connection with Lurianic Kabbalah requires 
more proof. 

Zollschan mentions another area where he thinks Kabbalah may have 
influenced Newton. He says that the principles developed by Newton for Bible criticism 
are "quite similar to kabbalistic exegesis of biblical passages. Newton might have been 
influenced by Philo's biblical interpretations .... ,,73 Since Philo is taken as a forerunner 
of the Kabbalah, his influence is thrown in with that of the kabbalists. Zollschan cites 
the quotation of Philo from the "General Scholium," but he does not really explain how 
Newton's principles of Bible criticism are like the Kabbalah. He merely quotes Popkin's 
statement that Newton saw the Bible as a "cryptogram containing God's historical 
plan," and says this is how the kabbalists saw it as well.74 Newton, as has been seen, 
leamed his method of biblical studies mainly from Joseph Mede, with additional input 
from Richard Simon, Maimonides (perhaps), the Christian Hebraists and others. The 

71 MS. King's College, Keynes #4, p. 14, quoted in Westfall, Never at Rest, p. 318. 

72 MS. King's College, Keynes #4, p. 41; quoted in Westfall, Never at Rest, p. 318. 

7) Zollschan, "God's Sensorium," p. 9. 

7, Zollschan, "God's Sensorium," p. 9. 
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view of the Bible as a plan of history is found in Mede and his followers, and in general 
among the millenarians.75 It may also be perceived in the Talmudic dictum that God, 
"looked into the Torah and created the world. ,,76 As for Philo, while he may be a 
precursor of Kabbalah, one can not say simply that references to him indicate a 
kabbalistic influence. 

The last of these recent authors citing kabbalistic influences on Newton is 
Serge Hutin, who has gone so far as to identify Newton as a Christian kabbalist. 77 Hutin 
suggests that Newton's view of time and space as absolute realities was influenced by 
Henry More, who was known to study and use Kabbalah.78 This thesis is plausible in 
itself, though a specifically kabbalistic influence is hard to trace. To prove that Newton 
was no stranger to the Kabbalah, Hutin cites Locke's statement that Newton explained 
the creation of matter by God as a process of drawing back. This doctrine is identified 
by Hutin with the kabbalistic concept of zimzum, according to which God retracted into 
Himself to make room for the world. Like Zollschan after him, Hutin thinks Newton's 
view of space as sensorium Dei was borrowed from More and the Kabbalah, though he 
does not make any serious attempt to explain why or how. Newton's statement in the 
"General Scholium" to his second edition of the Principia that God creates space and 
time semper et ubique is, in Hutin's view, a manifestation of his agreement with the 
long standing Christian-kabbalist view that the world was not created ex nihilo but 
rather out of primordial matter. 

It is indeed possible that Newton was influenced by More in the question of 
time and space, though such influence is not "undeniable" as Hutin would have it. It is 
also possible that he held a doctrine akin to zimzum, although I have seen nothing to 
corroborate Locke's statement in the manuscripts.79 

Hutin's view that Newton's semper et ubique conception of space and time is 
derived from the kabbalists, on the other hand, is problematic on several grounds. First, 
whatever Newton meant by semper et ubique, he definitely did not mean to imply the 
existence of prime matter. Newton was an extreme voluntarist; his belief in creation as 
an act of absolutely free Divine will and fiat is, in fact, the cornerstone of his thought.so 

To state that Newton accepted a notion of creation out of primordial matter flies in the 
face of the very theology from which Hutin claims it stems. Newton indeed affirmed 
that extended space is co-eternal with God and that this space is filled with dimensions 
and figures. However, the argument is advanced to counter Descartes' notion that 

7S See Froom, Prophetic Faith, vol. 2, passim. 

76 See Ephraim E. Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs (Cambridge, MA, 1987), p. 199. 

77 Serge Hutin, ''Note sur la creation chez trois kabbalistes chretiens anglais: Robert Fludd, Henry More 
et Isaac Newton," Kabbalistes Chretiens (paris, 1979), pp. 149-156. This article is based heavily on Hutin's 
discussion in his Henry More: Essai sur les doctrines theosophiques chez les Platoniciens de Cambridge 
(Hildesheim, 1966), especially (on Newton) Ch. 9 section 1. 

711 On More's Kabbalah studies, see Sarah Hutton (ed.), Henry More (1614-1687) Tercentenary Studies 
(Dordrecht, 1990) and the various studies of Allison Coudert, including "Henry More, the Kabbalah, and the 
Quakers," R. Kroll et aI. (eds.), Philosophy. Science and Religion in England, pp. 31-67. 

79 That is, whether Newton believed in zimzum remains unclear; but he was definitely familiar with the 
concept as we have seen. 

RO See Force, "Newton's God of Dominion," pp. 78-90. 
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extension can not exist without corporeal matter. Newton would therefore emphatically 
deny the existence of prime matter-matter is necessarily created by a free act of 
Divine will. He would also disagree with Henry More's assertion that anything which 
can be said to exist must be extended, including God.81 In the manuscripts Newton is 
actually found blaming the kabbalists (along with Platonists and Gnostics) for their 
heresy in questioning ex nihilo creation82 and listing belief in materia prima among the 
erroneous doctrines of the kabbalists.83 Newton's God created and continues to create 
all matter, and without His doing so nothing could ever exist. 

The next objection to Hutin's opinion is that, as C. A. Staudenbaur has clearly 
proved, More didn't believe in eternal matter either.84 Hutin, says Staudenbaur, has 
misconstrued the sixteen propositions listed on a single page in More's Fundamenta 
Philosophiae sive Cabbalae Aeto-paedo-melissaeae, which include the eternality of the 
world, as the essential statement of More's beliefs. However, it is abundantly clear from 
all the rest of More's writings that this is not the case, and in fact, "The Fundamenta is 
not an exposition of More's fundamental intuitions. It is an attempt to systematize the 
cabalistic position of his friend, Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont, in order to show 
him the pernicious consequences of rejecting the doctrine of creation ex nihilo. ,,85 

Newton could have found the idea of an eternal universe in many places including 
More; but neither he nor More believed in it. 

Now that it is clear Newton did not mean to imply primordial matter by the 
phrase semper et ubique, it must be understood that he simply meant that God creates 
constantly and everywhere.86 He did not need to go to the Kabbalah for this conception 
either. It is merely a variation on the doctrine of ontological dependence held by 
Augustine and Aquinas, whereby all things would cease to exist if they were not being 
constantly re-created.87 The Jewish tradition also contains such a doctrine, without 
recourse to Kabbalah. The Jews state in their daily prayers that God "in His goodness 
creates anew every day constantly the work of Creation. ,,88 Hutin does succeed in 
suggesting some possible areas of kabbalistic influence on Newton in the issue of 

1\ J. E. McGuire, "Space, Infinity and Indivisibility: Newton on the Creation of Matter," Zev Bechler (ed), 
Contemporary Newtonian Research (Dordrecht, 1982), pp. 145-190, especially 146-9, 161-3 and 173. 

12 See Manuel, The Religion of Isaac Newton, p. 69. Manuel cites YahudaMS. 15.7, p. 108v for this, but 
the point explained there from which he extrapolates, Newton's absolute denial of consubstantiality, can be 
found in dozens of places throughout the various MSS. 

I.' MS. Yahuda 15.7, p. 138r. 

14 C. A. Staudenbaur, "Platonism, Theosophy, and Immaterialism: Recent Views of the Cambridge 
Platonists," Journalfor lhe History of Ideas, vol. 35 (1974), pp. 157-69. Pages 164-9 constitute an attack on 
Hutin's book about More. He concludes "Further comment on Hutin's sins of editing, translation and 
interpretation seem superfluous.· (p. 169) 

15 Staudenbaur, "Recent Views of the Cambridge Platonists," p. 167. 

16 See Force, "Newton's God of Dominion," Essays in the Context, Nature and Influence, 
pp.85-90. 

17 See Ronald W. Hepburn's article on the "Religious Doctrine of Creation," Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
(New York, 1967), vol. 1-2, pp. 254-6. 

III This passage occurs in the penultimate blessing hefore the recital of the Shema', the statement declaring 
God's absolute unity, said every day of the year. 
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absolute time and space, but the influence was not More, and Rutin has misconstrued 
some of Newton's ideas as well as those ofLeibniz. 

* * * 

Thus, Newton, in formulating the factors in the corruption of the primitive 
church, found the influence of metaphysical emanation cosmologies, such as those in 
the Kabbalah, the main culprit. Newton came to the Kabbalah through Knorr von 
Rosenroth's Kabbala denudata, but his criticisms of it were formed through his 
preconceived notion of the role of emanation in the church's corruption and through the 
influence of Basnage, who dedicates considerable space to criticizing Kabbalah. Ris 
conceptions of the Kabbalah were limited to the sephiriotic mode, which he 
painstakingly attempted to assimilate into Gnostic and Platonic models. This is further 
evidence of Newton's drive to concretize myth, to rid the ancient wisdom of vague 
mysteries, and to tie it directly to science and voluntarist theology. At the same time 
Newton intended to criticize the emanationist cosmogony of his nemesis, Leibniz, who 
was strongly influenced by the Kabbalah and with whom Newton was engaged in 
acrimonious debate at the time he wrote his church histories. 

These considerations of Newton's ideas on Kabbalah constitute the last topic 
chosen here to demonstrate the influence of Jewish history and literature on the 
theology of Sir Isaac Newton. It remains only to review the implications of what has 
been covered here and evaluate them. 



CONCLUSION 

An attempt has been made in the preceding pages to demonstrate that both 
Jewish history and the ideas of Jewish authors, through the medium of Christian 
Hebraists' writings, were used to a very considerable degree in Sir Isaac Newton's 
theology. Newton owned a large number of tracts which were either written by Jews or 
in which historical Judaism was the central subject. Jews and their ideas played a part 
in Newton's conception of the rise and corruption of ancient religion, biblical prophecy, 
the meaning of Solomon's Temple, the history of the early church, and the corruption 
of the early church through metaphysics. These topics, together with world chronology 
comprise the thrust of Newton's entire historical theology. 

N abil Matar's thesis, that early modem Englishmen were interested in Judaism 
only insofar as it upheld their own respective theological or political programs, appears 
to be well supported by the case ofIsaac Newton. Newton, for example, appealed to 
Maimonides'Mishneh Torah for historical information on the Temple, but he did not 
show interest in Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed for theological ideas. He used the 
ancient Jewish Christians as a central example for ecclesiastical serenity and strife, but 
he made no effort to meet and understand contemporary Jewish Jews, so lately arrived 
in England. Newton's behavior was typical for his time, then-using Jews and their 
literature in pragmatic and expedient ways. He was not so much a student of Jewish 
history and ideas as a consumer of them, picking what fit his needs and ignoring the 
rest. 

The very fact that Judaism is so widespread a topic and source in Newton's 
theology, and in that of the majority of theological writers in his age, is a clue to a more 
profound relationship between the European conscience and the Jewish heritage. 
Judaism was the religious and cultural ancestor of Christendom. If Newton's lifetime 
coincided with a period of crisis for Europeans in relating to the Book of Scripture and 
its connection with the Book of Nature, it can similarly be considered a period of crisis 
for the status of Judaism in European thought. 

Before the Scientific Revolution man's standing in the world was clear to the 
European, solidly grounded on Scripture and tradition-man at the center of the 
universe which was created by God for him. Renaissance Neoplatonism and the 
"rediscovered" Hermeticism went beyond this Christian conception to describe man as 
a terrestrial god, with the capability of controlling and affecting all forces in the 
universe. Paradoxically, though, Hermeticism also contained a strong heliocentric 
element -we have seen this in the Hermetic city and temple-which would shift man 
away from the center. With the affirmation of this previously vague and mythical idea 
by the mathematics of Copernicus, the beginning of the end was planted for the 
anthropocentric worldview. With the discovery of new worlds on the earth, in the sky, 
and inside common matter, coeval with the slowly spreading acceptance and adjustment 
of Copernicus' heliocentrism, the traditional Christian cosmography began to topple. 
Newton, though he certainly did not see himself in this light, was the last great step in 
this process. 
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Newton himself was not looking forward in this manner-the future he 
envisioned was a scientifically assisted Apocalypse. The time Newton spent engaged 
in studies outside of physics and mathematics was dedicated to a much more 
widespread pursuit: the search for Truth in Scripture and related writings. As 
heliocentrism and the discovery of other worlds corroded the traditional Christian 
cosmography and the Reformation dissolved its centralized authority, European 
scholars sought to reestablish the footing of their intellectual world by an appeal to 
erudition. The savants of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries went about attempting 
to neutralize the growing skepticism by throwing masses oflearning at it. If Newton 
was "the last of the magicians," as Lord Keynes describes him, the "magic" in which 
he believed was the ability of sufficient classical and scriptural learning to place the 
discoveries of the Scientific Revolution within the framework of Christian tradition. 

I believe that the fanatic erudition of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
was related to the Renaissance conception of prisca sapientia. Scholars like Scaliger, 
Boehart, Vossius, and Newton thought that the ancient authorities held the solutions to 
the problems plaguing European Christianity; one simply had to sift them carefully 
enough. By comparing manuscripts and rescensions of the Bible one would arrive at the 
true and correct text. By comparing Scripture with pagan myths and various ancient 
authors one could establish the correct chronology of all human history and knowledge. 
By comparing the beliefs of ancient religions with each other one could discover the 
essential Ur-religion, whose principles would be compatible with (or identical to) those 
of Christianity. These approaches and others eventually backfired and contributed to 
the secularization of European thought because of their failure to deliver any concrete 
consensus of truth. 

Newton was certainly among those who thought scholarship would eventually 
yield up Truth. He participated in one branch of the erudite enterprise, that of the 
scientific millenarians. He was convinced that if he could establish the meaning of 
Scripture, especially prophecy, on a scientific basis, he would avert the 
crisis-everyone would be forced to agree that he had discovered the correct approach 
to Scripture, as he had to Nature. Newton's own science was to prove central in the 
failure of this attempt, not by disproving it but by rendering it unnecessary. His 
generation was perhaps the last to believe that erudition in the ancients would still 
confound skepticism. While Michael Hunter has claimed that antiquarianism "was 
essentially separate from [the new science] and potentially antipathetic,") Newton is 
representative of a very large number of talented scientists in his era who believed in 
the wisdom of the ancients and the efficacy of the Two Books. 

It is natural that Jewish history and the writings of Jewish authors should be 
central in the appeal to ancient authorities, especially that of the scientific millenarians. 
The Bible, after all, both the Old and New Testaments, is a Jewish document. The 
Christian tradition is the Jewish tradition in all matters occurring before the coming of 
Christ. It was in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that the Talmud was first 
widely utilized as an ancient authority by Christian savants, alongside the Church 
Fathers and classical authors. Pico della Mirandola, at the end of the fifteenth century, 

I Michael Hunter, Science and SOCiety in Restoration England (Cambridge, 1981), p. 157. See also, in 
general, pp. 156-161. 
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had called attention to the Jewish Kabbalah as an important tradition of mystical truths. 
Josephus and Philo Judaeus, who had always been used by Christian scholarship in a 
very limited way, became much more prominent in European theology. Jewish history 
and literature, in other words, became an important part of the Christianized prisca 
sapientiaradition, used by sixteenth- and seventeenth-century scholars as a cornerstone 
oftheir understanding of the Christian religion and of the world in general. Knowledge 
of Judaism was an essential of Baroque erudition. 

Newton's example shows the way in which Judaism is tied up with the crises 
of the "Hazard generation," particularly that of the Book of Scripture. He used the Bible 
and Hebrew etymologies to help establish the nature of the ancient Mediterranean 
peoples and their religions. He struggled to fit the Jews into his scheme of early 
religion, trying to understand what their place was within competing conceptions of 
religious origins. He considered whether the rabbinic conception of seven Noachide 
commandments might be the religion of nature which could solve the contemporary 
crisis of essential religious belief. He carefully thought over the Jews' role in the 
apocalyptic past and future and accepted some of the Jews' own opinions on the nature 
of those times. He delved deeply into the Jewish exegetical tradition ofthe Targurns to 
ascertain the meaning of prophecies, in order to establish their interpretation on a 
scientific basis which would confound the skeptics. He studied the Talmud, 
Maimonides, Josephus, and Philo to understand the Jewish Temple of Jerusalem, which 
he concluded was a hieroglyph of both the heliocentric universe and the apocalyptic 
vision. Judaism in the time of the early church offered a model for both proper and 
improper behavior among Christians. In short, Newton looked to Judaism and Jewish 
authors as a major authority in his attempt to establish the truths of Scripture and its 
meaning for all generations on a scientific basis, which would avert the crisis of 
Scripture once and for all. 

The perceived failure of Newton and those of his generation to find solutions 
to the crisis of Scripture in the history of the Jews and their literature, the tradition from 
which Scripture was born, signaled the failure of an enormous investment in erudition. 
The same Newton who struggled to prove the truth of Jewish prophecy and the role of 
the Jews in apocalyptic history was the Newton whose science tipped the scales in favor 
of the Book of Nature as a more reliable source of Truth than the Book of Scripture. 
For hundreds of years Newton's theology has been ignored, while his science has been 
ever more celebrated. This is not because his theology was poor, but because the whole 
millenarian-scientific enterprise, along with the more general belief in erudition as a 
solution to the crisis ofthe Two Books, was not able to produce the persuasive certainty 
that Newtonian physics could. Newton and many of his contemporaries saw "scientific" 
millenarianism and the new science as an integrated whole, which effectively solved the 
crises of Scripture and Nature. Later generations of thinkers agreed that there was a 
solution here but concluded that Newtonian science could solve the crisis without 
Newton's complicated theology. 



APPENDIX A: FROM THE IRENICUM(KEYNES MS. 3) 

Newton's Irenicum or Ecclesiastical Polyty tending to 
peace, contains drafts of material incorporated into Of the Church. 
Part of the work is couched in a series of "thesis positions." Herbert 
McLachlan (ed), Sir Isaac Newton Theological Manuscripts 
(Liverpool, 1950), pp. 28-43, has published excerpts from this 
manuscript, but Westfall (Never at Rest, p. 820 n. 127) reports that 
''No item among Newton's theological manuscripts suffered more at 
McLachlan's hands than 'Jrenicurn,'" and says the selected passages 
are the least typical of the work. Here are repreduced some of the 
sections relevant to this dissertation. 

[[ 5]] All nations were originally of the Religion comprehended in the Precepts of 
the sons of Noah, the chief of web were to have one God, & not to alienate his worship, 
nor prophane his name; to abstein from murder, theft, fornication, & all injuries; not to 
feed on the flesh or drink the blood of a living animal, but to be mercifull even to bruit 
beasts; & to set up Courts of justice in all cities & societies for putting these laws in 
execution. In the ancient cities the Judges usually sat in the Gates of the city & were 
called the Elders of the city & judged of causes both sacred & civil & the father of 
every family was the elder of the family subordinate to the Elders of the city. This 
religion descended to Melchisekec & Job & to Abraham Isaac Jacob Moses & the 
Israelites & to the proselites of the Gate For so the Israelites called the strangers within 
their Gates who observed the precepts of the sons of Noah. But the Kings of the nations 
by degrees causing their dead ancestors to be celebrated with sacrifices praises & 
invocations, the religion of Noah & his sons passed into the worship of dead men & the 
laws of their courts of justice into the moral Philosophy of the heathens <& the worship 
of their Gods>. For Pythagoras one of the oldest Philosophers in Europe, after he had 
travelled among the eastern nations for the sake of knowledge & conversed with their 
Priests & Judges & seen their manners, taught his scholars that all men should be 
friends to all men & even to bruit Beasts & should conciliate the friendship of the Gods 
by piety, & that a friend was another self, & his disciples were celebrated for loving one 
another. The religion of Noah & his sons was therefore the moral law of all nations put 
in execution by their courts of Justice untill they corrupted themselves. 

Then Moses reformed the Israelites from those corruptions & added many new 
precepts to 'f Moral law, writing all down in a book & imposed the whole upon the 
people of Israel by the covenant of circumcision, & allowed strangers of all nations to 
live within their Gates without entring into that covenant provided they kept the 
Precepts of the sons of Noah. And for putting this Law in execution he commanded that 
the people of Israel should make Judges & Officers in all their Gates. Deut.16.10. And 
these courts continued in Judea till the Babylonian captivity & then were abolished by 
the Chaldeans (Lament. 5. 14) & restored by the Commission of Artaxerxes given to 
Ezra (Ezra 7.25,26 & 10.14) & in the reign of the Greeks were called the Sanhedrirn 
& Synagogues of the Jews. And because the Elders (called Presbyters by the Greeks) 
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judged of things both sacred & civil, they had a place of worship adjoyning to the Court 
where they sat, & before the Babylonian captivity they had sometimes upon the next 
high hill an altar for sacrificing & a place for eating the sacrifices call1ed the High 
Place. 

When Christ was asked which was the great Commandment of the Law, he 
answered, Thou shalt love the Lord they God with all they heart & with all thy soul & 
with all thy mind. This is the first & great commandment, & the second is like unto it, 
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy self. On these two commandments hang all the 
Law & the Prophets. Mat.22.36. This was the religion of the sons of [[6]] Noah 
established by Moses & Christ & is still in force. 

Thesis Posit 2 
[[21]] The government of the Jewish Church being dissolved by the Babylonian 
Captivity, was restored by the Commission of Artaxerxes Longimanus king of Persia 
to Ezra to set magistrates & Judges to judge the people who knew the Laws of God & 
to teach those who knew them not, & to execute judgment upon those who would not 
do the law of God & the law of the king whether it were unto death, or to banishment, 
or to confiscation of goods or to imprisonment. 

For the forming of this government being left to the discretion of Ezra it may 
be presumed that he would pursue the ancient form of Jewish Government so far as it 
[[was]] practicable. See Ezra 10.14. 

Thesis Posit. 3 
The government then set up by Ezra was by Courts of Judicature composed 

of Elders the highest Court being the Sanhedrim composed of 70 Elders originally 
instituted by Moses, & the second Court being composed of 23 Elders in the outward 
Gate of the Temple & the other Courts sitting in the Synagogues of the Cities & being 
compoised of the Elders of the City not more in number then 23 nor fewer then 
three.[See <Act 15.21.> Mat.10.17. & 23.34. Luke 12.11, & 21.12] 

Thesis <Posit> 4. 
The government set up by Ezra continued till the days of Christ & was then 

extended over all the Roman Empire, & the Jews by the permission or connivance of 
the Romans erected Synagogues where ever they were sufficiently numerous to do it 
& the Elders of Cities were called Rulers of the Synagogues. See: Act.15.21 Mat. 1 0.17, 
& 23.34, & Luke 12.11, & 21.12 

Thesis <Posit> 1 [[a new draft]]. 
The cities of the Israel [[!]] before the Babylonian captivity were governed by 

Elders, who sat in the Gate of the city, & put the laws of Moses in execution, & had a 
place of worship in or neare the Gate, & sometimes a High Place for sacrificing upon 
a neighbouring Hill. See Deut 19.12 & 21.19,20,21 & 22.18,19 & 25.7,8. & Ruth 4.2 
& Josh.20.4. & Psal. 74.8. And in this sense it is said that the Gates of Hell, that is the 
Magistrates in the Gates of idolatrous Cities, shall not prevail against the true Church 
of Christ. 
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Thesis <Posit> 5. 
The same government continued among the converted Jews or Christians of 

the circumcision in the regions of Phoenicia, Syria & till the end of the fourth century 
or longer & the chief Ruler of the Synagogue was called by them the Prince of the 
Synagogue. 

Thesis <Posit> 6 
The same government was propagated from the Jews to the converted 

Gentiles, the name of Synagogues being changed to that of Churches, & the name of 
chief Rulers & Princes of the Synagogues into that of Presidents & Bishops, the Bishop 
being the President of the Council of Elders called in the Greek Presbyters. & the 
Presbyters of this Council being at length called Prebendani from the allowances made 
to them out of the revenues of the Church for their attendance. But y" name of Churches 
was of a larger extent being given also to single assemblies in private houses & other 
places not attended with a board of elders, & collectively to all the Churches in a 
kingdom or nation or in the whole world. 

[[22]] 
Thesis 7. 

It is therefore the duty of Bishops & Presbyters to govern the People according 
to the laws of God & the laws of the King & in their Councils to punish Offenders 
according to those Laws, & to teach those who do not know the laws of God. but not 
to make new laws in the name of either God or the King. 

Thesis <Posit.> 8. 
The laws of God are unchangeable & the power of the King extends only to 

things which are left for indifferent & undetermined by the laws of God. And all laws 
relating to things indifferent are the Kings & ought rather to be <reputed the laws> 
recconed among the civil laws then then [[!]] among the laws of God or the laws of the 
Church of Christ. 

Thesis <Posit> 9 
The Church is constituted & her extent & bounds of communion are defmed 

by the laws of God. And the laws of the King relate only to her government revenues 
& tranquility, & to decense & order in things indifferent. She has her King from the 
laws of God & her well being in this world from those of the king. 

<Posit. 10 
The Bishops & Presbyters are under the power of the King so that he can 

nominate them to succeed in vacant places & deprive them whenever they may deserve 
it. For he is supreme head & governour of the Church above them.> 

Thesis <Posit> 10 
The King is supreme head & governour of the Church in all things indifferent, 

& can nominate new Bishops & Presbyters to succeed in vacant places & deprive or 
depose them when ever they may deserve it. 
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Thesis <Posit> 11 
The being of the Church doth not depend upon an <perpetual> interrupted [[he 

means to say uninterrupted]] succession of Bishops & Presbyters for governing her. For 
this succession was interrupted in the time of the Babylonian captivity untill Ezra by the 
Commission of Artaxerxes appointed new governours. And therefore if it should be 
again interrupted, the Christian people by the authority or leave of the King may restore 
it. The Christian Church was also in being before there was a Christian Synagogue[[!]]. 

[[23]] 
Thesis 15 

To impose any Article of communion not imposed from the beginning is a 
crime of the same nature with that of those Christians of the circumcision who 
endeavoured to impose circumcision & the observation of the Law upon the converted 
Gentiles .... 

Thesis 16. 

To refuse communion with any Church or Synagogue merely upon account of 
the laws of the King in matters indifferent, unless those laws are imposed not merely 
as laws of the civil government but as articles of religion & communion, is 
disobedience to the King & <amounts to> schism in relation to the Church. 

[[On the Church of England]] 

[[51]] The fundamentals requisite to communion in the Church of England are 1 To 
renounce the Devil and all his works, the vain pomp & glory of the world with all the 
covetous desires of the same, and the carnall desires of the flesh so as not to follow nor 
be led by them. that is, to renounce idolatry, anibition, pride, covetousness and 
unchastity. And this the Apostle calls repentance from dead works. 2 To profess the 
faith conteined in the Creed usually called the Apostles Creed. And the profession of 
faith in the primitive Church the Apostle calls faith towards God & the resurrection of 
the dead & eternal judgment. 3 To keep Gods commandments; that is the ten 
commandments, as is explained in the Church Catechism. These & baptism & laying 
on of hands are all the fundamentalls requisite to communion in the Church of England. 
And therefore to excommunicate any man for any thing else is to [[!]] contrary to the 
fundamental constitution of this Church. It is to excommunicate a man who according 
to the fundamental consti[[tu]]tion & express declaration of this Church became by 
baptism & laying on of [[hands]] a member of Christ a child of God & an inheritor of 
the kingdom of heaven, and may be still so as much as he was at his admission into 
communion for any thing objected agt him. 

The Constantinopolitan Creed usually called the Nicene Creed & the Creed 
usually called the Creed of Athanasius are not therefore any part of the milk for babes 
in the Church of England but are to be referred to the strong meats for them that are of 
age, & therefore to fall out about them proceeds from the want of Charity. They are 
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indeed appointed by the Common prayer book to be read in the Churches upon certain 
occasions. And so are many parts of the Scriptures weh we do not understand. As Daniel 
9. & 10 v.5. Apoc. 1. & 4 & 7. v 2 to v 13 & 12 v.7 to v.13 & 14.v.l to v 6. & 19 v.l 
to v .17. & 22. We dayly dispute about the meaning of these & many other parts of 
scripture <read in Church> without falling out about them & are allowed to do so, And 
so we may about the meaning of the two Creeds <where they differ from the Apostles 
Creed> notwithstanding their being read in Churches. 

The Church of England in her 21 th Article hath declered that General Councils 
(forasmuch as they be an Assembly of men whereof all be not governed with the spirit 
& word of God) may err & sometimes have erred even in things pertaining unto God: 
& therefore things ordeined by them as necessary to salvation, have neither strength nor 
authority, unless it may be declared that they are taken out of the holy scriptures. And 
in the 8th Articles she decleres th[[at]] the three Creeds are to be received because they 
may be proved by most certai[[n]] Warrants of holy scripture. She doth not require us 
to receive them by author[[it]]y of general Councils & much less by authority of 
Convocations, but <by authority of Scripture alone> but becaus they are taken out of 
the scripture[[.]] And therefore <are> we authorized by the Church to compare them 
with the scriptu[[re]] & see how & in what sense they can be deduced from thence. And 
where we cannot see the deduction we are not to rely upon the Authority of Councils 
or Synods, but may endeavour to learn from others how they may be deduced, & those 
others are not to fall out with us for doing so. 
[[52]] The Council of <Constantinople> Ephesus weh was one of the four general 
Councils, ordeined that nothing should be added to the Constantinopolitan Creed now 
commonly called the Nicene. And yet the Latines had added the filioque to this Creed, 
& the Church of England has ordered this Creed with the addition to be read in 
Churches, contrary to the Decree of one of the four general Councills. And other things 
weh are not in the Constantinopolitan Creed are added in the Creed usually attributed 
to Athanasius contrary to said Decree of the Council of Ephesus. The Church of 
England therefore lays no stress upon General Councils but grounds all her religion 
upon the scriptures. 

The Church of England in her sixt Article declares that the Holy Scripture 
conte ins all things necessary to salvation: so that whatsoever is not read therein nor may 
be proved thereby, is not to be required of any Man that it should be beleived as an 
Article of faith, or be thought requisite or necessary to salvation. And in her eighth 
Article she saith only of the three Creeds that they ought thoroughly to be received 
because they may be proved by certain warrants of holy Scripture. Tis not upon the 
authority of General Councills, not upon authority of Convocations or any Church 
authority but upon that of the holy Scriptures that she recommends them to be received. 
And in her 19 20th & 21 th Articles that the Churches as those of Jerusalem Alexandria 
Antioch & Rome &c. & even general Councils have erred & may erre even in matters 
of faith & what they decree as necessary to salvation is of no strength or authority 
unless they can be shewn to be taken from the holy scriptures. (Keynes MS. 3, pp. 
51-2) 
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illUJl 

ApPENDIX B: FROM OF THE CHURCH (MS. BODMER, CH. 9/10) 

In the following appendices, interlineated words have 
generally been incorporated without indication. Only those crossed
out sections which appear to shed light on Newton's thought have 
been included here. The orthography and errors remain mainly 
untouched. 

As always, Newton writes the same material on synagogue 
and church constitution many times with very slight variations. Since 
MS. Bodmer's pages are not consecutively numbered, I have 
presented the following selections with either straightforward page 
numbers, indicating the first draft version here, or with a (b) 
following, indicating the second draft version. 

[[5r]] It has been the custome of all nations to appoint Judges in all their Provinces 
& Cities for the administration of justice, & this custome is so ancient that the Jews 
derive it from Adam. These Judges being chosen out of the old men of the cities who 
by the course of their lives had gained a reputation for prudence knowledge & justice 
were by the people of Israel called Elders from their age, and Rulers & Judges from 
their authority & office. Such were the Elders of the people of Israel in Egypt (Exod. 
IV. 29) & such were the able men fearing God whom Moses by the advice of Jethro his 
father in law chose out of all Israel & made heads over the people, rulers of thousands 
& rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties & rulers of tens to judge the people at all seasons 
& determin the smaller causes themselves & bring only the harder causes to Moses. 
Exod. XVIII.25. These Rulers even while Israel was in the Wilderness [[6r]] composed 
Councils of Elders the highest of which was the great Council of seventy Elders set over 
all Israel Exod. 24.1,14. And after the conquest of Canaan these Rulers became the 
Elders of cities composing Councils which sat in the Gate of the city or some other 
convenient place where they had a place of worship with proper ministers to perform 
it whether by sacrifices or only by prayer praises & thanksgiving. And such courts of 
judicature were the Judges appointed by Jehosaphat in Jerusalem & all the cities of 
Judah. These courts wth their places of worship are in the old Testament before the 
Babylonian captivity called High-places, & the great court of the seventy Elders with 
the Tabernacle was the great High-Place. For when the Tabernacle of the Lord was in 
the High-place that was at Gibeon, & Zadoc the high Priest & his brethren the Priests 
were appointed by David to attend there & offer bumt offerings upon the altar morning 
& evening according to the law of Moses, & the Levites also to give thanks there with 
Musical instruments (I Chron. 16.39,40) its said that Solomon went to the High-place 
at Gibeon to sacrifice there, for that was the great High-place (I King. 3.4. 2 Chron. 
1.3) that is, the place where the highest court of judicature sat & the highest worship 
was paid to God. In like manner the ancient heathens had their counsels & sacrificed 
where the Counsils met.. .. 
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And by vertue of this commission Ezra restored the great Council of seventy 
Elders sitting in the Temple, & also the lesser Councils sitting in all the cities of Judea: 
welt Councils might not consist of fewer Elders then three nor of more then 23. And after 
the Empire of the Persians was succeeded by that of the Greeks, they called the great 
Council the Sanedrim from the Greek word Olwe&pwu; and the places where yo lesser 
Councils met they called Synagogues or Congregations [[7r]] from the Greek word 
Olwywyil· 

The synagogues of the Jews resembled their Temple & were instituted in all 
their cities & only in their cities & might be instituted in any city where there were ten 
men ofleasure & learning in the law, whereof three bore the magistracy & were called 
Elders & Rulers of the Synagogue. This Council was to those of the Synagogue what 
the great Sanhedrim was the those of the whole nation of the Jews. They judged of 
controversies, of crimes, of the admission of Proselytes, of excommunications, oflaying 
on of hands, & the like. A fourth person was the publick minister of the Synagogue 
whose duty was to read the publick prayers & to take care of reading the law, & 
sometimes he expounded or preached when there were not other fit persons at hand to 
do it. <But whether he was included in the ten I do not know.> He did not read the law 
himself but on the sabbath called any seven fit persons out of the congregation to do it, 
every one reading a part, & he inspecting the reader & correcting him if he read any 
thing falsly or improperly: whence he was called 1m Chazan, that is EniaKono£;, the 
Overseer or Bishop <and Pastor> of the congregation. <And these Bishops were the 
Pastors or Shepherds ofIsrael reproved by the Prophets for ... beating their flocks Jer. 
2.8 & 3.15 & 29.1,2 & Ezek.34> They called him also the Angel of the Church or 
messenger from God, & the Lamp or Candle of the Lord. Whence Christ tells his 
disciples that they are the light of the world. He was chosen by the unanimous sutrrage 
of the whole congregation, & if anyone dissented the choise was not allowed. For he 
was to offer up the prayers of the whole Congregation which he could not do if any 
were against him. <In the old Testament these bishops & Presbyters are called the 
Pastors or shepherds ofIsrael Jer.2.8 & 3.15 & 23.1,2 & Ezek 34> There were also in 
every Synagogue three or more Deacons to take care of the poor, & an Interpreter to 
speak aloud in the vulgar tongue what was read in the Hebrew. Whence the Apostle 
Paul saith, If the whole Church be come together into one place. -& any man speak 
in an unknown tongue - let one interpret. And Christ, What yO hear in the ear that 
speake y. on the house tops. There was also a Scribe or Register or Secretary of the 
Synagogue & a Synagogue keeper or Church-warden & a Doctor or Master of a school 
for instructing young men & fitting them to be chosen Lectors, Deacons, & Presbyters. 
For every Synagogue had a School annexed to it, & the Elders by the ceremony of 
laying their hands upon the Masters head gave him authority to teach. Such a Doctor 
was Gamaleel the Master of the Apostle Paul. Such Doctors Christ was an auditor of 
in the Temple at the age of twelve years. Such Doctors Ezra by the commission of 
Artaxerxes appointed to teach the law of God to them that knew it not. Such Doctors 
were those that handled the Law Jer.2.8. Such doctors were the Princes & Priests & 
Levites whom Jehosaphat set to teach the law in all the cities of Judah. And the Jews 
recon that such Doctors were anciently called Prophets & their disciples the sons ofy· 
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Prophets: as where mention is made of the hundred Prophets hidden in a cave by 
Obadiah (I King. 18.13) & of the sons of the Prophets at Bethel & those at Jericho, fifty 
of which being strong men went to seek Elijah (2 King. 2.2,5,16) And so the sons of the 
Prophets who dwelt w th Elisha the Jews conceive to be the disciples of Elisha & the 
building where they dwelt together to be the school in wch he taught them 2 King. 6.1. 
And by the Prophets over whom Samuel was appointed at Naioth in Ramah, the Jews 
understand the disciples of Samuel in the school wch belonged to the High-place at 
Ramah taking the word Naioth for a public school. I Sam. 19.18,19,20,23. 

illLlli 
Now from this constitution of Synagogues the form of Church government 

among Christians had its rise: the Christian Jews who first preached the [[8r]] Gospel 
forming their disciples into Synagogues. For the first Christians being Jews had a 
Jewish form of government. The Church of Jerusalem was the first Christian Church, 
& James the brother of our Lord was chosen the first Bishop & others the first Elders 
& Stephen & six others the first Deacons of this Church, the Apostles confirming the 
elections. For when there arose a dispute about circumcision, Paul & Barnabas went to 
Jerusalem unto the Apostles & Elders of this Church about it. And the Apostles & 
Elders of this Church met to consider of the matter, & approved the opinion ofJames, 
& sent men with their sentence to the Gentiles in Antioch & Syria & Cilicia. All which 
is to be understood as the act of the Council of the first Christian Synagogue. And its 
to be conceived that when the Christians of other cities formed themselves into 
governments, they imitated the Church of Jerusalem. For they ordeined Elders in every 
city & the first Christian Elders were Rulers & Judges of the Christians. For the Elders 
in the Apocalyps have crowns upon their heads, & Peter cautions the Elders that they 
should not lord it over Gods heritage, & calls himself an Elder by way of honour & so 
doth John, & the Apostle Paul saith: Dare any of you having a matter against another 
go to law before the unjust & not before the saints. And again: Let the Elders that rule 
well be counted worthy of double honour. especially they who labour in the word & 
doctrine. I Tim. 5.17. By the commission of Artaxerxes, Ezra & the Elders {Ezra 7.25} 
were <appointed> authorised not only to judge the people according to the laws of God 
& the king but also to teach the law to them who know it not; & the same is to be 
understood of Christian Presbyters. For no man can be fitter to expound the law then 
he who is fit to judge according to it, & no man can judge without expounding the law 
in difficult cases. 

illLlli 
Christ & his Apostles therefore instituted no new form of Church government, 

but continued the ancient form of government which was in use among the Jews in their 
Synagogues before his coming: And the Christian Churches are nothing else then 
Synagogues. The Bishop is the Chazan, the Shepherd of the flock, the lamp or candle 
of the Lord, the Angel or messenger of the Church, the <minister> President of the 
Synagogue. The Dean seems to be the deputy President ofthe Council of Presbyters. 
For the word Decanus signifies the first or chief of the ten, that is of the ten men of the 
Synagogue under the President. The Prebends are the rest of the Elders or Rulers who 
compose the councilor Court of judicature for deciding differences between Christians 
referred to the--., being called Prebends, from the share of maintenance afforded them 
out of the revenues of the Church for their attendance. The Deacons were the same as 
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among the Jews. The Lectors answer to those whom the Bishop or Chazan called forth 
to read the scriptures. The Chancellour is a lawyer called in to assist the court in 
deciding controversies according to the laws of the Roman Empire. The rest of the 
Presbyters are Elders sent from the Synagogue to govern & instruct the subordinate 
parishes & villages of the city. Among the Jews I meet with no other courts of 
judicature then those of the Temple & Synagogues. The Christian Kingdoms have other 
forms of government & other Courts of judicature for civil causes, & the Chancellours 
of the Courts of the Christian Synagogues have incroached from the board of Presbyters 
the judicial power in causes spiritual, so that the Presbyters have long since lost all their 
authority. The Office of the Deacons is also gone from them being performed by the 
Overseers of the poor; & the Schools of the Christian Synagogues are ceased & 
Universities are erected in their stead, as there were also Universities among the Jews 
in all the cities of the Levites & Priests for instructing youth not in the learning & 
wisdome of this world but in the knowledge & practice of the law of God. (MS. 
Bodmer, Ch. 9110, fol. 5r-8r) 

illlill 
[[7(b )r]] The Elders of a Synagogue might be more then three but not fewer then three 
nor more then twenty & three. The first of them was called the chief Ruler of the 
Synagogue (Act. 18.8,17) & therefore was president of the Council of Elders. For so 
also the chief Ruler of the Temple called the Sagan was president of the great Council 
of the Temple called the Sanhedrim. 
illL.§ll 

Another of the ten men of leasure might be the pub lick minister of the 
Synagogue whose duty was to read the publick prayers & to take care of reading the 
law, & sometimes he expounded or preached when there were not other fit persons at 
hand to do it. He did not read the law himself but called any seven fit persons out of the 
congregation to do it on the sabbath, & a smaller number on other days, every one 
reading a part & he inspecting the Book of the Synagogue & correcting the Reader if 
he read any thing falsly or improperly. Whence (as the Jews teach) he was called 1m 
Chazan, that is E1t(J]co1toC; the Overseer or Bishop .... (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 9/10, fol. 
7 [b]r) 

IDL1ll 
[[9r] ... into one place,-& any man speak in an unknown tongue-let one interpret. And 
Christ: What ye hear in the ear that speak t on the house tops. And these <seem to> 
might be the ten men ofleasure or some of them: for I do not reccon Lectors, Singing 
men & door-keepers, whose duty requires little or no skill in the law. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 
9110, fol. 9r) 

IDLW 
[[lOr]] Deacons were the same among the Christians as among the Jews; & so were 
Registers & Lectors or Clerks. The Bishop took upon himself the Offices of Chazan & 
Doctor. For he read the pub lick prayers & preached or appointed a preacher, & 
instructed young men to fit them for the service of the synagogue. He seems to have 
taken these charges upon himself because of his abilities, the Churches in the beginning 
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being too few to afford a sufficient choice of qualified persons & too poor to maintain 
them. In the Church of Alexandria there was a divinity school...Among the Jews in 
Judea I meet with no other courts of judicature then those in the temple & synagogues. 
The Christian kingdoms have other forms of government & other courts of judicature 
for civil causes, & the Chancellours of the courts of the Christian Synagogues have 
<incroached> gained from the Presbyters the judicial power in causes spiritual <so that 
the Prebenderies have long since lost all their authority> of lesser moment. But in 
causes of heresy the Bishop & Presbyters still sit in judgment with the Chancellour ... For 
the primitive Christians acted by common consent for preserving & increasing the 
peace unanimity & unity of the Church in the bond of mutual love & charity; & the 
laying on of hands was the ceremony by which the Jewish magistrates approved & 
ratified the election of their Officers by the people, & shews that these Offices 
descended to the Christians from the Jewish constitution. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 9110, fo1. 
lOr) 
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ApPENDIX C: FROM OF THE CHURCH (MS. BODMER, CH. 3, 4, 5, 12/13) 

illLill 
[[22r]] With these truths the mind is to be fed continually as the body is with meats. 
And to these truths I referr [[23r]] what Christ did before his incarnation & between his 
death & resurrection, what he doth now in heaven & how the saints shall reign wth him 
as Kings & Priests in the day of judgment & rule the nations wth a rod of iron & what 
he or they shall do after the day of judgment, as also all disputable questions about 
Providence, Predestination, Free Will, Grace, the origin of evil, the nature of the 
satisfaction made by Christ, the nature of Angels, the state of the dead between death 
& the resurrection, the bodies wth which the dead shall arise, the power of the keys, 
forms of Church government, the keeping of Easter & other holy days, & the like. 
About these & such like things we are to believe the simple [[ ... ]] to learn all that we 
can by studying them & to instruct one another but not to fall out about them & 
therefore not to impose consequences of Scripture but to keep to t language of the 
scripture itself: The strong in faith & knowledge must not despise the weak ... Strong 
meats weh are proper for men ought not to be mixed with the milk weh is to be given to 
babes. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 3, pp. [22r]-[23rD 

illLlli 
[[llr]] And concerning the Ebionites & Nazarenes its observable that the Christians of 
the Church of Jerusalem in this first age were all zealous of the law (Acts. 21.20. & Gal. 
2.12, 13.) & the christians of the circumcision were by the Jews called the sect of the 
Nazarenes (Acts 24.5) & when the dispersion of the Churches of the circumcision by 
the wars of the Romans was at hand, Matthew wrote his Gospel in hebrew for their use. 
And therefore I do not reccon them amongst the hereticks. They were all circumcised 
& by circumcision had covenanted with God to keep the law, & it was no crime to keep 
their covenant because the law was good (Rom. 7.7,12. Gal 5.3.) But to impose the law 
upon the Gentiles as necessary to Salvation made void the faith in Christ & this was the 
crime of the Ebionites the heresy so much opposed by the Apostle Paul. There were 
Apostles of the circumcision & Apostles of the uncircumcision, & there were churches 
of the circumcision & churches of the uncircumcision instructed & governed by their 
proper Apostles, & the Churches of the circumcision circumcised their children. For 
Paul himself consented that Timothy should be circumcised because a Jew by one 
parent & all the Bishops of Jerusalem (fifteen in number) were circumcised till the 
Emperor Adrian in the 18th or 19th year of his reign A.C. 136, after a bloody war with 
the Jews, banished all that nation from Jerusalem & from y' regions near it upon pain 
of death, & thereby dispersed the churches of the circumcision. Every man was to 
remain in the state in weh he was called. If he was called being a gentile he was to 
remain in the state of un circumcision. Ifhe was called being a Jew he was to remain in 
the state of circumcision. And these two sorts of Christians were not fall out about their 
circumcision or uncircumcision, keeping the law or not keeping it, but to eat together 
& love one another...This was the Apostles rule & by this rule all the converted 
Gentiles were forbidden & all the converted Jews were commanded to observe the law 
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& circumcise their children, & therefore the Nazarenes or [[12r]] Churches of the 
circumcision were not to be blamed for doing so. But if the converted Jews imposed 
circumcision on the converted Gentiles & refused to communicate wth them or to eat 
with them or keep company with them unless they were circumcised: this was a breach 
of charity & made circumcision & the observation of the law a fundamental article of 
faith an article necessary to baptism, & by consequence to communion & salvation, & 
thereby made void the faith in Christ (as the Apostle Paul explains in his Epistles,) that 
is, it made void the faith by weh all Christians were to be united into one Church 
catholick. By rending this church into parties it made the faith in Christ useless for 
uniting all beleivers into one body & rendred the party offending guilty of schism. And 
the crime was as great if the converted Gentiles refused to communicate with the 
converted Jews unless they became uncircumcesed. They were to converse with one 
another & be of one communion & one church & might intermarry, & the children of 
a Jew & a Gentile were at liberty either to neglect circumcision or be circumcised as in 
the case of Timothy. And this was the state of the primitive Church catholick in relation 
to circumcision during her virgin age, & for some time longer. For the churches of the 
circumcision being dispersed by the wars of Adrian, & intermixing with the churches 
of the uncircumcision by marriages, & in such cases not circumcising their children, 
were but of short continuance .... [[ 13r]] For Justin Martyr in his Dialogue with Tryphon 
written between the years 140 & 150, represents that Christian Jews might be 
circumcised & keep the law, but Christian Gentiles might not .... This was the state of the 
Church in respect of circumcision & the law of Moses till the days of Justin. And I do 
not see but that in respect of the whole faith & communion of her members she 
continued in her primitive constitution till the days ofEleutherus & his successor Pope 
Victor. But about that time some Christians began to make additions to their Creed, 
mixing strong meats with the milk which was to be given to babes. And particularly in 
opposition to the Gnosticks who denyed the resurrection of the body & maintained that 
the souls of men after various transmigrations returned into God; some Latines began 
to add the resurrection of the body & life everlasting to the end of their Creed: & in 
opposition to the Ebionites some Greeks began to insert into their Creed the creation 
of [[14r]] the world by Jesus Christ. And this Article of necessity put an end to the 
communion between the Churches of the circumcision & uncircumcision. 
WLill 

For in the first ages of Christianity, there were Christians, especially among 
the Jews, who beleived that Jesus took his beginning from the Virgin Mary & for his 
justice & vertue was chosen before other men & annointed king of the Jews by the Holy 
Ghost & thence called the Messiah or Christ, that is the annointed. And there were other 
Christians, especially among the converted Gentiles, who beleived that Jesus was before 
the world began, & that the world was created by him. And these two sorts of Christians 
conversed together as brethren & communicated with one another as members of the 
Church catholick till 'I days of Justin Martyr, without falling out about their different 
opinions. For when Justin had represented to Trypho the Jew that Christ was God 
before the world began & was afterwards born & became a man, & Trypho put him 
upon proving this: Justin replied that tho he should fail in proving that Christ was God 
before the world began, yet if he could but prove that Jesus was the Christ of God, it 
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was sufficient for the Christian religion, some of the Christians beleiving that Christ 
was only a man .... 
wr..m 

The Christians therefore who beleived that Christ was before the world began, 
were much the greater number in the days of Justin Martyr, but did not yet look upon 
the Christians of the other opinion as hereticks, or think the difference between the two 
opinions material to <salva> the truth of the Christian religion. And in this state things 
[[15r]] continued till the days of Victor. For Victor excommunicated one Theodotus a 
Tanner for affmning {Euseb. Hist.Ecc1.1.5. c.ult.} that Christ was a mere man born of 
the Virgin Mary by the power of the holy Ghost & elected for his justice & vertue. And 
henceforward those of this opinion were accounted hereticks, & Theodotus was 
accounted the first author of the heresy. But those who beleived Christ to be but a mere 
man, represented that this was the doctrine of the Christians till the times of 
Victor .... (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 4, 2nd draft, pp. l1r-15r) 

[[lr]] The great charity of the first Christians is manifest by the communion 
of the converted Jews & Gentiles. The converted Jews or Churches of the circumcision 
were by the unconverted Jews called the sect of the Nazarenes (Act. 2.5) & they were 
all zealous of the law (Act. 21.20 & Ga1.2.l2,13) & when the dispersion of the 
Churches of the circumcision by the wars of the Romans was at hand, Matthew wrote 
his Gospel in hebrew for their use & therefore the Nazarenes are not to be recconed 
among the hereticks. They were all circumcised & by circumcision had covenanted with 
God to keep the law, & it was no crime to keep their covenant because the law was 
good (Rom. 7.7,12. Gal.5.3:) By the vision shewed to Peter the converted Jews were 
only absolved from that part of the law wch obliged all the Jews to look upon the 
converted gentiles as unclean, but from the rest of the law they were not absolved either 
by that vision or by any other upon record. Let him that contends that they were 
absolved from the whole law, shew when & by what precept it was done. There were 
Apostles of the circumcision & Apostles of the uncircumcision, & there were Churches 
of the circumcision & churches of the uncircumcision instructed & governed by their 
proper Apostles, & the Churches of the circumcision circumcised their children. For 
Paul himself consented that Timothy should be circumcised because a Jew by one 
parent, & all the Bishops of Jerusalem (fifteen in number) were circumcised till the 
Emperor Adrian in y" 18th or 19th year of his reign, A.C. 136, after a bloody war with 
the Jews, banished all that nation from Jerusalem & from the regions near it upon pain 
of death, & thereby dispersed the churches of the circumcision. And thenceforward the 
bishops of Jerusalem were of the uncircumcision. Every man was to remain in the state 
in web he was called. If he was called being a gentile he was to remain in the state of 
uncircumcision. If he was called being a Jew he was to remain in the state of 
circumcision. And these two sorts of Christians were not to fall out about their 
circ[[cumc]]ision or uncircumcision, their keeping the law or not keeping it, but to 
converse & eat together & love one another. For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision 
availeth any thing nor uncircumcision. but faith wch worketh by love (Gal.5.6) that is 
the faith conteined in the primitive Creed web worketh by uniting the Church in love & 
neither commandeth nor prohibiteth circumcision .... 
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This was the Apostles rule, & by this rule a man called in matrimony or servitude or 
debt or any other station was not to desert his wife or his creditor or his master or 
station & the Jews & Gentiles were to continue the same station wherein they were 
called in respect of the law. All the converted Gentiles were by this rule forbidden & 
the converted Jews commanded to observe the law & circumcise their children & 
therefore the Nazarenes or Churches of the circumcision were not to be blamed for 
doing so. But if the converted Jews imposed circumcision on the converted Gentiles, 
& refused to communicate with them, or to eat or keep company with them unless they 
were circumcised: this was a breach of [[2r]] charity & made circumcision & the 
observation of the law a fundamental article of faith necessary to baptism & salvation 
& thereby made void the faith in Christ, as the Apostle Paul represents in his epistles, 
that is, it made the faith in Christ useless & ineffectual for uniting all beleivers into one 
body called the Church catholick. It laid the stress of religion upon a wrong foundation, 
obstructed the preaching of the Gospel, proceeded from a spirit of uncharitableness, 
rent the Church into parties & made the offender guilty of schism. This was the heresy 
of the Ebionites; & the crime was as great if the converted Gentiles refused to 
communicate with the converted Jews, unless they departed from the covenant of 
circumcision. 

Now the primitive Church in relation to the Churches of the circumcision & 
uncircumcision remained in this state till the days of Justin Martyr & Hegesippus or 
longer. For Justin in his Dialogue w'" Tryphon the Jew, written between the years 140 
& 150, represents that Christian Jews might be circumcised & keep the law but 
Christian Gentiles might not. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 5/5a, first full draft, pp. lr-2r) 

llUll 
For in the first ages of Christianity there were Christians, especially among the Jews, 
who beleived that Jesus took his beginning from the Virgin Mary, & for his justice & 
vertue was chosen before other men & annointed king of the Jews by the holy Ghost, 
& thence called the Messiah or Christ, that is the annointed. (Ibid, p. 3r) 

llUll 
The Apostles <& primitive Christians> of the circumcision continued in communion 
with the unbeleiving Jews, worshipping in the Temple while it stood & in the 
synagogues where they frequently preached the gospel: & therefore they could not 
refuse to communicate with the converted Jews who beleived Jesus to be the Messiah 
or Christ, & the Messiah to be but a man preferred for his vertue. And hence it came 
to pass that these Christians continued to frequent the synagogues of the Jews long after 
the Christians of the uncircumcision broke communion with them .... 

llUll 
Now while the Apostles & their disciples for promoting the gospel 

communicated with all these Churches of the Jews & Gentiles, they have set us a 
notable example of charity in our conversation. 
WUilll 
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The chief disputes among Christians have been about the nature of Christ & 
the meaning of his names. And these names have generally a relation to the prophesies 
of the old Testament concerning him to signify that he is the person to whom they 
relate .... (lbid, p. 4r) 

ll1.llll 
But if any man cannot believe all this, yet if he beleives as much as the 

Nazarenes or primitive Christians of the circumcision beleived: the Churches have no 
more authority now to condemn & excommunicate him then they had in the Apostles 
days to condemn & excommunicate the churches of the circumcision in Judaea over 
whome James the brother of 0· Lord was bishop. (Ibid, p. 7r) 

JI111ll 
[[79r]] [[The milk/meat question is not whether doctrines were true or false]] but 
whether they were delivered in the language of the Apostles & were fundamental truths, 
such truths as <were always in the Creed> the Apostle calls milk for babes, such truths 
as a man must beleive before baptism such truths as were always in the Creed & were 
conditions of communion from the beginning. If they were not such truths the imposing 
them as fundamental was to create disturbances factions & schisms & make the 
imposers guilty of all the mischiefs which followed thereupon. (Ibid, p.79r) 

WLWl 
Circumcision was lawful to the Jews but not imposed on the Gentiles; & the imposing 
it on them is here [Gal. 1.8.] called preaching another Gospel: & in like manner the 
imposing of any truth weh was not imposed from the beginning is imposing another 
Gospel & by the Apostles rule deserves an anathema. It is giving offence to weak 
brethren, & wo be to that man through whom offences come. It tends to discord & 
schism & therefore [[80r]] proceeds from a spirit ofuncharitablenes. And as charity is 
a greater grace then faith so uncharitablesness faction & schism are more damnable then 
infidelity. For it is better not to have known the Lord then to set the members of his 
mystical body at variance amongst themselves. (MS. Bodmer, Ch. 12/13, pp. 79r-80r) 
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ApPENDIX D: FROM OF THE CHURCH (MS. BODMER, 

"OF THE CHURCH OF GOD & HER LAWS," ADDITIONAL CHAPTERS, CH.l) 

[[lr]] The religion of God's people in all ages, except the ceremonial [[2r]] 
part, has been one & the same. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart & 
with all thy soul & with all thy mind This is the first & great commandment & the 
second is like unto it Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy selfe. On these two 
commandments. saith Christ. hang all the law & the Prophets. Matth. 22.37. And on 
these two also depend all the Gospel. For these are the laws of nature, the essential part 
of religion which ever was & ever will be binding to all nations, being of an immutable 
eternal nature because grounded upon immutable reason. And hence it came to pass that 
charity, or the love of our neighbour, is by the Apostle commended as the chief of 
graces absolutely necessary to salvation, without Wch all other graces profit nothing, no 
not tho a man out of faith or hope should give his body to be burned. And the charity 
of the first Christians is very conspicuous by their keeping in communion & friendship 
with one another all over the Roman Empire for three hundred years together excepting 
some rumes made by those Jews who were so zealous ofy·law as to impose it on the 
beleiving Gentiles, & by the Bishops of Rome Eleutherus Victor & Stephen. Nothing 
is more dangerous to the Church then running into parties & separating from her: for 
a house divided against it self cannot stand. And those parties that <are against the> 
separate from the true church of Christ, become other Churches.<& are against her: 
opposed to the true Church of Christ, Anti-churches or Antichristians. For he that is not 
with me saith Christ is against me.> If those Churches worship the true Lord God the 
father Almighty & the true Lord Jesus Christ his son, the Christ who truly carne in the 
flesh & truly suffered for us & fall out only about smaller matters, they are the visible 
churches of God & Christ broken into parties; & those parties or Churches are the 
schismaticks who impose any other articles of communion or salvation then what God 
& Christ have imposed, or fall out about matters not fundamental to religion <refuse 
to comply with any articles imposed by God & Christ> & thereby give occasion to the 
breach. For the case is the same with that of those beleiving Jews who imposed the law 
of Moses upon the beleiving Gentiles & thereby brake communion with them & yet 
continued in extemall communion with the true beleiving churches of the circumcision. 
But if any of those parties or particular churches worship a fals Lord Jesus Christ, a 
Christ who was not truly incarnate nor truly suffered for us, they cease to be the 
Churches ofthe true Christ & by separating from his Church become his open enemies: 
for he that is not with me, saith Christ, is against me .... And every spirit that confesseth 
not that Jesus Christ is corne in the flesh is not of God, & this is the spirit of Antichrist. 
By worshipping a fals Christ in secret, men cease to be members of the invisible Church 
of Christ: & by worshipping a fals Christ openly in a separate congre[[g]]ation they 
cease to be members of his visible Church; They are thereby revealed to the world & 
manifested to be what they were before in secret; they [[3r]] enter into open rebellion 
& become fals Churches called in scripture Synagogues of Satan & Antichrists. Vicious 
lives & erroneous opinions made beleivers become bad Christians but did not deprive 
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them of being members of the visible Church of Christ. Separation without a sufficient 
cause made them factious seditious & schismatical members. And worshipping a fals 
Christ made them false Christians & enemies of the true Christ. These are they that say 
they are Jews & are not. First their teachers privily bring in damnable heresies denying 
the Lord that bought them & when many follow their pernicious ways they separate & 
become open enemies & synagogues of Satan. These are thev that separate themselves, 
saith Jude of the Nicolaitans who turned the grace of God into lasciviousness [giving 
the name of Charitv to Venereal affection] & denyed the only Lord God & the Lord 
Jesus Christ: web is the character of Antichristians. They went out from us because they 
were not of us, saith John of the many Antichrists; For if they had been of us they would 
have continued with us; but they went out that they might be made manifest that they 
were not all of us. First they privily brought in damnable heresies denying the Lord that 
bought them & then they went out & became open enemies & synagogues of Satan. 
And in like manner the mysery of iniquity fIrst worked in the Church privily & then 
came a falling away or separation from the Church whereby the Man of sin <was 
revealed the son of perdition> went out & was revealed & made manifest that he was 
not of her. 
ll1lli 

How far the frrst Christians were from falling out with one another upon every 
difference of opinion, as is now the practise, is manifest by the communion of the 
Churches of the circumcision & uncircumcision one ofwclt observed the law & the other 
was forbidden to enter into a covenant of observing it. For understanding this it is to be 
noted that the converted Jews or Churches of the circumcision were by the unconverted 
Jews called the sect of the Nazarenes (Act 24.5) & were all zealous of the law (Act. 
21.20. Gal. 2. 12,13) & yet were in communion with the Apostles & composed the 
body of the Church of Jerusalem web in those days was the head of all the Churches. 
And when the dispersion of these Christians by the wars of the Romans was at hand, 
Matthew wrote his Gospel for their use. And when many of them were fled from those 
wars into the lesser Asia Paul wrote to them the epistle stiled to the Hebrews. And 
therefore the Nazarenes are not to be recconed among the Hereticks. They were all 
circumcised & by circumcision had covenanted with God to keep the law, & it was no 
crime to keep their covenant because the law was good (Rom. 7.7, 12. Gal 5.3.) There 
were Apostles of the circumcision & Apostles of the uncircumcision, & there were 
churches of the circumcision & churches of the uncircumcision instructed & governed 
by their proper Apostles, & the churches of the circumcision circumcised their children. 
For Paul himself consented that Timothy (at their motion) should be circumcised 
because a Jew by one parent; but opposed the circumcision of Titus a Gentile, & all the 
bishops of Jerusalem, fIfteen in number, were circumcised till the Emperour Adrian in 
the 18th or 19th year of his reign A.C. 136, after a bloody war with the Jews, banished 
all that nation from Jerusalem & from the nations neare it upon pain of death, & thereby 
dispersed the churches of the circumcision as well as the unbeleiving Jews. And 
thenceforward the bishops of Jerusalem were of the uncircumcision. Every man was to 
remain in the state in web he was called. Ifhe was called being [[4r]] a Gentile he was 
to remain in the state ofuncircumcision. Ifhe was called being a Jew he was to remain 
in the state of circumcision. And these two sorts of Christians were not to fallout about 
their circumcision or uncircumcision, their keeping the law or not keeping it, but to 
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converse & eat together & love on another. For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision 
availeth any thing nor uncircumcision. but faith web worketh by love (Gal. 5.6,) That is 
the primitive systeme of faith weh was once delivered to 'I saints as the measure of 
communion & worked by uniting all the churches in love, & neither commanded nor 
prohibited circumcision. By the vision of Peter the converted gentiles were cleansed so 
that the converted Jews might keep company with them & eat with them & joyn with 
them in the Christian worship; & this was all the alteration weh that vision made in the 
law. It neither released the Jews from circumcision nor imposed circumcision on the 
Gentiles. Is any man called being circumcised. let him not become uncircumcised. Is 
any man called in uncircumcision let him not become circumcised. Circumcision is 
nothing & uncircumcision is nothing. but the kee.ping of the commandments of God. Let 
evety man abide in the same calling wherein he was called. 1 Cor. 7.18,19,20. This was 
the Apostles rule & by this rule a man in a state of matrimony or in debt, or in servitude 
or in any other station, was not by being converted to the Christian religion released 
from his wife or his creditor or his master or station. Nor was a Jew who by 
circumcision had covenanted with God to observe the law released from his covenant 
by becoming a Christian. For circumcision is nothing & therefore the converted Gentile 
is not required to enter into the covenant of circumcision as if it were something: & 
uncircumcision is nothing & therefore a Jew is not required to relinquish his covenant 
of circumcision as if it were something to be uncircumcised. Christ came not to destroy 
the law but to fulfill it. Neither circumcision nor uncircumcision nor any thing but 
keeping the commandments of God is of moment to salvation, & the chief 
commandment is that all beleivers love one another: web certainly those men cannot be 
said to do who fallout about things weh are of an indifferent nature & signify nothing 
to salvation. If any of the converted Jews imposed circumcision on the converted 
Gentiles & refused to communicate with them or to eat or keep company with them 
unless they were circumcised: this was a breach of charity & made circumcision & the 
observation of the law a fundamental article of faith necessary to baptism & salvation 
& thereby made void the faith in Christ, as the Apostle Paul represents in his Epistles; 
that is, it made the faith in Christ useless & ineffectual for uniting all Christians into one 
body or Church catholick called by Daniel the host of heaven. It laid the stress of 
religion upon a wrong foundation, obstructed the preaching of y" gospel, proceeded 
from a spirit of uncharitableness, rent the Church into parties & made the offenders 
guilty of schism. And the crime was as great if the converted Gentiles refused to 
communicate with the converted Jews unless they departed from the covenant of 
circumcision. 
illWl 

Now the primitive Church in relation to the Churches of the circumcision 
remained in this state till the days of Justin Martyr & Hegesippus or longer .... [[Sr]] 
Thus far Justin. And Hegesippus a beleiving Jew, of Syria who wrote in the days of 
Eleutherus bishop of Rome & had travelled from Syria by Corinth to Rome & 
conversed with many bishops in his travells, testifies that he heard one & the same 
doctrine from them all, things remaining the same in the several successions of Bishops 
& in the several cities as they had been preached according to the Law the Prophets & 
our Lord. Which testimony Hegesippus would never have given had the communion 
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between the Churchess of his own nation the Nazarenes, & the Churches of the 
uncircumcision been then broken. 

Hitherto the Host of heaven or Church of God composed of Jews & Gentiles 
continued one, but now the Christians by degrees losing their frrst love & growing daily 
less & less charitable towards one another & more apt to fall out about trifles; Pope 
Victor the successor of Eleutherus excommunicated the churches of Asia (or at least 
threatened to excommunicate them) for keeping Easter on y. 14th day of the month 
Nisan the day on which the Jews & Nazarenes observed it: and after this I do not meet 
with any further communion between the Nazarenes & the churches which sided wi~ 
the Church of Rome. But as the Apostles worshipped in the Temple while it stood, &, 
preached the gospel in the synagogues of the Jews: so the Nazarenes when they were 
not numerous enough to have synagogues of their own, worshipped in the Synagogues 
of the Jews, & this worship continued long after the days of Pope Victor .... Among the 
Nazarenes some were for imposing the law upon the Gentiles & these were called 
Ebionites .... [[6r]] Cerinthus was contemporary to the Apostles & was a ring-leader 
amongst those who insisted upon the circumcision of the converted Gentiles & upon 
that account opposed the Apostles Peter & Paul as Epiphanius tells us, & his followere 
rejected the writings of Paul: & so did the Ebionites .... The Nazarenes & Ebionites were 
therefore the posterity of the Church of Jerusalem under James. For the Christians of 
that Church were all of them zealous of the law (Act. 21.20) & some of them of the sect 
of the Pharisees being more zealous then the rest were for imposing circumcision & the 
Law upon the Gentiles in opposition to Paul (Act. 15.1,5,24 & Gal. 2.12) & these were 
at length called Ebionites. They gloried in this name & said that they knew of no such 
man as Ebion, but from the days of the Apostles had distributed their goods, & by that 
means being generally impoverished were called Ebionites from the word Ebion web in 
their language signifies a poor man. This is the account which they gave of themselves, 
but Epiphanius Jerome & some others took Ebion for the name of a man. Upon the 
commencing of the Jewish war the Christian Jews or Nazarenes fled from Jerusalem 
into other countries & chiefly into Perrea on the other side of Jordan, & there by the 
number of those who refused to communicate with uncircumcised beleivers the name 
of Ebionites became appropriated to the Nazarenes of this opinion. 
WLill 

The Jews therefore who beleived in the Messiah looked upon themselves as 
not released from the Law by that beleif, & as many of them as understood the calling 
of the Gentiles by Peters vision looked upon the converted Gentiles as Proselytes of the 
Jews whom God had cleansed but not obliged to enter into the covenant ofy· Law by 
circumcision. And the converted Gentiles were of the same opinion concerning 
themselves & the Jews till after the days of Hegesippus & Pope Eleutherus. And 
therefore the Christian religion is not a new one. (MS. Bodmer, Additional Chapters, 
Ch. 1, pp. 1-6) 
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ApPENDIX E: FROM OF THE CHURCH 

(MS. BODMER, ADDITIONAL CHAPTERS, FRAGMENTS) 

illW1 
In things of an indifferent nature magistrates & rulers may make laws even 

without the inspiration of the holy Ghost but all laws made without divine inspiration 
are to be looked on as acts of the civil government. And all powers whatsover whether 
Kings or bishops Senates oflay-men or Councils or of clergy-men, making laws without 
divine inspiration are to be looked upon as acting in a civil capacity. For councils of 
Bishops & Presbyters acted originally in a double capacity in points of judicature & 
may stra [[!]] act in civil matter so far as they are not restrained by <ye civil 
government> their superiors in the civil government. They are to see Gods laws put in 
excecution but not to call their own laws the laws of God. They are not to make humane 
laws a part of the holy covenant: for this is to sit in the Temple of God with the man of 
sin. (MS. Bodmer, Additional Chapters, Ch. IX, "Of the Prince of the Host, or Messiah 
the Prince and of his host composed of Jews & Gentiles & united by charity," p. Ir 
[upside down)) 

In the fIrst age of Christianity, the whole Council of Elders including the 
Bishop were sometimes called Bishops & sometimes Elders or Presbyters: but after a 
few years the name of Bishop became appropriated to the President & that of Presbyters 
to the rest of the council. (Ibid, p. 2r) 

illlJJ1 
One of these Principles is Repentance from dead works. And this the Church of 
England calls, <forsaking> renouncing the Devil & all his works, the vain pomp & 
glory of the world with all covetous desires of the same ... & by feeding on strong meat 
& going on unto perfection he [[Paul]] means the improving our selves after admission 
into communion in the knowledge of those points of religion weh are true & usefull tho 
not fundamental. All Christians must agree in the fundamentals: but in the 
superstructure every man must learn what he can, & no man must impose his knowledge 
or fall out with his brother for not knowing as much as himself.... <So then 
fundamentalls in all Churches are only those things Wch are required in order to baptism 
& ConfIrmation. And in the Church of England the fundamentals are only those things 
weh are taught in the Church Catechism & in the Offices of Baptism & ConfIrmation .... 
(MS. Bodmer, Additional Chapters, "<Chap. Of the Church or Mystical body of the 
Messiah>," p. Sr) 

ll1lli 
And if any Church hath made any truth a fundamental weh was not so from the 
beginning <by requiring men to beleive it before ConfIrmation> that Church hath erred, 
not in beleiving it, but in making it a fundamental requsite to communion; but he that 
is admitted into the communion of any Church <by ConfIrmation> must keep to the 
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engagements wei! he made in order to <Confirmation> be admitted, unless they be false, 
or contrary to a primitive fundamental....(Ibid, p. 5v) 
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ApPENDIXF: YAHUDAMS. 9.2 

[[Ir]] The Second Book 
Concerning the method & synchronisms of the Apocalyps 
& the allusions therein to the Law & History of the Jews 

Chap. 1 Of the daily Sacrifice spoken of by Daniel & the feast ofy Passover. 

The Preface 

As the Prophesies of Daniel consist of two parts an enigmatical vision & an 
interpretation so doth this of the Apocalyps. The ..Enigma reaches <to y" end of y' seven 
Thunders & in some respect> to y' end of the Trumpets, the interpretation thence to y' 
end of the Prophesy. The frrst is a continuall allusion to y' law, the second to y' history 
ofy" Jews: intimating yl by history & y. event of things the types ofy' law are at length 
to be unridled [[i.e., unriddled]]. For y. Temple & ceremonies ofy' law were types & 
shadows of things to come Coloss.2.16,17. Heb.9.9,23,24 & 10.1. The allusions to y" 
law are partly in describing the Christian worship & partly in predicting things future. 
The first is done by allusions to y' Jewish daily worship, the second by allusions to y' 
Feast ofy' seventh month. The allusions to y' daily worship are as follows. 

Sect. I The Lamps drest. 

The Jewish service a {" Maimon. de cultu divino. Tract.2 cap.7 Sect.3,5 & 
Tract.6.c.6 sect. 1,3.} began every morning wth y" sounding of Trumpets & opening of 
the Temple & killing of y" morning sacrifice together, & dressing of y Lamps 
immediately after. The Lamps were dressed by the Priests in their lots & on y' Fast of 
y' seventh month & seven days before by the High Priest. In allusion to all this the 
Prophet in the beginning of y' Prophesy hears a great voice as of a Trumpet (a singular 
being put for a plural as is usuall in this Prophesy) & turning to y' voice sees one like 
y' Son of man (0· great High Priest) c10athed wth a robe reaching down to y' foot & girt 
about wth a golden girdle. For this was the High Priesfs habit. In allusion to y" Temples 
being now opened, for y" people to enter from below, he saith he hath y' keys of death 
& of Hades, that is y" Keys ofy" gates from death into y" Kingdom of heaven. For they 
are b {h Apoc. 3.7} afterward called y·Key of David wthwchChrist opens & no man can 
shut & shuts & no man can open & opens a door to y" Church of Philadelphia that is wth 
Wch he lets into y" Kingdom of David & shuts out of it whom he pleases. And therefore 
they are y" Key ofy" door in heaven so often opened in y. following prophesy, that is 
y" Key of the Temple or Tabernacle in heaven wherein God has his Throne & worship. 
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For Keys must respect y" doors of buildings & there is no other building or door in all 
this prophesy. Now the door ofy· Kingdom of heaven represented by this Temple or 
Tabernacle he had newly opened wth these keys by his resurrection from the dead, & 
this he [[2r]] intimates by having them in his hand as ifhe had been newly using them 
& by calling them the Keys of death & Hades, & saying He was dead & is alive for 
evermore. In allusion to y'morning sacrifice newly slain he was dead, & in allusion to 
y. High Priest dressing the Lamps he is alive & walks in y midst ofy seven golden 
candlesticks <wtb seven starrs in his right hand. The Candlesticks For ofy' Temple> 
in the Temple or Tabernacle. For as y. Son of Man by his High Priests habit & y" Keys 
is known to be wthin y. courts ofy· Temple or Tabernacle so y' Candlesticks by their 
being of Gold & sacred ones & placed in their places Apoc. 2.5 are manifested to be 
y" Candlesticks of y' Temple. The face of y. Son of Man shining as y' Sun & y. seven 
stars in his right hand have respect to heaven & y. Apocalyptic heaven is y' Tabernacle 
or Temple. Nor is it any just objection that the Temple is not mentioned here, for tis 
certainly to be understood in y. <fh & S Chapters of' y Apocalypsh w out being 
mentioned there. The Tabernacle or Temple is y' common scene of all y. Apocalyptic 
visions & therefore to be understood as well here as in other places. Conceive therefore 
that y. son of man appears in the Tabernacle or Temple in the region of the 
Candlesticks; & that y" Prophet standing before yeTemple sees him there through y "fire 
of the Altar, with his feet as it were upon y. coals ofy" Altar & his face in the bright 
flames thereof. For this the prophet intimates by describing his eyes like flames of fire 
& his countenance as y' sun shineth in his strength & his feet like C {C Suidas tells us y. 
Xa). 1']0). ipavov is a sort of Electrum or Amber more valuable yO Gold; being Gold in 
another form mixt wth glass & stone. The word is as much as to say Xa).1']OE10nC; 
).ipavoc; (as Andreas Caesariens notes) that is amber of y' colour of Copper & 
consequently like a coale of fire. For nothing resembles fire so much as amber doth. 
Whence in Ezek. y. fiery appearance of y throne of God is also represented by"y 
colour of Amber.} amber as if they burned in a furnace yI is like coales of burning fire. 
The seven golden Candlesticks <either seven of the ten candlestick of Solomons 
Temple or rather> you may conceive to be y. sevenfold candlestick of the Tabernacle. 
For as Moses gives y" name of Candlestick to y'middle branch ofy'seven Exod 25.34, 
so may the other six branches be accounted the candlesticks of their proper Lamps. 
These lamps were placed on y' south side of y" holy place at a little distance from 'I 
wall in a right line inclined from it <so as to front> towards y' Ark. Whence y' High 
Priest in dressing them would stand between them & y' <Ark> most Holy & so might 
look wtb his face towards y' Prophet standing beyond y. fire ofy' great Altar. He is said 
to appear & walk in y' midst of these candle sticks that is <in their region or> over 
against the midst of them. For so y' Prophet afterwards uses y·phrase when he saith that 
y. Lamb & two of the four Beasts were in y midst ofy Throne. He hath in his right 
hand seven starrs that is the seven lamps of the candlesticks. For these stars are y" seven 
Angels of y' Churches Apoc. 1.20 that i~ y seven spirits of God Apoc 3.1 & 
consequently y. seven lamps Apoc. 4.5. The Candlesticks are y' Churches Apoc. 1.20 
& therefore the starrs in being the Angels of y. Churches are the lights of y 
Candlesticks, & the Churches in being the candlesticks of the Angels Apoc. 2.5 are the 
candlesticks of the starry lights. These Lamps being viewed at a distance would appear 
like starrs & therefore in a vision are fitly called so, & that the rather because y. 
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Tabernacle is made the type of heaven. For the starrs of this heaven are no other then 
the lamps. They are said to be in his right hand to signify that they appeared on that side 
ofy" tabernacle towards his right hand & that his hand was employed in dressing them. 
For being almost in a right [[3r]] line with the Prophet's eye, they might appear to him 
neare one another so as to seem to be in the right hand of the son of man. 

Now these lights he dresses & trims in y" seven Epistles by telling them yt he 
knows their works & faith & patience, & searcheth y. reins & hearts, & by 
commending, reproving, instructing, exhorting & threatning every one according to his 
condition. As y" Lamps used to be in a decayed condition before dressing, so were y. 
Angels of y. Churches. One had left his fIrst love, another was infected w thy ·idolatrous 
doctrine ofy· Nicolaitans, a third suffered y" woman Jezabel, a fourth was ready to dy, 
a fIft grown luke warm. And therefore he endeavours to correct & restore these to their 
fIrst lustre, admonishing them to repent & do their fIrst works. Into y" other two w"h 
were faultless, he instills y. oyl of exhortations encouragments and promises for 
preserving their light. 

Conceive all this to be done on y" Lords day, as y. Prophet tells you, yt is· {" 
KUplaXTJ Tii~ aua~aoEo~ XP1~0i> ~ouT)~6o\(lloV cpepouoa Andr. Caesar yt is y 
Lords day is yt web carries y. memorial of Christ's resurrection.} on y" solemnity of his 
resurrection whither y" weekly or y. annual, & so to respect both y" weekly Christian 
worship on yt day, & y" resurrection of Christ on y" fIrst of those days. For therefore he 
saith, I was dead & behold I am alive for evermore, as if he was just risen; & calls his 
keys y" keys of death & Hades rather then of heaven, as ifhe had newly brought 'em w th 
him from y" dead. The design ofy· Prophesy here is to delineate y. Christian worship 
by allusions to y" Jewish, & therefore he tells you in y" beginning yt it was on y. Lords 
day (y. day of our worship) y1these visions appeared. First by Epistles sent to y. Angels 
of y. Churches for them to instruct y people, he describes & gives directions for y 
Christian preaching on y. Lords day. And in 'I next place he proceeds to describe 'I 
Christian worship in y" Churches as you shal presently hear. For seeing y. seven Angels 
ofy· Churches are here writ unto, & told of their faith, charity, patience, works and 
labour in their Churches, & instructed, exhorted, commended, reproved, as men fel over 
them, & afterwards described in the [[4r]] Temple cloathed in white Linnen & girt 
about their breasts wth golden girdles vt" was y Priests habit Apoc. 15,6 & blew y 
Trumpets (Apoc. 8) w"h none but y" Priests did: 'I Jewish Priests are alluded unto in 
these Angels, & so y" Christian Bishops are signifIed by them. The Jews used to call 
their doctors ofy" Law y" Candles ofy" Lord, & y" Christian doctors are y·light of the 
world (Matt.5.14) & therefore they are fItly signified by stars & Lamps. But y. meaning 
of y. Candlesticks & stars & of some other visions ~ follow will best appear by 
considering y" constitution of y Churches wt' they represent. And this will be best 
understood by considering y" constitution ofy· Jewish synagogues from whence they 
were propagated. For y" government ofy" Churches by Bishops Presbyters & Deacons 
was not instituted by Christ & his Apostles but by Ezra & approved by Christ, & 
afterwards used by y" Christian Jews before yeconversion of Corne lias, while they were 
yet all of them zealous ofy" law & continued as much one & y·same Church wthy·rest 
of y" Jews as y" several sects of y" Jews did wth one another, y" nation of y. unbelieving 
Jews being not yet rejected from being y" Church of God. Now 'I government of y 
synagogues was on this manner. {See Lightfoot's <Horae Hebraicae> description of 
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synagogues out ofy· Talmudists in his Horae Hebr. upon Matth.4.23.} A synagogue 
might be instituted (say the Jews) in any city where there were ten men ofleasure & 
learning in y. Law, whereof three bare1' magistracy & were called Rulers 6f y 
Synagogue & y. Bench of three. This counsel was to those ofy Synagogue what y 
great Sanedrim was to y" whole nation. They judged of controversies, of crimes, of y" 
admission of Proselytes, of laying on of hands & y. like. This was y. proper office of 
y" Presbyters. Whence y" Apostle saith, Let y" Elders yt rule well & c. A fourth person 
was y. publick minister ofy" Synagogue, whose office was to read y" publick prayers, 
& to take care of reading y" Law, & sometimes he preached when there were not other 
fit persons at hand to do it. He did not read y. law himself but called any seven fit 
persons out of y. congregation to do it, every one reading a part & he inspecting y 
reader & correcting him ifhe read any thing falsly or improperly: whence he was called 
1m y. Chazan, y is y overseer or Bishop of y congregation. They called him also 
')J.~~ n~?\!} y" Angel ofy·Church. Besides these there were three deacons or Almoners 
on whom was y" care ofy· poor. Two [[Sr]] of them demanded alms ofy· townsmen, 
& y" third distributed it: & these three were called Pamasim, Pastors, & by y" Christian 
Greeks .1taxOvOl Deacons or Ministers from y" ministration of Alms & serving of 
Tables Act.6.1,2. There might be more then three ifneedfull, as in y. frrst Christian 
Synagogue, where there were seven, but three was y" usual number, & fewer then three 
there might not be. And y. same is to be understood ofy· Presbyters. There were other 
three officers of less note to make up ten: one of web was y' interpreter whose office was 
to speak aloud to y" people in y. vulgar tongue what y" Reader whispered to him in y. 
sacred. To him Christ alludes, when he saith, what y. hear in y. ear y tpreach on y ·house 
tops. But y" frrst seven comprehend y. constitution of a Christian Church, & seem to be 
those whom y" Jews called y. seven good men ofy·city, ofwchsaith D ~ Lightfoot there 
is frequent mention in y" Talmudists. And of these seven y. Bishop being y. Doctor of 
y" Law, was in their language called y" Lamp or Candle ofy" Lord, as well as y. Angel 
ofy" Church: So then y. Bishops ofy" seven Churches are y" seven lights represented 
by y. seven stars & seven lamps, & called y seven Angels of y Churches & seven 
spirits of God. Thus are they but seven, & yet every Bishop if you either refer to his 
mystical body y" three Presbyters & three Deacons, or consider him in respect ofy 
seven Readers, is a sevenfold light of each Candlestick. In several respects you may 
therefore consider them either as y. seven Lamps of y. mosaicall Candlestick, or as y" 
seven sevenfold lights of seven such Candlesticks. In both cases there are seven 
Churches and seven Bishops, Angels, spirits or stars & no more. They are numbred as 
single persons by y. seven Lamps & seven stars & seven spirits of God, & <to> yet 
<show yt they> are not merely single persons but have each of them their mystical 
bodies <they are subdivided into y. seven Lamps of each Candlestick, & by Y same 
reason those lamps may again have their mystical bodies of> of Priests & Deacons & 
other assistants & attendants so y a star or Angel may signify"y whole body of 
Teachers & ministers of every Church. For all single persons in this Prophesy have their 
mystical bodies. To such Angels as these are the Epistles sent, and not only to them, but 
to y" whole Churches. For therefore is it said in every Epistle, He that hath an ear let 
him him [[!11 hear what the §pirit saith unto y" Churches. This exhortation to hear, being 
repeated in every epistle is a sufficient insinuation that the spirit preaches in these 
Epistles. This preaching to the Churches consists in stirring them up to works, faith, 
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charity, patience, perseverance under tribulation, & labour for the truth, and mainly in 
exhorting them against the idolatry of [[6r]] the times, & instructing them in sacred 
prophesy, by the study ofwch they may learn who y" Idolaters are, and wherein their 
idolatry consists, and so by avoiding it obtain the eternal reward set before them. This 
preaching to the Churches on y. Lords day being ended, the divine worship on the same 
day now follows. 

Sect. II The Morning Sacrifice. 

[[Here Newton begins a line-by-line gloss on Revelation 4]] 

After this, saith the Prophet, I looked and behold a door [not opening but 
already] opened in heaven. and I heard the first voice as the voice of a Trumpet talking 
with me. and saying: Corne up hither. This voice being the second sounding of y" 
Trumpet called the Prophet to see the solemnity of y. morning sacrifice. For the 
Trumpets every day sounded thrice: first at the openirig of the gates of the Temple, then 
at the morning, and lastly at the evening sacrifice. The door opened in heaven was the 
door of the Temple. For the land of Judea & therein the Temple is the common <is here 
made the> scene of all y' Apocalyptic visions: & y" Temple as being God's dwelling 
place and a representation of heavenly things (Heb.8.5 9.9, 23, 24) is put for heaven 
<& y" rest of Judea considered as y·Earth. This is a new representation ofy·holy place 
more full & complete & for certain reasons in a higher region then before.> Conceive 
that y" Prophet in y' former vision stood without y" temple before y" east gate, & was 
then shewn only what was <necessary> pertinent to be observed; but now upon a fuller 
shew of all things is called up into the court of the Temple & came up into the east gate 
of of [[!]] yl outward court to view the whole before him. 

<The Prophet being called up y. mount was immediately> 
And immediately. saith he, I was in y. spirit. & behold a throne set in heaven. 

& one <a most glorious appearance sitting upon it> sat on the throne. The throne is y. 
Adylurn or most holy place in y" Temple. The seat of y. throne is over y" Ark, between 
the Cherubims, & he yl sits thereon y. great God of Israel, y. creatour of all things as 
he is afterwards called. For y. Jewish Church considered God as dwelling amongst 
them, first in y" Tabernacle, & then in y" Temple (Exod. 25.8 & 25.42,43,44. Levit. 
26.11,12.2 Sam 7.5,6.1 King. 8.13,17) not in y" holy place vi" was enlightned vi' 
lamps, but in y"thick darkness ofy"most holy place (1 King. 8.12. 2 Cbron. 6.1) over 
y" mercy seat between y" Cherubins (l Sam. 4.4. 2 Sam. 6.2. 2 King. 19.15. 1 Cbron. 
13.6. Psal. 80.1, & 99.1. Isa 37.16.) whither Moses always went to speak wlh God 
(Exod.25.22. Nurn 7.89) & therefore y" Jews considered all things done before y·most 
holy place as done before y. Lord (Levit 24.4,6. Exod. 30.8. Levit.I.3. Nurn. 
16.16,17,18 &c) & always prayed towards y. Temple as [[7r]] toward y" place of Gods 
presence (1 King. 8.30,33,35,38 &c. Dan. 6.10.) So Isaiah in a vision like this ofy" 
Apocalyps saw y" Lord sitting upon his throne & his train filled yOTemple (lsa. 6.) And 
in Ezekiels vision of the Temple the Lord upon a throne of Cherubins entred into the 
house & filled it with his glory & said: Son of man, the place of my throne & y" place 
ofy" soles of my feet where I will dwell in the midst ofy" children ofIsrael for ever, 
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Ezek.43. So in the Apocalyptick visions the throne is in the temple. For the Temple 
was filled with smoke from the glory of God & consequently from y. throne within it, 
ch. 15.8. There came a voice out of the Temple of heaven from y" Throne ch 16.17 & 
the Palm-bearing multitude being before the throne serve God day & night in his 
Temple ch 7.15. Whence also we have y. utensils & parts ofy·Temple described about 
y. Throne, namely the seven Lamps burning before it Apoc 4.5, the Laver or brazen sea 
of crystalline water, called here y" sea of glass like unto crystall ch. 4.6 y. golden altar 
wherein incense is offered before y. Throne w th a golden censer ch 8.3,4 & 9.13 the 
great Altar ch 6.9 & 11.1, the Ark of y. Testament ch 11.9 & y. outward Court ch. 11.1. 
All which plainly shew the Scene ofy· visions to be Judea & in Judea, the Temple. 

{see y" backside} [[Here Newton has begun to write the material which he puts 
on 7v in the margin of 7r, but has run out of space. Since it is nearly identical with the 
first part of 7v, I have not transcribed it.]] 

[[7v]] And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper & a sardine stone [the 
last & first of the gemms in Aarons brest-plate {Exod. 38.17.} to shew that he is y. A 
& Q the beginning & y. end:] & there was a rainbow about y. throne in sight like unto 
an emrald. By y. rain-bow you may know that y. Sun was in y" east before y. throne & 
consequently that it was y. time of the morning sacrifice. Thereby you may know also 
that there was a cloud of falling rain in y" region of y. throne. Clouds suit well with y. 
throne of God in heaven & rain is y. embleme of his blessings on mankind. Out of this 
cloud conceive y. thunders to proceed w chare afterwards said together with y 1ightnings 
to proceed out of the throne. The green colour of y. rain-bow represents well the 
vegetable faculty ofy· rain. For all vegetables are green & tis by rain that they spring 
up & grow. To denote that God is y" author of their life & growth his appearance is like 
a jasper & a saphire, that is <green & red> of a celestial green & red: the green colour 
referring to y. vegetable rain, water the matter or passive principle out ofwch all things 
grow & are nourished & y. red to y naturall fire & heat, l' form & life or active 
principle of all growing things. For y. red is that wch Ezekiel & Daniel in like visions 
describe by y. colour of amber & appearance offrre, Ezek. 1.27 Dan. 7.10. & this red 
fiery colour you may conceive to arise from y. fire of y" Alter through w<h y throne 
appeared. Now all this is to represent him that sits upon the throne to be y. eternal 
author & maker of all things in answer to y·title & worship wchis afterwards given him, 
where the Elders worship him that liveth for ever, <saying Thou art worthy 0 Lor>& 
cast their crowns before the throne saying: Thou art worthy, 0 Lord. to receive glory 
& honour & power, for thou hast created all things & for thy pleasure they are [daily] 
& were [at first] created. For 'twas fit yt y. attributes for weh he is worshipped should 
first of all be described. 

[[7r]] And in the circuit of the throne were four & twenty seats & upon the 
seats were four & twenty Elders sitting cloathed in white raiment & they had upon their 
heads crowns of gold. These Elders by their number twenty four, by their distinct seats 
about y. throne, by their white garments fiI were worn only by the Priests in the 
Temple, by their crowns upon their heads wch denote them Princes, by their having 
Harps & Vialls of incense ch 5.8 & by their being called Kings & Priests ch 5.10. are 
the four & twenty Princes of the Priests each with his < ... day> course of Priests & 
Levites under him, & their thrones are their chambers in the circuit of y' inner court. 
For the I e I Chron. 24 & 25 Josephus Antiq. 6.11 & in vita sua sub initio. Maimonides 
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De cultu Divino Tract. 2, c. 3. §9 & c 4 §3, 4, & tract 6, c. 7, s. 12} Priests & Levites 
were divided each into four & twenty courses or families web served in their turns in y" 
Temple by weeks each course one week. Only upon festival days they served all 
together. Each course of Priests had its course of Levites under it & over it a Prince, & 
their seats in the Temple were on this manner. The Court ofy· Priests was a square an 
hundred cubits long & as many broad <within y. building> having y" altar in the middle 
& over against y" middle of y. Altar eastward northward & southward three gates, one 
in y" middle of each side. On y' west side was y. separate place being another square 
equal to y" former & conteining y" Temple. Both squares together made a rectangle an 
hundred cubits broad & two hundred long, surrounded with y' buildings of y" Priests 
chambers on three sides but on y" fourth side web was west, there were neither chambers 
nor a Gate but only a wall. The chambers of greatest dignity were before the Throne on 
y. b {b Num 2.3 & 3.38.} east side ofy court next yeast Gate, & from thence they 
decreased gradually in dignity in their progress on both sides the court & separate place 
to y" west end. From the east Gate C {" Ezek. 40.45,46} on both sides down to y. north 
& south gates were the Chambers of y. high Priest & his chief officers who had y 
charge & government ofy" Temple & Altar & whom the d {d See Lightfoot's Prospect 
of y. Temple service, c.2.) Jews place before y Princes of the courses. From those 
Gates to the separate place were y. four & twenty chambers ofy· Princes ofy· Priests, 
twelve on each side, four below stairs with a cloister before them looking into y" court, 
& eight above. And from thence • {" Ezek. 42.13.} on either side the separate place to 
y" said western wall reached y" chambers ofy" four & twenty couses [[I]] ofy" Priests 
where they ate y. sacred things. I speake of Solomons Temple whose form & 
constitution [[8r]] is described by Ezekiel & was in some measure preserved in y" 
second Temple. Concerning web I may perhaps on some other occasion give a fuller 
account, those who have hitherto wrote on this subject much mistaking y" form of both 
Temples. Single persons in this Prophesy every where signifying mystically 
comprehend multitudes in their mystical bodies. So y" Lamb by his horns & eyes & y. 
son of man in the High Priests habit by his voice as y. voice of many waters ch 1.15 
represents a multitude. For waters signify multitudes ch. 17.15. But chiefly & most 
immediately in the High Priests mystical body were included his ministers in y. 
government ofy" Temple, those who being seated in y. Temple with him above y" four 
& twenty Princes, sat together dayly in Councel in one of his Chambers for ordering y" 
affairs of y. Temple. These were y Counsel ofy Temple as the Sanedrim wa§ y 
counsel of y. nation, & sat in 'I seat of Aaron as those did in y seat of Moses; & so 
being y" High Priests Counsel & bearing his authority are properly referred to his family 
& person, as distinct from y" four & twenty Princes. These Counsellours were fIrst two 
fellow officers called Katholikim & then seven fellow officers called Imarcilin: over all 
w<h presided y. High Priests <deput> viceregent called y • Sagan. These having y"whole 
inspection & care ofy" Temple were to y" High Priest instead of eyes. To y" seven W 1h 

their under officers answer the seven eyes of y" Lamb & to y. two y. two eyes of y. Son 
of man. For the t [[7v]] t seven spirits signifIed by y" seven eyes & by y" seven Lamps 
or stars being y" seven Angels of y. Churches to whom y" Epistles were sent, are men 
set over y" Churches & y" two eyes appearing like flames of fire & so being both eyes 
& lamps have much the same signifIcation. [[8r]] And as y" High Priest has his mystical 
body so have y. four & twenty Elders their several mystical bodies, each 
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comprehending the <family or> course of Priests under him together wth y' course of 
Levites under them. For 1 Levites were given to y 'Priests to minister under them Num. 
3.6,9,32 & 4.19,27 & so belong to them as servants to y' families of their masters. 
Whence the Elders have every one of them a harp as well as a vial of incense ch 5.8. 
As Priests they offer incense & as Levites they handle y' Harp in y' song of the Temple. 
And thus in y' high Priest & four & twenty Elders together we have represented the 
whole inward Court. 

And out of the throne proceeded lightnings & thundrings & voices. Thundrings 
are in this prophesy put for loud voices of a multitude. They are 1 voice of a cloud & 
a cloud signifies a multitude. So when y. Prophet had heard a great voice of much 
people in heaven (that is aloft in y' Temple) saying Allelujah, in describing further what 
that multitude said he addeth that he heard as it were the voice of a great multitude & 
as the voice of many waters, & as 1 voice of mighty thundrings saying Alleluja, for y' 
Lord God omnipotent reigneth & c. ch 19. So again the Prophet heard a voice from 
heaven as y' voice of many waters & as y' voice of a great thunder & also y' voice of 
harpers harping with their harps: & they sang as it were a new song before the throne 
& before the four beasts & the elders ch.14.3. This voice therefore came from the 
Priests court in the Temple in heaven & so was y' musick of the Temple-consisting 
partly of the voices of singers called the voices of many waters that is of many people 
& partly of y' noise of harps. The song was sung by the articulate voice of y many 
waters accom [[9rJ1 panied with y' inarticulate Musick ofy· Harps. And this articulate 
voice being called a voice from heaven as y' voice of many waters & as y' voice of a 
great Thunder, shews that thunder is put for the loud vocal Music of1 Temple. So then 
the thundrings & voices weh proceed out of the Throne are the thundring voices ofy' 
Temple musick, called thundrings to express the loudness & voices to express the 
articulateness thereof. Whence tis obvious that the lightnings are the fire of the Altar 
now disturbed by the morning sacrifice laid thereon. At this sacrifice the Priests blew 
the Trumpets & y' Levites sang by tumes. The Prophet by y voice of y Trumpets 
sounding together as one Trumpet being called up into y' temple & having now from 
y' east gate the prospect ofy' whole Temple before him, sees the fire ofy' Altar over 
against the throne & heares 1 song ofy' Levites from 1 same region, as if they were 
lightnings & thundrings proceeding from y' throne, & describes them according to their 
appearance. Whence we may learn that wherever voices thundrings & lightnings are 
mentioned they denote a sacrifice accompanied wth 1 Temple musick. 

From this appearance of the throne behind the fIre of1 Altar are taken also 
{ ED see 1 backside} [[9v]] ED also the descriptions of y "throne of God in y 'bId Prophets. 
For in Daniel the head & garments of1 Ancient of days appeared white like y' top of 
1 flame or as smoke useth to do above y flame, & under him the throne was like y 
fiery flames & under it the wheels of his throne as burning fIre, & a fiery streame issued 
[from below] & [after y'manner of flame ascending upward] came forth from before 
him, Dan 7. And in Ezekiel the cherubins ~ supported the throne appeared like 
burning coales of fIre & sparkled like y' colour of burnished copper & the fIre was 
bright & like lamps & went up & down the cherub ins & out of 1 fIre went forth 
lightning (that is a flame flashing like lightning, that lightning web in y Apocalyps 
proceedeth out of y' throne & in Daniel is called a fiery streame issuing from before 
him), & 1 wheels of the throne (whose rings here appeared very high) were like unto 
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Y colour of beryl, that is <green or inclining from green to gold> inclining to green or 
y faint colour of flame on either side; & between the wheels under the cherubins were 
coales of fIre. Upon y" throne was the appearance of a man & within it the colour of 
amber as the appearance of fIre; & about y" throne a brightness like y. bow that is in the 
clouds in the day of rain. And when Ezekiel stood at the north gate ofy temple the 
throne stood not in its place in y" most holy but on y. right side ofy house Ezek 10.3 
that is on y south side ofy" altar, ch. 47.1, & so still appeared through y"fIre ofy"altar. 
All wclt compared wth y appearance of the throne in y Apocalyps, illustrates & 
sufficiently confIrms 0" expostition. The sacred fIre is an embleme ofy Deity; for God 
is a consuming fIre: & for that reason tis always joyned wth y. ark & cherubins in the 
description of his throne. For y" same reason also the son of man standing in y region 
ofy" fIre ofy" altar is represtentd in a fIery form, his leggs appearing like pillars offrre 
burning as in a furnace, or as Daniel expresseth it like burnished copper, his eyes & 
countenance like flame & his harre white as is y" top of flame. 
[[9r]] And there were seven Lamps of frre burning before y" throne wclt are r seven 
spirits of God. And before y' Throne there was a sea of glass like unto crystal. These 
are y lamps of the golden Candlestick within the temple before y" most holy place, & 
the great Laver or Brasen sea of Solomon fIlled with crystalline water & standing in the 
Priests Court between the Temple & y' Altar a little to y South side. Whence this sea 
appearing in y region of the fIre of the Altar, is afterward said to be mingled wth frre, 
ch. 15.2. By the four & twenty Elders or Presbyters, are the Presbyters or Magistrates 
of the Christian Churches, & by y' seven spirits the Bishops or teachers thereof to be 
understood. For y' original office of Presbyters was to govern & therefore these 
Presbyters are crowned as Princes & y' original office of Bishops was to pray & to 
preach or prophesy & therefore they are represented by y' prophetick spirit of God 
called y" seven spirits in respect of so many Bishops in weh he prophesies to the seven 
churches. Fo[[r]] so every Bishop is again represented seven fold by y. seven lamps of 
every candlestick because he prophesies by y' mouth of seven subordinate readers. 

And in the midst of the throne & circuit of the throne were four Beasts full of 
eyes before & behind. The Prophet having hitherto described y" Temple & inner Court 
proceeds now to y outer. For he proceeds in order, beginning at the throne of God or 
most holy place & then describing y" Priests court & lastly proceeding to y' great Court 
or Court of y" People, represented here by four Beasts in y" four sides thereof. And In 
r midst of r throne & circuit of y" throne were four beasts that is <in y' line passing 
through y' middle> one before & another behind the throne, both \'Y' to y Prophet 
standing at yeast gate appeared in y middl[[ e]] of the throne & two <out of this line> 
in y circuit on either hand. It seems to be an Hebrew way of speaking. For so in the 
Gates of y" Temple vth had arches on either hand" little chambers in their Posts, 
Ezekiel (chap 40) saith there were windows in the arches round about within. And so 
the thrones ofy" Elders which were only on both sides The Prophet John saith were in 
y circuit ofy Throne & the wings of these Beasts wclt were not in y' middle before & 
behind but on their sides he saith were about them. So also y' Lamb who was over 
against y'middle ofy throne he saith was in y" middle & • e u'tocXv exov 5\ ltA";V tv 
J.leu~ '(01) V€W 't€'tUXTl'co'toc;, cX<I)opmuav tiC; 'tcXC; (tupac; cXu'(01) Joseph. Antiq. lib. 
15. c. 14. [lCh. 11, in fact]]} Josephus an Hebrew contemporary to y" Prophet, to 
express that the temple was over against y" middle ofy"eastern side ofy ·outward Court 
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saith it was in the middle of it. These Beasts because they worship God together with 
ye Elders & say that Christ hath redeemed them to God by his blood out of every 
kindred & tongue & people & nation &c do plainly signify the Christian Church & so 
allude to y' people ofIsrael assembled in ':I [[lOr]] four sides ofy great Court ofy 
Temple. Beasts are ':I proper types of multitudes & because such multitudes seen from 
above appeare with heads & eyes all over, these beasts are described full of eyes: web 
eyes are said to be before & behind to express y' quicksightedness ofye people of God 
in discerning divine mysteries in reference to times before & behind us or future & past. 
But whilst I place the people ofIsrael in y' four sides of the outward Court I understand 
it of the fIrst Temple when all y' twelve tribes ofIsrael were in the land together. For 
all the tribes are alluded to in these Beasts & the great court which was ':I court of Israel 
in y. fIrst Temple, became y' court of y' Gentiles in the second as shal be shewed 
hereafter. 

The fIrst Beast was like a Lyon. the second like a Calf. the third had a face like 
a man & the fourth was like a flying Eagle. These representations ofy' four quarters of 
Israel are taken from the standards of ye tribes in y wilderness. For y frame of"y 
Temple is analogous to their encamping there. The Priests & Levites encamped next 
about the Tabernacle answerable to ':I inward Court of ':I Temple, & round about them 
were the twelve Tribes in four quarters to ye four winds answerable to y·outward Court, 
& in each quarter were three tribes under one standart as you may read in Numb. 1 & 
2. The names ofy" standarts are not there set down, but ye Jewish Doctors by tradition 
teach {see M r Mede} that y eastern standart was a Lyon, the western an Ox, the 
southern a man & ye northern an eagle. So Ezekiel (chap 1) looking northward & seeing 
a vision of four beasts each with four faces wch looked four ways & turned not from 
their quarters; & naming their faces in order, puts fIrst y. face of a man, then ye face of 
a Lyon to ':I right side that is eastward & yeface of an ox to y·left side that is westward 
& the face of an eagle last. The face he fIrst names was doubtless that most in view & 
consequently the southern which looked full upon him. Whence y. Eagles face was to 
ye north. These Beasts, Ezekiel afterwards (chap. 10) calls Cherubins & describes them 
to be full of eyes: so that they resemble the Apocalyptick beasts, but yet wth this 
difference that one Cherub in with four faces to y. four winds signifIes what all four 
Apocalyptick Beasts (each with but one of those faces) do together, that is, all the four 
quarters ofthe Church. Whence they are placed not at a distance from the throne to y. 
four winds like y. Apocalyptick beasts but in the center even in the throne it self as 
supporters thereoflike y. two Cherub ins on either end the Ark. For as those two joyn 
their wings together so do Ezekiels four & as God is said to sit & dwell between those 
two & ride upon their wings so his throne is placed upon Ezekiels four his sitting & 
riding upon them denoting his reigning over Israel. As those two are called the Chariot 
ofy· Cherubins I Chron 28.18, so these have wheels to signify that they are the Chariot 
of y. Lord & as those were in y most holy place so Ezekiel sees"y vision of these 
entring into y. house & God speaking from thence: Son of man the place of my throne 
Ezek. 43. And as Ezekiels had each of them four faces, so I conceive had those in y. 
temple, seeing y. cherubins carved on ye walls ofy· temple had each of them two faces 
extant, ye other two being, (as it were) hid withiIf y wall, Ezek 41.18. There is a 
difference also between the Cherubins & Apocalyptic Beasts in their wings. A Cherub in 
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has four wings to signify the distribution of the whole Church into four quarters, a beast 
six to signify y' subdivision of [[llr]] a quarter into six parts. 

And y' four Beasts had each of them six wings about him & they were full of 
eyes within & they rest not day & night saying Holy. holy. holy Lord God almighty wrh 
was & is & is to come. Whence I gather these Beasts are the same wth y" Seraphims wrh 
appeared to Isaiah in a vision like this ofy· Apocalyps. {Isa. 6.} For there also the Lord 
sate on a throne in y" Temple & y. seraphims each with six wings cryed holy, holy, holy 
Lord of hosts. So then they are noble enough to represent y" four quarters ofy" Church. 
They have each of them six wings, that is in all four & twenty And these are the four 
& twenty stations of the people of Israel answering to y" four & twenty courses of the 
Priests. For f ( Maimon. Cult. Div. Tract 2. c. 6. @ 1, 5} because the morning & 
evening sacrifices were offered for all the people & they whose sacrifices were offered 
were obliged to be present in the temple, the people had their representatives 
distinguished into four & twenty stations or courses to attend each their week in order 
& each station had its President called the President of y" station. Further to signify that 
these Beasts have internall intellectual eyes tis said that they have eyes within, that is 
in their bodies under their wings. 

And they rest not day & night [that is morning & evening at y' sacrifices,] 
saying Holy. holy. holy Lord God almighty. And when they give glory to him that 
sitteth upon the throne the four & twenty elders fall down & worship him. At the 
morning & evening sacrifices so soon as y' sacrifice was laid upon y" Altar, & y. drink 
offering began to be poured out the trumpets sounded & y' Levites sang by courses 
three times, & every time the trumpets sounded y'. {" Ecclesiastic 50.17 Maimon. de 
cultu Divino tract. 6 c. 6. @ .7} people fell down & worshipped. Three times therefore 
did the people worship; to express which number the Beasts cry holy, holy, holy; The 
song being ended the people prayed standing till y" solemnity was ended. In y' meane 
time the t {t Maimon. cult Div. Tr. 2. c. 5 sec. 2. & Tr. 6 c. 6 s. 5. & Tr. 3. c. 2 s. 2.} 
Priests went into y' Temple & there fell down before him that sat on the Throne & 
worshipped. 

Sect III. The evening sacrifice 

And the Prophet saw in the right hand of him that sat ypon y' Throne a Book 
written within & on y" backside & sealed wth seven seales. This was y" book ofy" Lawb 

{b Deut. 31.26.} w"h was layd up in y most holy place at y C f Targum Jonathan in 
Deut. 31.26.} right side or south side ofy" Ark & so was placed, as it were, in y'right 
hand of him that sat between y" cherubins. The Book of y' Law y' Jews distinguish into 
Sections & call some of these sections open others shut up, meaning that some are 
intelligible others mysterious & scarce to be understood before y" day ofy·Messias. So 
y' last section of Genesis wherein Jacob in blessing his sons, predicts y actions 
captivities & returns of their posterity & y' coming of Shiloh, they note for a section 
shut up. Whence they had this distinction of sections I know not nor of what moment 
it is. Tis more to our purpose that y' book of y' Law with other prophesies relating to 
it is considered by the old Prophets as a book bound up & sealed. So Isaiah {Isa. 8.16 
& 29.1O,11.}: Bind up the testimony, seale the Law among my disciples, And again: 
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The Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep & hath closed your eyes & 
the Prophets your Rulers hath he covered, & y. vision of all is become as a book that 
is sealed [[12r]] which men deliver to one that is learned saying Read this I pray thee 
& he saith, I cannot for it is sealed. So Daniel {Dan. 8 & 12} whose visions conce[[r]]n 
y" things prefigured in y. Law is bid to shut up y" vision of y. Ram & Goat, & again in 
his last vision wherein the Angel comes to shew him what is noted in the scripture of 
truth he is bid to shut up y. words & seale y" book. This book of y" scripture of truth 
continuing therefore sealed in the hand of God that is understood by him alone, & being 
written within & on the back side, within by hidden predictions of things to come, on 
the back side by open allusions to things past, the Lamb now comes to receive & open: 
whence this Prophecy is called y. Revelation of Jesus Christ w"h God gave unto him, 
being a Revelation or opening ofy· Scripture shut up & sealed before. 

For loe in the midst ofy· throne of the four beasts & in y. midst ofy· Elders 
stood a Lamb as it had been slain. That is <he stood in the lines passing through y" 
midst of the throne & elders & in the two cross lines passing east & west north & south 
through y" middle of y four beasts & consequently he stood at the Alter.> to the 
Prophet standing at y. east gate of y Temple the Lamb appeared in y midst of the 
throne & ofy" Beasts & Elders. For this Lamb is y" daily sacrifice & therefore stood at 
y. Altar. <newly offered & now stood coming ... appearing slain & rising from y" dead 
before the evening [Christ was ... condemned & crucified between the morning & 
evening sacrifices & therefore the Lamb appears slain between them that its death may 
respect them both. It had seven horns to signify the & now at the evening sacrifice 
apprearing slain rising from y" dead .. .lt had seven horns to signify the seven 
ecclesiastical> It had seven horns to signify the seven ecclesiatstical dynasties or 
churches of Asia, & seven eyes which are their Angels the seven spirits of God sent 
forth into all y" earth, that is the Angels or Presbytery ofy· seven churches. For as the 
Metropolis ofy" Apostacy that woman Babylon represents the whole apostate church, 
so y" seven churches of Asia are put a type of y" true church diffused through y. whole 
earth. The morning sacrifice was fmished before y" appearance of this Lamb & 
therefore 'tis y" evening sacrifice. Christ died at y. ninth Jewish hour web was the time 
of y. evening sacrifice & therefore his death is here represented by this sacrifice. 

And he came & took r book out of y right hand of him that sat upon·y 
throne. The high Priest in the Fast of the seventh Month & seven days before as he 
dressed the Lamps so he offered y. morning & evening sacrifices. <That solemnity 
being fmished he now comes Between these solemnities, or about the time of the 
evening sacrifice he comes After the evening sacrif > And when he had laid the 
evening sacrifice upon y" Altar he went thence into y temple to bum incense & to 
worship & also on this day as it were to take y" book of y. Law out of y. hand of God. 
For y" Lamb & high Priest in y. Apocalyptick language are one & y. same thing. Christ 
y" Lamb was also y. High Priest, who (as y • Apostle Paul expresseth it) offered himself. 

Now it was y. custome for y High Priest seven days before the Fast to 
continue constantly in y" Temple, {Maimon. Cult. Div. tract 8. cis. 3, 5. Talmud 
Hierosol. in Joma c.1} & not only to exercise himself in y. service of the Temple all 
these days but also to study y" book of y. Law that he might be perfect in it against y" 
day of expiation wherein y. service which was various & intricate was wholy to be 
performed by himself & ofwcb service one part was reading the Law to y" people And 
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to promote his studying it there were certain of the Priests appointed by the Sanhedrim 
to be with him these seven days in one of his chambers in the Temple, & there to 
discourse with him about y. law & read it to him & put him in mind of reading & 
studying it himself. And this his opening & reading the Law these seven days is alluded 
to in y. Lambs opening the seven seales. <Whether the book now used was that very 
book kept in the most holy place or some copy of it is not much material, both being 
the same book in reality. For y. most holy place was not so strictly shut up, but that 
workmen went in to repair it as oft as it needed repairing, & so did the JEdituus to keep 
it clean from dust.> In the time of the second Temple when there was no Ark in the 
most Holy, the book of the Temple was laid up in an Ark or chest in some other <part 
ofy· Temple> place & handed to the High Priest by inferior officers: but how it was 
taken out of y. most holy in the time of y Tabernacle & first Temple I do not fmd 
recorded. By [[ 13r]] the Law of Moses • {a Deut. 17.18. a,b. Vide Buxtorfii Vindic. 
Verit. Heb. p. 906.} <the book> it was to be taken thence upon occasions to copy it for 
y. Kings use & y Jews affmn also it was consulted upon disputes arising aboufy 
reading in any other copies. When Moses had wrote it he C {C Deut 31.10,1l,26.} 
charged it should be read every seventh year in y. Feast of Tabernacles & then ordered 
it to be put in the side ofy" Ark to be kept there for a witness against them, that is to be 
taken out & read upon occasions; for without being read it could not be a witness And 
if it was taken out on certain occasions & particularly at y. feast of Tabernacles much 
more against y" day of expiation, that being yCgreatest solemnity in all y·year & y·only 
time y. High Priest was enjoyned to peruse it. <Understand this of y times Of y 
Tabernacle & flTSt Temple when the Ark was in y" most holy. For in y" second Temple 
y" book was laid up in an Ark or chest in some other place. The Jerusalem Talmud Jews 
affirm that y. pub lick minister or JEdituus took out the book & handed it to y High 
Priest at y" solemnity ofy" expiation & Bartenorus saith it was this ministers office to 
take it out of y" Ark when they read & lay it up again. What y" High Priest did by his 
servant he did himself. [And since so very great care was taken that he should be 
accurately prepared & exercised in every thing against the great solemnity, twas fit he 
should then peruse what was most authentick & use himselfto y" same book he was to 
read on that great day.]> 

But whether the book now used was taken out, or whether it was that very 
book kept in the most Holy, or some copy of it web the High Priest now used is not 
much material both being the same book in reality. It suffices that the High Priest went 
in now into the Temple to worship before the throne & (either really or) as it were, to 
take the book out of the right hand of God & after the solemnity ended, applied himself 
to the reading. Twas the book ofy· Temple no question web he used, & I do not fmd 
that there were more such books then one. And ifhe used y" book ofy" Ark, this was 
y. time for him to go into the most Holy & take it. For on"y day of Expiatioti, d { 

Talmud Hieros. Joma c. 7, s. 4. Maimon. Cult. div. Tract. 8, c.4; s. 2.} this was the time 
that he went in thither to bring out y. golden censer. 

And when the Lamb had taken r Book y. four Beasts & four & twenty Elders 
fell down before him having every one of them harps & golden Vials full of incense web 
are the prayers of Saints & they sung a new song. When the High Priest having offered 
y" incense came out of y. Temple, he poured out the drink offering at y. foot of y. Altar 
& then the trumpets sounded & the people in the outward court fell down & worshipped 
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& y. Priests went into the Temple & there fell down before the Throne & worshipped. 
The Vials are the Priest's who offer incense morning & evening with the prayers of the 
people & y. Harps are y. Levites for y. musick of y. Temple now alternately intermixed 
with the vices [[!]] ofy· Trumpets. Every Elder hath a Vial & Harp to signify that he 
consists of both Priests & Levites. <This falling down of y" Beasts & Elders joyned 
with the Harps & new song & prayers of y. saints, brings us to y. evening sacrifice a 
type ofthe celebration of the Lords supper among Christians. The sacrifice it self is not 
named because Christ y. Lamb dyed but once> The evening incense was joyned wth y. 
evening sacrifice • {" Mane inter sanguinem et membra suffiebat. vesperi inter membra 
et libamima. Talmud Hierosol. in Joma cap. 3, sec. 5.} coming in between y. offering 
of y. members of y Lamb & y drink offering as I now said, & therefore it is here 
joyned wth y. song. 

And they sung a new song saying Thou art worthy to take l' book & open the 
seales thereof. For thou wast slain & hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of eveD' 
kindred & tongue & people & nation & hast made us to 0· God Kings & Priests & we 
shall reign on y. earth. This is the Temple song called a new one alternately intermixed 
with the voices of the Trumpets at y. evening sacrifice. 'Tis because an act of worship 
not payd y" Lamb before our redemption: & it plainly shews, as I said, that these Elders 
& Beasts are the men redeemed by Christ out of all nations & consequently that they 
are y. Church catholick of Christians on earth represented by the Church ofy" Jews 
worshipping in y. Temple. <Whence fals Jews ofy· Synagogue of Sat han (Apoc. 2.9 
and 3.9) are put for fals & Antichristian churches> Tis an Eucharistical song & 
represents the commemoration of the death of Christ in the Lords supper among 
Christians. As y. Lamb slain is the daily sacrifice ofy Jews so the Lords supper 
celebrated in this evening worship is the daily sacrifice of Christians. For anciently it 
was celebrated not only monthly or weekly but even daily in many places. 

And I heard the voice of many angels round about the throne & y. Beasts & 
y. Elders & t number of them was ten thousand times ten thousand & thousands of 
thousands. These being so numerous & placed wthout 1 Court & superadded to y 
worshippers at y. morning sacrifice, denote y Gentiles called & superadded t6 y 
Church after the resurrection of Christ. Falling down & worshipping signifies 
conversion to y. true worship. First the Beasts & Elders alone fall down & worship with 
a song, that is the Jews alone are converted & then all y. angels or Gentiles are 
superadded. And by the same type is the final conversion of the Jews & Gentiles 
signified in other [[14r]] places ofy· Apocalyps, chap.? & 19. 

And every creature Wch is in heaven & on the earth & under the earth & such 
as are in y. sea & all that are in them &c. Every creature was· {" See Mark 16.15 & 
Lightfoot upon the place.} a phrase usual amongst y" Jews to signify all men & chiefly 
the Gentiles, & heaven & Earth & y. sea that is y·whole natural world are put to signify 
the whole political or Ecclesiastical world. After y" four Beasts & four & twenty elders 
had sung a new song to y" Lamb risen from y. dead & then an innumberable multitude 
of Angels gave glory to him; the whole creation, Jews & Gentiles, joyn in giving glory 
to God & y. Lamb together. And then 1 four Beasts say, Amen & y four & twenty 
Elders as at y. morning sacrifice conclude y. solemnity by falling down & worshipping 
him that liveth for ever & ever. In the b C' See Lightfoot Vol. 1. p 1139.} Temple y 
people never answered Amen, but said, Blessed be y. name ofy· glory of his kingdome 
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for ever & ever: In y" b Synagogues & houses instead of this clause they said Amen, 
And therefore seeing y" Beasts instead of that doxology say Amen it shews that under 
y. form of worshipping in·y Temple y worship in y Synagogues & houses of 
Christians is delineated. 

Thus under the type of the Jewish daily worship in the Temple (hitherto from 
y. beginning ofy· Apocalyps set down in order from morning to night[[)]] is the true 
Christian preaching & worship delineated the preaching being deciphered in y. Epistles 
or sermons to y. seven churches & y. worship in the sacrifices doxologies & Hymns to 
God & Christ & in y"prayers ofy·saints represented by y·odors weby·Beasts & Elders 
offer in golden Vials. For as y' Beasts & Elders allude to y" Jewish Church and signify 
the Christian so under y. type ofy" Jewish daily worship is the Christian delineated. 
And hence we may understand that the blaspheming Synagogue of Sathan who say they 
are Jews & are not but do lye (Apoc 2.9 & 3.9) are a Synagogue or Church of men who 
say they are Christians & are not but do lye: a Church Christian in name & outward 
appearance but in truth & reality not a Christian but a blasphemous that is an idolatrous 
Church of Satan. These are y. Gentiles in y·outward Court ofy "Temple (Apoc 11) who 
by worshipping in that court, the place where the people of God used to worship, say 
they are Jews but do lye. Twas the designe of this Prophesy to describe & distinguish 
from one another the true Church & this Synagogue of Satan that the elect by 
considering these things might emerge out of the universal idolatry ofy· last times & 
be saved. Hitherto we have had the worship of the true Church delineated by that ofy· 
Jews & hereafter we shall have that of the fals blaspheming Church deciphered by the 
name of blasphemy on y. Beast & by his blaspheming God & those that dwell in 
heaven, by the nations wondring after & worshipping the Beast & his Image, & 
receiving his mark & y. number of his name, & by the Whore riding upon this Beast 
with the Cup of y. wine of spiritual fornication in her hand & that idolatrous name 
Mystery in her forehead & committing spiritual fornication with y" Kings ofy· earth & 
making y. nations drunk wthy·wine of her fornication & by their being termed idolaters 
& abominable & sorcerers & by y" Angels forbidding y. Prophet to worship him. The 
understanding of all web is of so great moment, that it made y. spirit say: Blessed is he 
that readeth & they that hear y. words of this Prophesy & keep those things that are 
written therein. He that hath an ear let him hear WI y. spirit saith unto y. Churches. For 
this true & fals worship is the daily sacrifice & y. abomination of desolation spoken of 
by Daniel y. Prophet as shal be hereafter explained. 

Sect III U!ll The Feasts ofy' seventh Month 
<The Fast or Day of Expiation. & the Feast of Tabernacles.> 

The evening sacrifice was offered about three houres or three hours & an half 
after noon. And now the solemnity ofy' day being finished the Lamb opens the first 
Seale. For y' High Priest now betakes [[I5r]] himself to y study of the law (as was 
said,) & so on for seven days. The seales are opened therefore in the evenings that is 
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in the beginnings ofthe Jewish days & the seventh seale is opened in the beginning of 
the day of Expiation. 

We began the Prophesy with the High Priest's entring into the Temple {see y' 
backside} [[15v]] on y' third day ofy' seventh month to dress y' Lamps & receive y' 
book ofy" Law. For in describing y' worship on y'Lords day by allusions to y. Jewish 
daily worship, the morning & evening sacrifices ought to fall on one & y' same day. 
The Lord's day is y' day of y resurrection & y resurrection is here typified by y 
Lamb's rising as it were from y. dead to take y' book out ofy· hand of him that sat upon 
y" Throne & therefore the Lamb's receiving y. book & y. concomitant worship given 
to him & y" Father together must fall upon y. Lords day on weh he drest y. Lamps & so 
respect y. evening worship of y' same day. Thus it is in delineating the Christian 
worship by the dayly worship of y. Jews. But in predicting things future by allusions to 
y' seventh month, if regard be no longer had to y' worship on y' Lords day, we may set 
apart y' prophesy of the seven Epistles & consider the Prophesy 6f y Seales & 
Trumpets by it self as interpreters use to do, & begin it wth y" first day of y seventh 
month, wherewith y. Jewish civil yeare began. For the Trumpet~ talkedhw' y 
Prophet in the beginning of this Prophesy & said, Come up hither & I will shew thee 
things weh must be hereafter, may allude to y' sounding of Trumpets on y' first day of 
y' month, thence called y'feast of Trumpets. And if the Lamb be supposed slain on this 
day, whether in y' morning sacrifice to.;l' this Trumpet sounds or in the evening 
sacrifice thereof & to rise again on y' third day when he goes to take y" book out ofy' 
hand of him who sat upon y' throne, the passion & resurrection will be more truly 
represented & the seventh seale will be opened on y" beginning ofy· feast of expiation 
as above. And so far as y' passion & resurrection is hereby represented it may have 
respect also to y' Feast ofy· Passover & even to every Fryday & Lords day in y' year. 

[[Back to 15r]] When the visions weh follow upon the opening of the first six 
seales are described & those of the seventh are to follow, the Prophet tells first y' state 
ofy' Peoples & then y' solemnity performed by y' Priests. 

The people celebrating the Fast & Feast of Tabernacles. 

The state of y. people he describes in two successive multitudes. First a 
smaller multitude numbred & sealed out of y. twelve Tribes of Israel, then a numberless 
multitude with palmes in their hands crying Salvation (that is in y' Hebrew, Hosanna) 
to 0' God. The first are sealed in the day of expiation, the last cry Hosanna 1n y 
following Feast of Tabernacles. 

The sealing of y' first alludes to that place in Ezekiel {Ezek. 9& 1 O} where y' 
man cloathed in linnen wth a Writers inkhorn by his side is commanded to go through 
y' midst of Jerusalem & set a mark upon y' foreheads ofy· men y' sigh & cry for all y' 
abominations done in y' midst thereof; & then other six men, <perhaps> y. Angels of 
the first six Trumpets, are commanded to slay those who are not marked, & after them 
the man cloathed in linnen, the Angel of the seventh Trumpet, is commanded to scatter 
over the city coales of fire, a type of y. war of that Trumpet whereby the great city 
Babylon should be utterly consumed. <The mystical slaughter y' at y. seventh is distinct 
from y' rest being more general & done by y. sharp sword of Christs own mouth & that 
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after the times of the sealed servants of God are expired & therefore in y' Apocalyps 
it is also cut of[[t]] from y. first six by y. interposition of other things.> 

Now the men that are sealed being such as sigh & cry for y" wickedness of the 
people, their condition suits fully with y. day of expiation or great Fast wherein all 
Israel were to fast from morning to night & humble & afflict themselves for their sins 
under pain of being cut off, & to have an attonement made them for their sins by the 
High Priest. This attonement is their sealing. The few who truly lament & mourn for y. 
sins of y. people are numbred & sealed, that is selected & accepted of in y. attonement 
& as it were marked out by the spirit for God's elect: the rest being omitted as 
Hypocrites. For so y" Apostle Paul useth yephrase. In Christ, saith he {Eph. 1.l3}, after 
that y. beleived y were sealed wh y spirit of promise. And to all this agrees well a 
passage in Esdras {2 Esdr. 2.38,40,4I,42.}, where he speaks first ofa number of those 
that are sealed in y. Feast of y Lord, <that is in the Fast for y Feast of Expiation 
Tabernacles> and then describes a great people appearing on mount Sion wch he could 
not number, praising God wth songs, & having palms in their hands, like that numberless 
palm-bearing multitude in y" Apocalyps wch in like manner follow y. number sealed out 
of every Tribe. 

In the solemnity ofthis Fast the attonement for the sins ofy' people was made 
by two Goates, the one Gods lot, y. other reprobate. One was to be sacrificed a sin 
offering to God to make an attonement for y. sanctuary & cleanse it from y. sins ofy· 
[[ 16r]] people: the other to have y. sins of the people confest over him & put upon his 
head & so loaden wth their sins to be let go into y. Wilderness for an attonement for y' 
people, that is for a cleansing of them from their sins thus carried away by this Goat. 
The Goates therefore signify the people, the one the elect, the other y. reprobate. For 
Beasts are always put for multitudes. While the good & bad are together the people are 
full of sins & defile the Sanctuary. By separating the more sinfull from the church & 
<as it were (> through schisms & heresies <», as it were sending them away from y. 
sanctuary, the remaining Church becomes more clean; & this Church (the living 
sanctuary of God) is in time of persecution by the sacrificing of y. Martyrs & 
Confessors attoned for. This Goate, to signify that it refers to y. times of Christianity 
was burnt without the Camp Heb 13.10, II. Killing & burning a body of men signifies 
the dissolving their body as to its outward government, & making war upon them by 
persecution. Which ofy· two Goats should be Gods was determined by lot. The lots 
were of gold, one wth y' inscription For God, the other y./h y inscription For Azazel. 
Whence they named y. scape Goat Azazel. These lots were put into a box & shaken & 
y. High Priest, one ofy< Goats being set at his right hand & y< other at his left, put both 
his hands together into y< box, took out y' Lots & laid y'right-hand lot on y. head of y' 
right hand Goat & y' left hand lot on y< head ofy" left hand Goat. To this taking out of 
y' lots & laying them on y< heads of the Goats allude y' seale of God & y' mark of y' 
Beast set on y' foreheads of their worshippers. For y' seale of God is called the name 
of God in their foreheads Apoc 14.1 & y' mark of y Beast is called the name of y 
Beast Apoc. 13 17. The selecting & sealing some with Gods seale implies that others 
at that time, as reprobates, receive y' mark ofy' Beast. For those are relatives by way 
of opposition & so contemporary. Lots are cast to signify that God makes y' choise. The 
sinfull Lot is sent into y' wilderness loaden with the sins ofy' people by the flight ofy' 
degenerating Woman thither Apoc 12 & 17 as shal be proved hereafter, & then Gods 
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Lot (the remnant of her seed who keep y. commandments of God & have t testimony 
ofJesus Christ Apoc 12.17, those who do not worship t Image of y. Beast & receive 
his mark Apoc 13.15,16 & consequently have y. mark of God in their foreheads) is 
sacrificed & burnt by the fire of persecution to make an attonement for t sanctuary 
Apoc 12.17 & 13.7,15. 

The sacrifices ofy· Fast & Feast of Tabernacles 

The sealed & palm bearing people being described y' Prophet proceeds next 
to y' solemnity ofy' Fast & Feasts performed by the Priests. And when, saith he, the 
Lamb had opened the seventh Seale there was silence in heaven about y' space of half 
an hour. [[17r]] The silence denotes y' time of offering incense in y' morning when the 
Lamps were dressed. For in the time of incense y' people were always praying in their 
court without & so in silence. Whence y' incense is here said to be offered ~ 'y 
prayers ofy' Saints & in another place called their prayers. The Angel who offered it 
is y' High Priest. For on other days y' Priest who offered incense fetcht it himself in a 
censer & another Priest brought down fire from y' great Altar in a silver censer & 
emptied it into a golden one, & took up y' golden one & went into y' Temple wth him 
i was to offer y incense & there gave him'y fire. But on this day y High Priest 
himselftook fire from y' great Altar in a golden censer & then being come down from 
y' Altar took incense of one y brought it to him & so went to y golden Altar. And 
according to this latter way 'tis here said i y' Angel came & stood at y' Altar having a 
golden censer (i is to take fire from thence) & there was given him much incense i he 
should offer it wth y' prayers of all saints upon y 'golden Altar w chwas before y 'Throne. 
The ceremony therefore shews yt y' Angel was y' High Priest performing t service of 
y' Temple & yt on y. day of Expiation. 

And whereas tis said, There was given t Angel much incense & yl y' smoke 
ascended up before God out of his hand i is out of y Censer in his hand: this also 
seems to point out y. day of Expiation. For on other days there was an equall measure 
of incense morning & night; on this day there was an excess for y' most Holy. On other 
days it being all laid on t fire upon y. golden Altar ascended only from thence, on this, 
after it had been offered (wth '/ prayers of y people) upon y Altar, y High Priest 
carried a censer of it burning in his hand into y' most Holy before '/ Ark, & then it 
ascended up also (W1h their prayers) out ofy' Angels hand. 

After y' incense was offered, y. Angel took a censer & filled it W1h fire from 
y' Altar & cast it into '/ Earth & there were voices & thunderings & lightnings & an 
Earthquake. That is he cast it down to y' Earth from heaven where he was. As the holy 
Temple wth all things in it is in this Prophesy considered as in heaven, the earth is y 
prophane region without. This was i fire therefore wch was taken from y' great Altar 
& carried out oft Temple & thrown down to bum y' Goat weh was y' Lords lot. The 
High Priest went not thither himself but did it by his ministers. As tis usuall to ascribe 
to a Prince whatever he doth by his servants, so here y' High Priest may be said to do 
what he doth by y' hands of inferior Priests members of his mysticall body. While y' 
Goat & a Bullock offered by y. High Priest for himself was burning t High Priest read 
y' Law <aloud> to y' People & then offered a ram for himself & a ram for the people 
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& seven lambs together wth y' evening sacrifice. And to his voice & y 'fire of the [[18r]] 
sacrifices & concomitant song of the Levites allude y' voices thundrings & lightnings 
weh followed upon y' casting of y' fue to y' earth. 

The solemnity of this day being finished y" seven Angels web had '/ seven 
Trumpets prepared themselves to sound. They appeared all together before when there 
was silence in heaven for half an hour, yt is in y' beginning ofy" solemnity of this day, 
and by yt appearance shew yt one ofy' Jewish great days was then commencing. For 
they signify y' whole body ofy' Priests weh never came alltogether to 'I Temple but on 
solemn days. This solemnity being over they prepare for y' next vfh is the Feast of 
Tabernacles. For as in y' Chapter above y" Saints sealed on y' Fast are followed by y' 
great multitude with Palms in their hands crying Hosannah, weh solemnity was i ofy' 
Feast of Tabernacles: so here after 'I Fast, is yt Feast described. This Feast lasted seven 
days & consisted every day of great multitudes of burnt offerings (as you may see 
described in Numb. 29) web occasioned an extraordinary blowing ofy' Trumpets by y' 
Priests. And this is signified by y' seven Angels sounding their Trumpets successively. 
For seeing amongst y' Jews none blew Trumpets but Priests, these Angels must be 
Priests & so their sounding seven times will fitly signify y' successive soundings on y' 
seven days; each Angel being a type of all y' Priests who sounded together, according 
to y' use of prophesy wh commonly puts a singular for a multitude. That Angels are 
sometimes put for Priests is plain by Mal. 2.7 7. & accordingly the ancient Jews 
delivered yt y' Angel ofy' Lord who came to Bochim & spake to y' People (Jud. 2.1,4) 
was Phineas. 

I said i y' Prophet in describing y' times ofy' seventh seal tells first y' state 
of y' people & then '/ solemnity of,/ Priests, y first in y sealed servants of God & 
Palmbearing multitude, & second in y' incense & seven Trumpets: whence those two 
narrations are of things contemporary. The servants of God were sealed in y" day ofy" 
Fast & i Fast began at y opening of y seventh seale < falls in with l' bringing of 
incense> & ended before y' Trumpets began to sound being the time of incense 
between them. The sacrifices of the seven days ofy' Feast are types ofy' slaughters in 
seven wars to which the trumpets sound; & the four winds weh hurt y" earth & sea & 
trees are also four wars & hurt y' earth & trees at y' sounding of y' fust Trumpet to war 
& y' sea at y' sounding ofy' second & so on, <yO sacrifices ofy' seven days ofy" Feast 
being types of y' slaughters in seven wars to weh y' Trumpets sound. And therefore> & 
therefore are y' wars of the first four Trumpets. Whence y' Angels of y' four winds are 
y' Angels ofy' first four Trumpets & by consequence <y"> their first appearance <of 
both Angels are contemporary> is contemporary to the first appearance of'l seven that 
is to the opening of y. seventh seal. These appear before y' servants of God are sealed 
& do not hurt y. earth & the sea & trees till they are sealed, & therefore their sealing 
must fall in wth y' time between '/ opening of,/ seventh seale & sounding of,/ first 
Trumpet. <After they are numbred & sealed they continue in being while y' Trumpets 
sound, & at y. last Trumpet end in the innumerable palmbearing multitude. For in y' 
plagues of y' fust Trumpet> The following hosanna of1' Palm bearing multitude 
alluding to [[19r]] 'I hosanna ofy· Jews on 'I Feast of Tabernacles, must necessarily 
fall in wth y. times ofy' Trumpets sounding in yt Feast. On all y' seven days ofy' Feast 
y' Jews during their stay in y ·Temple carried palm branches in their hands & every day 
compassed y' Altar crying hosanna. save now I beseech thee 0 Lord. 0 Lord I beseech 
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thee now send prosperity, & while they did this y. Trumpets sounded. But y" solemnity 
& acclamations were greatest on y" seventh day, & therefore they called y y great 
hosanna. For on each ofy" ftrst six days y" people compassed y" Altar but once, but on 
y" seventh day they compassed it seven times. Whether the Apocalyptick hosanna 
include y" hosannas of all y" seven days or be only y" great hosanna ofy" last day, y" 
prophesy ofy" sealed saints and palm-bearing multitude must end wth y. ofy" seventh 
seale & seven Trumpets, & so is synchronal to it from y" beginning to y" end. 

Now considering y. those who were sealed in y" Fast survived & were to keep 
y" Feast; y. in y"plague ofy"fift Trumpet none were hurt but those who had not y"seale 
of God in their foreheads, & consequently y. y" sealed ones continued till then in being; 
i numbring amongst the Jews signified fewness, whent:ea { Scriptores Hebrrei 
paucitatem indicatum dicunt Numerus sunt. Et viri numeri sunt viri pauci. Sic Dies 
Illil!llim et populus numera id est paucus. Theocritus quoque «xpl~~uxToiJC; pro paucis 
usurpat. Drusius in Apoc. 13.8.} they used y" phrase <Days of number> Men of number 
to signify a <contemptible> few men, & therefore y" numbring ofy" sealed ones is a 
symbol of their fewness; y. in being numbred they are but few in comparison ofy 
innumerable multitude; y. they are numbred out of all y twelve Tribes & therefore 
signify y" whole true Church & so leave no place for y" innumerable multitude till their 
times be run out; i y" desolate times ofy" Church signifted by y'prophesying ofy·two 
witnesses in sackcloth continue almost till y' seventh Trumpet sounds, & then"y 
witnesses ascend up to heaven in a cloud, y. is in a great multitude, & at':! fall of,:! 
tenth part of y' great city y Nations are converted, & at'Y sounding ofy seventh 
Trumpet become universally victorious, & y. as"y numbred Israelites were 
inconsiderable in respect of y" innumerable multitude, so Y' ftrst six hosannas were 
inconsiderable in respect ofy" seventh: for these reasons I place y' numbred Israelites 
in y" times of y ftrst six hosannas or Trumpets, & y innumerable Palm-bearing 
multitude in y' time of Y' seventh only. There is but one hosanna of this multitude 
described in y" Apocalypse, & y was at"y time of their coming out"of y great 
tribulation <. That hosanna is a symbol of great joy (Levit. 23.40, Deut. 16.14, 15. 
Nehem. 8 (.15, 17) & also of victory and triumph. For> & no doubt the greatest 
Hosanna of the seven is hereby alluded unto. 

The compassing ofy' Altar once every day wthpalm-branches & Trumpets for 
six days, & then seven times on y. seventh day was done in memory of y like 
compassing of Jericho wth Trumpets in order to its taking (Josh 6.) as fs y Jews 
tradition & therefore it is a symbol of victory & triumph: whence they were to keep this 
solemnity wth great rejoycing Levit 23.4 Deut. 16.14,15. Nehem 8.15,17. & Y Jews 
upon victories rejoyced wth Palm branches in their han[[ds]] I Mac. 13.51. Jude[[ ... ]] 
on a [[ ... ]] The compassing Jericho y" ftrst six days was but preparatory to its taking, 
on y' seventh day they became victorious & took it wth a great shout, & in like manner 
in y' Apocalyps [[20r]] at y" great hosanna of y' seventh Trumpet y" Church becomes 
universally victorious & triumphant w·h great joy <,"y Kingdoms of this world 
becoming y" Kingdoms of Christ>. The ftrst six hosannas being but preparatory to y" 
victory wcl' was to happen at y" last & greatest, it was sufficient in typifying y. victory 
to mention y' last <hosanna in the Apocalyps> alone. Jericho was taken at'y very 
entrance of Israel into y" land of Canaan, & therefore y <great> hosannas kept in 
memory ofy" victory against it is a type ofy "future victory ofy 'Church at her entrance 
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into y. promised land, & this victory happens at y sounding of y seventh Trumpet 
when yo Kingdoms of this world become y. Kingdoms of Christ & he from thenceforth 
reigns for ever & ever. The palm bearing multitude after their coming out of y. 
tribulation does hunger no more nor thirst any more, but yo Lamb feeds them, & leads 
them into living fountains of water, & God dwells among them & wipes away all tears 
from their eyes: web cannot be said of yo Church before yo last day, y great day when yo 
last Trumpet sounds & puts an end to time, & yo great mystery of God is fmished & y. 
dead are judged & y. saints rewarded, Apoc. 10.6,7 & 11.18. @ 

[[ 19v]] @ For y. Church continues till then in an afflicted condition, but then 
the tabernacle of God begins to be wth men & he dwells with them & wipes away all 
tears from their eyes & gives unto him that is a thirst the fountain of <life> water of life 
freely & feeds them wth yo tree of life & there is no more curs. Apoc 21.3,4,6 & 22.2,3. 
The description of this multitude coming out of the great Tribulation respects most 
plainly that place of Isaiah ch 49.10 where tis said that the Prisoners shal go forth & 
they that were in darkness shal shew themselves <go forth that is they shal come out of 
yo great tribulation> & they shal no more hunger nor thirst neither shal the heat nor sun 
smite them for he that hath mercy on them shall lead them. even by the springs of water 
shall he guide them: And this is there conjoyned wth the return of the Jews from 
captivity. When they return from captivity & y. dead are raised then then doth God 
wipe away tears from offall faces & take away yo rebuke of his people from offy·earth 
Isa 25.8 & then also do y. saints come out ofy· greatest of all tribulations Dan. 12.2,3. 
For immediately after this tribulation the kingdoms ofy· world fall & Christ comes in 
the clouds to judgment Matt.24. The souls under the Altar slain at the opening of yo tift 
seal were to rest a little season until their fellow servants should be killed as they were 
& God should at once avenge the blood of all his martyrs on them that dwell on the 
earth, that is untill the end of the great tribulation: & therefore when they rise again & 
God avenges their blood, the Palm-bearing multitude come out of that tribulation. And 
this is at y. sounding of y seventh Trumpet when·y <time 01£ y dead is come> 
kingdoms of this world being vanquished become the Kingdoms of Christ & the time 
of the dead is come that they should be judged & God rewards y. saints & destroys 
them that destroyed the earth. A little season in the language of this Prophesy where 
days are put for years is a long time in y. language of y. vulgar & so may reach down 
from y. tift seal to y·last Trumpet. So then [[back to 20r]] So then y. sealed servants 
of God are yo universal Church militant numbred out of all y. 12 Tribes at yo opening 
of yo 7th seal & continue few in number till yo last Trumpet be ready to sound, & then 
<appears to> the two witnesses ascending up to heaven in a cloud, they grow to a great 
multitude web no man could number of all nations & peoples & kindreds & tongues & 
become the Church triumphant coming out of the great tribulation with palms in their 
hands & beginning their reign at yo great hosanna of yo last Trumpet when yo kingdoms 
of this world become yo kingdoms of Christ, & he begins to reign for ever & ever. 
Whence in Esdras they are crowned by the son of God at yo same time that they receive 
palms in their hands. 2 Esdr. 2. I mention Esdras not as a Prophet but as a collector of 
some old Jewish Traditions. 
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<Sect. v.> The prophesying in y. Fast & Feast of Tabernacles 
<together with y. interPretation thereof.> 

When six of y. Trumpets had sounded & y seventh was ready to sound y 
Prophet saw a mighty Angel come down from heaven cloathed wth a cloud & a rainbow 
was upon his head & his face was as it were y. Sun & his feet as pillars of fIre, & he had 
in his hand a little book open. This mighty Angel appearing so glorious above y. other 
Angels wth a rainbow about his head, can be no other but y 'Son of God. You may know 
him by his face appearing as y. Sun, & his feet as pillars of fIre. For this was y 
appearance ofy· Son of God in y beginning Apoc. 1.15,16. His face was as the sun to 
signify that he is a king, & his feet as pillars of fIre to insinuate that they appeared in 
y. region ofy fIre of1 Altar, like pillars burning in the flame as in a furnace Apoc. 
[[ ... ]] He calls y. witnesses his witnesses Apoc. 11.3, & they are not the witnesses of 
any other Angel then Christ. He had before in y. form of a Lamb opened y. seales of y. 
book yt he might read it, & now he comes [[21r]] in 1 form of an Angel wh 1 book 
opened in his hand to read it. For a Lamb to read was improper & therefore he now 
appears in y. form of a Man. At 1 opening of 1 seventh seale he changed his shape 
from y form of a Lamb to i of an Angel & stood at y. Altar wth a golden censer in his 
hand to do y. High Priests offIce in y. day of expiation, & now i Angel appears again 
in a more glorious form to do another part of his offIce in reading y. law to y. people 
on i day. For y fIrst appearance o[ly book open ought to follow immediately y 
opening of y. last seale, & therefore to fall in wth y. day of Expiation. As y. times of y. 
Fast & Fe:lst of Tabernacles were described fIrst by y. sealed Saints & Palm-bearing 
multitude, & then again by y. solemnity of incense & sounding ofy Trumpets, so they 
are now described a third time by y. reading ofy·Law & y·ensuing thunders. 'Tis usual 
wth Historians when they have several collateral actions to describe, wch cannot be so 
well told in order, to describe fIrst one series of things & then another collateral in time 
to y. former; & y. same method is used in this Prophesy. 

And he set his right foot on y. Sea [of glass above mentioned] & his left foot 
on y. earth. Conceive i he is y' High Priest and came down from y" throne of heaven 
where he had be[[en]] offering incense & performing other sacred rites on y. day of 
expiation Chap. 8.3, & came through y. east gate ofy· Priests court into y. Court ofy· 
people to read y. Law to them while y·heifer & iGoat wchwas y·Lords lot were burnt 
without y. Temple, & i he stood in 1 Court without y East gate upon 1 stairs of1 
gate or some other conveniently elevated place to read wth his face looking towards y. 
Prophet & towards y. people whilst y. Prophet standing directly before y. throne saw 
him over against y middle ofy·throne & both his feet in the region ofy·flfe ofy·altar 
like pillars burning it it & y. sea of glass behind his right foot. For it is to be conceived 
i y. Prophet stood so as to see y. fife of y. Altar through y ·East gate of y ·Priests Court 
like lightning proceeding out ofy· Throne Apoc. 4.5, & to have y·prospect ofy·whole 
Temple before him, all impediments being removed wch make nothing to y' purpose of 
y. Prophesy. For as he tells us y y lightning proceeded out of the throne tho' it was 
upon y' Altar, & yt y. singers stood upon y. sea of [[22r]] glass mingled wth fIre Apoc. 
15.2 tho' y. fife was not upon y. sea but upon y. Altar over against y. sea, & y. singers 
were neither upon y. sea nor upon y. altar but in a right line between him & them at y. 
East Gate of y. Priests Court where they used to sing: so by y. same way of speaking 
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he might tell us also i 1 Angel stood on 1 sea with his right foot & on y. earth wth his 
left tho' his right foot was only in a right line between y' prophet & y sea, & only 
appeared to stand upon y' sea. Fory'sea was between y'Altar & y'Porch & y"Temple, 
not directly in a right line but verging a little to y' South, & so would appear behind his 
right foot whilst his left foot stood besides it as it were upon y' earth. And whilst y 
Prophet standing eastward saw him to y. west wth a rainbow upon his head, suppose in 
1 cloud wherewith he was cloathed, you may thence learn yt y' Sun was in y' East, & 
consequently it was in y. morning i he fIrst appeared in heaven & began to come down 
from thence. For yt was y. time i he offered incense on y. Golden Altar & in y. most 
Holy (Apoc. 8.3) & came down from thence to send away 1 Scape Goat & then to read 
in y. court of y. people. 

And he cryed wth a loud voice as when a Lyon roareth, yt is in reading y. Law 
to y. people. This was y. book of Prophesy weh y. Lamb had received at y. hand of God 
to open y. seales thereof y he might prophesy out of it, & now having opened all y 
seales he prophesies out of it to 1 people, & this his prophesying is typifIed by y. High 
Priest's reading in y. book ofy· Law. For as Christ prophesied in telling y. Angel what 
he had received of God Apoc. 1.1 & 22.6 & 19.1 0, & y. Angel prophesied in shewing 
John what he had received of Christ, & John prophesyed in telling it to y. Churches; so 
every man who reads or truly interprets any Prophesy to others may be said to prophesy 
to them, & therefore y. High Priest in reading y Law, whose ceremonies are 
prophetical, did prophesy to y' people, & yt his prophesying out of it is a proper type 
of Christ's prophesying out of it to y' world by his mystical body. For here y' mighty 
Angel represents Christ prophesying to y. people, not in his own person when he sent 
y' prophesy to John, but afterwards in his mystical body when y'times of opening y' 
seventh & last seale commence. 

And when he had CIyed y' seven Thunders uttered their voices. These thunders 
conceive to be 1 voices of y' cloud wherewith y' Angel is cloathed yt is of y' multitude 
about them, & so denote y. song of1 Temple alternatively intermix'd wth yo soundings 
ofy' Trumpets at y' sacrifIces ofy' seven days ofy' Feast of [[23r]] Tabernacles. For 
these thunders speaking articulately so yt y' Prophet understood what they spake, they 
must be humane voices, & we shewed above i Thunders signify 1 loud voices of a 
multitude singing: & as y' description ofy· dayly sacrifIce above was accompanied in 
y' morning wth y. voice of a Trumpet, Apoc. 4.1, & in Y ·evening w thy ·voice of singing 
chap. 5.9, so y. description ofy· sacrifIces ofy· Feast of Tabernacles is fIrst done by 
y. voices of seven Trumpets, & then by y voices of seven Thunders representing y 
song ofy· Temple. And as in yo daily sacrifIce y. voices ofy· Trumpets & singers are 
alternately intermixed, so it is here. For Thunder as well as y. sound of a Trumpet 
signifIes war, & therefore y. seven Thunders as well as y seven Trumpets are seven 
successive wars, & because these wars end together (as is said a little after) they must 
be coincident, & so refer to y' same sacrifIces. 

Yet is there this difference between y. voices of Trumpets & y voices of 
thunder, i y. one is prophesying & y. other not. For all praising & glorifying God is 
prophesying, & such is singing in y. Temple. For so y song of Asaph & Heman & 
Jeduthun who were appointed by David for y. song in y. house of y. Lord wth Cymbals, 
Psalteries & Harps, are said to prophesy wth those musical instruments 1 Chron. 
25.1,2,3, & Heman from having y. charge over his sons in these matters is called y 
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Kings Seer in "I works of God to lift up y. hom vers 5, & so are Asaph & Jeduthun 2 
Chron. 29.30 & 25.15. So also where Samuel saith to Saul a Choir of Prophets shal 
meet thee wth a Psaltery, a drum, a pipe & a Harp & they shall prophesy, '! Chaldee 
interprets it & they shal sing or~: & again 1 Sam. 19.25, he went forward singing. 
he put off his garment & sung. So for a man & woman's praying or prophesying in 1 
Cor. 11.4,5 y. Apostle seems to put praying or <prophesying> singing in chap. 14.15. 
For a woman is not otherwise to prophesy in "I Church then by singing. So then 
thundering in "I Temple is prophesying and "I cloud wcI! thunders signifies a company 
of Prophets. The voices of "I Thunders were articulate & all articulate speaking in this 
prophesy of"l Apocalyps is a part ofy' Prophesy. And since "I whole Prophesy is "I 
Prophesy of y' Book w*' Christ received at y hand of God, y seven thunders are a 
prophesying out ofi book. And of this "I song at "I sacrifices of this Feast was a fit 
type' {a Maimon. de Cult. div. tr. 2, c.3, s.5.}, it being taken out of,! Law. There is 
also another type of prophesying in "I times signified by y·seven days of this Feast. For 
such is "I pouring out of water in "I drink offerings of"l morning & evening sacrifices 
of these seven days, as "I Jews & even Christ himself (in alluding to this pouring out 
of water) interprets John 7.37,38. A third type is y'reading ofy· Law by y' King to "I 
people in their Court on these seven days. The Angel is both King & Priest & stands 
all the while wth the book open in his hand in a reading posture. And if y seven 
thunders comprehend all y. prophetick voices of"l seven days, the voice of the king as 
well as y' voices of the singers must be comprehended in them. 

When "I Thunders had offered their voices y. Prophet is bid to seal them up 
& write them not, to signify y. although "I book of,! Law was opened by y Lamb 
[[24r]] & read by "I Angel & proclaimed aloud by y. prophetick thunders to "I people, 
yet "I whole prophesy is heretofore sealed up in obscurity & needs an interpretation to 
make it intelligible: y. book being sealed till y opening of"y last seal, & now y 
contents of it being sealed anew. Hitherto therefore "I whole prophesy is a dark obscure 
renigma sealed up in difficult types & figures. In "I next words an end is put to this 
renigma by declaring y. it is brought down to' y end of time, & then follows y 
interpretation. 

And "I Angel swore by him i liveth for ever & ever y. there should be time 
no longer (y. is after y. Thunders) but in y' days ofy· voice ofy· seventh Angel when 
he shal begin to sound "I mystery of God should be finished as he hath declared to his 
servants "I Prophets. This alludes chiefly to y like oath ofy same glorious Angel 
appearing in "I High Priests habit in Daniel, who in answer to "I question how long it 
should be to "I end of "I wonders there prophesied of, held up his hands {Dan. 12} to 
heaven & sware by him y. liveth for ever & ever y. it shal be for a time time times & an 
half, & at y' ending ofy· dispersion of"l power ofy· holy people all these things shal 
be ended. The Thunders, seing after ym there shall be time no longer, last to "I end of 
ages, y. is of those times called by Daniel a time times & a half: at"y end of\\- .y 
seventh Trumpet shal sound, & y great mystery of God w chy 'old Prophets have chiefly 
spoken be fulfilled: "I Jews then returning from captivity & "I greatness ofy" kingdom 
under y" whole end at y" end of those three times & a half (as Daniel chap. 7 describes) 
being given to y" saints of "I most High whose kingdome is an everlasting kingdom, & 
y. kingdoms of this world at y" sounding ofy· Trumpet (as John tells us) becoming "I 
kingdoms of our Lord & of his Christ, who shal reign for ever. The prophesies therefore 
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ofy" Thunders is contemporary to that ofy" Trumpets (as I newly affirmed) because it 
ends together with them. 

The interpretation of)'" prophesying in y. Fast of Feast of Tabernacles. 

The spirit having under y. types of y" Law brought down y" sealed prophesy 
to y" end of time, passes on now to give y interpretation of y whole under various 
allusions to y" Jewish history. And y" voice, saith he, web I heard from heaven (yl is y" 
fIrst voice of a Trumpet) spake to me again & said: Go take y" little book yl is open in 
y. Angels hand &c. And I took y·little book out of y. Angels hand & ate it up, & it was 
in my mouth sweet as honey, & as soon as I had eaten it my belly was bitter. And he 
said unto me, Thou must prophesy again before many peoples & Nations & tongues & 
Kings. This is an introduction to a new prophesy a repetition of all y" former, & alludes 
to Ezekiels being sent to y" wicked Jews to prophesy Ezek. 2 & 3 by eating a book 
spread open & written within & without, & full of lamentations & wo, but sweet in his 
mouth. Eating & drinking signify acquiring. For so eating flesh is put for acquiring 
riches Dan. 7.5,23. Eating Christs flesh & drinking his blood is beleiving in him & 
receiving his doctrine Joh. 6. & y"leaven ofy" Pharisees is their doctrine Matt. 16.12 
eating the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledg is acquiring knowledge by doing 
something interdicted Gen. 3.5,7. The tree of life & water of life are wisdom & 
understanding Prov 3.18 & 13.14 & 15.4 & 14.27 & 16.22. Drinking y" water of life 
is receiving y" spirit John. 7.39, & so eating l' book is becoming inspire<fi'w· y 
prophesy conteined in it, & is a type of his prophesying out of it. How y" book in his 
hand may signify his prophesying out of it needs no explication, but how he should 
speak out of his belly may seem something strang[[e]], & yet was it a phrase used by 
y" eastern Nations. So Job, I am full of words, y "spirit of my belly constraineth me {Job 
32.l8,19}: Behold my belly [[25r]] is as wine web hath no vent, it is ready to burst like 
new bottles. And Solomon: It is a pleasant thing if thou keep y" words ofy" wise in thy 
belly {Prov. 22.18.} they shall withall be fItted in thy lips. And Christ {John 7.38}: If 
any man thirst let him come into me & drink: He y' beleiveth in me, out of his belly 
shall flow rivers of living water, yl is words oflife by vertue ofy" spirit webhis disciples 
were to receive. [[*]] The Prophet ate y" open book & therefore is to prophesy again of 
y' times which follow it being opened & by consequence the ensuing prophesy of the 
measured Temple & two Witnesses commences wth the opening of the last seal. It was 
was sweet in his mouth & bitter in his belly, to denote the bitter state of the Church 
after the Gentiles should begin to tread under foot the holy City. 

[[The following begins at the asterisk but was mainly crossed out.]] 
The Prophet ate y' <whole> open book & therefore is to prophesy again ofy' 

<whole & yl more openly then before, because y "book was now opened & nothing had 
been hitherto prophesyed out of it as open but what y" Prophet was commanded to seale 
up. It> was sweet in <the prophets> mouth & bitter in his belly <sweet in y" fIrst part 
of the new prophesy & bitter in y" latter. The prophesy of y eaten book is hereby 
distinguished into two parts, y" fIrst of y' book in the Prophets mouth, y" last of y" book 
in his belly; y" fIrst short & introductory, y" last y" main prophesy, for y" sake ofwch he 
ate y' book, l' fIrst sweet & grate full, & l' last bitter & astonishing. The first you have 
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in y. Angels discourse untill y seventh Trumpet sound~ y last begins where the 
prophesy of y. Seales & Trumpets ends & is a repetition of y. whole. The first is sweet 
as honey in describing all yts good & grate full namely 'I measuring of y Temple & 
altar, y. worshipping ofy·Saints in y·Temple, y·prophesying ofy·two witness & their 
great power over their enemies, & after martyrdom their sudden resurrection so as to 
put their enemies in fear, & their ascension up to heaven in a cloud, & y. fall ofy· tenth 
part ofy· great city, & mens being affrighted thereat & giving glory to God, & how y. 
Kingdoms of this world become y. Kingdoms of Christ & he reigns for ever. The 
second prophesy ofyt book is bitter as wormwood. For it begins wtha bitter persecution 
ofy· Church represented by y. pains & crys ofy· woman in travail, & then describes y. 
apostacy ofy· Church by t flight ofyt woman into y. wilderness, & y" prosperous & 
universal reign of t Dragon, Beast, fals Prophet & whore of Babylon. These two parts 
being prophesies ofy· eaten book, by vertue ofwch he is to prophesy again, are both of 
them interpretations of what went before. The first coming next after t Prophesy ofy· 
thunders is an interpretation ofyt prophesy: y. second coming after y. whole Prophesy 
ofy· seales & Trumpets is an interpretation ofy· whole. 

The worship & reading of y. Law in y first prophesy was done 'in y 
Tabernacle or first Temple, y. interpretation thereof in this new prophesy begins wth y. 
building of a new one. For y. first had the four Beasts in its outward court, wch Beasts 
are an y. twelve tribes of Israel, & therefore twas either y Tabernacle or Solomons 
Temple [[26r]] but this hath y. Gentiles in y. outward Court, & therefore is y. second 
Temple built by Zerubbabel, Simeon Justus & Herod. For understanding wch you are 
to know that y"> 

[[Another crossed-out version ofthis paragraph]] 
[[2Sr]] Now because the prophesy of y. Thunders alludes to y times of y 

second Temple, when the Law was read in the synagogue, the interpretation thereof 
begins wth the building of that Temple as you will understand by the following history 
of its building> 

Now because the Prophesy ofy· seales & Trumpets respected y. worship in 
y. Temple this prophesying again begins with a new Temple. That respected either the 
tabernacle or first temple as you may know by the throne or Ark within it & by the four 
beasts or twelve [[26r]] tribes about it & by the sealing y. servants of God out of all the 
tribes there being in the second Temple no Ark nor any more tribes then two: this 
begins wth y. building of the second Temple, as you will understand by the following 
history of this Temple. The Jews at their return from captivity were but few & poor & 
so needed not all y. great court wch was before built by Solomon for y. whole nation in 
prosperity, nor were able to rebuild it. Cyrus his decree was only for y. Temple to be 
built wth three rows of stone & a row of cedar beams Ezra 6.4, yt is for y. Temple wth 

y. inner court 1 Kings 6.36. And instead ofy· great court there was walled in at y. east 
end ofy· inner Court, a little court for the people wch they called y. weomans Court to 
distinguish it from y. eastern border ofy· inner Court wch border was called y. court of 
Israel. For into this border men alone, into y. other Court weomen as well as men were 
admitted. And y. littleness of this Court compared w ththe former great one was y ·cause 
yt they who had seen y. former Temple wept when they saw y. foundation of this new 
one laid Ezra 3.12, & y' Haggai asked them Who is left amongst you i saw this house 
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in her fIrst glory & how do you see it now? Is it not in your eyes in comparison of it as 
nothing? Haggai 2.3. 

In this state continued this Temple till y' time of y Greek Empire when 
Simeon Justus y" High Priest repaired y' House & built from y' foundation y. perimeter 
of y. outward Court, being a high double building (Eccles. 5.1,2) y Hhw double 
Cloysters and double chambers over ym parted by a row of pillars below between y 
Cloysters & a wall above between y" Chambers. This building continued till Herods 
time who rebuilt part of it more splendidly: but yet y" custome which had long 
confirmed y" weomens Court to y" Jews & given away y" ground ofy" great Court to y" 
Gentiles, remained as before: so yl y" great Court W" before y" captivity was y" peoples 
was now accounted y" Gentiles, & y" people continued to use only y" weomen's Court 
& Eastern border ofy" Priests: whence God in Ezekiel's vision ofy' Temple complains 
prophetically yl they had admitted strangers & men uncircumcised into his Temple & 
tells ym yl this shall be y" Law ofy' house: Upon V'top ofV' mountain V' whole limit 
thereof round about shall be most holy, And makes y" wall round about y" four sides of 
the outward Court, to separate between y' sanctuary & y. prophane place, & places y' 
people in y" outward Court, & charges y no stranger uncircumcised in flesh be admitted 
into his sanctuary Ezek. 44.7,9,19 & 42.20 & 43.12. Where it is to be noted yl Ezekiels 
outward Court answers in dimensions to y" Gentiles Court; each side being 500 cubits 
long, viz. fIfty from y" outward face to y. inward face of each gate of y" outward Court, 
100 from thence to y. outward face ofy gate [[27r]] ofy inward Court, fifty from 
thence to y. inward face ofy' same gate, & fIfty from thence to y. center ofy' inward 
Court; all web doubled make 500 cubits (Ezek 40) by mistake in some versions called 
reeds Ezek.42. 

Now to this history & constitution ofy" Temple (though not understood by y' 
Jews & Christians of those ages) alludes y" divine Apocalypse. The Temple & Altar & 
they yl worship therein, being here opposed to y' outward court, do signify y' Courts of 
y. Temple & Altar wth their buildings & y" peoples court called y" court of y" weomen. 
For by y' Temple y" • {' See Josephus Antiq. 1. S.p. 265, 26[[6?]] & de Bel. Jud. 1. 6. 
c. 14, p. 916. & 1. 7. c. 10, p. 949, 950.} Jews frequently understood Zerubbabels 
Temple alone, yl is all y buildings belonging to y inward Court wherein they had 
worshipped from Zerubbabels time. The outward Court they called y" mountain of y' 
house. And hence 'tis called here y' Court without y Temple. The inward building 
therefore y" Prophet is commanded to measure, yl is to build & let y" outward lye wast. 
For because builders fIrst sett out the measures of what they build, therefore measuring 
is used as a type of building. So Ezekiel to signify yl y" Temple delineated by him 
should be built, measures every part thereof wth a reed. So y" Angel for y' like reason 
measures y' new Jerusalem in y Apocalyps. And so Zachary sees an Angef'w a 
measuring line going to measure Jerusalem, & another Angel tells him yl Jerusalem 
should be inhabited as towns without walls for y' multitude of men & cattel therein 
Zech. 2. And so Jeremy (chap. 21.20) describes building by measuring. The command 
therefore to measure y" Temple & Altar & ym y dwell therein (yl is their Courts) & to 
leave y' outward court unmeasured alludes to Ezekiel's measuring'"y Temple in'y 
Babylonian captivity, & to Zerubbabels rebuilding y. inward part ofy' Temple while 
y" outward court was left out & remained unbuilt & open to y' Gentiles. And whilst y" 
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prophesy has hitherto respected y" worship of y. Temple, this building of a new Temple 
is a plain indication yl John here begins by vertue ofy" eaten book to prophesy again. 

Now this prophesy ofy" second Temple respects y'same anniversary solemnity 
of y" seventh month web was before described in y. times of y" frrst Temple: For it ends 
wth y" last day thereof at y. sounding of y. seventh Trumpet. Yet it doth not begin wth 

y" first day ofy· month, but respects only y. solemnity ofy· seventh seale. For 'tis an 
interpretation of y" prophesy of y" vision & voices of y. Angel & thunders immediately 
preceeding it, & yl prophesy being y" prophesy of 1 little book opened in y Angels 
hand commences wth y. opening ofy·last seale thereof & so respects y·times ofy·Fast 
& Feast of Tabemacles as was explained above. The prophesy ofy· second Temple 
commences therefore wth y" opening of y. seventh seale. The building of a new Temple 
signifies y. building of y [[28r]] Church anew or in a new state & by consequence 
implies her fall from her former condition. And to this answers y" descent of y. mighty 
Angel from heaven wth y·little book open in his hand. For all ascent & descent signifies 
y" exaltation & depression ofy· thing ascending & descending & y. mystical body of 
this Angel together wth y. thundering cloud wherewith he is cloathed is y" Church. 

And yl this is so will more fully appeare by comparing y measuring of this 
Temple & ym yl worship therein wth y. numbring & sealing y" servants of God. For this 
Temple l?eing not wood & stone but y" living Church of God, y. measuring of it & ym 
y worship therein & leaving out y" outward court of unholy Gentiles unmeasured, is a 
type of y. same kind vi' numbring & sealing y servants of God out of all Israel & 
leaving y" rest unsealed, & signifying y·very same thing. For as y'signifies y·selecting 
of a few to be a holy people to God, while y" multitude are rejected: so this signifies y. 
building up y" Elect a spiritual house an holy Priesthood to offer up sacrifices to God 
by Jesus Christ (as Peter expresses it) while y. outward Court of unholy nations lies 
spiritually unbuilt. These therefore are but several types of one & y" same thing, & by 
consequence this measuring begins at y. same time wth 1 numbring & sealing, y is 
presently after y" opening of y seventh seale; & they who worship in)' measured 
Temple are y. same vJ" those saints whose prayers), Angel itf y solemnity of y 
Temple worship presently after y. opening of yl seal offers wth much incense upon y" 
golden Altar. The sealing of y. servants of God alludes to Ezekiels vision of sealing or 
marking y" best of y" people in y" commencing Babylonian captivity to be preserved & 
continue y. remnant of Gods Church in y. times of y" Second Temple. And therefore y" 
sealed live in y" times ofy'Temple, & their sealing as well as y"measuring ofy Temple 
commences at y. Babylonian captivity. For seeing y. Church never ceases but is built 
up in a new form & state so soon as demolished in an old one, y" interval between y. fall 
ofy· frrst Temple & building ofy" second is not here to be considered. 

There are therefore four contemporary prophesies, y" frrst begins wth y" four 
Angels holding y" four winds, y. second wth y" opening of y" seventh seal, y. third wth 

y" Angels descent from heaven & y. fourth wth y" measuring ofy" Temple. For as they 
begin together, so we have already proved yl they end all together at y" sounding of y" 
seventh Trumpet. The three frrst are descriptions of contemporary things done in one 
& y. [[29r]] same Fast & Feast of Tabemac1es; 1 fourth is an interpretation of those 
three & more especially of yO third. For as this was most hidden & therefore most 
needed an interpretation, so it has most affmity wth y" fourth. For 1 prophesies of1 
seven Thunders & two witnesses are y. prophesy of one & y. same Angel standing all 
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1 while wth his right foot upon y. Sea & his left upon y. left [[!]], & of one & y. same 
opened book first held in y. Angels hand to prophesy, & then eaten by y Prophet to 
prophesy again, & they are put also together between 1 sixt & seventh Trumpets after 
y. manner of a sentence within a parenthesis, & therfore like two clauses of such a 
sentence, have a particular relation of one to another: & seing 1 first is a prophesy 
sealed up, & 1 second a prophesying again out 6f y same book by way of 
interpretation, 1 relation web they have one to another must be this yt y" second is an 
interpretation of y. first. And for this reason 'tis y y interpretation begins no higher 
then wth the times of1 seventh seale. The first of these two prophesies begins vi' y 
book newly opened to prophesy out of it, y. second wIh 1 same book newly eaten to 
prophesy again out of it; y. first is a prophesy of reading out of that book, y. second a 
prophesy of yt book in 1 Prophets mouth a fit type of reading; in y. very beginning of 
y. first 1 Angel came down & stood upon 'I earth & sea, in y very beginning ofy 
second y. Angel stood again in 1 same posture: And y Angel stood & said Arise & 
measure t Temple of God &c. The Angel did not go to John to give him y" book, but 
John went to y. Angel to take it. He kept his place, & when John had eaten y book, 
stood up as at first & began to prophesy anew. 

Now y. second of these prophesies is an interpretation orey first in many 
respects. For whereas in 1 first was delineated y. prophesying out of y. book of y. Law 
to y" people by y·High Priest & King, & y "tbundring cloud of Prophets wherewith they 
are cloathed: in y. second is delineated more expressly 'Y persons prophesying,"y 
people to whom they prophesy, y. place where they do it, & Y warlike effect ofy 
Thunders. 

The persons prophesying are 1 two witnesses. For in those his witnesses doth 
y. mighty Angel (our High Priest & King) perpetually prophesy. And they in being 
called two olive trees allude to y. two olive trees or anointed ones in Zachary Chap.4, 
i is to Zerubbabel & Jeshua y·Prince & High Priest who read y·law, & in their having 
power over 1 waters to tum ym to blood, & to smite y. earth wth a curse as oft as they 
will, they allude also to Moses and Aaron 1 Prince & High Priest who taught y. people 
y. Law in 1 beginning. Yet are not these witnesses single persons but (like all other 
persons in y" Apocalyps) have their mystical bodies. The mighty Angel (our High Priest 
& King) being Christ has his mystical body & is cloathed wth a cloud of Prophets, & all 
these compose y. two witnesses. For they are called y. two Candlesticks & two olive 
[[30r]] trees & therefore are two Churches. For Candlesticks are Churches Apoc. 1.20 
& so are olive trees Jer. 11.16, Rom. 11.17,24. And in being churches they are y. 
mystical body of yt Angel distinguished into two Churches by 'I double prophetical 
person he bears of Priest & King & by his two leggs. For 1 circumstance of setting his 
two feet upon 1 earth & sea is not insignificant, & if it signify any thing his feet must 
signify something, & what they signify may be learnt from Nebuchadnezzars Image. 
For as y. two leggs ofyl Image were put to signify y. twofold kingdoms of1 last times 
1 Greek & Latine Empires, so Christ's mystical body being y. Churches his two leggs 
must signify y" twofold Church ofy· last times, yt is y" churches ofy· earth & sea upon 
web y" Angel stands wth y. book ofy" Law open in his hand to prophesy, or y. Churches 
diffused through yt earth & sea to whose inhabitants y Devil came down \IV great 
wrath, Apoc. 12. The descent from heaven ofy· Angel cloathed wth a cloud & y. ascent 
ofy" two witnesses to heaven in a cloud are evidently relatives by way of opposition & 
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signify ye fall & rise of y Church or beginning & ending of her low & afflicted 
condition. For ye prophesy of1 two Churches whereby she is represented during y 
condition begins wth y first & ends \\r ey last. 1ft y representation of these two 
Churches by ye Angel their original is described but not their end; for 'tis not said y 
because of yt Angel, & in 1 representation of 1 same Churches by y two witnesses 
their end is described but not their beginning; for 'tis not said whence those two 
witnesses were. Both prophesies apart are incomplete & must be conjoyned to make ye 
description ofyetwo Churches entire & perfect. These are ye persons prophesying, & 
they prophesy by teaching & interpreting ye prophetick scriptures. IIp0<j>TJT€u€l v to 
prophesy signifies not only to predict & foretell but also to interpret things difficult wch 

relate to religion, as you may see in ye Lexicographers. So Achiors religious discourse 
is called prophesying ludeth [[!]] 6.2, & ye Apostle call ye Poet Epimenides a Prophet 
Tit. 1.12 & in general he calls expounding 1 scriptures prophesying 1 Cor. 14 & Rom. 
12.6. So Plutarch in his book of ye defection of Oracles & Plato in his Timaeus & 
Festus use ye word prophesying for interpreting of Oracles & others use it for 
interpreting of dreams. 

The people in ye outward court to whom ye mighty Angel prophesies are here 
called t Gentiles or Nations to whom i Court is given. These tread under foot ye holy 
city & therefore are enemies to ye Church. And since y Temple is y scene of all y 
visions, ye outward court wth ye nation therein & ye earth & sea, on wch ye Angel stands 
to prophesy to them must represent an ye regions ofye nations ofye whole earth & sea 
prophesied against in this book. These are they that dweIl upon earth whom the two 
witnesses tormented by their prophesying, & who therefore rejoyced at their death. 
They of ye peoples & kindreds & tongues & nations who see their dead bodies three 
days & an half, ye people ofye great city in whose streets they are slain [[31r]] & lye 
dead, ye many peoples, & nations, & tongues & Kings before whom ye Prophet is sent 
to prophesy again. For he prophesies in ye two witnesses to those Nations. The place 
is either ye streets oft great city, i is its dition & provincies, or t outward court ofye 
Temple. In respect of ye Angel's standing upon y earth & sea to read y Law in all 
places (as wen in ye synagogues as in yeTemple) yetwo witnesses prophesy in yestreets 
oft great city. In respect of Laws being read in ye Temple t nations are placed in ye 
outward court. For it was read in ye court ofye people, & i court was ye outward court 
in Solomon's Temple. 

The seven Thunders are not only ye articulate voices of reading & 
prophesying, but also signify wars, namely those to wch t Trumpets sound, & those 
wars are described in ye prophesy of1 two witnesses by fire proceeding out of their 
mouths. Thunder fire & blowing of Trumpets are all of them types of war; & ye war 
represented by an these is of one & ye same kind. For it is occasioned by t loud cry of 
ye oppressed Church, & is inflicted upon her enemies. For as ye fire proceeds out ofye 
mouth of ye two witnesses or Churches, so"y Thunders an!' y voices Of y cloud 
wherewith ye Angel or Church is cloathed, & the Trumpets are blown b1y seven 
Angels wch being y Angels of y seven Churches, their mystical bodies are those 
Churches. The seven Angels, ye cloud, & ye two witnesses are an of them types of ye 
same prophetick people, & do all of them send out of their mouths ye symbols of1 
wars. Tis in answer to ye two first y y fire comes out ofy mouth of"y last. Iney 
prophesy ofye seales & Trumpets where Christ is represented by a Lamb with seven 
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horns & seven eyes which are y. seven spirits of God or seven Angels, his mystical 
body y" Church is represented sevenfold by those seven Angels sounding y" Trumpets. 
In y" propehsy of y. open book where he is represented by a mighty Angel standing wth 

his right foot on y. sea & his left foot on y·earth, his mystical body in respect of his two 
eyes & two feet is represented (as we said) by two witnesses. In both cases Christ is y. 
same & his mystical body the Church is the same, tho' in several respects represented 
by several numbers. In what respect this Church is represented sevenfold & in what 
twofold shal be explained hereafter. This Church thunder & breaths out fire & blows 
y. Trumpets to these wars not by faction & sedition but by calling for y divine 
vengeance upon her persecutors in such a manner y" soules of y. Martyrs under y. Altar 
cryed out wth a loud voice How long 0 Lord holy & true dost thou not judg & avenge 
our blood on them i dwell on y·earth Apoc. 6.10. For if any Man will hurty witnesses 
fire proceeds out of their mouth [[32r]] & devoureth their enemies. & if any man will 
hurt them he must in this manner be killed, yl is as oft as they are hurt by their 
persecuting enemies their blood crys out for vengeance. For he i leadeth into captivity 
must go into captivity. & he yl killeth wth y. sword must be killed W 1h y. sword. here is 
y. patience ofy· faith ofy· saints Apoc. 13.10. 

I have here considered y. fire weh comes out ofy· mouth ofy· two witnesses 
wth respect in general to y. wars of y. Thunders or Trumpets. But yet it seems to have 
a more particular respect to y. war ofy· first Trumpet. For there this fire is cast upon 
y. earth & y·third part of y. trees are burnt up. In y·second Trumpet or Thunder y'two 
witnesses exercise their power over y' waters to tum t to blood & in y rest of"y 
Trumpets & Thunders they smite y. earth wth all plagues as often as they will. And thus 
in a few words is described both generally & particularly how y. witnesses execute y. 
plagues of the Trumpets & Thunders upon their enemies. For these enemies in being 
y. people of 1 earth & sea upon wh y Angel stood ~ y book open in his hand to 
prophesy, they are y" earth & sea upon weh y" plagues ofy" two first Trumpets fell: and 
in being y. nations in y" outward court weh was left out unmeasured they are those ofy· 
twelve Tribes who were left out unsealed, & on whom y. plagues of y' Trumpets fell 
as is exprest both in y' fift Trumpet & in Ezekiels vision of sealing or marking a few & 
leaving out y. rest to be slain by y six men answering to"y Angels of y first six 
Trumpets. And thus y. prophesies agree also in y. subject ofy· plagues. 

So then in all y. times of y seventh seale there are but two sorts of people 
described, y. true Church & her enemies; y first in an afflicted conditiorf, y last 
prosperous & potent; & these two are described under various types. They are 
represented first by y. twelve Tribes of Israel distinguished into two parts, y sealed 
servants of God, & y" unsealed multitude; then by y. Angel wthy·book open in his hand 
& by y. earth & sea upon web he stands; afterwards by those yl worship in y. measured 
Temple, & by y" nations in y. outward unmeasured Court; also by y. holy city & by y. 
same nations who tread it down; then by y. two witnesses & y. nations or great city to 
whom they prophesy; & lastly by Christ crucified & y' same city crucifying him. For 
in calling y' great city Sodom & Egypt where also our Lord was crucifieg, y. people of 
i city are compared not only to the unclean & persecuting Gentiles of Canaan & Egypt, 
but also to y' Jews who crucified Christ, & y" two witnesses slain in their streets are 
compared to Christ crucified. 
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